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Introduction

Now I a fourfold vision see,
And a fourfold vision 1sgiven to me;
‘Tisfourfold in my supreme delight
And threefoldin soft Beulah’s night
And twofold Always. May God us keep
From Single vision ( Newton’ssleep!

—William Blake, Letter to Thomas Butts,
22 November1802

For we now recognize the nature of our disease. What is wrong with us 1s.
preciselythe detachmentof theseforms of experience—art, reigion, and the

rest—from one another; and our cure can only be their reunion in a
completeand undivided life. Our task 1sto seekfor that life, to build up the

conception of an activity which is at once art, and religion, and science,
and therest.

—R. G. Collingwood,Speculum Mentis

Anthropologist, biologist, philosopher, student of behavior and
experience in virtually every arena of human life, Gregory Bateson
(1904-1980) was one of the mostfar-reaching thinkers of the twentieth
century, an explorer who alwayssaw the connections between the
various objects and realms of his explorations. Bateson thus occupies a
position uniquely suited to assist us in unifying our ever more
fragmented lives and knowledges, as well as to teach us—between the
lines—aboutlove, elegance,clarity, and understanding.

I. Bateson’s Life and Work

Gregory Bateson’s life covered considerable geographical and
imaginative terrain. He took part in a biological expedition to the
Galapagos Islands, did anthropological fieldwork in New Britain, New
Guinea, and Bali, and taught at Cambridge, Sydney,Columbia, the New
School for Social Research, Harvard, the University of California
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Medical School, Stanford, the California School of Fine Arts, the
University of Hawaii, and the University of California, Santa Cruz. He
was a Guggenheim Fellow and a Fellow of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences. A teacher who always taught at the edge of his
present thinking, his work has influenced scholars in a widevariety of
fields and contributed much of the groundworkfor the establishment of
family therapy. Yetthe range and depth of his thought has continued to
render him an elusive figure even to many who profess to know his
work.

Son of the English biologist William Bateson (who coined the word
“genetics”), Gregory attended Cambridge University,where he earned a
B.A. in Natural Science and an M.A. in Anthropology. In 1936 he
established himself as a considerable theorist in the fields of anthro
pology and philosophy of science with his book Naven: A Survey of the
Problems Suggested by a CompositePicture of the Culture of a New Guinea Tribe
Drawn from ThreePoints of View.Over the next several years, Bateson went
on to pioneer photographic field techniques with his first wife, Margaret
Mead,resulting in their Balinese Character:A PhotographicAnalysis (1942)
and a variety of ethnographic films of Bali and New Guinea. Following
World War II, during which he served the U.S. Office of Strategic
Services as a staff planner and regional specialist for Southeast Asia,
Bateson became a primary figure in the birth of cybernetics and systems
theory. About the same time, he moved to California and began
exploring thefield of psychiatry, resulting in two books, Communication:
The SocialMainx ofPsychiatry (1951) (with Jurgen Ruesch) and Perceval’s
Narrative: A Patient’s Account of His Psychosis, 1830-1832 (1961), and
culminating in the double-bind theory of schizophrenia, for which he
received the Frieda Fromm-Reichmann Award for Research in
Schizophrenia. Moving from family psychotherapy to animal
communication in search of wider abductive support for his theory,
Bateson spent the next decade studying the behavior and social
organization of dolphins in the Virgin Islands and at the Oceanic
Institute in Hawaii, all the time refining his thinking about the role of
logical typing in integrating all levels of biological communication—
genetic,individual, cultural, and ecological.

Stepsto an Ecologyof Mind (1972) drew togetherall these strands to
reveal a new epistemology of enormous powerand beauty. Returning to
California, Bateson spent his remaining years producinga final synthesis
of his work, Mind and Nature: A NecessaryUnity (1979), serving on the
Board of Regents of the Universityof California, and striving in lectures
and workshops to convey his ideas to other scholars and to anyone
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concerned aboutthe future of Western thought and of our planet—his
ideas having significant implications for such widely varying areas as
nuclear proliferation, ecology, spiritual growth, aesthetics, ethics, and,
above all, epistemology. Gregory died on July 4, 1980. A final work,
AngelsFear (1987), was completed by his daughter, Mary Catherine
Bateson.

None of this biographical data, however, manages to capture the
significance of Gregory Bateson’s work. Aboveall, he proposed a new
way of looking, a new epistemology. In his wide-ranging work with
patterns of progressive change in humanrelationships, the application
of Russell’s theory of logical types to human natural history and
learning theory, the role of somatic change in evolution, the nature of
play, the double-bind theory of schizophrenia, the effects of conscious
purposeon human adaptation,the nature of addiction, the relationship
between consciousness andaesthetics, the criteria of mental process,
and the “metapattern” that eliminates the supposed dichotomy between
mind and nature—inall this seemingly disparate work, Bateson sought
continually to elucidate the basis of form and pattern in the living
world. As a result, he is a primary harbinger of what may be a majorshift
in Western thought, a paradigmatic shift from a mindless biosphere to
onearising in and through mental process. The implications of such a
theoretical—and lived—unification of mind and body remain to be
unfolded. |

Bateson’swork is unique. To paraphrase oneof his ownself-accounts:
Using the findings of anthropology, cybernetics, and ecology,he worked
forward from very simple principles to construct a view of the world
relevant to current problems, providing a solid foundation for
understanding what is wrong with current waysof thinking about
humankind andnature.

Since he spenthis entire life explicating how to think about mental
process of whatever sort, Bateson’s work is of value to scholars in
virtually every field who are concerned with the epistemological bases of
their disciplines and of their own research and thoughtin particular.
His work also has manysignificant implications for the theoretical,
social, ecological, ethical, educational, medical, and personal problems
of ourtime.

ll. A Sacred Unity: Further Steps to an Ecology of Mind

Almost from the moment Stepsto an Ecologyof Mind appeared, Bateson
wasasked to publish a second volume ofhis essays,and as his reputation
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has widened, that demand has grown proportionally. As with Stepsto an
Ecologyof Mind, the articles in A Sacred Unity: Further Steps to an Ecologyof
Mind have been published in a wide variety ofjournals and books, many
obscure or out of print, and severalhave never been publishedat all.

Although I have selected and arranged the pieces, this bookis
Gregory Bateson’s. Insofar as it was possible, I have separated my own
voice from his, made selections that I believe he would have approved,
and madefidelity to his words and meanings the foundation of my
editorial principles. My nineteen years of familiarity with his work,
including six years of personal apprenticeship with him and nineyears
of working with his archival materials, give me some hope that my
editorial decisions might not be too greatly at variance with those that
he might himself have made. In any case, becauseit is my intention that
the book be Gregory Bateson’s, and because it has been my experience
that most of the people who speak or write about his work fail to
comprehendthe nature and texture of the totality toward which he was
alwaysworking,I think it important to begin with Bateson’s own accounts
of whatit washe wasabout.

The ultimate foundation of Bateson’s work is the notion of “an
ecology of mind,” which he once defined as

a newwayof thinking about the nature of order and organization
in living systems,a unified body of theory so encompassing that
it illuminates all particular areas of study of biology and
behavior. It is interdisciplinary, not in the usual and simple
sense of exchanging information across lines of discipline, but
in discovering patterns common to manydisciplines.

In Stepsto an EcologyofMind, he defined it as “a new way of thinking
about zdeasand about those aggregates of ideas which I call ‘minds.’” By
“ideas,”Bateson meant something “much wider and more formal than is
conventional”—ultimately, any “difference which makes a difference,”
traveling in a circuit.

It is important to note that the questions raised are not logical but
ecological:

How do ideas interact? Is there some sort of natural selection
which determines the survival of some ideas and the extinction
or death of others? What sort of economics limits the
multiplicity of ideas in a given region of mind? Whatare the
necessary conditions for stability (or survival) of such a system
or subsystem?
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Theideas are joined not by logic but by natural history.
In Mind and Nature: A NecessaryUnity, Bateson proposed “an in

divisible, integrated meta-science whose subject matter is the world of
evolution, thought, adaptation, embryology, and genetics—the science
of mindin the widest sense of the word.” What he wanted to investigate
was “that widerknowingwhichis the glue holding together .. . the total
biological world in which welive and have our being.”

The method of this meta-science is “double or multiple description,”
the juxtaposition of mental processes (aggregates of ideas) to disclose
the underlying patterns and economics of patterning embodied in
them, as well as the complex richnesses and increments of insight
produced by their combination.

Such a methodis necessary,since

evolutionary process [of whatever sort] must depend upon such
double increments of information. Everyevolutionarystep is an
addition of information to an already existing system. Because
this is so, the combinations, harmonies, and discords between
successive pieces and layers of information will present many
problemsof survivaland determine many directions of change.

In perhapshis clearest and most concise statementof the task of the
new field—now interchangeably referred to as ecology of mind or
Epistemology (the latter increasingly capitalized to differentiate it from
the study of “local epistemologies”)—Bateson concluded that “[t]hecomparingof...thoughtwithevolutionandepigenesiswithboth. .. is
the manner of searchof the science called ‘epistemology.’” Alternatively,
he added, “we may say that epistemology is the bonus from combining
insights from all these separate genetic sciences.”

Finally and perhaps most importantly, it is a central aim of this
science “to propose a sacredunity of the biosphere [emphasis added]
that will contain fewer epistemological errors than the versionsof that
sacred unity which the various religions of history have offered.”
Bateson firmly believed that we are parts of a living world and that our
loss both of a sense of unity of biosphere and humanity and of the
notion that that ultimate unity is aestheticis a disastrous epistemological
error: “I surrender to the belief that my knowing is a small part of a
widerintegrated knowingthat knits the entire biosphereor creation.”

The subtitle of the present volume, Further Stepsto an EcologyofMind,
ismeantto indicate three things:

(1) that it contains “further” steps to an ecology of mind in the
form of additional essaysby Bateson that may be addedto the

xii
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previously anthologized essays to provide greater elucidation
of the pathwaysbywhichhe arrived at his synthesis;

(2) that it contains more properly “further” steps that date from
the years following the 1972 publication of Stepsto an Ecologyof
Mind; and

(3) that it attempts to explicate and enrich “further” the notion of
an ecology of mind andits implications for critical problems
confronting humankind.

I take it as my editorial task to tie together these three uses of the
word “further” and to suggest ways in which readers may enrich their
appreciation of the overall epistemology that Bateson offers, steering
carefully between the twin founderings of our age,trivialization and
ossification (vulgarization and the creation of dogma).

OK

And perhapsit is appropriate to use these last two notions as a
wedge into the nature of the total epistemology.At the end of Mind and
Nature, Bateson makes the assertion, “Io be conscious of the nature of
the sacred or of the nature of beauty is the folly of reductionism.” To
understand the profoundtruth ofthat assertion,and then to contemplate
that understanding in the light of an ecology of mind entailing an
economicsof flexibility, is to have entered the heart of the epistemology.

To spell out this last point, without vulgarizingit, is not simple. To
me there seems to be value in taking the experience of trying to be
conscious of that which to be merely consciousof, is to kill it, and
placing that experience side by side with a formal description of
cybernetic systems.To experience the formeris to experience being the
sort of mental organization described in the latter. And the nature of
beauty and of the sacred has something to do with the integrationof the
total organization, unconscious as well as conscious, which weare. It is
this acute and perspicaciouscritique of the conscious which renders
Batesonparticularly difficult, and valuable, to many readers.

Try the following exercise. Close your eyes, and imagine growing
yourself (a feat that you in fact once achieved, thoughthis is perhaps an
unfamiliar use of the pronoun “you”). Imagineall the branchings, the
self-differentiations, that necessarily take place in the process, and
imaginatively identify with this process.

If you take the exercise seriously, you may discover thatit is
somehow illuminating to get in touch with this “you.” Why? And what
does this experiencetell us about what it meansto say“I”?
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Now entertain the notion that the “you” that grew yourself has
analoguesin all living things, in ecologies of living things, and in the
whole of biological evolution, as well as in the evolution of ideas in the
narrower and more conventional sense of the word.

This exercise can help trigger the beginnings of a deeper
understanding of some of the implications of Bateson’s epistemology. It:
can also provide an experiential ground from which to discuss
“embodied knowing” (vs. “knowing about”), the possibility of empathy
with other creatures and even with biological and ecological processes,
the potential humility that such a widened understanding of self can
provide for the narrower conscious “self,”and, most importantof all,
the notion of zntegratingmany parts and levels of mind.

Taking seriously the notion of an ecology of parts and levels of
mental process—all the way from a single “difference which makes a
difference,” to the largest possible instances of what Bateson called an
evolving “ecological tautology” (e.g., the total interconnected planetary
ecology, including human thought and social systems, seen in the
perspective of time)—permits us to glimpse in all its complex simplicity
the nature of the epistemology that Bateson offers us. Ultimately, this
way of looking discloses a world of habits, of details of behavior within
the parameters imposed by those habits, andof still further parameters
imposed bystill deeper habits (frequently older, frequently embedded
in larger gestalts, and alwaysdealing with propositionsof still higher
degree of abstraction or generality)—until we arrive at the most abstract
patterns-in-time (habits) of all, including the very possibility of such
patterns-in-time. As Bateson explainsit in the third essay in Part III of
the present volume, “[W]hat we were doing in 1955-1960 was the
beginning of a formal sciencewhich would study the formsof interaction
among explicit, implicit, and embodied ideas.”

It is crucial to notice that in this proposed formal science (as he
points out in the fourth essayin the samesection), “Wedeal not with an
energy budget but with budgets of entropy, negentropy, available
pathways and patterns”—in short, with an economicsof flexibility (see
“The Role of Somatic Change in Evolution” andthe first essayin Part II
of the present volume). In “The Message of Reinforcement,” Bateson
hints at the implicationsof this last point by observing that

information of higher type . . . is under certain circumstances
most useful when least “conscious.” This suggests that not only
the logical typing of a piece of information butalso its location
and status in the circuitry of the organism mayaffect its
usefulness in learning.
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In other words, there is an economics that would seem to govern
the relations between the habits and the behaviors that fall within the
parameters (or contexts) that the habits impose,as well as between and
amongthe habits themselves.

The wayof looking called ecology of mind consists in taking a piece
of mental process andits relations to the wider mental ecology in which
it resides, and comparing it andits ecological relations to ecologies of
mental process in a different region of Mind—ultimately,“comparing...
thoughtwith evolution and epigenesis with both.”

I therefore advise the reader to read each essay in the present
volume as though it were primarily about regions of an evolving
ecological tautology, and only secondarily about the more immediate
matters that the essayaddresses and that keepits analysisof an ecology
of ideas groundedin experience.

To regroundthe present discussion, I invite the reader to consider a
point that Bateson seems to me to be making in “The Case Against the
Case for Mind/Body Dualism.”Whenhe says, “Perhaps the people who
leave their bodies could stay with their bodies if they once could grasp
the fundamental truth that religion is unifying and ancient, where
magic is divisive, degenerate, and late,” and when he adds that “to be
fully present in the present, here and now,and of the Body,is strangely
difficult,” he can be heard as suggesting that mind/body unity or
dualism is, ultimately, not only a question of “fact”but also a question of
ethics, of integrity(using the word both in its usual sense and in the
sense of integratingall aspects of oneself or of one’s experience). As
Bateson’s “‘Last Lecture’” puts it: “It seems to me important for our
notions of responsibility . . . that we accept very firmly that body and
mind are one.”

The reader mayat this point usefullyrecall that pregnant phrasein
the first chapter of Mind and Nature: A NecessaryUnity: “to unify and
thereby sanctify.”

If, as Bateson asserts, all we can know is difference, then it becomes
at least plausible that the bulk of our personal, interpersonal, in
ternational, and ecological problemsarise ultimately from the simple
turning of a distinction into a separation, and the separation into an
opposition. It is obvious enough that an opposition presupposes a
separation, and that a separation presupposes a distinction. It is less
obvious, though readily grasped once the effort is made, that a dis
tinction cleaves a ground of somesort in which the two halves of the
distinction were previouslyjoined. One can even gain a glimmerof the
idea that this ground is in some sense oneself-in-interaction, or at least
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that the distinction is in some sense a distinction within one’s own
experiencing. All this is not to propose and espouse what a world of
logic would tend to deduce: a void wherein there are nodistinctions
whatever. This, while true within its own terms, is too simple. Rather,
what is being proposed is a dance: a danceof, for lack of a better word,
integrating.The dance of an evolving ecological tautology.

“It’sa matter of how to keep those differentlevels ... notseparate...
and not confused,” as Bateson says of the Protestant-Catholic argument
over whether the bread “is” or “stands for” the body (see “Ecology of
Mind: The Sacred”).

* OK OK

We are perhaps now prepared to discuss the suggestion implicit in
the title I have selected for the final section of the present volume:
“Health, Ethics, Aesthetics, and the Sacred.”

It is clear to me that Bateson’s work contains the seeds of our
liberation from what Blake refers to as “Newton’s sleep.” Not, let it be
said, “the answers”—just the seeds: any “answer” being intrinsically
wrongheaded.

In what do I think these seeds consist?

(1) in the rectification of what I would term an incorrect or
incomplete relation to consciousness, effected by a realization
that our conscious-purpose “self”is but a tiny portion of the
fuller life which is our birthright;

(2) in the rectification of what I would term an incorrect or
incomplete relation to language, effected by a realization that
language is primarily injunctive and only secondarily
descriptive;

(3) in an escape from the overwhelmingly prevalent error of
projecting models of conscious mental process onto
preconscious mental process—an error from which even
cyberneticsitself is only slowlyemerging;

(4) in a rectification of the errors of the nineteenth century,
during which (as Bateson wrote in an unfinished metalogue)
“[t]he biologists worked hard to un-mind the body; and the
philosophers disembodied the mind”;

(5) in the substitution of a temporalized “eco-logic”for the timeless
“logic”which previouslyserved as a model or image of mind;
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(6) in the integration of intellect and emotion (which brings to
mind another of Blake’s gems: “Thought without affection
makesa distinction between Love & Wisdom as it does between

body andSpirit”);

(7) in the understanding that learning is a stochastic process,
formally paralleling phylogenetic processes under natural
selection;

(8) in an emphasis on knowing, as opposed to knowledge;and,

(9) in the assertion “that ourloss of the sense of aesthetic unity
was, quite simply, an epistemological mistake.”

In short, in the very possibilityof an ecology of mind.
* OK OK

And from the perspective of an ecology of mind, it seems to me a
nontrivial exercise to inquire into the nature of optimally functioning
wholes. Are health, ethics, aesthetics, and the sacred somehowrelated,
or even, in somesense, “the same”? Bywhat right could they be said to
be “the same,” and what would bethe resulting implications for each of
them as separate fields of inquiry as well as for the fields of medicine,
education, social change, and so on?

It would seem to methat if we were to see health, ethics, aesthetics,
and the sacredall from the standpoint of a whole functioning organism
in-its-environment, that is, as being defined operationally as opposed to
prescriptively,! we could conceivably arrive ourselves at a vision of each
of these seemingly separate categories as pointing toward a complex
dynamic state of an evolving ecological tautology.

To return to the place from which westarted: “To be conscious of
the nature of the sacred or of the nature of beauty is the folly of
reductionism.”

I leave the relation between health, ethics, aesthetics, and the sacred
as a genuine question, and invite the reader to exploreit.

For mypart, I willbe content if the reader bears in mind that there
is a way of understanding whichall the “further” “steps”in the present
volume go together to integrate—a sacred unity necessarily richer than

1. See William Blake’s “If Morality was Christianity Socrates was the Savior,” and “Jesuswas
all virtue, and acted from impulse: not from rules,” as well as Lewis Carroll’s “I wish J could
manageto be glad!’ the Queensaid. ‘OnlyI never can rememberthe rule.’”
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any description ofit. Finally, it is my hope that the book will serve as a
springboard for those whoare able to explore . . . further.

I give Gregorythe final word:

And last, there is death. It is understandable that, in a
civilization which separates mind from body, we should either
try to forget death or to make mythologies about the survival of
transcendent mind. But if mind is immanentnot only in those
pathways of information which are located inside the body but
also in external pathways, then death takes on a different aspect.
The individual nexus of pathways which I call “me” is no longer
so precious because that nexusis only part of a larger mind.

The ideas which seemed to be me can also become
immanent in you. Maythey survive—iftrue.

—Rodney E. Donaldson
Seattle, Washington
July 4, 1991





Editor’s Note on the Selection and

Arrangement ofMaterial

The contents of the present volume were selected from over a hundred
published and unpublishedarticles. Constraints on the length of the
book madeit necessary to omit a numberof items worthyof inclusion,
and, inevitably, some readers will regret the omission of this or that
favorite article. | was guided in myselection by a desire to representall
aspects of Bateson’s work and by a determination to choose those essays
that contribute to ongoing theory.

Aboveall, since I have observed a tendency on the part of many to
take pieces out of Bateson’swork and miss the nature and texture of the
whole, I have selected articles with an eye to pushing the reader gently
in the direction of that larger whole toward which Gregory was always
working. Like its predecessor, Steps to an Ecologyof Mind, the present
volume’s overarching aim is to point the reader toward the total
epistemology and not merely a portion or portions of Bateson’swork.

The titles of the first three sections of the present volume are the
same as the titles for the second, third, and fifth sections of Bateson’s
Steps to an Ecologyof Mind. They represent the successive overlapping
periods in his life in which anthropology, psychiatry, and the new
epistemology arising out of systems theory and ecology were his
dominant, concerns. Unfortunately, there was no really suitable available
essaydealing solelywith evolutionary theory, an omission which I regret.
I was sorely tempted to reprint from Stepsto an EcologyofMind “The Role
of Somatic Change in Evolution,” and were I to recommenda single
additional article for the reader to explore, it would be that one, an
essay that I have increasingly come to regard as pivotal to Bateson’s
epistemology, providing it be read at a sufficiently metaphoric level. The
perceptive reader will, however, observe an early version of that essay’s
argument in “The New Conceptual Frames for Behavioral Research,”
printed herein.

Within each section, the essaysare in chronological order, with two
exceptions madefor stylistic reasons.

At the beginning of each article, I have placed an introductory
footnote indicating the occasion on which thearticle waswritten or the
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lecture delivered, as well as the date of actual writing or delivery (as
opposedto the date of publication, which may be foundin the
Bibliography at the end of the volume). Having thus indicated the
context of the remarks, I have then left the words and phrases which
refer to the particular occasionunexplainedin the bodyof the text.

Following Bateson’s own practice in Stepsto an EcologyofMind, I have
omitted extraneous introductory and discussion material, and have
silently corrected minor errors. Articles receiving more than ephemeral
editing are referred to in the Bibliography as being “reprinted, edited,”
in the present volume.

Finally, this volume includes a mix of written and spoken material,
providing the reader an experience of both the formal and informal
Gregory Bateson. Readers who find Bateson’s earlier writings heavy
going might temporarily pass them by and moveahead to his later essays
and informal] talks, returning to the earlier material at a subsequent
time, fortified with an appreciation of the direction in which his work
was moving. Although there is some repetition, the fact that a number
of important ideas appear in different contexts and juxtapositions may
stimulate the reader to a depth of understanding which could never be
derived from a single encounter with the point in question.

I hope the reader derives as much joy from the following pages as
I have.
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Cultural Determinants ofPersonality*

Whenwe think of the multitudinous variety of the special cases of
human behavior, when we watch a native of New Guinea doing this, a
native of New York doing that, a native of Samoa doing somethingelse,
we are faced, as scientists, with a very serious difficulty—the difficulty of
trying to imagine whatorder of general statement will cover these very
diverse phenomena—and many different scientific approaches have
been devised in the effort to solve this problem. In this book [Personality
and theBehaviorDisorders]we have, for example, the theories which have
been devised by physiologists and neurologists, and other theories
devisedby those who studied the phenomena of experimental learning;
other theories, again, devised by those who studied mental pathology;
and so on. The basic presumption of such a symposium asthis is that
these various theories, no matter how diverse, are not necessarily mutu
ally contradictory; that there is a possibility of translating, in the end,
from the theories devised by psychoanalysts into terms of the theories
derived from physiology;and those again into terms derived from exper
imental learning.

In spite of this great hope of ultimate translation, we have the fact
that the theories have originated among workers using different kinds
of data. This chapteris intended to give some general statement of the
theories which have been reached by those who workedwith a verycuri
ous kind of data, namely, observations upon preliterate people, and we
shall endeavorto build up this picture inductively,starting from the vari
ous different threads in cultural anthropological work. But before we do
this, it is necessary to make one negative statement about “cultural
determinism,”which needsto be keptclearly in the mindof the reader.
We do not suggest that culture fully “determines” anything. The phrase

*Reprinted from Personality and the BehaviorDisorders:A Handbook Based on Experimental and
ClinicalResearch,Vol. 2, edited byJoseph McV. Hunt, 1944, by permission of John Wiley & Sons,
Inc. Copyright © 1944 by the Ronald Press Company. Written 1942.
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“economic determinism” has, unfortunately, become a slogan of those
who believe that economic “factors” are more “basic”than, perhaps, any
others. In the opinion of the writer, this view is disastrous, and I should
like to see substituted for it the notion that, at best, an economic
approach to human behavior is rewarding, perhaps very rewarding, for
the insight which it gives. This is a very different position, and implies
that economics is somethingthat scientists do, not something that exists
in the world as a determinative or “basic” cause. Similarly, we shall use
the phrase “cultural determinism” to imply that “culture” is an abstrac
tion—a ready label for a point of view built up by a numberof scien
tists—a point of view from which those scientists have achieved some
insight.

Origin of the Concept of Cultural Determinism

The early days of anthropology were concernedchiefly with the business
of description, and especially the early anthropologists were struck by
outstanding bizarre features of the cultures which theystudied. In their
attempts to generalize, they were concerned chiefly to find identities or
close similaritiesbetween phenomenain one place and phenomenain
another. This is perhaps always the first step in a new science—the
search, notfor an abstract regularity, but for a concrete, episodic similar
ity between what occurs here and what occurs elsewhere; or between
something which occurs now and something which occurs at some other
time. Correspondingly, the theories of these early anthropologists were
chiefly oriented to explaining such similarities, and naturally, since the
similarities searched for were episodic, the type of theory which was
devised was episodic or historical theory. Controversy raged, for exam
ple, between those who believed that resemblance between far-separated
cultures ought to be accounted for in termsof similar evolutionary pro
cess and those others who believed that all such resemblance could only
be accounted for by processes of cultural contact and diffusion. In the
latter half of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth,
cultural anthropologists were very seriously influenced by waysof think
ing which they believed were in line with the Darwinian theory of evolu
tion, and indeedit is perhaps fair to blame upon Darwin some of the
errors of this period in anthropology. The Darwinian theory, in the form
in which it waspopularized, gavegreat emphasis to problemsof origin. It
wasassumedthat the wayto account for some biological phenomenon—
especially for some anatomical detail—wasto seek for the phylogenicori
gin of that anatomical detail. Similarly,the anthropologists concerned
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themselveswith looking for cultural phylogenies, and their controversies
were parochial squabbles within the general assumption that phylogeny
was the answer.

In the biological field, the waysof thought have changed very much
since 1900. Biologists have focused more and more uponthe processesof
evolutionary change and less and less upon theactual history or phylo
genic “tree” of any given species. In place of phylogeny, biologists nowa
days talk about genetics and growth. The same change has been taking
place in the field of cultural anthropology. We may have lagged a bit
behind the biologists, but the direction of change in our waysof think
ing has been the same. Nowadays,in place of arguing points of cultural
phylogeny, we discuss the fine details of cultural change, andstill more
the fine details of internal organization within a culture at a given time.
We have developeda sort of cultural “physiology”in place of the former
groping after isolated details of cultural anatomy, and a sort of cultural
“genetics”in place of the formercultural phylogeny.It is this sort of cul
tural “genetics” and cultural “physiology”which I have tried to sum up
with the phrase “cultural determinism.”

The basic shift in our ways of thinking, from this episodic-histori
cal approach which looksfor similarities toward a more orthodoxscien
tific approach which looks for regulantiesin human behavior, has taken
place gradually over the last twenty years, and those who contributed
most to the shift often scarcelyrealized what order of contribution they
were making. The shift from one approach to another meansthat, in
place of investigating one set of variables, we turn to anotherset, and
the first step was, perhaps, the establishment by Boas (1938) of the con
cept of “culture area,” which enabled us to dismiss oneset of variables
and to start paying attention to others. Accordingto this theory,it is pos
sible to delimit areas within which so much contact has occurred
between the various cultures that every one of the cultures in the area
can be presumedto have had accessby contact to every one ofthe prin
cipal cultural motifs which occur in the area. The delimitation of these
areas is done by a careful study of the resemblancesbetween the neighbor
ing cultures and is oriented to testing the bare fact of their relationship
rather than to any sort of speculative reconstruction of their history.
This theory, when it appeared, was regarded asa historical approach to
culture, and the preliminary inspection of the cultures in orderto deter
mine whether they constituted such a “culture area” and to determine
the limits of the area was, in fact, historical. The theory wassafe against
historical attack because of this preliminary spade work, but the implicit
rider—that we could say of any given culture: “this culture or this com
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munity has hadaccess, by wayof diffusion, to all the main motifs current
in this area”—set us free to think about differences between cultures
within such a cultural area. We could dismiss the problem of diffusion
within a general “other things being equal” clause and proceed to inves
tigate the cultures in termsof variables other than the episodic-historical
details of diffusion and contact.!

Whenwe looked at two neighboring cultures, say the Zuni pueblos
and the Indians of the Southwest, we could stop asking “Whatsimilarities
are there which show that these two cultures are related?”—because this

question had been answeredby the preliminary spade workwith a general
affirmative—“Yes,the two cultures are related.” And we could go on to ask:
“Why,then,is the one so very different from the other?” and we could try
to reduce these differences to generalizations, e.g., by showing that the
internal emphasesof Zuni imply so muchdislike of lossof self-control that,
no matter how much contact that culture might have with neighboring
tribes who base religious cults on the use of the peyote drug or with
Europeans who base conviviality on the use of alcohol, the Zuni will at
most only adopt extremely denatured versionsof these cultural traits.

A secondtrend in modern anthropological thinking, almost as impor
tant as the escape from the episodic and historical, has been the gradual
recognition of the fallacyof “misplaced concreteness” (Whitehead, 1920),
and this recognition came, not from epistemology,but from careful factu
al demonstration that theories which ascribed causal effectiveness to
“religion,” “geography,” “language,” andthe like, would notfit the facts.
Boas (1938) again wasa leader in this discovery. He showedthat the fam
ily of language which a people has does not determine other aspects of
their culture, that the geographic circumstances under which theylive
similarlydo not determine the other aspects of their culture, and so on.
In fact, Boas first freed us from examining two unprofitable sets of vari
ables, and then went on to demonstrate that certain other variableswere
not profitable subjects of inquiry.

Overlapping with the main period of Boas’swork, there were other
anthropologists similarly engaged in developing a nonhistorical and
abstract approach to the phenomenaof culture. Malinowski(1927a),
with a team of well-trained, careful fieldworkers, showed that the behav
lor patterns in any community formed an interlocking, interdependent

1. In this connection, there is an interesting polemic book (Radin, 1933) in which the
authorattacks Boas for not being a historian, without realizing the implications for further and
more scientific development of anthropological theory which are implicit in Boas’sbreakaway
from conventionalhistorical thinking. See also Kroeber (1939).
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unity; that the “culture” of any people is not to be seen asa set of parts,
each separately investigable, but rather that we should see the whole
mass of behavior andartifacts and geographical circumstances as an
interlocking functional system,suchthat, if we started from,say, the food
getting behavior—the system of agriculture, hunting, fishing, and the
rest—and examined that system carefully, we should find that
the functioning—the effective, continual workingof the agricultural sys
tem—interlocks at every step with the religion of the people, with their
language, with their magic, with the geographic circumstances of their
life, etc., and, similarly,that their religion interlocks with all other phases
of their behavior; their economics likewise; and their kinship likewise.
Malinowski, in fact, laid a basis for an organismic approach to cultural
phenomena. While Boas had demonstrated that language is not a cause
of religion or magic, Malinowskidemonstrated that everything in a cul
tural system was, if not a cause, at any rate a necessary condition for
everything else. He showedthat, in describing a culture, it was possible
to start with anyinstitutional category of behavior and from that to work
outward in ever-widening circles of relevance, until the whole cultural
system appears as relevant backgroundfor the particular set of data
from whichwe started.

While Malinowski and his fellow workers were engaged in demon
strating the enormous complexityand mutual interdependenceof all
the parts of a culture, working out, like a fine patchwork quilt, the conti
nuity and ramificationsof all these relationships, Radcliffe-Brown (1931,
1940) approached the problem from a different angle. He accepted, as
a matter of course, this enormousinterdependence within a culture and
regarded the system of behavior in any community as organic in this
sense. Then he went onto ask: “Whatis the bony structure, what are the
salient features of this fine, intricate design?” And his answer was what
he called “social structure.” Running through the whole variety ofseri
ous anthropological field work from the time of Morgan (1871) to that
of Radcliffe-Brown,there was a very strong emphasis upon thestudy of
the kinship systemsof preliterate peoples, and these very profound and
conspicious differences between one cultural system and another had
stimulated a very wide variety of speculation. The data were then inter
preted in evolutionary terms. The peculiarities of differentiation
between mother’s brother and father’s brother were regarded as symp
toms of a former matriarchy. The same peculiarities of preliterate
cultures have also been interpreted by diffusion theories. When
Radcliffe-Brownwas working, the central theme, the central problem of
ethnography, was kinship. Thus, Radcliffe-Brown’swork developed as a
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study of the interrelationship between kinship structure and what he
called “social structure.” By “social structure” he meant the system of sub
groups—clans, moieties, age-grades, factions, classes, castes, and thelike,
in the community. Radcliffe-Brown’s classical work was done on the
Australian tribes, and he succeeded in demonstrating the functional
interplay between the totemic system and the highly complex system of
behavior roles toward various kin. The totemic system is unilateral and
“closed,”which meantthat the position of any given relative—say,a moth
er’s brother, or a father’s sister’shusband—in the totemic system,is fixed
relative to ego, so that all ego’s brothers-in-law are necessarily of the same
generation and the same totemic group. There is not space to go into the
fine details of the Australian system. Basically, if we consider only two
exogamousdivisions of the community, e.g., Eagle Hawk and Crow, with
membership determined either by matrilineal or patrilineal descent, it is
clear that if everybody obeys the rule of exogamy, every Eagle Hawk man
will have relations-in-law in the Crow group and, even before his mar
riage, he mightlogically classifyall Crow people together as “potential rel
atives-in-law.”Australian systems have carried this principle much further
by superposing more dichotomousdivisions which define generations, as
well as lineal descent, until it is possible for every individualto classifyall
the other people in the community by equating subgroup membership
with potential kinship to himself.

Such a system could be analyzed as working on two levels of abstrac
tion. We havefirst the enjoined behavior patterns between kin,e.g.,
between wife’sbrother in Eagle Hawkand sister’s husband in Crow; and,
second, the whole symbolism of myth and ceremony which defines the
major group relationship between Eagle Hawk and Crow.

Radcliffe-Brown was concerned to show that the psychological pre
sumptionswithin the family—thepatterns of behavior between man and
wife, between parent and child—were related to the whole pattern of
this totemic system, which also governs the pattern of behavior of clan
members.

The clans and other subdivisionsof an Australian tribe are parts of a
very complex system of opposition and allegiance. The ambivalentten
sions which are culturally induced between affinal relatives are expressed
again in the relationship between groups which are potentially related by
affinal ties, and the whole functioning of the societydepends upon these
ambivalences and the nice balance between positive and negative compo
nents of hostility and love (just as our own society depends,in a laissez
faire period, upon nice balance between competition and cooperation,
production and consumption,etc.). Thus, Radcliffe-Brown’sworkled,
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finally,to some general notion of how opposition andallegiance can be
balanced against each other in a stable community, and this work of
Radcliffe-Brown’swas perhapsthe first push which deflected the study
of culture and society toward a study of psychology.?He did not himself
regard his work as psychological, but implicit in it were assumptions
about the human personality, about the psychological nature of male
ness and femaleness, parenthood and childhood, opposition andalle
giance, love and hate, which werea first step toward that later
developmentin cultural anthropology which has diverted more and
more attention to the tracing of the characterological aspects of human
behavior.?

In Radcliffe-Brown’swork thereis still an assumption that peoples
are psychologicallyalike, that there are certain basic psychologicaltraits
within individuals. The task of the anthropologist was to ask about the
structure and the functioning of humansociety, “other things being
equal”; and within this phrase “other things being equal” was a presump
tion that human personality is, in some measure,constant.

The next great change in anthropological approach came with the
attempt to explore yet other variables. It was demonstrated that human
personality is not constant, and this was accomplished largely under the
influence of Boas’sstudents, Ruth Benedict (1934a) and Margaret Mead
(1928a). The latter went to Samoa to study the phenomenaof adoles
cence at the behavioral level. It had been tacitly assumed that the psy
chological impact of puberty “naturally” caused behavior to be intense
and erratic during the period of adjustment to the new physiological
equilibrium. It followed from this assumption that, if human character
and human physiology were essentially alike the world over, we ought
to expect a similar period of maladjustment to occur in all cultures.
Margaret Mead showed, however (1928a), that this was not true of
Samoa, and, further, that the smooth, easy adjustment of the Samoan
adolescent could be referredto peculiarities of the Samoan familyorga
nization. Whereas in Western cultures family organization is such that
very intense ties are established between the child and one or two
adults, in Samoathe ties of affection are slighter and are diffused over a
large numberof adults and child nurses. The capacity for intense emo

2. It is difficult, in this connection, to estimate the contributions of Radcliffe-Brown’s
teacher, W. H. R. Rivers. Rivers was originally a psychologist and physiologist, but later became
a historicallyminded anthropologist (1923).

3. For further developmentof Radcliffe-Brown’sapproach, see Warner (1941), and
Dollard (1937).
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tional behavior is, in fact, a variable which depends on the cultural
milieu.

Since that time, cultural anthropology has devoted itself more and
more to unraveling the very complex problems which arise when we
regard as variable not only the whole structure of social groupings, the
whole system of behavior, but also, as equally variable, the human indi
vidual who exhibits these various forms of behavior.

This research into problems of culture and human behavior has
developed along manydifferent lines, all of them ultimatelycontributing
one to another, but as yet imperfectly synthesized together. And since
this synthesis is still not achieved, it will be necessary for us to consider
each one ofthese lines separately.

Typology and Psychiatric Syndromes

For all anthropologists who regard personality as a variable which must
be taken into account, the crucial technical problem is that of descnbing
the personality. It is no use to recognize a variable until salt can be put
uponits tail. The problem of handling a new variable, or rather such a
complex of variables as is denoted by the word “personality,” at once
forces us to try to find either numerical statements—dimensions which
can be measured—in terms of which personality can be evaluated, or
failing such a quantitative approach, we must develop adjectives which
will describe personality. It is natural, therefore, that anthropology has
turned to psychology, and especially to those schools of psychology
which havetried to define or to discriminate different typesof personalli
ty. The earliest work on these lines was done by Seligman (1931), who
used the typology suggested byJung, of “introvert” and “extravert” types
of personality. Seligman attempted to describe cultures according to
whether they produced, in the individuals, a more introvert or a.more
extravert personality structure.

Seligman’s work wasvery little followed up by other psychologists,
and the next major attempt to describe culture in terms of personality
types was made by Ruth Benedict (1934a). Benedict was stimulated, not
byJung, but rather by the Dilthey and Spengler school of historians. She
attempted to apply the “Apollonian” and “Dionysian”dichotomy*to the

4, Benedict does not follow Nietzsche in the finer details of his description of this typology.
The sense in whichshe uses the terms “Apollonian” and “Dionysian”can best be conveyed in her
words: “The Dionysian pursues them (the values of existence) through the ‘annihilation of the
ordinary bounds andlimits of existence’; he seeks to attain in his most valued moments escape
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contrast between the Zuni, a quiet Apollonian group in the Southwest
pueblo, and two groupsof violentlyDionysianpeople, the Plains Indians
and the Mexican Penitentes, with whom the Zuni were in contact. It is
significant that this technique of describing cultural contrast was most
successful in Benedict’s hands when applied to cultures which were actu
ally in contact. She was able to show, for example, that a very high valua
tion was placed upon various forms of dissociated excitement by the
Plains Indians and the Penitentes. The Plains Indians achieve mystic
experience whenseeking for a vision either through drastic self-torture
or self-repression; or they may achieve it by the use of drugs. Among the
Zuni all these things were either absent, or—more significantly—ifpre
sent, were practiced in such a waythat they no longer had any Dionysiac
quality. Where the Plains Indians use peyote, a drug, for the achieve
ment of a high degree ofdisassociation, the Zuni, with the same drug,
living close to the area where peyote is obtained, have never accepted
the peyote cult as part of their religious practices, with the exception of
one, small, deviant group. Similarly, the Zuni have resisted alcohol, to
which every other group of American Indians has, to some extent, suc
cumbed. In general, where the Plains Indians seek for ecstasy,for the
extremes of religious experience, the Zuni practice their religion with
decorum andprecision. Their dancingis exact, a followingof a careful
pattern; it is not ecstatic. Benedict was able to follow this contrast
through the whole gamut of Zuni and Plains Indian cultures, and to
show that these cultures had consistently specialized in these particular
forms of expression in all their fields and institutions.

In addition to using this dichotomy, Benedict (1934a) also used con
cepts derived from psychiatry. She analyzed two cultures, that of Dobu
in the Western Pacific, and that of the Kwakiutl in the Northwest of
America, and showed how paranoidal suspicion runs through Dobuan
culture, while a more megalomaniac paranoidal tendencyis characteris
tic of the Northwest.

This use of terminology derived from psychiatry raises at once certain
problemsand difficulties. We, in Western civilization,regard paranoidal

from the boundaries imposed upon him byhis fivesenses, to break through into another order
of experience. The desire of the Dionysian, in personal experience orin ritual, is to press
throughit toward a certain psychological state, to achieve excess. ... The Apollonian distrusts
all this, and has often very little idea of the nature of such experiences. He finds meansto out
law them from his consciouslife. He ‘knows but one law, measure in the Hellenic sense.’ He

keeps the middle ofthe road, stayswithin the known map, does not meddle with disruptive psy
chological states. In Nietzsche’s fine phrase, even in the exaltation of the dance he ‘remains
whathe is, and retains his civicname.””

1
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trends as pathological, and our picture of the paranoiacis of a deviant
living among other people who are not compelled strongly by paranoia.
Benedict’s picture of Dobu or of the Northwest is of a community in
which paranoidal trends are normally developed in all, or in a great
majority of individuals.The normsof these cultures are only understand
able if we suppose that these trends are either presentin all individuals
or in sOmanyindividuals that the trends appear as the normalstuff of
social life. In such a community, the paranoidal constructs, instead of
being the illusions of a few,become the knowledge and vision—thecor
rect assumptions—of the many. The paranoidal suspicion which every
Dobuanhas for everyother Dobuanis not an unreal figment;it is a legit
imate generalization from his experience that the other Dobuanis out to
do him in, to beat him in one way or another—to sorcerize him or to
steal his yams by magical attack on his garden. So that while, to us, the
term “paranoid” is descriptive of a relationship to other nonparanoid
individuals, the term as applied to the Dobuansrefers to relationships
betweenparanoid individuals.

This raises in very serious form the problem of cultural deviance, and
Benedict’s (1934b) contribution to this problem is to point out that
deviance is a culturally relative phenomenon—that a character structure
which is normal among us may be deviant among the Kwakiutl or the
Dobuans, while a structure which is normal and highly respected among
them would be looked on as dangerous and disruptive in our community.

This typological approach to cultures has been criticized on the lines
that, presuming some degree of standardization, it makes no allowance
for deviance. To this type of criticism, the reply is, first, that the term
“deviance” implies standardization; and, second, that deviance 7sallowed
for and expected to occurin all cultures, though it is not expected that
deviance will occur in the same directionsin all cultures. Indeed,if simi
lar distribution of sortsand frequency of deviancein all cultures could be
demonstrated, the whole theoretical approach would have to be aban
doned. Such demonstration has, however,not been achieved. Somework
has goneinto statistical study of the frequency of various forms of psy
chopathology in different parts of the world, but as yet this work has
given only very inconclusive results. The methods of diagnosis and espe
cially the methodsof selecting deviants for commitmentto institutions
vary so widely from country to country and function so irregularly in
those parts of the world where European medicineis in contact with pre
literate peoples, that none of thestatistical data is fit for comparative
study.

There is, however, some indirect evidence to show that, in fact, the
forms and frequencies of deviance do depend upon cultural circum
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stances. This evidence is derived from our communities. We find, for
example, that considerable changes in frequency of psychosomatic and
other psychopathological deviance occur from one period to another.
Oneof the moststriking of these demonstrations concerns the sex dis
tribution of perforated peptic ulcer. It has been shown repeatedly
(Alstead, 1939;Jennings, 1940; Mittelmannet al., 1942) that, in the lat
ter half of the nineteenth century this condition affected more females
than males, in Western cultures. Mittelmann etal. give the ratio for New
Yorkas six males to seven females for the years 1880 to 1900. The corre
sponding figures for the years 1932 to 1939 are twelve males to one
female. In the same paper, the authors examinethe case histories of a
number of recent NewYorkcasesand showthat perforated peptic ulcer
followsa definite type of psychological history and character formation;
that this backgroundis at least as much a causeas it is an effect of the
ulceration; and that the cultural changes in sex roles in thelast fifty
yearshave been such as wouldfit the striking changein sex distribution.

It may be arguedthat the differences between NewYorkof 1900 and
NewYork of 1935 are, at most, only of “subcultural” order. But from this
wewould predict that, a fortion, still greater differences in form andfre
quency of psychosomatic deviance ought to occur between basically dif
ferent cultural milieux.

Another reply which might be madeto those whocriticize the typo
logical and psychiatric approach for its handling of the problem of
deviance would be based on the notion of configuration. The theories
are built upon a gestalt level of abstraction, rather than upon notions of
simple cause and effect. They presume that the human individual is
endlessly simplifying and generalizing his own view of his own environ
ment; that he constantly imposes upon this environment his own
constructions and meanings; and that it is these constructions and
meanings which are regarded as characteristic of one culture, as over
against another. This means that, when we approach a context of
extreme deviance—whenwe look, for example, at the melting-pot com
munities of our own culture—we must be willing to see that heterogene
ityitself may be a positive standardizingfactor.

Granted that, in such a community, individual experienceis infinite
ly various, and that each individual in New York Cityis, in this sense, a
unique product, wecan still say that all individuals are alike in so far as
all have experienced the heterogeneity of the city;and, in termsof this
common experience, we may look forwardto finding certain psycholog
ical resemblances among them. We can even find these resemblances
institutionalized in the cultures of such communities. Such poemsas
John Latouche’s Balladfor Americans,which rejoices in the richness of a

13
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heterogeneous background, the quiz programsof the radio, andthe infi
nite disconnected variousness of Ripley’s BelzeveIt or Not, are all symp
tomatic of this standardization due to heterogeneity. Even in the
institutionalized curricula of higher education we can trace the analogous
tendencies toward the dissection of knowledge into separate bits. We find
that high value is placed upon factual information and that the student’s
progress isjudged largely by the percentage of disconnected factual ques
tions which heis able to answercorrectly. Heis, in fact, being fitted to live
in a heterogeneous world in which generalizations are hard to apply, and
he is being taught a wayof thinking suited to such a world.

In fact, if we are willing to think at a rather high gestalt level, the
phenomena of deviance fall into place very simply,and support, rather
than conflict with, notions of cultural standardization. Extreme hetefro
geneity becomesa factor of standardization, and theisolated accident of
a single individual’s upbringing equally falls into place. Humanindividu
als do notlive in a cultural vacuum,andthe isolated accidental deviantis
faced with the problem of either accepting the normsof his culture, or
reacting against them. Moreover, to react against one norm can usually
only be doneby accepting many of the premises upon which the normis
based. The individual whoresists a hierarchical structure usually does so
by attemptingto rise in that structure; he accepts the major premise that
humanlife in his cultural milieu is structured in hierarchical terms. So
far as his character is concerned, it is moldedto fit the cultural
emphases, even though hefight against those emphases.

In this sense, and at this level of abstraction, the attempt to describe,
cultures in terms of the types of individuals which theyfoster is, I believe,
sound; but a greaterdifficulty in the wayof such an approachis that the
typologies upon whichit is based arestill very unclear.

The syndromesof introversion, extraversion, Apollonian and
Dionysian character, paranoia, etc., have not been critically and opera
tionally defined. This criticism, of course, is not one which the anthro
pologist can be expected to answer. We have only taken theterms from
other disciplinesand adopted them as a convenienttool, andit is not for
us, in this chapter, to examine thevalidity of these typologies. We may,
however, express an opinion that the general notion of syndromes of
personality is sound even though the study of these syndromesis notyet
sufficiently advanced for us, in another science, to use them as tools.
Since various other methods of approachare availableto us, we need not
delay our investigations because one descriptive technique is not com
pletely satisfactory. Our solution is to supplement this technique with
others.
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Description of Personality in Terms of the Socialization Process

Since the description of syndromes of characteris still in a somewhat
unsatisfactory condition, we have to proceed to use other descriptive
methods of relating character to the cultural milieu in which it occurs.
Of these, the most rewarding is the study of the socialization process by
which the child is educated to becomea typicalmemberof the commu
nity into which he wasborn. This methodis, in a sense, historical, rather
than scientific. It assumes that a description of personality can be
arrived at in terms of the experiences through which the individual has
lived. The method accepts the fact that we have virtually no vocabulary
for describing what people are like, and substitutes for such description
statements about their past.

The great pioneer of this method was, of course, Sigmund Freud.
For the present chapter, it is sufficient only to note certain peculiarities
of the classical approach. First and foremost, Freud was a therapist, and
his contribution was a science and technique of therapy. For this pur
pose, what we have noted as a conceptualfailing in the method, namely,
the indirect description of the present through the invocation of the
past, was a positive advantage. The therapeutic procedure was based
upon communication between the therapist and the patient, and for
such communication an enormous new vocabulary of technical terms
descriptive of present personality would have been exceedingly inconve
nient. All that was necessary was that the patient should understand him
self;it was not necessary that he should understand a general science of
personality structure; and this understanding of himself could best be
conveyed in a language provided by the patient himself. The incidents
in the patient’s anamnesic material provided such a rich variety ofillus
trative and immediately relevant material that a more precise terminolo
gy was unnecessary. In these circumstances, a whole massive science of
human behavior and character has been built up around less than a
hundred technical terms, and these, for the most part, are imperfectly
defined.°

Whenwe try to examine Freud’scontribution to our understanding
of culture, we very soon find that the preoccupation with therapy and
the resulting poverty of critical terminology makes it almost impossible
to arrive at any clear picture of Freud’s opinions about the role of

5. The much youngerscience of stimulus-response psychology, dealing with a very much
simplergamut of phenomena,has already between one hundred and two hundredtechnical
terms,manyof them carefully defined.
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culture, or his opinions as to whether human personality should be
regarded as fundamentally “the same” all over the world. That he
believed that similar processes (e.g., repression, displacement, introjec
tion, projection, etc.) operated to produce human characterin all com
munities is clear, but it is not clear whether Freud believed that the
productswere everywhere comparable or that the various processes have
the samerelative importancein all cultures.

“Totem and Taboo” (Freud, 1904) is an attempt to dissect the prod
ucts of these processes in Central Australia. Freud shows,for example, that
the whole gamut of Central Australian ritual dealing with the animal
whichis regarded as a clan ancestor or totem can be seen as an expression
of ambivalentattitudes toward the father, and this analysis satisfactorily
covers both the general taboo on killing the totem and the special ritual
occasionson whichthe totem is killed, eaten, and mournedfor.

Freud, however,goes further than this and constructs a tentative pic
ture of the original patricidal act, by wayofillustrating his hypothesis. He
suggests that the young men freed themselves from the tyranny of a
father, and even says:“Perhaps some advancein culture,like the use ofa
new weapon,had given them thefeeling of superiority.”©

This early attempt on the part of Freud to accountfor cultural phe
nomena in terms of the psychological past raises, in dramatic form, the
problems of method and meaning upon which subsequent work has
been focused. Broadly, we mayclassify the various subsequent attempts
to use the incidents of the past as a descriptive vocabulary into three
groups, according to the sources for data upon past events.

For the practicing psychoanalyst,the principal source of information
about the past is the patient’s anamnesic material, the picture which he
is now able to giveus of what he thinks happenedat somepast time. This
picture is, no doubt, a doubly distorted version of the real past events,
first distorted in terms of the interpretation which the patient put upon
the events when they occurred, and distorted again by the patient’s
moodat the time whenhe relates them to the analyst.But in spite of this
distortion, the anamnesic picture is undoubtedly a true source,in so far
as we useits contents solelyas a meansof describing the patient’s charac
ter and personality todayin the consulting room.

6. In a footnote to another part of the same paragraph, Freud gives an extract from
Atkinson’s Primal Law, in which, long before Freud, Atkinson saysof the young men: “A horde
as yet weak in their impubescencethey are, but they would, when strength wasgained with time,
inevitably wrench by combined attacks renewed again and again, both wife and life from the
paternal tyrant” (Atkinson, 1903,pp. 220-21). Freud does not commentonthe parallel between
pubescence and the “newweapon.”
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Like the analyst, the field anthropologist uses an indirect source for
his information about the psychologicalpast. It is not possible for him to
record the experience and behavior of the same individual year in and
year out, from birth through adolescence to adult life, which, though
cumbersome, would perhaps be the ideal genetic approach. Instead of
doing this, he argues that the adult natives whom he can observe today
presumablyhad childhood experiencessimilar to those ofthe children of
today. He therefore endeavors to describe the adults whom hesees in
terms of the way the children of today are treated and the waythe chil
dren behave underthat treatment. (For an examination of this method,
see Lasswell, 1937.)

To those whoare familiar only with rapidly changing communities,
where the cultural normsvary from year to year and a craze for putting
babies on schedules mayrise and fall in a decade, the basic presumption
that a native culture may be stable for over thirty years may seem incredi
ble. In general, however, it is justified. Before contact with the white
man, the cultures of preliterate peoples were changing much moreslow
ly than European cultures and their norms were much moreclearly
defined than ours; and further, it is not difficult for the ethnologist in
the field to form an estimate of the degree of disruption which the cul
ture has suffered since contact began.

Using this method, we have come to a new evaluation of the role of
culture in shaping the personality and character of the individual. The
original Freudian position, which gives maximal importance to the family
constellation, still stands unchallenged, and there is no doubt thatit will
continue to stand. We have, however, cometo realize that the family con
stellations—thebehavior patterns between the membersof the familyand
the attitudes which underlie these patterns—differ very profoundly from
culture to culture. At the physiological level,we can, of course, refer to the
processes of sex and reproduction as universal, but when we cometo use
these terms as counters in psychological discussion, we find that they may
mean very different things in different cultural systems. Sexual initiative
may cometypically either from the male or from the female (as among
the Iatmul of New Guinea), and the sexual act may be conceived ofas
aggressive(as among the Mundugumor),or as affectionate (as among the
Arapesh). The relationship between man and wife may be predominantly
tinged with dominance-submission, or with succoring-dependence, or
with exhibitionism-spectatorship, or with any of the manyvariants of com
petition or cooperation; and these characteristics may berelatively stan
dardized in the mostvaried waysin different communities.

This means that the constellation into which the child is born, the
Oedipus situation which he encounters, varies profoundly from culture

17
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to culture. When the child is added to a previously existing relationship
involving the two parents, the behavior of the latter toward the child will
inevitablybe a function oftheir relationship to each other.’ Their rela
tionship to each other was in large measure shaped in termsof the con
ventions of their culture, and where it deviated from those norms the
parents were, consciously or unconsciously, influenced by the fact of
deviation. Similarly, their behavior toward the child is in large measure
conventionalized, and both they and the child, when they deviate from
the conventions, deviate not in a vacuum but with conscious or uncon
scious recognition of deviation.

Thus, in healthy cultures, we find that a very high degree of uniformi
ty of character is passed on from generation to generation, and in
unhealthy cultures we find sometimes no less uniformity. Among the
Mundugumor (Mead, 1935) we find that deviance and the guilt of
deviance are passed on, rather than simple conformity. The marriagesys
tem of these people is so complex and so demanding that, as a matter of
fact, no marriages at the present time follow the native convention. In
spite of this, all are alike in suffering from their deviation from thecultural
standard.

So far, we have considered only what might be called the “content”
of character and personality, and we have noted that very profound dif
ferences occur in whatpatterns of behavior are passed on to thechild. If
we go on from this to ask howthese patterns are passed on,we find that
here again differences occur from culture to culture. It is common in
Western cultures to find that the growing child builds up a set of intrapsy
chic habits of self-approval and self-disapproval.This superego is modeled
uponthe child’simpressionsof the character of one or the other parent.
This valuational system may or may not be consistent with other intrapsy
chic systems in the same individual, and where discrepancies occur we
observe the phenomenaof guilt. The superego systemmay even be dif
ferentiated to such a point that it can be hallucinated as a scolding voice
or thelike.

This whole systemclearly depends upona very specific set of circum
stances. For the establishment of an organized and moreor less personi
fied superego, such as we are familiar with in Western cultures: (a) the
inculcation of cultural norms must be predominantly reinforced by pun
ishment (including threats of withheld affection under this term);

7. I understand that Dr. Kurt Lewin has recently initiated studies of such triangular rela
tionships, first observing the patterns of behavior between twochildren and then addinga third
child and observing the readjustments which followthis addition (Unpublished).
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(b) the punishing role must be played by some individual adult (a par
ent or parent substitute); and (c) the behavior of this punishing parent
must be such that some species of close affective tie is established
between the child and the parent. These three conditions may be varied
in many ways, according to local convention. The punishment may be
intense or mild, regular or irregular; it maybe done in angeror in cold
blood; the introjected parent may be male or female (as in Manus); the
affective tie may be strong or weak; it may have various characteristics
and may be broken in variousways. But, provided these three conditions
are somehow fulfilled, we may expect to find somestructure in the
native personality which we can recognize as a “sur:2rego.”

These three basic conditionsfor this type of cliaracter structureare,
however, by no means universal. Indeed, it is probably rather rare to
find them all in combination. In a very large numberof cultures
(Samoa, Lepcha, Bali), the baby spends the greater part of its time in
the care of somelittle girl, so that if any strong affective tie is developed
(and in such cases the baby is often treated more as a bundle than as a
person), the introjected personality will be, not that of an adult, but
rather that of ajuvenile.

In other cases, punishmentis very rare (Samoa); or it may be car
ried out by some person otherthan the parents. Among many American
Indian tribes, punishmentis done by masked dancers. Unknownto the
child, the parents call in these punishing agencies. When these dancers
arrive, the parents go through an appearance of pleading with them,
asking them to spare the child. Or, again, the inculcation of cultural
norms may be doneby invocation of “what other people will say,”estab
lishing a proneness to shame rather than to guilt, and introjecting a
vague multitude rather than a single personality. (For a general discus
sion of these variants, see Mead, 1940b.)

Of special interest are the variants of character structure which
depend uponthe type ofaffective tie establishedbetween the parent and
the child. In English-speaking cultures, this tie, in childhood, contains
many complementary components. These are patterns of behavior in
whichthe roles of parent and child are differentiated one from the other
and mutually complementary (e.g., dominance-submission, succoring
dependence,exhibitionism-spectatorship, etc.). But the business of grow
ing up consists largely in substituting more symmetrical patterns of
behavior. In both England and America, we find strong insistence that
the child, as he growsup,shall not react with overt dominance or submis
sion in relationships with people stronger or weaker respectively than
himself. But while in England the remodeling of these ties is often done
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by drastic separation between parents and child, such as sending the
child to boarding school, in America the same function is usually per
formed by the parents themselves,who respond with admiringspectator
ship to any signs of independenceand self-sufficiency which the child
may exhibit. Thus, in both cultures, we develop a character structure in
which symmetrical patterns are superposed on a complementary base.
These cultures differ, however, in the relationship between these two lay
ers (see Bateson, 1942a).

In some ofthe other cultures of the world, there is no reversal of this
sort, and we knowof still other possibilities:

(a) The behavior of the parents may be such that from the very
beginning, symmetrical patterns are emphasized. Among the
Iatmul of New Guinea, the mother behavesas if the child were
as strong as she (Mead, 1940a). Shefirst resists the child’s
demands for food, and later gives way to them in response to
the child’s temper: “the child was too strong.” Any sort of pun
ishment is preceded by a chase, and usually the child is “too
quick” to be caught.

(b) The behavior of the parents may be such that any tendency
which the child may have toward developing close affective ties
is discouraged from the very beginning. The Balinese mother
(and the child nurse) very much enjoys the responsiveness of
her child, and often prompts the child to respond, either by
small teasings or by affectionate advances. She was, herself, once
a Balinese child and had a Balinese mother, and so she herself is
not responsive in the same way as the young child. The child
responds to her advanceseither with affection or temper, but
the responsefalls into a vacuum. In Western cultures, such
sequences lead to small climaxes oflove or anger, but notso in
Bali.At the moment whenthe child throwsits arms around the
mother’s neck or bursts into tears, the mother’s attention wan
ders (Bateson, 1941).

Thus, by using the details of childhood experience as a vocabulary
for describing character structure, and studying the parent-child rela
tionship in variouscultures, it is possible to show that the cultural milieu
is relevant to character and personality at many different levels. It may
contribute to determining the content; the list of behaviors which are
passed on from generation to generation is different for every culture.
More fundamental than this determination of content, the cultural
milieu may, by altering the contexts of learning, contribute to:shaping
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the interpretation which the child habitually places upon his own acts
and upon the universe in which helives. The child who has learned by

unishmentwill see one sort of world, and the child who has learned by
reward will see a different world. Finally,at a still more fundamentallev
el, the cultural milieu may determine the mannerof organization of the
learned behaviors. In some cultures, these are elaborately organized
into an imageof a parent, butit is clear that other typesof intrapsychic
organization mayoccur.

The Study of Interpersonal and Intergroup Attitudes

The strong tendencyin science to look for cause has led us to try to
describe adult character in terms of childhood experience; and, indeed,
this approach hasso far proved rewarding.But this is not the only scien
tificmethod, and several attempts have been madeto use adult behavior
itself as a descriptive medium. Onecan build a systematic classificationof
behaviors rather than a systematicaccounting for behaviors.

This methodis necessarily very cumbersome and exacting, and
progress in it will depend more and more upon theuse ofstrict opera
tional definitions and the techniques of mathematics and symbolic log
ic. When we put adult behavior beside childhood experience,it is not
necessary to be very precise in our description of either set of observa
tions, since someextra clarity is given by the juxtaposition. But when we
have only a single set of phenomena and must somehow deal with them
in their own terms, a very muchgreater stringencyis necessary,not only
in our recording of the phenomena,but also in the formulation of the
problems which we hope tosolve and the analytic procedures which we
apply to our collected data.

We have noted, aboveall, that all the details of behavior and circum
stance which go to make up what wecall a culture are interrelated, and
verylittle thoughtis sufficient to show that varioussorts of interrelation
ship occur in every culture. We have, for example,all the relationships
which must be considered if we want to understand the integration of
the community at a strictly sociological level, and if this is the sort of
problem which weset out to solve,we have to putside byside thedetails
of how the community is subdivided into groups and the factors which
make for union or dissension among these groups. This particular type
of functional approach will, however, scarcely help us toward a psycho
logicalpicture of the individualin that society.

For such a psychological picture, there are various possible ways of
arranging our data, according to the sort of psychological insight which
we are seeking.
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Viewof theWorld. The data can be arranged to give us information
about such matters as native orientation in space and time, among
objects and among people; native systems of cause and effect; the
natives’ view of the universe in which theylive; the sorts of logic and
illogic which they follow. This has not yet been done systematically for
any culture, though a real beginning has been madeby the gestalt psy
chologists and especially the topological school, in experimental stud
ies of individuals of European and American background. At the
preliterate level, we have not been able to approach this degree of pre
cision, but from the crude survey work which has been done,it is evi
dent that marked differences among cultures can be revealed by this
approach. Wefind, for example, that in some cultures the whole cere
moniallife is geared to a calendar, so that the precipitating stimulus for
any ceremonial celebration is the date. In other cultures, again, we find
that the date is ignored, and ceremonial is precipitated by events at the
human level, such as birth and death, victories, harvests, quarrels, etc.
Even among calendric cultures wefind variation. Our own calendaris a
double system, with the week as a simple cyclic motif, while the days
and monthsare built into an endless ongoing system. For us, the cycli
cal motif is comparatively unimportant; we forget the day of the week
on which we were born but rememberthe day of the month, and the
serial numberattached to theyear. In Bali,on the other hand (Bateson
and Mead, 1942), the cyclical motif is all-important, and any individual
can tell you that he was born “on the third day of the five-dayweek and
the sixth day of the seven-dayweek,”and he will probably beable to tell
in which month he was born in the twelve-month sequence. He will not
be able to tell in what year he was born andis not interested in this
question.®

Differences of this order are more than mere details of the calendar,
and if we examinethe rest of the culture, we find that the same type of
difference in the perceived pattern goes through the whole oflife. Our
world is shaped in terms of the notion that the past was different from
the present and that the future will be different again. The Balinese
world is based on a presumption that the presentis only a repetition of
the past and the future will continue in the samecircular fashion. The
two cultures are, however,alike in using spatial metaphorsin referring to
temporal sequences.

8. There is, in Bali, a system which gives serial numbersto the years, but this is not used
except by the most pedantic. The majority of the Balinese scholars are content to date their
everlastingmanuscripts with the day of the week and the nameof the month.
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GoalOrientation.A second methodof arrangingthe data willgive us,
instead of a cognitive? picture, a picture of goal orientation. We noted
above that the Balinese child is continually frustrated in the climaxes
which should follow his sequences of love and hate behavior, and when
we examine the adult behavior we find that there are no sequences of
mounting tension in interpersonalrelations, no factions, and nooratory.
Equally, there is no mounting tension in efforts to deal with impersonal
barriers. The Balinese have no wordfor “to try hard,” and their goal ori
entation is not strengthened by any appreciation of the sequence of con
trasts in which mounting tension is followed by release. They do not
purposely increase their intrapsychic tensions in order to increase the
ultimate satisfaction of release, as we do with apéritifs or by deliberate
abstemiousness.

Affectiveand Postural Patterns. The data may also be arrangedto give
an “affective”picture of the system of linked responses. At a very simple
postural level, we may observe that, in our own culture, people tend to
leave their fingers, when at rest, in regular positions. If the fingers are
flexed, they will either be all flexed to the same extent, or, if differential
lyflexed, the differences will follow some regular system of progression,
commonlyeachflexed a little more than its neighbor on theradial side.
The Balinese, very much moreoften, leave their fingers in what appear
to us to be distorted positions, as though each finger were a separate
entity or a separate sense organ. True, in our culture, it is polite in cer
tain sections to extendthe little finger when holding a teacup, but in Bali
this sort of thing is enormously developed, and photographic records
show that the tendency to disharmonic finger postures increasesin the
extreme excitement of rioting over the body at funerals (Bateson and
Mead, 1942).

Building further on this picture, we find that in witchcraft the
emphasis on discrepancy between body parts reachesits height. We find
playwith fantasies of one-footed balance, and evil spirits consisting of sin
gle body parts, personified legs, arms, heads, and even spirits which have
a face at everyjoint.

With this sort of synthesis we arrive at a culturally limited descrip
tion of “fear,”putting together a study of postures and contexts in which
certain postures are exhibited. And there is no doubt that comparative

9. The old terms, cognitive, affective, and conative, are here used to refer notto artificially
isolated processes which are supposed to occur in organisms, butto different sorts of general
izationwhichwearrive at by different methodsof arranging ourdata.
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studies of different cultures on theselines willshowvery profounddiffer
ences in the organization of emotion.

Interpersonal Behavior. Lastly, we can arrange our data to give a pic
ture of interpersonal behavior sequences. Here, again, our main difficul
ty is with the operational definition of our concepts and units, and
progress will be delayed until we have clear operational definitions of
dominance, submission, dependence, exhibitionism, narcissism, climax,
identification, and the like. One very significant attempt, however, has
been made by Chapple (1939, 1940). Using a small machine with a
recording drum, Chapple obtains a record of the duration ofall overt
behaviors in a conversation between two or more individuals. He ignores
completely the verbal content and “meaning” of the behavior, and con
centrates attention entirely on the time properties. This simplification
giveshim the chance to define “initiative”operationally in termsof timerelationships,andhisdataaresuchthathecanproceedtoa statistical
study of “initiating behavior,” “interruptions,” “duration of responses,”
etc. The results show very marked differences between individuals and
especially marked peculiarities in the case of deviant and psychopathic
personalities.

Wemay expectthat application of these methodsto individualsfrom
cultures other than our own will show marked differences, and that this
methodwill give us useful abstractions for the handling of cultural char
acteristics.

Conclusion

We may sum up our knowledge of cultural determinants of personality
by saying that, while culture isnot by any means the only determinant,it
is very important. The whole of human behavioras we know it (with the
possible exception of some reflexes) is either learned or modified by
learning, and learning is, in large measure, an interpersonal process.
The contexts in which it occurs vary from culture to culture, as also do
the methods of reinforcement. Thus, not only whatis learnedis, in some
measure, culturally determined, but also the role of the learned behavior
in the psychic life of the individual. Eating may mean nearly the same
thing to a starving man in whateverculture, but in the ordinary course
of everydaylife, apart from the extremes of deprivation, we must expect
every one of the simple physiological behaviors, such as eating, defeca
tion, copulation, and even sleep, to have special meaning for the individ
ual, and this meaning will be culturally determined and will vary from
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culture to culture. Our task, as anthropologists or psychologists, is to rec
ognize and define the regularities in this complex tangle of phenomena.
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Human Dignity and the Varieties
of Civilization*

Whenyou ask meas an anthropologist to take the words “human digni
ty”and try those words against the great variety of cultures andciviliza
tions which exist in the world, I must first pause to clarify what I mean
by the phrase “human dignity.” I will start with the premise that some
sort of acceptance ofthe self is a prerequisite not only ofself-respect but
of mutual respect between two or more people, and I shall go onto dis
cusswhat phenomenain social life, what sequences of behavior between
persons, tend to promotesuch a generousacceptanceof self. I shall con
sider as promoting humandignity:

(a) Those sequences of interpersonal behavior which increase the
self-respect of one participant without diminishingit in the others;
(b) those sequences which enhanceself-respect in all participants; and
(c) those general notions and presumptions aboutlife which help us to
see our own roleswith self-respect.

That is the limit of tightness with which I can define the concept of
human dignity, and, as you see at once, this defining framestill leaves
the individual free to accept or value himself for the most diverse char
acteristics; and this is perhaps the greatest difficulty inherent in the
question which you have set. We know,for example, that human beings,
as a result of special cultural milieu, family background,religious affilia
tion, etc., can cometo an extremerepudiation ofthe self.But man is an
extraordinarily versatile creature: he can continually shift his point of
view,he can, like a mathematician, put brackets around any juxtaposi
tion of factors, and those who have learned an extreme repudiation of

*This paper was delivered at the Third Symposium of the Conference on Science,
Philosophy and Religion, held August 27-31, 1942, in New York. Reprinted from Science,
Philosophyand Religion; Third Symposium,edited by Lyman Bryson and Louis Finkelstein, 1943.
An appendix consisting of discussion material has been deleted.
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self can still achieve a generousself-acceptance by including their repudi
ation within the brackets. After they have learned the repudiation, they
can respect themselves the more for repudiating themselves. Even self
repudiation can, under certain circumstances, be built up into a coher
ent pattern whose whole gives self-acceptance; and, if this be so, if the
opposite of self-respect can be built up into self-respect, then we can pre
sume that there is available infinite variety of characteristics, any of
which can conceivably be included in the organized and accepted pic
ture of the self. No listing of such characteristics will help us. We have
alwaysto think in termsof howthe picture of the self is organized.

It is possible, however, without attempting to define a list of charac
teristics, to give somethinglike a listing of the waysin which the picture
may be organized:

(a) Acceptance of the self may depend uponseeing oneself repro
ducing the picture that one formed of a parent (father or
mother). This would be to some extent true of the English cul
tural emphases. In that culture a person can accept himself
(or herself) if he comes upto his own estimate of his parent’s
role and adequacy (unless, perhaps, the parent has been defi
nitely deviant or stigmatized by the community in which he
lived).

(b) Acceptance of the self may depend uponrealizing the parent’s
image of the child’s future. This criterion for self-valuation is
probably more congenial in America than in England. Here
the presumption is that the child’s role in life will be dif
ferent from, and superiorto, the role played by his parents.
Americans set themselves (as a result partly of the frontier tra
dition, partly of the history of immigration andassimilation)! a
much more ambitious task than the English. The parental
image of the child’s success and advancement may be vague,
and in the case of foreign-born parents their picture of the
child’s American success can have extraordinarilylittle relation
to reality; but still the picture is there, and the pictureis con
ventionally brighter than the child’s picture of the parent’s own
achievement.

(c) Acceptance of the self may depend upon conformity—upon
knowing that there is no conspicuousdifference between one

1. See Margaret Mead, And KeepYourPowderDry (New York, 1942), for a fuller analysis of
these themes in Americanculture.
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self and one’s fellows.This, too, is perhaps more an American
than an English scale of valuation. Again as a result of immi
gration and assimilation, the American necessarily learns to
take his cues from his siblings, other boys on the block, his
schoolmates, etc., and his power to accept himself may be
diminished by an anxiousfeeling that he himself is perhaps
not quite like his fellows.

(d) Acceptance ofthe self, curiously enough, may even depend
upon idiosyncrasy. I was asked the other day what my feelings
as an Englishman were about the English titled aristocracy. My
first reply was: “They are not our sort of people,” and under
further pressure as to what I would expect of a man with a
hereditary title, I said that I would expect him to have some
thing special, which might be looks (speciallygood or specially
ugly), bearing (specially graceful or specially awkward)—some
conspicuous characteristic, which could be either plus or
minus. I think it would befair to say that, for the English gen
erally,acceptance ofself is enhancedby feeling that oneis a lit
tle different from one’s fellows, and reciprocally, an individual
is accepted byhis fellows a little more easily if he is labeled as
rather different.

(e) Acceptance of the self may be increased by drastic repudia
tion of the parent. This gives,of course, a cultural picture very
sharply at variance with either the American or the English.It
gives a system in which theself is seen as a revolutionary, a
Hitler, who fought his parents and won the battle against
growing up and becoming a customsofficer, and became
instead a leader of revolutionary perpetual adolescents.

In addition to these different frames within which the self may be
Judged, we have a varied set of notions which may promote orlimit self
respect. If, for example, we take a culture which has madeself-respect
conditional upon success greater than that of the parent (<b> above)
and addto that pattern the notion that only a limited amountof success
is available, so that A’s success must alwaysbe depriving B, then we get a
picture which must necessarily reduce the total of human dignity. The
American valuation of success will increase mutual respect between
Americans so long as the historic circumstances allow them to see them
selvesas living in a perpetually expanding frontier, but with the end of
the physical frontiers and the cramping of economic depression, the
contrary notion—that only a limited amountof successis available—will
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alwaysfind a foothold andwill alwaysdiminish dignity. The frontier need
not, of course, be a physical one, but the task seen ahead mustbe infi
nite. Perhaps this war, and the reconstruction after it, may give sufficient
space for this psychological expansion.

Then there are the notionsof the defined personal role. One of the
most interesting generalizations which appear in American comment on
England and English comment on Americais the fact that employeesin
England appear to Americans to be subservient, while a great many
employees in America appeareither truculent or subservient to English
eyes. I knowthat I, as an Englishman, am continuallydisoriented bythis,
especially by what seems to my English eye to be the overobsequiousness
of American hotel servants. Now the pointin all this is the notion which
we have in England of the defined role. Crude dominance-submission
sequences—in which A commandsor forbids; B obeys;and A rewards or
punishes—are perhaps necessarilyundermining to theself-respect of B.
But, as we noted above, man is a remarkably versatile animal, and he can
put brackets around sequences of this sort and rephrase them in other
terms. Somethingof this sort has occurred in England, so that I, a mem
ber of the professional or middle class, do not feel myselfinferior to the
aristocracybut different from them, and am ableto grantpositive value
to both sides of those differences.

Still more extreme, and therefore more useful as an illustration, is
the Balinese caste system. This is a system in which dominance and sub
mission as we know them virtually do not exist, since the patterns of
behavior between individuals of higher and lowerstatus are conceived of
not as enforced by the individuals of higher status, but rather as
inevitable grooves or tramlines in the structure of the universe; and
these grooves are not merely limiting in their functions, they provide an
idiom anda tone of voice in which veryfull and free communication can
occur between onesort of people and another.

The English patterning of life has something of the samesort of
impersonal structure. The conventions and idioms used by people of
lower status in addressing people of higher status (and vice versa) are
not seen as directly enforced by the superior person (though the superi
or is rather sharply conscious of being putbackin his place by the inferi
or if he should deviate from the pattern), and it is certainly significant
that the learning of these patterns is indirect. In the upper and middle
classes,the child learns deferenceto his parents, chieflyfrom instruction
which the nurse gives him in how he should behave, and to a much
slighter extent, in face-to-facerelation with the parent; and similarly,with
the lowerstatus levels; deference to those of higher status is indirectly
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taught. The lowerstatus child is taught by lower status parents how to
behave toward higher status people; he does not learn this in a harsh
face-to-face relationship with the latter; and when the patterns are
learned, a very great deal ofinitiative and criticism can come from the
lowerto the higher without ever overstepping the conventions.

More subtly, when we look at the sequences of behavior we find
that here, too, we have to deal not simply with relative frequencies of
different sorts of behavior, but with more intricate combinations. We
are too liable to think that dominance-submission is bad for human
dignity.Only at a very crudelevel is this true, and we would do better, |
believe, to think of a whole series of themes—dominance-submission,
exhibitionism-spectatorship, succoring-dependence, etc.—as pan
human elements in behavior which may be recombined to give the
most various resulting products, some poisonous and some beneficial.
In England, for example, in the parent-child relationship the parents
are on the whole dominant, succoring, and exhibitionist, while the chil
dren practice submission, dependence, and spectatorship. But whatis
learned is the combination of these things, not each element separately,
and if you put an Englishmanin an exhibitionistic role—if, for example,
he comes to America and gives lectures—his tone ofvoice will inevitably
echo that early training in which dominance and exhibitionism were
linked together on the sameside of the picture. He will lecture asif it
werefor him to decide whatis goodfor that audience.

In the corresponding American pattern, the parents show domi
nance (slightly), succoring, and spectatorship, while the children show
submission, dependence, and exhibitionism. The exhibitionism
spectatorship is reversed in its combination with the other themes, and
indeed this reversal seems to be an essential component of American
upbringing. In England the child’s dependenceis drasticallybroken (in
the upper and middleclasses) by sending him to school; in America, the
analogous psychological weaning is done by the parents themselves, who
act as approving spectators whenever the child shows off independence
orself-sufficiency.

What I am trying to say is that all our thinking on such a subject as
human dignity has got to be done in terms of rather complex gestalten;
and that in the postwar world—evenalready, in the relations between the
United Nations—we ought to be thinking about the problems which
these patterns present. In the eventof Allied victory,we shall, I hope, not
see a world in which oneset of cultural patterns is ineffectually forced
upon all other cultures and communities. Some of the talk about democ
racy,of course, sounds as though we proposedto set up Demo-Quislings

33
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in all the nondemocratic patches of the world—a procedure which
would be contrary to all the basic premises of democracy, a procedure
necessarilyineffectual and one which I think would be wastefulevenif it
were practical. I myself attach a great deal of value to the diversity of cul
tural patterns which variegate the world. They are beautiful things, and
the fact of their diversityI feel to be beautiful. The problem,as I seeit,
will be one of ordering this diversity,not by eliminating all the patterns
except one, but by devising patterns of communication which will tran
scend the differences. Just as nobody is proposing a nonstratified or
undifferentiated community, but rather communities in which the differ
entiation tends toward self-acceptance in all parts of the society, so also
on an international levelwe oughtto plan for differentiation, with accep
tance and understandingof the differences.

At the present moment, we do not know whatpatterns exist. I have
tried to give a few thumbnail comments on England and America, but
no serious study of English character and English patterns of behavior
has ever been carried out. I hope what I havetold youis a little truer and
a little simpler than what you could get from studying the American
stereotype of England, or the English stereotype of America.

Onething is certain: that you cannotestablish a stable relationship
between two peoples with different cultural patterns unless the stereo
types in terms of which they see each other have some approachto the
truth. You can boost up good relations for a short time with a false
stereotype, or you may wreck the relationship for a long time with a
false stereotype; but for any sort of permanent goodrelationship the
pictures which you draw have got to be acceptable to both nations, and
something like the truth is morelikely to fulfill this condition. You can
love or hate the English for their arrogance (by which I suppose we
mean the compound of dominance with exhibitionism instead of specta
torship) or you can love or hate them fortheir habit of understatement
(whose psychological roots I do not know), but I believe really thatall
these simplified statements fall short of understanding, and that proba
bly mutual understanding should be counted as a basic condition for
self-acceptance and mutual respect.
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Sex and Culture*

It is certainly too early to try to introducerigor into those anthropologi
cal hypotheses which mention sex as a causal factor, or which seek to
explain the diversities of sexual behavior by referring to the cultural
milieu. Even the word, sex, is used by us in a series of different senses,
varying fromobservable and definable copulatory behaviors to a hypo
thetical drive, or drives, which are believed to influence a very wide and
undefinable category of behaviors. It is even doubtful whether we
should, at this time, attempt to sharpen ourdefinitions, and not rather
wait until some clarity begins to appear, as we amass moredata.
Definitions and abstractions are, after all, only “right” or “wrong” in so
far as they form part of hypotheses which experience can test. Such
hypotheses as we have today, relating sex to culture, are still so vague
that very much more exploratory work will be needed before the
abstractions involved can be sharply defined.Thereis,however,aseriousdrawbacktosucha laissez-faireattitude
toward theory. It is, unfortunately, easy to construct hypotheses with
vague concepts, and such hypothesesare usually impossible to prove or
to disprove.The current theories of personality and character formation
already contain an excessive number of parentheses (compensation,
bisexuality,etc.), any one of which can be invoked to explain why behay
ior in a given case does not conform to hypothetical expectation. This
building up of parenthetical variables has reached such a point that
todayit is almost unkind to demandof any theorist: “What conceivable
fact could disprove your hypothesis?”

*The original paper, as read before the Conference on Physiological and Psychological
Factors in Sex Behavior, New York Academyof Sciences, Sections of Biology and Psychology(March1,1946),wasillustratedbyafilmofBalinesetrancebehavior,andbya seriesof
Balinesecarvings. These materials were used to demonstrate the wide ramifications, in human
behavior, of effects which arein part traceable to “sex.”The present summary examines more
fullythan was possible at the conference the theoretical implications of the sorts of data which
were then presented. Reprinted by permission of the NewYorkAcademyof Sciences.
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There are, however, two possible approaches which may be ofuse:
not to introduce rigorous hypotheses before the science is ready for
them, but rather to suggest the sorts of question which we ought to be
asking; and to delimit the orders of hypothesis to which we should look
forward.

The first of these approacheswill only be mentionedat this stage.It
consists in asking metascientific questions about that order of hypothesis
which would relate a concept or set of phenomenaderived from onesci
entific field (physiology) to concepts and phenomena derived from
anotherfield (cultural anthropology). We are attempting to argue from
a narrowersphere of relevance, the individual’sinternal environment, to
a wider sphere which includes almost the whole of human behavior and
the external environment. All such transitions from a narrower to a
wider sphere of relevance are knownto befraught with difficulty,and we
may expect a priori that very simple alterations in the narrower sphere
will be represented by excessivelycomplex changesin the wider. A small
change in atomic structure may denote a total change at the molecular
level. Similarly, even so simple a matter as a difference in physical stature
might determine very complex differences of culture or society.
Physiological sex is known to have causally powerful and complex ramifi
cations within the individual, and, a priori, we may expectthe social and
cultural ramifications of this set of phenomena to be so complex that
“sex”will almost cease to be a useful category for the ordering of phe
nomena at this wider level. Indeed, we know already that those social
extensions of “sex”which anthropologists call the “family”and the “kin
ship system”are crucial to the whole of culture, in the sensethat all
behavior can be related back to these concepts, just as the same whole
can be related back to hunger and the economicsof food.!: *)3 This fact,
that the effects of any phenomenon within the narrow sphere ramify
throughout the wholeof the wider sphere, indicates that we may not
make much headwayin attempting to trace the manifold cultural expres
sions of physiological sex. It is possible, however, that we might make
advances by an inverse approach:that, from cultural data, we might be
able to derive hypotheses about the narrower physiological sphere. This
inverse procedure has an advantage, in that our hypotheses are the more

1. B. Malinowski, TheSexualLifeofSavages(London: George Routledge & Sons, Ltd., 1929).
2. B. Malinowski, Coral Gardens and Their Magic, 2 vols. (London: George Allen and Unwin,

Ltd., 1935).

3. Audrey Richards, Hunger and Workin a Savage Tribe(London: George Routledge & Sons,
Ltd., 1932).
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likelyto be subject to experimentaltesting.
The second approach to hypotheses which will relate sex and cul

ture, consists in asking what sorts of data anthropologists do,in fact, col
lect. This can be followed up with the question: “Whattypes ofverifiable
hypothesis can be suggested or tested by data of this kind?”

Actually, there appears to be considerable confusion among other
scientists, and among anthropologists themselves, about the nature of
the data with which the cultural anthropologist works. Therefore, this
matter must be made categorically clear. We too often think that the
abstractions which we draw are a part of the data from which they are
drawn and regard ourselves as studying “culture,” or “social organiza
tion,” or “diffusion,” or “religion,” or “sex.” The creatures which we
study are talking mammals and, whether they be natives of New York or
of NewGuinea,their talk is filled with abstract terms. Thus, weeasily fall
into the fallacy of assigning a false concreteness to these same abstrac
tions. It is, therefore, salutary, at times, to leave all these abstractions
aside for the momentand look at the actual objective data from which
all the abstractions are drawn.

There are, I believe, only three types of data in cultural anthro
pology:

(1) An identified individual in such-and-such a recorded context said
such-and-such, and was heard by the anthropologist. More than
half of all our data take this form, and our main effort in
fieldwork goes into the astonishingly difficult task of collect
ing such items. We do not alwayssucceed, for various reasons.
Sometimes, the individual is imperfectly identified. We may
have insufficient information about his past experience and
position in the kinship system and social organization. Still
more often, we may have only an incomplete understanding
of the context in which he spoke. But this remains ourideal
type of datum.

(2) An identified individual in such-and-such a recorded context was
seen by the anthropologist to do so-and-so. Here again, the ideal
record is not alwayscomplete. The identification of the indi
vidual and the recording of the context present the samedif
ficulties as in (1), above. In addition, we face very serious
technical difficulties when we attempt to record bodily move
ments. Even with photographic or cinematic techniques, this
is almost impossible, and the record, when obtained, can only
with very great difficulty be translated into a verbal form for
analysisand publication.

37
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(3) Artifacts (tools, works of art, books, clothes, boats, weapons, etc.),
made and/or used by such-and-such individuals in such-and-such
contexts.These are, in general, the easiest data to collect, and
the mostdifficult to interpret.

There are, at present, no other types of objective data in cultural
anthropology.4

From inspection ofthis list of types of data, certain traps in anthro
pological deduction appear. The most serious of these is baited with the
temptation to confuse verbal with behavioral data. Objectively, we may
know that an individual said such-and-such about himself, or about some
otherindividual; but we do not know,objectively, whether what hesaid is
true. The objective fact—the only basis upon which we can build—is that
he sazdsuch-and-such. Whether his statementis true or false must be
immaterial to any hypotheses which we may construct, unless (as some
times, though rarely, happens) we have other objective data bearing
upon the truth orfalsity of the original statement. The importanceof this
point can scarcelybe overemphasized when weare considering the validity
of hypotheses relating to sex—amatter about which humanbeings are not
only reticent and dishonest, but even totally unable to achieve an objective
viewof their own behavior orthat of others.

An example may help to make clear how the anthropologist must
proceed in such a case, and how he may construct hypotheses without
assuming the objective truth of the verbal datum. Let us supposethat the
anthropologist hears and records, verbatim, the statement of a man who
claims: “I copulate with my wife 2 times every night.” This may be an
important objectivedatum, becausewithin it are implicit numerousindi
cations about the psychology of boasting and the psychological role of
sex in that man’s life. The next question which the anthropologist asks

4. In defining the contexts of human behavior, many types of nonanthropological informa
tion may be necessary. For this purpose, the field anthropologist may have to borrow from
almost any of the othersciences. In practice, the “context” of behavioris usually limited to a nar
ration of those factors which the anthropologist deems important andis able to describe. Merely
permissive circumstancesare usually omitted. For example, meteorological and geophysicalcir
cumstancesalways play a part in permitting an interview to take place, but these factorswill usual
lynot be mentionedin the record, unless the anthropologist believesthat the shape and content
of the conversation was thereby affected. More serious is the common omission of physiological
circumstances: the appetitive state of both subject and interviewer, and so on.It is usually imprac
tical to record these in anthropological fieldwork. However, the related sciences of psychoanaly
sis and experimental psychology are already benefiting from their closer association with the
physiological laboratory, and we should certainly look forward to a time when physiologists will
collaborate in anthropological fieldwork and amplify the scope ofthe availabledata.
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himself will not be: “Is the man’s statement objectively true?” He will
rather seek for those data which willenable him to place the man’sstate
ment in the cultural setting. He willwant to know whether boasting and
the use of sex activityfor the enhancementof self-esteem are cultural
ly acceptable. Hewill want to know whether such behavioris felt to be
aggressive,and against whom the aggression is probably directed, and so
on. He will therefore note, first and foremost, who is present on the
occasion, and how these other people react to the boasting. He will look
to see whether any of those present are markedly superior or inferior in
status to the speaker, and whether any womenare present; and he may
later try to draw comments from the bystanders, after the original speak
er has left the group. Butin all this, he will not be trying to verify the
truth of the original statement, and he willnot, in general, care whether
that statementis true. At most, he may carry a little suspended query in
the back of his mind, a notethat this is something about which he does
not know,just to remind himself that every hypothesis suggested by the
recorded statement must be so constructed that the truth or untruth of
the statementwill be irrelevant to the hypothesis.

The cultural anthropologist, in fact, is in the peculiar position of
studying mammals which talk, and it is necessary to underline this fact
to the minds of those whostudy less articulate and, therefore, less
deceptive creatures. The circumstance that our subjects can talk to us,
and to each other, is the great advantage which we have over the animal
experimenter. However,it is very important not to abuse this advantage.
To avoid sucherrors, stringent precautions must be observed, and these
precautions necessarily limit the nature of the hypotheses which we can
construct and verify.

Anotherpeculiarity of the data collected by cultural anthropologists
is the extreme complexity of each individual datum. The requirement
that each datum includefull identification of the individual and descrip
tion of the context, is perhaps never fully met in practice. The fact
remains, however, that a very large numberof circumstances are always
relevant, in the sense that a small change in any one of them might
reverse, or drastically change, the form of the behavior which we are
recording. Thereis, therefore, almost no possibilityof handling the data
Statistically.The contexts, the individuals, and the behaviors are toovari
ous for their combinations and permutations to be handled in this way.
The unit data of which any sample is composed are too heterogeneous
to be legitimately thrown togetherinto a statistical hopper. Moreover,
the data are not selected at random, but according to circumstances
whichare forced upon the anthropologist rather than contrived by him.
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Anthropological informants, of which we do notuse very many, are not a
random sample of any population. Rather, they are carefully selected
and carefully trained individuals, and the characteristics (accuracy, intelli
gence, articulacy, special interests, special social status, etc.) which make a
man a good informantare notStatistically normal in any population.
Moreover, the selection is performed by the informants at least as much
as by the anthropologist. The man whois in some way deviant, psycho
logically, sexually, physically, or by social experience, is more likely to
want to talk to the anthropologist, andis likely to withstand such inter
viewswith a minimum of boredom. The normal, nondeviant individual
rarely, if ever,becomesa regular informant.”

The fact that our data are notsuitable for statistical analysis means
that they must be handled in other ways.This can be done, just because
the unit datum is so complex.It is not necessary to discover hundreds of
specimens of Archaeopteryxlithographica, in order to satisfy the scientific
world that this creature existed and had a numberof phylogenetically
significant features. The existing samples, consisting of one nearly per
fect skeleton, one imperfect skeleton, and one single feather, are more
than sufficient, simply because an Archaeopteryxskeleton is a complex
object. In the same way, the data of the cultural anthropologist, if they
are a valid base for theory, are so because they are complex. “This given
complex pattern of events occurred”; and this unique occurrenceis one
of the bricks which must form the material for our theoretical construc
tions.

This peculiarity of our data, like the unreliability of verbal statements,
is a factor which must limit our hypotheses. Neither the single
Archaeopteryx,nor any numberof single specimensof different species,
would suffice to demonstrate whether evolution is a continuous or dis
continuous process, nor to answer the manysorts of questions which can
only be answeredby statistical analysisof random or representative sam
ples. Similarly, anthropological data will not suffice to test hypotheses
which would requirestatistical validation, and we must, therefore, avoid
hypotheses of this kind. Ideally, we should concentrate upon those hy
potheses of which it may be expected that the single exception will dis
prove therule.

Within the limitations outlined above, cultural anthropologists have
a vast mass of objective data directly relevant to sex. We cannotreport, of

5. There is some variation amongcultures in this respect. Among the Iatmul, where verbal
articulacy is highly developed, my informants were certainly more culturally normal than among
the Balinese, where verbal skill is rare.
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course, anything about frequency or characteristics of “normal” sexual
‘intercourse, because such behavioris only accessible to observation
under circumstances so exceptionalas to preclude use of the term, nor
mal, e.g., copulation on orgiastic occasions, or specially staged for the
observer and distorted by his presence, or included in traditional dra
matic performances.

On the other hand, we have a large mass of information about
native notions and psychological attitudes toward sex behavior, and we
have information about how these various native attitudes and notions
compare, and fit in, with other ideas which the same natives have on
other subjects, such as achievement, sadism, humor,prestige, caste, etc.
We know a great deal aboutthe stylization of the differences between
the sexes, and theroles of the two sexesin daily life and parenthood. We
have collected hundreds of fantasies about copulation, love, homosexu
ality,incest, and so on. Then again, we have a mass of information on the
economic aspects of sex behavior: dowries, bride prices, affinal
exchanges, prostitution, etc. And masses of gossip about so-and-so’s
reputed sexual or courtship behavior, data which reflect on the culturally
conventional attitudes toward various types of sexual normality and
abnormality, and data on the sanctions which the people carry out (or
saythat they would carry out) in certain types of deviant circumstances.

The problem is to introduce theoretical order into this confused
jumble of data, arbitrarily separated from the remainder of our data by
their evident relevance to the conceptof “sex”whichis derived from the
physiologicalsphere of relevance.

Two generalizations can be drawn from all this material: first, that
cultures differ markedly among themselves and, second, that a high
degree of consistency obtains amongthe data on any oneculture.®

6. Operationally, it is probably necessary to define a “culture” as an aggregate of collected
objectivedata of the kinds mentioned above. This definition may later be amplified, if neces
sary,by inclusion of somereferences to the type of order imposed on the data bythe scientist.
If, however, we limit ourselves to the minimum operational definition, the demarcation
betweenone “culture” and anotherwill have to be defined in termsof causal integration. If we
fall into the error of defining this demarcation in terms of homogeneity, saying that culture A
shallbe separated from culture B if the data included under A differ markedly from the data
included underB, then we shall have greatdifficulty in dealing with the differentiation of occu
pational, age, and sex groupings within the single culture. Still more serious, the generalization
in the text above will be a mere endowing of our data with a characteristic of our own opera
uns. If, on the other hand,we delimit our cultures by saying, “Data shall be assignedto a sin
gleculture so long as causal interdependence amongthe data can be recognized,” ignoring for
themomentthe problem ofthe delimitation ofcultures in the time dimension andthe related
problemsof culture contact, we shall, at least, postpone these troubles.

A]
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These two generalizations suggest that the regularities which occur
within one society’ are of a different order from those which occurwith
in an individual organism, and the matter can, perhaps, best be made
clear by discussing this difference. If a biologist were allowed to make an
exhaustive study of several different tissues derived from a single species
of animal, and then were presented with anothertissue differing from all
those which he hadso far studied, it would be almost impossible for him
to determine whetherthis last specimen was or was not taken from the
same animal species. The cultural anthropologist, on the other hand,if
presentedfirst with data upon several sorts of individuals in a given soci
ety, will probably be able to recognize that the data referring to other
sorts of individuals in that same society do, in fact, have that prove
nience. Moreover, in their attempts to solve this problem, the biologist
and the anthropologist will look for clues of quite different sorts. The
biologist will look for characteristics of the cells so basic that they persist
even throughtissue differentiation. For example, he may attemptto
count the chromosomes. The anthropologist, on the other hand,will
lookfirst for details of language and other very superficial learned char
acteristics, and if details of this sort are not available, he will look for
more basic patterns and regularities which will be diagnostic of the
acquiredcharacterstructure of the individuals. It is significant that the biol
ogists talk about “differentiation” of cells and tissues,while the anthropolo
gists talk about the “acculturation”of individuals. The problem stressed by
the biologist is: “How do genetically similar cells become different one
from another, and how do they maintain these differences in spite of a
homogeneous environmentinternal to the individual organism?” The
problem for the cultural anthropologist, on the other hand,is: “Howdo
individuals, who presumably differ among themselves in innate charac
teristics, become similar and remain sufficiently similar to understand
each other, in spite of very evident differences in individual experience?”

In fact, to the cultural anthropologist, man appears not mainly as a
physiological mechanism, nor yet as a creature endowedwith instinctive.
urges and innate patterns of response. He appears to us, aboveall, as a
creature which learns.The fact of humanflexibility under environmental
experience determines the majorfocus of ourscientific attention.

Let us now return to the problemsof “sex.”If learning is the basic
concept for the cultural anthropologist, then we can takea first step in

7. Operationally, the “society”may be defined as an aggregate of those individuals actually
mentioned in the data which constitute a single culture, plus those others about whom data can
be presumedto belong to the same aggregate.
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relating “sex” to “culture,” by examining the relations between sex and
learning, bearing in mindthat the phenomena connected with learning
are to giveus the definition of those sorts of regularity and homogeneity
which we observe to be characteristic of each single culture. This defini
tion still remains to be drawn.

To the anthropologist, it appears that all human sexual behavioris,
in some degree, learned. The human infant apparently develops, at a
very early age, a considerable reflex equipment.Its genitalia are erectile
in response to various physical stimuli, and this tumescenceis early asso
ciated with specifically interpersonal stimuli. This reflex equipmentis
precocious in the sense that the neural connections are present before
the infant has the muscular development necessary to put the whole
mechanism to work.

In this, there is nothing peculiar about sexuality,and the samesort
of precocity is recognizable in other sorts of behavior. The infant also
shows what appear to be inherited reflex arcs for walking, swimming,
arboreal suspension, and balance in an upright posture. For all of these
activities,it appears that neural connectionsare established before the
muscular development is adequate, and the rudimentary responses,
which indicate the existence of these neural connections, fade out. A
period of “latency”occurs not only in regard to sexual, but also locomo
tor, behavior.®

Now,the crucial question about sexuallatencyis: “Isatlearned?”Is the
change from genital responsiveness to unresponsiveness to be ascribed to
topological changes in the neural network, induced in that network by
impulses which pass through it? The obvious alternative to such a
hypothesis would be to ascribe the change in responsiveness to changes
in the endocrine systemand to hopethat a fuller knowledge of matura
tion will enable us to account for these changes in endocrine balance
without again being pushed back upon a theory of changesin the neu
ral network induced by experience.?

8. We have, unfortunately, no comparative data about the occurrence ofthese various
typesof latency in different cultures, where different methods of handling, carrying, and exer
cising the baby occur. Even for sexual latency, the data are very poor,andit is perfectly possible
that, in some cultures, the potentiality for genital tumescence does not disappear in childhood.
It is, however, to be expected that,in all cultures, there is a period during which the child ceases
to show specifically sexual desires directed toward adults.

9. A third possibility (that all types of latency are due to topological changes in the neural
network,but that these changesare a function of maturation and not broughtabout by the pas
Sage of neural impulses) would also be tenable. This hypothesis will, however, differ somewhat
from conventional notions about maturation, in that it must accountfor the breaking or inhibi
tion of previously existingarcs.
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From whatlittle we know, it appears to me that we must assume that
latency is learned, rather than due to a hypothetical endocrine change.
The necessary shift in endocrine balance has not been observed,!9 andit
appears, rather, that concentrations of androgens and estrogensin chil
dren’s urine show a progressive rise through childhood to a peak at
puberty. Moreover, the hypothesis that latency is learned will have the
additional recommendation that it can be applied not only to sexual but
also to locomotorlatency, for which an endocrinetheory can less readily
be imagined.

Granting that learning probably plays a part in causing latency, the
next question must be: “What are the stimuli or contexts which deter
mine this learning?” Here we know, from anthropological data, that
marked differences exist between cultures. In American and English cul
tures, we know that, among adults, even the notion ofinfantile sexuality
is strongly resisted; masturbation of the child by parents or nursesis
strongly deprecated (and, therefore, probably accompanied by guilt
reactions on the part of the adult, when it occurs); and masturbatory
behavior on the part of the child is sharply discouraged. Therefore, for
these cultures, we must expectthat latency will be induced not only by
experience of own muscular insufficiency, but also by positive extinction
or inhibition of tumescence. In sharp contrast to this, we know ofcul
tures in which masturbation of the child by the parent is common and
not deprecated. Even amongthese cultures, we may expect sharp differ
ences which will be significant for the character formation of the child.
The reason given byItalian peasants for this masturbation of the child is
“to put it to sleep,” and we may presumethat, in Italy, the child is given
some sort of sexual climax or othersatisfactory experience. In Bali, on
the other hand, our observations showthat the child is not given satisfac
tion and, instead of going to sleep, becomes morerestive. Indeed, from
the mother’s evident enjoyment both of the baby’sresponsiveness and of
the temper tantrum which often follows, it would appear that the pur
pose of the masturbation is rather to wakeit up. It is easy to see that
the Anglo-Saxon and Balinese systems of handling may induce latency,
though verydifferent types of latency in the two areas. Whatsort of laten
cy,if any, is induced bythe Italian system,is notso clear.

These contrasts indicate very clearly that the social contexts which
accompanythe onset of latency are importantfor sexual learning. They
may determine the individual’s attitude toward sexual behavior and the

10. R. Neustadt and A. Myerson. “Quantitative Sex Hormone Studies in Homosexuality,
Childhood, and Various Neuropsychiatric Disturbances.” Am.J. Psychiat.97 (1940): 542-51.
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art which these behaviors will play in his character. The matter
becomesstill more complex when we go on to consider the culturally
stylizedsexual play,masturbation, and courtship behaviors of the latency
eriod, and the rewards and punishments which determine therole of

these behaviors in the individual’s character. These experienceswill
label the sexual patterns as safe or dangerous, approved or disapproved,
as important sourcesof self-esteem andprestige, or as important sources
of sensual pleasure.

Still later, the onset of puberty can be seen as a furtherset of learn
ing and character-forming contexts, and the problems are analogousto
those which we discussed in connection with latency. Here, the case for
ascribing the change in responsiveness to endocrinefactors is perhaps a
little stronger, but it is possible that the importance of these factors has
been exaggerated. There are, in addition, a host of interpersonal and
social factors which push the individual into puberty. The sexual initia
tive of other persons; the value which the individual himself has been
trained to place upon sexual adequacy and sexual conformity; his desire
to acquire the respectof his fellowsof the samesex and of possible sexu
al partners; all of these, in addition to his endocrines, may push him
toward puberty. Further, the psychologyof that puberty, whenattained,
will be determined by the specific qualities of the latency which has
been broken down, and by the dynamics of the beginning of puberty.
The individual who is pushedinto active sexuallife, by his physiological
needs, at a period whenhe still feels that social pressures are on the side
of latency, will learn something very different from what is learned by
the individual who enters upon sexuality in an attempt to conform to
socialpressures before heis driven to this by physiological need.

The role played by sexual behavior and experience in determining
character structure, and the inverse role of experience in determining
sexual behavior, could be elaborated almost ad infinitum. To relate
human sexual behavior to learning is easy,though at every turn we come
upon new problems and new hypotheses requiring data for their verifica
tion. However, there is still another order of hypothesis which must be
considered before we can besaid to have related sexual behavior to cul
ture.

It was suggested, above, that the data on a given culture show an
internal regularity, or consistency, not simply deducible from the opera
tion which we performedin defining the limits of the single culture in
terms of causal interdependenceof all eventswithin this margin. We not
ed, also, that there is a contrast between physiologyand cultural anthro
pology in that, though both sciences deal with spheres of relevance
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definable in terms of causal interdependence of events within the
sphere, the physiologist is preoccupied with differentiation, while the
anthropologist is preoccupied with acculturation. Our next step will be
to define more sharply these regularities within the single culture, and to
relate them to the theory of learning.

Whathas so far been said aboutlearning could be deduced from any
learning theory, such as that of association,which will describe learning
as the setting up ofa classification of perceived objects and events, linked
to a classification of responses and to a rudimentarylinear value system
which will discriminate the pleasant from the unpleasant. Such a system
will, for example, account for the simple forms of sexual symbolism.
Balinese carvings, for instance,illustrate a large numberof types of sym
bolic distortion of the human body. The breasts may be equated with
buttocks; the head may be equated with male genitalia; the mouth may
be equated with the vulva; and so on.!! All of these distortions can be
seen as dueto simple associational learning.

Wefind, however,in our cultural data, something morethan this.If
we take the data from a given culture and sort them by subject matter,
putting all the data which refer to sex in one heap, the data referring to
initiation in another, the data referring to death in another, and so on,
we get a very remarkable result.!2 We find that similar types of orderare
recognizable in every heap. Wefind that, whether we are looking at the
sex data, or the initiation data, or the death data, the system ofclassifica
tion of perceived objects and events (the edos of the culture) is still the
same. Similarly, if we analyze the heaps of data to obtain the system of
linked responses and values (the ethos)of the culture, we find that the
ethos is the same in each heap.Briefly, it is as if the same sort of person
had devised the data in all the heaps.

Two obvious hypotheses which might accountfor this finding can,I
believe, be ruled out. We cannot assumethat these ethological and eido
logical regularities are simply due to innate human characteristics,
because very different kinds of ethos and eidos have been analyzed out
of different cultures. And we cannotsay that the ethological and eidolog
ical uniformities are due to the uniform working of peculiarities of the
mind of the analyst, because in different cultures the same analyst
obtains different results.

11. Specimensof these carvings, collected by the writer, were exhibited at the conference.
Thecollection of about 1,200 carvings has been deposited at the American Museum of Natural
History, New York, New York.

12. G. Bateson, Naven. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1936). (This book is an
experimentin analyzinga NewGuineaculture, on these lines.)
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It would, I believe, be impossible to deduce these results, the unifor

mitywithin one culture and the contrast between cultures, from the sim
ple associational learning theory from which westarted.18

However, these ethological and eidological uniformities within the
single culture, and the corresponding contrasts between cultures, are
preciselywhat we would expectif, in addition to the processes postulat
ed in simple learning, there 1sa carryover from learning in one context
which will influence later behavior in quite different contexts. Various
theories of this type have been put forward !4, 15,16and, in general, the
experimental findings indicate that some such postulate may be neces
sary even at the animal level. At the humanlevel, the carryover from
one context to others can be demonstrated in the phenomenaof “trans
fer” of learning, and especially in the experimental increase in learning
proficiencyfrom one context to anotherof similarformal structure.!/

Such a postulated carryover from one context of learning to anoth
er will give us a theoretical system which will permit us to speak of
changes in character,instead of limiting us to the mere addition or sub
traction of associational links. We can veryeasily see how such a theory

o> 66would give precision to qualities of the order of “optimism,” “pes
simism,” “fatalism,” “initiative,” “level of aspiration,” and thelike, and
lead us to expect that qualities of this sort, learned by experience in one
sort of context, will be carried over into other contexts of very various
types.This, I suggest, is the explanation of the ethological and eidologi
caluniformities characteristic of each human culture.

Weare driven, I believe, to conclude that whatis learned in contexts
associated with sex will be carried over into contexts associated with
quite different spheres of life—initiation, death, trade, etc.—and that,
vice versa, what is learned in these other contexts will be carried over
into specificallysexuallife.

13. The logical proof of this assertion is, however, beyond my powers, and probably not
feasible until the concepts of eidosand ethosand, indeed, the whole of gestalt psychology have
been much morecritically defined thanis possible today.

14. L. K. Frank, “The Problems of Learning,” Psych.Rev.33 (1926): 329-51.
15. N. R. F. Maier, “The Behavior Mechanism Concerned with Problem Solving.” Psych.

Rev.47 (1940): 43-58.

16. G. Bateson, Comment on M. Mead’s “The Comparative Study of Culture and the
Purposive Cultivation of Democratic Values.” In Science,Philosophyand Religion; SecondSymposium,
NewYork, New York, 1942. [“Social Planning and the Concept of Deutero-Learning.” In Stepsto
an Ecologyof Mind.]

17. C. Hull, Mathematico-DeductiveTheoryofRoteLearning (New Haven:Yale University Press,
1940). (This book gives experimental curves for increase in proficiency in rote learning, but
doesnot deducethis increase from a postulate system.)
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Such a conclusion will reduce the title of the present paper to non
sense, by indicating that sexis scarcely a useful concept for the analysis of
human cultures—a conclusion which was foreshadowedin oura priori
metascientific examination of any attempt to relate phenomenain the
physiologicalsphere of relevance to phenomenain the cultural sphere.

Our excursion into theory has not, however, been fruitless, because
it has lent anthropological support to a type of hypothesis connected
with learning, and this type of hypothesis is such that it can be tested and
made more precise by further anthropological work, and by laboratory
experiments. In addition, we have demonstratedthat, in the psychologi
cal analysis of anthropological data, it is not useful to classifythese data
according to the sorts of physiological need to which they appearrele
vant. It is, however, very rewardingto classifythese data according to the
formal characteristics of the contexts of behavior. It is important to note
that the Balinese baby is subjected to the same formal sequence, both
when the motherrefuses to respondto its temper tantrum and whenshe
cheats it of sexual climax, and that the mother’s behavior in both these
contexts is an effect of her own past character formation, as determined
by experiencessimilar to those to which sheis now subjecting the child.
From such a beginning, we can go on to look at other types of Balinese
data, and recognize that the same formal sequencerecurs in certain cer
emonials in which young menattack a masked figure representing the
Witch. They are powerless against her, andfall into a state of disassocia
tion in which they symbolically turn their aggression against themselves,
thus achieving an introverted climax.18

From such a systematic analysis of the contexts of learning and the
native interpretations of context which are implicit in cultural data, we
mayhopeto build a formal science of culture.

18. For photographs of the ceremonial, see G. Bateson and M. Mead, BalineseCharacter:A
PhotographicAnalysis.Special Pub., No. 2 (1942), N.Y.Acad.Sci.
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Naven: Epilogue 1958"

There is a well-known story about the philosopher Whitehead. His for
mer pupil and famous collaborator, Bertrand Russell, cameto visit
Harvard andlectured in the large auditorium on quantum theory, always
a difficult subject, and at that time a comparatively novel theory. Russell
labored to make the matterintelligible to the distinguished audience,
many of whom were unversed in the ideas of mathematical physics.
When he sat down, Whitehead rose as chairman to thank the speaker.
He congratulated Russell on his brilliant exposition “and especially on
leaving ... unobscured. . . the vast darkness of the subject.”

All science is an attempt to cover with explanatory devices—and
thereby to obscure—the vast darkness of the subject. It is a game in
which the scientist uses his explanatory principles according to certain
rules to see if these principles can be stretched to cover the vast dark
ness.But the rules of the stretching are rigorous, and the purpose ofthe
whole operation is really to discover what parts of the darknessstill
remain, uncovered by explanation.

But this gamehas also a deeper, more philosophic purpose:to learn
something about the very nature of explanation, to make clear some
part of that most obscure matter—the process of knowing.

In the twenty-one years that have elapsed since the writing of this
book [Naven], epistemology—that science or philosophy which has for
subject matter the phenomena which wecall knowledge and explana
tion—has undergone an almost total change. Preparing the book for
republication in 1957 has been a voyage of discovery backward into a
period when the newerways of thought were only dimly foreshadowed.

Navenwas a study of the nature of explanation. The book contains
of course details about Iatmul life and culture, butit is not primarily an
ethnographic study, a retailing of data for later synthesis by other

*Reprinted from Naven, Second Edition, by Gregory Bateson, with the permission of the
publishers, Stanford University Press. © 1958 by the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford
Junior University.
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scientists. Rather, it is an attempt at synthesis, a study of the ways in
which data can befitted together, and thefitting together of data is what
I mean by “explanation.”

The book is clumsy and awkward, in parts almost unreadable. For
this reason: that, when I wrote it, I was trying not only to explain byfit
ting data together butalso to use this explanatory process as an example
within which the principles of explanation could be seen andstudied.

The bookis a weaving of three levelsof abstraction. At the most con
crete level there are ethnographic data. More abstractis the tentative
arranging of data to give various pictures of the culture, andstill more
abstract is the self-conscious discussion of the procedures by which the
pieces of the jigsaw puzzle are put together. Thefinal climax of the book
is the discovery, described in the epilogue—andachieved only a few days
before the book went to press—of what looks like a truism today: that
ethos, eidos, sociology, economics, cultural structure, social structure,
and all the rest of these wordsrefer only to scientists’waysof putting the
jigsaw puzzle together.

These theoretical concepts have an order of objective reality. They
are reallydescriptions of processes of knowing, adoptedby scientists, but
to suggest that “ethos” or “social structure” has morereality than this is
to commit Whitehead’s fallacy of misplaced concreteness. The trap or
illusion—like so many others—disappears when correct logical typing is
achieved. If “ethos,” “social structure,” “economics,” etc., are words in
that language which describes how scientists arrange data, then these
words cannot be used to “explain” phenomena, nor can there be any
“ethological” or “economic” categories of phenomena. People can be
influenced, of course, by economic theories or by economicfallacies—or
by hunger—but they cannot possibly be influenced by “economics.”
“Economics” is a class of explanations, not itself an explanation of any
thing.

Oncethe fallacy has been detected, the wayis open for growth of an
entirely new science—which has in fact already become basic to modern
thought. This new science hasas yet no satisfactoryname. A partof it is
included within what is now called communications theory, a part ofIt
is in cybernetics, a part of it in mathematical logic. The wholeis still
unnamedand imperfectly envisioned.It is a new structuring of the bal
ance between Nominalism and Realism, a new set of conceptual frames
and problems, replacing the premises and problemsset by Plato and
Aristotle.

Onepurpose, then, of the presentessay is to relate the book to these
new ways of thought which were dimly foreshadowedin it. A second
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more specific purpose is to relate the book to current thinking in the
field of psychiatry. While the climate of epistemological thought has
been changing and evolvingthroughoutthe world, the thinking of the
author has undergone changes, precipitated especially by contact with
some of the problemsof psychiatry. I have had the task of teaching cul
tural anthropology to psychiatric residents, and have had to face such
roblems as are raised by the comparison betweenthe variety of cultures

and those hazily defined “clinical entities,” the mental diseases which
have their roots in traumatic experience.

This narrower purpose, to make the book relevant to psychiatry, is
easier to achieve than the wider one of placingit in the current episte
mological scene. And therefore I will attempt the psychiatric problem
first,with this reminder to the reader—that the problems of psychiatry
are after all shot through with epistemological difficulties.

Navenwas written almost without benefit of Freud. One or two
reviewerseven complained aboutthis, but I think that the circumstance
wasfortunate. My psychiatric taste and judgment were at that time
defective,and probably a greater contact with the Freudian ideas would
only have led me to misuse and misunderstand them. I would have
indulged in an orgy of interpreting symbols, and this would have dis
tracted me from the more important problems of interpersonal and
intergroup process. As it was, I did not even notice that the crocodile
jawwhichis the gate to the initiatory enclosureis called in Iatmul tshuwt
iamba—literally,“clitoris gate.” This piece of data would really only con
firm what is already implied when the male initiators are identified as
“mothers” of the novices, butstill the temptation to analyze the symbol
ismcould have interrupted theanalysis of the relationship.

Butthe fascination of symbol analysis is not the only pitfall in psychi
atric theory. Perhaps even moreserious are the distractions of psycho
logical typology. One of the great errors in anthropology has been the
naive attempt to use psychiatric ideas and labels to explain cultural dif
ference, and certainly the weakest part of the bookis that chapter in
which I tried to describe ethological contrast in terms of Kretschmer’s
typology.

No doubt more modern approachesto the problem oftypology,
such as Sheldon’s work on somatotypes, are a great improvement upon
the crudely dualistic system of Kretschmer. But this is not the point
which concerns me. If Sheldon’s typology had been available to me in
1935,I would have used it in preference to that of Kretschmer, but Iwouldstillhavebeenwrong.AsI seeittoday,thesetypologies,whether
in cultural anthropology or in psychiatry, are at best heuristic fallacies,

5]
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culs-de-sac,whose only usefulness is to demonstrate the need for a fresh
start. Fortunately, I separated my dalliance with psychiatric typology into
a single chapter; if this were not so, I would hardly permit the republica
tion today.

Butstill the status of typology is undefined and crucial. Psychiatrists
still hanker after classifications of mental disease; biologists still hanker
for genera and species; and physiologists still hanker after a classification
of human individuals which shall show a coincidence between classes
defined by behavioral criteria and classes defined by anatomy. Lastly,be
it confessed, I myself hanker for a classification, a typology, of the pro
cesses of interaction as it occurs either between persons or between
groups.

This is a region in which problems of epistemology become crucial
for the whole biological field, including within that field both the Iatmul
culture and psychiatric diagnosis. There is an area of comparable uncer
tainty in the whole theory of evolution: Do species have real existence or
are they only a device of description? How are weto resolve the old con
troversies between continuity and discontinuity? Or how shall we recon
cile the contrast which recurs again and again in nature between
continuity of change and discontinuity of the classeswhich result from
change?

It seems to me,today, that there is a partial answer to these problems
in the processes of schismogenesis! which are analyzed in this book
[Naven], but this partial answer could hardly have been extracted from
that analysiswhen the book was written. These further steps had to wait
upon other advances, such as the expansion of learning theory, the
development of cybernetics, the application of Russell’sTheory of
Logical Types to communications theory, and Ashby’sformal analysis of
those orders of event which must lead to parametric change in previously
steady-state systems.

A discussion of the relationship between schismogenesis and these
more modern developments of theory is therefore a first step toward a
new synthesis. In this discussion I shall assume that formal analogiesexist
between the problems of changein all fields of biological science.

The process of schismogenesis, as described in the book, is an exam
ple of progressive or directionalchange. Anda first problem in evolution
is that of direction. The conventional stochastic view of mutation

1. [Editor’s Note: “I would define schismogenesis as a process of differentiation in the norms of

individual behaviour resultingfrom cumulative interaction betweenindividuals.” (From Naven, p. 175.)]
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assumesthat change willbe random,andthat direction is only imposed
upon evolutionary change by some phenomenonlike natural selection.
Whether such a description is sufficient to explain the phenomenon of
orthogenesis—the long process of continuousdirectional change shown
by the fossil record in ammonites, sea urchins, horses, asses, titano
theres, etc.—is very doubtful. An alternative or supplementary explana
tion is probably necessary. Of these the most obviousis climatic or other
progressive change in the environment, and this type of explanation
maybe appropriate for some of the orthogenic sequences. Moreinter
esting is the possibility that the progressive environmental change might
occur in the biologicalenvironment of the species concerned, and this
raisesquestions of a new order. Marine organismslike ammonites or sea
urchins can hardly be supposed to have mucheffect upon the weather,
but a change in the ammonites might affect their biological environ
ment. After all, the most important elements in the environment of an
individual organism are (a) other individuals of the same species and
(b) plants and animals of other species with which the given individual
is in intense interactive relationship. The survival value of a given char
acteristic is likely to depend in part upon the degree to which this char
acteristic is shared by other membersof the species; and, vis-a-visother
species, there must exist relationships—e.g., between predator and
prey—which are comparable to those evolving interactive systems of
attack and defense so grievously familiar in armaments races at the
internationallevel.

These are systemswhich begin to be closely comparable to the phe
nomena of schismogenesis with which this book [Naven] is concerned.
In the theory of schismogenesis, however (and in armamentsraces), an
additional factor to account for the directedness of change is assumed.
The direction toward more intense rivalry in the case of symmetrical
schismogenesis, or toward increasing differentiation of role in comple
mentary schismogenesis, is assumed to depend upon phenomena of
learning. This aspect of the matter is not discussed in the book, but the
whole theory rests upon certain ideas about processes of character for
mation—ideas which are also latent in most psychiatric theory. These
ideas may be briefly summarized.

The order of learning to which I refer is that which Harlow has
called “set-learning,” and which I myself have called “deutero-learning.”
I assumethat in any learning experiment—e.g., of the Pavlovianor the
Instrumental Reward type—there occurs notonly that learning in which
the experimenteris usually interested, namely, the increased frequency
of the conditioned response in the experimental context, but also a
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more abstract or higher order of learning, in which the experimental
subject improveshis ability to deal with contexts of a given type. The
subject comes to act more and moreas if contexts of this type were
expectable in his universe. For example, the deutero-learning of the ani
mal subjected to a sequence of Pavlovian experiences will presumably be
a process of character formation whereby he comesto live as if in a uni
verse where premonitory signs of later reinforcements (or uncondi
tioned stimuli) can be detected but nothing can be doneto precipitate
or prevent the occurrence of the reinforcements. In a word, the animal
will acquire a species of “fatalism.”In contrast, we may expect the subject
of repeated Instrumental Reward experiments to deutero-learn a charac
ter structure that will enable him to live as if in a universe in which he
can control the occurrence of reinforcements.

Now,all those psychiatric theories which invoke the past experience
of the individual as an explanatory device depend necessarily upon some
such theory of high-order learning, or learning to learn. When the
patienttells the therapist that, in her childhood, she learned to operate a
typewriter, this is of no particular interest to him unless he happensto be
a vocational counselor as well as therapist. But whenshe starts to tell him »
about the context in which shelearned this skill,how her aunt taughther
and rewarded her or punished heror withheld reward and punishment,
then the psychiatrist begins to be interested; because what the patient
learned from formal characteristics or patiernsof the contexts of learning
is the clue to her presenthabits, her “character,”her mannerof interpret
ing and participating in the interaction between herself and others.

This type of theory which underlies so muchof psychiatryis also fun
damental to the idea of schismogenesis. It is assumed that the individual
in a symmetrical relationship with another will tend, perhaps uncon
sciously,to form the habit of acting as if he expected symmetryin fur
ther encounters with that other, and perhaps, even more widely, in
future encounters with all other individuals.

The groundis thus laid for progressive change. As a given individual
learns patterns of symmetrical behavior he not only comes to expectthis
type of behavior in others, but also acts in such a way that others will
experience those contexts in which they in turn will learn symmetrical
behavior. We have here a case in which change in the individual affects
the environmentof others in a waywhich will cause a similar change in
them. This will act back upon theinitial individual to produce further
changein him in the samedirection.

Butthis picture of schismogenesiscannotbe true of Iatmulsociety as
I observed it. Evidently, what has been achieved is only a one-sided
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picture of processes which, ifpermitted,would lead eitherin the direction
of excessive rivalry between symmetrical pairs or groups of individuals
or in the direction of excessivedifferentiation between complementary

pairs. At a certain point, if these were the only processes involved, the
society would explode. Ofthis difficulty I was already aware when I
wrote the book, and I made an effort to account for the presumed
dynamic equilibrium of the systemby pointing out that the symmetrical
and complementaryprocesses are in some sense opposites of each other
(Naven, p. 193) so that the culture containing both of these processes
might conceivably balance them one against the other. This, however,
wasat best an unsatisfactory explanation, since it assumedthat two vari
ables will, bycoincidence,have equal and opposite values; butit is obvious
ly improbable that the two processes will balance each other unless
some functional relationship obtains between them.In the so-called
dynamic equilibrium of chemical reactions, the rate of change in one
direction is a function of the concentration of the products of the
inverse change, and reciprocally. But I was not able to see any such func
tional dependence between the two schismogenic processes and had to
leavethe matter there when the book waswritten.

The problem becametotally changed with the growth of cybernetic
theory. It was my privilege to be a member of the Macy Conference
whichmetperiodically in the years following the end of World WarII. In
our earlier meetings the word “cybernetics”was still uncoined, and the
group was gathered to consider the implications for biology and other
sciences of what we then called “feed-back.” It was immediately evident
that the whole problem of purpose and adaptation—theteleological
problem in the widest sense—had to be reconsidered. The problems
had been posed by the Greek philosophers, and the only solution they
had been able to offer waswhat looked like a mystical idea: that the end
of a process could be regarded as a “purpose,” andthat this end or pur
pose could be invoked as an explanation of the process which precededit.
And this notion, as is well known, was closely connected with the prob
lem of the real (i.e., transcendent rather than immanent) nature of
forms and patterns. The formal study of feedback systems immediately
changed all this. Now, we had mechanical models of causal circuits
which would (if the parameters of the system were appropriate) seek
equilibria or steady states. But Naven had been written with a rigorous
taboo on teleological explanation: the end could never be invoked as an
explanation of the process.

The idea of negative feedback was not new; it had been used by
Clerk Maxwell in his analysis of the steam engine with a governor, and
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by biologists such as Claude Bernard and Cannonin the explanation of
physiological homeostasis. But the power of the idea was unrecognized,
What happened at the Macy meetings was an exploration of the enor
mous scope of these ideas in the explanation of biological and social]
phenomena.

The ideas themselves are extremely simple. All that is required is that
we ask not about the characteristics of lineal chains of cause andeffect
but about the characteristics of systemsin which the chains of cause and
effect are circular or more complex than circular. If, for example, we
consider a circular system containing elements A, B, C, and D—sorelat
ed that an activity of A affects an activity of B, Baffects C, Caffects D, and
D has an effect back upon A—wefind that such a system has properties
totally different from anything which can occurin lineal chains.

Such circular causal systems must in the nature of the case either
seek a steady state or undergo progressive exponential change;andthis
changewill be limited either by the energy resourcesof the system,or by
some external restraint, or by a breakdownof the systemas such.

The steam engine with the governorillustrates the type of circuit
which mayseek a steady state. Here the circuit is so constructed that the
faster the piston movesthe faster the governor spins; and the faster the
governor spins the wider the divergence of its weighted arms; and the
widerthe divergences of these armsthe lessthe power supply.Butthis in
turn affects the activityof the piston. The self-corrective characteristic of
the circuit as a whole depends upon there being within thecircuit at
least one link such that the morethere is of something,the less there will
be of something else. In such cases the system may beself-corrective,
either seeking a steady rate of operation or oscillating about such a
steadyrate.

In contrast, a steam engine with a governor so constructed that a
wider divergence of the arms of the governorwill increasethe supply of
steam to the cylinder affords an instance of what the engineers would
call “runaway.” The feedback is “positive,” and the system will operate
faster and faster, increasing its speed exponentially to the limit of the
available supply of steam or to the pointat which the flywheel or some
other part must break.

For the present purposesit is not necessary to go into the mathemat
ics of such systems except tonotice that the characteristics of any such
system will depend upon timing. Will the corrective event or message
reach the pointat whichit is effectiveat an appropriate momentandwill
the effect be sufficient? Or will the corrective action be excessive?Or too
little? Or too late?
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Substituting the notion of self-correction for the idea of purpose or
adaptation defined a new approach to the problems of the Iatmul cul
ture. Schismogenesis appeared to promote progressive change, and the

roblem was why this progressive change did not lead to a destruction
of the culture as such. With self-corrective causal circuits as a conceptual
model, it was now natural to ask whetherthere mightexist, in this cul
ture, functional connections such that appropriate controlling factors
would be brought into play by increased schismogenictension. It was
not good enough to say that symmetrical schismogenesis happened by
coincidence to balance the complementary. It was now necessaryto ask,
is there any communicational pathway such that an increase in symmet
rical schismogenesis will bring aboutan increase in the corrective com
plementary phenomena? Could the system be circular andself
corrective?

The answer was immediately evident (Naven, p. 8). The naven* cere

monial, which is an exaggeerated caricature of a complementary sexual
relationship between wau” and laua,* is in fact set off by overweening
symmetrical behavior. When /aua boasts in the presence of wau, the lat
ter has recourse to naven behavior. Perhaps in the initial description of
the contexts for naven it would have been better to describe this as the
primary context, and to see /aua’sachievements in headhunting,fishing,
etc., as particular examples of an achieved ambition or vertical mobility
in laua which place him in somesort of symmetrical relationship with
wau. But the Iatmul do not think of the matter this way. If you ask a
Iatmul about the contexts for naven, he will first enumerate laua’s
achievements and only as an afterthought mention the less formal (but
perhaps more profoundly significant) contexts in which wau uses naven
to control that breach of good manners of which laua is guilty when he
presumes to be in a symmetrical relationship with wau. Indeed, it wasonlyona latervisittoIatmulthatIdiscoveredthatwhenlauaisababy
and is being held in wauw’slap, if the baby urinates, the wau will threaten
naven.

It is also interesting that this link between symmetrical and comple
mentary behavior is doubly inverted. The /aua makes the symmetrical

2. [Editor’sNote:naven, a Iatmulritual involving transvesticism and offering of the buttocks,
performed on the occasion ofa sister’schild’s first performanceof specified adult deeds.]

3. [Editor’sNote:“wau, mother’s brother, son’s wife’s brother, and otherrelatives classified

with them. Cf. p. 94.” (From Naven, p. 312.)]
4. [Editor’sNote: “laua, sister’s child, sister’s husband’s father (m.s.), and otherrelatives

Classifiedwith them.Cf. p. 94.” (From Naven, p. 309.) ]
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gesture and wau responds not by overbearing complementary domi
nance butby the reverse of this—exaggerated submission. Or should we
say the reverse of this reverse? Wau’sbehavioris a caricature of submis
sion?

The sociological functions ofthis self-corrective circuit cannot be so
easily demonstrated. The questions at issue are whether excessive sym
metrical rivalry between clans will in fact increase the frequency with
which lauas act symmetricallyvis-a-vistheir waus, and whetherthe result
ing increase in frequency of naven will tend to stabilize the society. This
could only be demonstratedby statistical study and appropriate measure
ment, which would be extremely difficult. There is, however, a good case
for expecting such effects inasmuch as the wau is usually of a different
clan from laua. In any instance of intense symmetrical rivalry between
two clans, we may expect an increased probability of symmetrical insult
between members, and when the members of the pair happen to be
related as laua and wau, we must expect a triggering of the complemen
tary rituals which will function toward mending the threatenedsplit in
society.

Butif there exists a functional relationship such that excess of sym
metrical rivalry will trigger complementaryrituals, then we should
expect to find also the conversephenomenon.Indeed, it is not clear that
the society could maintain its steady state without an excess of comple
mentary schismogenesis touching off some degree of symmetricalrivalry.

This too can be demonstrated with ethnographicdata:

(1) In the village of Tambunum, when twolittle boys exhibit what
looks to their age mates like homosexual behavior, the others
put sticks in their hands and make the two stand up against
each other and “fight.” Indeed, any suggestion of passive male
homosexuality is exceedingly insulting in Iatmul culture and
leads to symmetrical brawling.

(2) As discussed in the book, while the wauw’stransvesticism is a cari
cature of the female role, the transvesticism of father’s sister
and elder brother’s wife is a proud exhibition of masculinity. It
looks as though these womenare stating a symmetrical rivalry
vis-a-visthe men, compensating for their normally complemen
tary role. It is perhaps significant that they do this at a time
when a man, the wau, is stating his complementarity vis-a-vis
laua.

(3) The extreme complementarity of relationship betweeninitiators
and novicesis alwayscounterbalanced by extremerivalry between
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initiatory groups. Here again complementary behavior in some
waysets the scene for symmetrical rivalry.

Again we may ask the sociological question, whether these changes
from complementarity to symmetry can be regarded aseffective in the

revention of social disintegration; and, again, to investigate this ques
tion with the available examplesis difficult. There is, however, another
aspect of the matter which justifies us in believing that this oscillation
between the symmetrical and the complementaryis likely to be of deep
importance to the social structure. What has been demonstrated from
the data is that Iatmul individuals recurrently experience and partici
ate in such shifts. From this we may reasonably expect that these indi

viduals learn, besides the symmetrical and the complementary patterns,
to expect and exhibit certain sequential relations between the symmetri
cal and the complementary. Not only must we think of a social network
changing from moment to momentand impinging upon the individu
als, so that processes tending toward disintegration will be corrected by
activation of other processes tending in an opposite direction, but also
we have to rememberthat the componentindividuals of that network
are themselvesbeing trained to introducethis type of corrective change
in their dealings with each other. In one case we are equating the indi
vidualswith the A, B, C,and D of a cybernetic diagram; and in theother,
noting that A, B, G, etc., are themselves so structured that the input
output characteristics of each will show appropriate self-corrective char
acteristics.

It is this fact—that the patterns of society as a major entity can by
learning be introjected or conceptualized by the participant individu
als—thatmakes anthropology and indeed the whole of behavioralsci
ence peculiarly difficult. The scientist is not the only human being in
the picture. His subjects also are capable ofall sorts of learning and con
ceptualization and even, like the scientist, they are capable of errors of
conceptualization. This circumstance, however, leads us into a further
set of questions posed by communications theory, namely, those ques
tions which concern the ordersof event which will trigger corrective
action, and the orderof that action (considered as a message) whenit
occurs.

Here I use the word “order” in a technical sense closely resembling
the sense in which the word “type”is used in Russell’sTheory of Logical
Types.This maybe illustrated by the following example. A house with a
thermostatically controlled heating system is a simple self-corrective cir
cuit of the sort discussed above. A thermometer appropriately placed in
the house is linked into the system to control a switch in such a waythat
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when the temperature goes above a certain critical level the furnaceis
switched off. Similarly, when the temperature falls below a certain level
the furnace is switched on. But the system is also governed by another
circumstance, namely, the setting of the critical temperatures. By chang
ing the position of a dial, the ownerof the house canalter the character
istics of the systemas a wholeby changing the critical temperaturesat
which the furnace will be turned on andshut off. FollowingAshby,I will
reserve the word “variables” for those measurable circumstances which
change from moment to momentas the house oscillates around some
steady temperature, and shall reserve the word “parameters” for those
characteristics of the system which are changed for example when the
householderintervenes and changesthe setting of the thermostat. I shall
speak of the latter change as of higher order than changesin thevari
ables.

The word “order”is in fact here used in a sense comparableto that
in whichit was used earlier in this essay to define orders of learning. We
deal as before with metarelationships between messages. Any two orders
of learning are related so that the learning of one orderis a learning
about the other, and similarly in the case of the house thermostat the
messagewhich the householderputs into the systemby changingthe set
ting is about how the system shall respond to messages of lower order
emanating from the thermometer. We are here at a point where both
learning theory and the theory of cybernetic systems come within the
realm of Russell’sTheory of Types.

Russell’scentral notion is the truism that a class cannot be a member
of itself. The class of elephants has not got a trunk andis notanele
phant. This truism must evidently apply with equal force when the mem
bers of the class are not things but namesor signals. The class of
commandsis notitself a command and cannottell you what to do.

Corresponding to this hierarchy of names, classes, and classes of
classes, there is also a hierarchy of propositions and messages, and within
this latter hierarchy the Russellian discontinuity between types mustalso
obtain. We speak of messages, of metamessages, and meta-metamessages;
and what I have called deutero-learning I might appropriately have
called metalearning.

But the matter becomes more difficult because, for example, while
the class of commandsis notitself a command,it is possible and even
usual to give commands in a metalanguage. If “Shut the door”is a
command, then “Listen to my orders” is a metacommand. The military
phrase, “That is an order,” is an attempt to enforce a given commandby
appeal to a premise of higherlogical type. |
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Russell’srule would indicate that as we should notclassify the class
of elephants among its members, so also we should notclassify “Listen
to my orders” among such commandsas “Shut the door.” But, being
human, we shall continue to do so andshall inevitably be liable to cer
tain sorts of confusion,as Russell predicts.

Returning to the theme which I am trying to elucidate—the general

problem of the continuity of process and the discontinuity of the prod
ucts of process—I will now consider how we mightclassify the answersto
this general problem. Ofnecessity, the answerswill be in the most gener
al terms, butstill it is of some value to present an ordering of thoughts
about change as it must, a priori, occurin all systems or entities which
either learn or evolve.

First, it is necessary again to stress the distinction between change in
the variables (which is, by definition, within the terms of the given sys
tem) and changein the parameters,i.e., changein the very terms which
define the system—rememberingalwaysthat it is the observer who does
the defining. It is the observer who creates messages (1.e., science)
about the systemwhichhe is studying, andit is these messages that are
of necessity in some language or other and must therefore have order:
they must be of someor other Logical Type or of some combination of
Types.

The scientist’s task is only to be a goodscientist, that is, to create his
description of the system out of messages of such logical typology (or so
interrelated in their typology) as may be appropriate to the particular
system.Whether Russell’sTypes “exist” in the systems which thescientist
studies is a philosophic question beyondthe scientist’s scope—perhaps
evenan unreal question.For the scientist, it suffices to note that logical
typing is an inevitable ingredient in the relationship between any
describer and any system to be described.

What I am proposingis that the scientist should accept and use this
phenomenon, whichis, in any case, inevitable. His science—the aggre
gate of his messages about the system whichhe is describing—will be so
constructed that it could be mapped in some more or less complex
diagram oflogical types.As I imagineit, each message of the description

9. This is not the place to discuss the controversies which have raged overthe relation
betweenlearning and evolutionary process. Suffice it that two contrasting schools of thoughtare
in agreement on a fundamental analogy between the two genera of process. On the one hand,
there are those who, following Samuel Butler, argue that evolutionary changeis a sort of learn
ing;on the other hand,there are those who argue that learningis a sort of evolutionary change.
Notable amongthe latter are Ashby and Mosteller, whose models of learning involve stochastic
conceptscloselycomparable to the concepts ofnatural selection and random mutation.

oo
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would haveits location on this map, and the topological relationship
between various locations would represent the typological relationship
between messages. It is of the nature of all communication, as we know
it, that some such mappingbe possible.

But in describing a given system, the scientist makes many choices,
He chooses his words, and he decides which parts of the system hewill
describefirst; he even decides into whatparts he will divide the systemin
orderto describe it. These decisionswill affect the description as a whole
in the sense that they willaffect the map upon which thetypological rela
tions between the elementary messages of the description are represent
ed. Two equally sufficient descriptions of the same system could
conceivably be represented by utterly different mappings. In such a case,
is there any criterion by which it would be possible for the scientist to
choose one description and discard the other?

Evidently an answerto this question would becomeavailable if scien
tists would use, as well as accept, the phenomenaof logical typing. They
are already scrupulous about the precise coding of their messages and
insist upon singularity of referent for every symbol used. Ambiguity at
this simpler level is abhorred and is avoided by rigorous rules for the
translation of observation into description. Butthis rigor of coding could
also be useful on a moreabstract level. The typological relations between
the messages of a description could also be used, subject to rules of cod
ing, to represent relations within the systemto be described.

After all, any modification of the signal or change in relationship
between modifications of the signal can be madeto carry a message; and
by the same token any changein relationship between messages can
itself carry a message. There is then no inherent reason whythe various
species of metarelationship between the messages of our description
should not be used as symbols whose referents would be relationships
within the system to be described.

Indeed, something like this technique of description is already fol
lowedin certain fields, notably in the equations of motion. Equations of
first order (in x) denote uniform velocity;equations of second order(in
x*) imply acceleration; equationsof third order (in x°) imply a changein
acceleration; and so on. There is moreover an analogy betweenthis hier
archy of equations and the hierarchy of Logical Types: a statement of
acceleration is meta to a statement of velocity. The familiar Rule of
Dimensionsis to physical quantities what the Theory of Logical Types1s
to classesand propositions.

I am suggesting that some technique of this sort might be used in
describing change in those systems which either learn or evolve, and
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further that if such a technique were adopted, there would then be a
natural basis upon whichto classifyanswers to the problems of change
in these systems: the answers would fall into classes according to the

ology of the messages which they contain. And this classification of
answers should coincide both with a classification of systems accordingtotheirtypologicalcomplexityandwitha classificationofchanges
according to their orders.

In illustration of this, it is now possible to go back over the whole
body of description and argument contained in this book [Naven] and
to dissect it on a generalized typological scale or map.

The bookstarts with two descriptions of Iatmul culture, in each of
which relatively concrete observations of behavior are used to validate
generalizations. The “structural” description leads to and validates eido
logicalgeneralization, and a corpus of ethological generalizationis vali
dated by observations of expression ofaffect.

In the 1936 Epilogue [to Naven], it is demonstrated that ethos and
eidos are only alternative waysof arranging data or alternative “aspects”
of the data. This, I believe, is another wayof saying that these generaliza
tions are of the same orderor Russellian type. I needed, for obscure rea
sons, to use two sorts of description, but,the presence of these two
descriptions does not denote that the system described actually has a
complexityof this dual nature.

Onesignificant duality has however already been mentionedin this
brief survey, namely, the duality between observations of behavior and
generalization, and this duality, I believe, here reflects a special com
plexityin the system: the dual fact of learning and learning to learn. A
step in Russellian typology inherent in the system is represented by a
correspondingstep in the description.

A secondtypological contrast in the description, which I believe rep
resents a real contrast in the system described, is that between
ethos—eidoson the one handand sociology on the other. Here, how
ever,the matteris less clear. Insofar as the total society is represented in
native thought and communication,clearly this representation is of
higher type than the representations of persons, actions, and so on.It
wouldfollowthat a segment of the description should be devotedto this
entity, and that the delimiting of this segment from the rest of the
description would represent a real typological contrast within the system
described. But, as the matter is presented in the book, the distinctions
are not perfectly clear, and the idea of sociology as a science dealing
with the adaptation and survival of societies is mixed up with the
concept “society”as a gestalt in native thought and communication.
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It is appropriate next to ask about the concept “schismogenesis.”
Doesthe isolating and naming of this phenomenonrepresent an extra
order of complexity in the system?

Here the answeris clearly affirmative. The concept “schismogenesis”
is an implicit recognition that the system contains an extra order of com
plexity due to the combination of learning with the interaction of per
sons. The schismogenic unit is a two-person subsystem. This subsystem
contains the potentialities of a cybernetic circuit which mightgo into pro
gressive change; it cannot, therefore, be conceptually ignored and must
be described in a language of higher type than any language used to
describe individual behavior—the latter category of phenomena being
only the events in oneor anotherarc of the schismogenic‘subsystem.

It is necessary, next, to note that the original description contained a
major error in its typological mapping. The description is presented as
“synchronic,”©which in more modern terminology maybe translated as
“excluding irreversible change.” The basic assumption of the descriptionwasthatthesystemdescribedwasina steadystate,suchthatallchanges
within it could be regarded as changesin variables and notin the param
eters. In self-justification, I may claim that I stated that there must exist
factors which would control. the runaways of schismogenesis—butstill I
overlooked whatis crucial from the presentpoint of view:that the system
must contain still larger circuztswhich would operate correctively upon
the schismogeneses. In omitting to make this deduction, I falsified the
whole logical typology of the description by not depicting its highestlev
el. This error is corrected in the earlier part of the present Epilogue.

It is thus possible, at least crudely, to examine the scientific descrip
tion of a system andto relate the logical typology of the description to
the circuit structure of the systemdescribed. The nextstep is to considerdescriptionsofchangepreparatorytoaskinghowa classificationofsuch
descriptions may be related to problems of phenomenal discontinuity.

From whathas already beensaid, it is clear that we must expectstate
ments about change to be alwaysin a language one degree moreabstract
than the language which would suffice to describe the steady state. As
statements about acceleration must alwaysbe of higher logical type than
statements about velocity,so also statements about cultural change must
be of higher type than synchronic statements aboutculture. This rule

6. There is also a second sense in which anthropologists use the word “synchronic”: to
describe a study of culture which ignores progressive change by considering only a brief (or
infinitesimal) span of time. In this usage, a synchronicdescription differs from a diachronicalmost
as differential calculus differs from integral calculus.
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willapply throughoutthe field of learning and evolution. The language
for the description of character change must alwaysbe of higher type
than the description of character; the language to describe psychiatric
etiologyor psychotherapy, both of which impute change, must alwaysbe
more abstract than the language of diagnosis. And so on.

But this is only another wayof saying that the language appropriate
for describing change in a given system is that language which would
also be appropriate for describing the top typological level in a steady
state system having one more degree of complexity in its circuits. If the
original description of Iatmul culture, as put forward in the body of the
book, had been a sufficient and correct description of a steady state,
then the language of the additional statements aboutthe largercircuits
would have been precisely that language appropriate to describe change
or disturbancein that steadystate.

Whenthe scientist is at a loss to find an appropriate language for
the description of change in some system which heis studying, he will
do well to imagine a system one degree more complex and to borrow
from the more complex system a language appropriate for his descrip
tion of changein the simpler.

Finally it becomes possible to attempt a crude listing of types of
change andto relate the items ofthis listing to the general problem
fromwhich I started—that of the contrast between continuity of process
and discontinuity of the products of process.

Take for a starting point a system S of which we have a description
with given complexity C, and observe that the absolute value of C is for
present purposes irrelevant. We are concerned with the problem of
changeand notat all with absolute values.

Consider now events and processes within S.These may beclassified
according to the orders of statement which must be made in the
descriptionof Sin order to represent them. Thecrucial question which
must be asked about any event or process within S is: Can this event or
processbe included within a description of Sas a steadystatehaving com
plexityC?If it can be so included,all is well and we are not dealing with
anychange thatwill alter the parameters of the system.

The more interesting case, however, is that in which events or pro
cessesare noted in Swhich cannot be comprised within the steady-state
description of complexity C.We then face the necessity of adding some
sort of metadescription to be chosen accordingto the type of distur
bance which we observe.

Three types of such disturbance maybe listed: (a) Progressive
change,like schismogenesis, which takes place in the values ofrelatively
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superficial and fast-changing variables. This, if unchecked, must always
disrupt the parameters of the system. (b) Progressive change which,as
Ashby has pointed out, must alwaysoccur in the morestable variables (or
parameters?) when certain of the more superficial variables are controlled,
This must happen wheneverlimitation is imposed upon thosesuperficia]
and fast-changing variables which previously were essential links in some
self-corrective circuit. An acrobat must always lose his balanceif he is
unable to make changesin the angle between his body and his balancing
pole.

In either of these cases, the scientist is driven to add to his descrip
tion of Sstatements of higher order than those included within the previ
ousdescription C.

(c) Lastly there is the case of “random”events occurring within the
system S. These becomeespecially interesting when a degree of random
ness is introduced into the very signals upon which the system depends
for its self-corrective characteristics. The stochastic theories of learning
and the mutation-natural-selection theory of evolution both invoke phe
nomenaof this kind as basis for description or explanation of change.
The stochastic theories of learning assume random changes of some kind
in the neurological net, while the mutation theory assumes random
changes in the chromcsomal aggregate of messages.

In terms of the present discussion neitherof these theoriesis satisfac
tory because both leave undefined the logical typing of the word “ran
dom.” We must expect, a priori, that the aggregate of messages which we
call a genotypemust be made upof individual messages of very various
typology, carried either by individual genes or by constellations of genes.
It is even likely that, on the whole, more generalized and higher-type mes
sages are more frequently carried by constellations of genes, while more
concrete messages are in general carried by individual genes. Ofthis,
there is no certain knowledge, but still it seems improbable that small
“random”disturbances can alter with equal frequency messages of what
ever logical type. We must ask, then: Whatdistribution of disturbance
among the messagesof various types do the proponentsof these theories
have in mind whenthey use the word “random”? These, however, are
questions more specific than the broad terms of the present discussion
and are introducedonly to illustrate the problems which are posedby the
new epistemology which is now evolving.

The problem of discontinuity now falls into place in the sense thatit is
possible to classify the principal types of process and explanation which
crystallize around this phenomenon. Considerstill the hypothetical sys
tem, S, and the description of this system whose complexity I am calling C
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The first type of discontinuity is that relatively trivial case in which the
state of the system ata given time is observed to contrast with its state at
some other time, but where the differences arestill such as can be sub
sumed within the termsof the given description. In such cases, the appar
ent discontinuity will be either an artifact resulting from the spacing of
our observations in time, or will be due to the presence of on-off phe
nomenain the communicational mechanism ofthe systemstudied.

A less trivial case is proposed in considering two similar systems Sj
and So,both of them undergoing continuous changesin their variables
such that the two systemsappearto be diverging or becoming more and
more different one from the other. Such a case becomes nontrivial when
some extra factor is involved which may prevent later convergence. But
any such factor will of course have to be represented in the description
of the systemsby messagesof higherlogical type.

The next category of discontinuity will include all those cases which
involveparametric contrast. I have considered briefly above the types of
ongoing process which must lead to parametric disruption and have not
ed that these are all instances in which the description of the system
undergoing change mustbe of higherlogical type than would have been
the case in absence of such processes. This I believe to be true even in
that vast majority of instances where the parametric disturbance leads to
grosssimplification of parametersafter the disruptive change. Most com
monly such disruptions will—in accordance with laws of probability—
result in the “death” of the system. In a few cases some simplified version
of S may persist, and,in still fewer cases, the parametric disruption will
lead to the creation of a new system, typologically more complex than
the original S.
It is this rare possibilitythat is perhaps mostfascinating in the whole
field of learning, genetics, and evolution. But, while in the most general
termsit is possible to state with some rigor whatsort of changes are here
envisaged and to see the results of such progressive discontinuous
changei in, for example, the telencephalization of the mammalian brain,
it is still totally impossible to make formal statements about the cate
gories of parametric disturbance whichwill bring about these positive
gains in complexity.

Hereis the central difficultywhich results from the phenomenon of
logicaltyping.It is not, in the natureof the case, possible to predict from
a description having complexity C what the system would looklike if it
had complexity C+ 1.

This formal difficulty must in the end always limit the scientific
understanding of change and must at the same timelimit the possibili
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ties of planned change—whetherin the field of genetics, education,psy
chotherapy, or social planning.

Certain mysteries are for formal reasons impenetrable, and hereigs
the vast darkness of the subject.
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Distortions Under Culture Contact*

Culture contact seemsto be oneof the most difficult things to talk about
that we attempt. As we talk aboutit here in this room and focus prepon
derantly upon cultural exchange and contact between various Oriental
cultures and various Occidental cultures, we are actually dealing with
our subject on twolevels. That is, we are not quite in the position that we
would be in if we were discussing contact between two New Guinea
tribes, or even, I think, two Oriental nations, though my comparative
knowledge of Oriental cultures isn’t good enough for meto Saythat.
Whatweface is contact between a culture-contact culture and othercul
tures. Linguists have said that the English language has many of the
characteristics of a pidgin or lingua franca, and the history of ourcivi
lization is that of multiple culture contact, of rapid change; and in a
sense,what you Orientals are contactingis a civilization that is already to
avery large extent molded by the phenomenaof culture contact. Thisis
worth taking a look at. What sort of phenomena do we expect? Whatare
the characteristics? What happens? What’sit like?

I'd like to introduce that subject by describing an experience I had
in England a couple of years ago, when I went out to the South Downs.
These are roundedchalk hills, which whenI wasa boy were covered with
grass, maybe at the most two inches high, a high turf that you could
practicallyroll a golf ball over, except that it was all rounded andsloped.
Aboutfifty species of plants were growing in that turf in a very compli
cated ecology, the limits of which were maintained by two organisms—
the rabbits and the sheep whograzed the grass and keptit so short.

With the coming of the automobile, the sheep got onto the road and
attacked the automobiles, and the sheep had to be removed becauseit

* This talk was delivered at the Third Conference on Culture and Mental Health in Asia

and the Pacific, held March 15-19, 1971, in Honolulu. Reprinted by permission of University
of Hawaii Press from Youth, Socialization, and Mental Health, Vol. 3 of Mental Health Research in

Asiaand thePacific, edited by William P. Lebra, 1974.
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was too expensive to fence the Downs. Shortly after that a virus disease
was discovered that would kill rabbits. For some reason, it was thought
desirable to exterminate the rabbits of the Downs, and for some weeks
the roads of England stank with dead rabbits. Then the turf grew.When J]
revisited those hills two years ago, the turf wassomething on the orderof
three feet high and contained, of course, only those plants of the original
population that could live in both conditions—one-inch turf and three
foot turf.

So you’vegot a fractionation. Every time you get change in a complex
ecosystem or culture, you are likely to get a fractionation in which only
the ideas or those modes, etc., that can survive in both “before” and
“after”conditionsare likelyto remain.

Culture contactis, first, a simplification. Especially a simplification of
ideas. Dr. Yeh has talked about the adjectives that Chinese students apply
to themselves and to Americans. ‘Toapply these adjectives at all is a per
fectly fantastic and monstrous thing to do in humanrelations. Really!But
we all do it. When do we do it? We doit in culture-contactsituations, you
see. Then the Chinese are patient, wise, shrewd, etc., etc., etc. What you
get, perhaps even more extreme than an oversimplification of people by
applying adjectives to them, is a quantification. Whatis aboveall under
standable from one culture to anotheris quantity. And of all quantities,
that whichis easiest to understand is quantity of money.Andafter the ini
tial corruption of a culture, money becomesthe royal road to cross-cul
tural... I wasgoing to sayunderstanding. That’s howit goes.

Now,this being so, we haven’t looked carefully at what goes on. We’re
interested in mental health, and I suppose in the sort of mental health
that can be based upon an extremesimplification oflife. Personally,I pre
fer mental healths that are based upon complexities. All sorts of things
happen. For example, you have a rain dance, and you lookat this as cul
ture changeor culture contact. Obviouslyculture change and culture con
tact are much alike. In both you get interfaces between people who think
differently—in one case wecall it generation gap, in anothercasewe call
it culture gap, and so on. Youhave a complexreligious phenomenonand
you look at it through the narrowing prism of culture contact, and you
see instead a magical phenomenon. Obviously rain dances are to make
the rain come, you know. Now,in general, religious phenomenaare not
like that. I suspect that a good many Indians who have rain dances think
they are supposed to make the rain comeand have fallen into the same
sort of vulgarity that anthropologists are subject to from time to time.

The real point of things like rain dancesis to affirm a total complex
relationship between oneself and the weather and the supernatural
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owersthat control oneself and the weather and so on. Instead you get
the vulgarity of looking at the religious phenomenon as a magical phe
nomenon.

Then, another thing you can do,of course, is to take the custom of
one place and put it into the context of another. The hula dance,for
example, is obviouslya magical ceremonyfor the removal of money from
the pockets of tourists into the pockets of Occidentals who organize hula
dances. Nowif you do that, if you take somebody’s action patterns or
symptoms,whatever, and pin them down—notpin them down,but give
them the context of anotherculture, another set of values—thisis called
psychotherapy. You see, what the psychotherapist alwaysdoesis take the
patient’s symptoms and ask him to exhibit those symptoms under the
therapist’s approval. The symptoms in most cases were designed to
annoy people, you know. Then the therapist asksfor them. This sort of
takes the wind out oftheir sails. This is the sort of thing that happens
whenyou take customsor dances or whateverand try to transplant them
and give them a cross-cultural . . . you know, appreciate these people
whosesense of rhythm is so wonderful, and so they end up as entertain
ers. We do this with the porpoises, not only Orientals, Negroes, and so
forth—wonderful sense of rhythm—constructing cross-cultural contexts
for the behavior of the other culture.

Lastly,I mentioned the idea of quantity, and how quantification is
after all the royal mode of exchange cross-culturally. Man lives in a very
strange world, with trees, and fishes, and oceans, and what not, and he
has a sort of culture contact with this strange world andtries to under
stand it. The first thing he doesis try to quantify it, you know, andthat’s
whatscience is about. Science is a piece of bastard culture contact study
ing between man and nature in which the complexities of nature get
simplifiedas far as possible into measurements of one kind or another,
preferablymeter readingsof little things in machines, and we count the
storms, the raindrops, the frosts, the vegetation, how many inches high
the turf is, and so on.

. What I wantto get across this afternoonis the idea that the culture
contact situation is one thatitself shapes the thinking of those who
studyit, not merely because they happen to be on oneside or the other
of a culture-contact situation, but because as human beingsscientists
are in a culture-contact situation already. This whole matter has a depth
to it. We can’t really do very well skating on the top of it and avoid look
ingdowninto the depths, which I would hope someof us here will man
age to do.
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SomeComponents of Socialization for Trance*

Letme be clear from the beginning that by “components” I do not mean
eventsor pieces of events that can be counted to become membersof a
statisticalsample. I am doubtful whether in human behavior there are
any such. In certain games, such as baseball and cricket, the named
actionsof the players appear to be repeated manytimes over and upon
the samplesso created a sortof statistic can be computed,assigning “bat
tingaverages”andthe like to the various players; and such “averages”are
indeed a rough indication of “better” and “worse.”But it is clear that
everyplayof the gameis unique andthat every ball pitched or bowled1s
conceptuallyinseparable from others, forming with them a largerstrate
gy.The most elementary requirementof statistics—uniformity of sam
ple—istherefore not met.

“Into the same river no man canstep twice,” not because the uni
verseis in flux, but becauseit is organized and integrated.

The behavioral stream of events, like baseball or cricket, is segment
ed in time; and this segmentation is not to be violated by treating its
numbers as quantities. As in the segmentation of an earthworm, each
segment can have an ordinal name from “first” to “last,”but no cardinal
number can be applied. The total number of segments, whetherin the
wormor the game,is the.nameof a pattern. Segmentationis itself not a
quantity;it is a componentor premise of the morphology of the worm.

Butstill there is an economy, a parsimony of description to be
gainedby recognizing the repetitive character of the segments, whether
thesebe of life or of game or of worm. Weshall require fewer words and
phrases, fewer linguistic bits, in our description if we take advantage of
the repetitive and rhythmic nature of what is to be described.! In seek
ing for components ofsocialization, it is such a parsimony that I would

*This essay was written in 1974. Reproduced by permission of the American Anthropo
logicalAssociation from Ethos3: 2, 1975. Notfor further reproduction.

1. In the wide biological field, where description must be passed on from one generation
lo.another,a similar parsimonyis de rigeur. This necessityexplains (for me) the phenomena of
homology,both phylogenetic and metameric.
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hope to achieve. My ultimate goal is simple and not very ambitious.It jg
merely to discover a few notions, a few categories, which can be useq
over and over again.

But in the whole realm of behavioral science, our ignoranceis per.
haps most conspicuously medieval when we pose questions about the
classification of sequences of behavior. We have a whole host of words
which name classesof action without identifying the membersof the
class. For some unknown reason, we cannotspell out the characteristics
of any of these classes:Whatis “play”?Whatis “aggression”?

“He picked up his pen,” “the cat scratched him,” “he was hurrying,”
“she ate the steak,” “he sneezed,” “they quarreled,” etc., etc. Not one of
these descriptive statements can be classifiedwithout more information,

Here is an exercise: Consider for each of the above statements what
you would need to know in orderto say “that was play” or “that was
exploration” or “practice” or “histrionics” or “humor” or “somnambv
lism” or “aggression” or “art” or “courtship” or “love”or “mourning”or
“exploration” or “manipulation”or even “accident.” “Ritual” or “magic”?
Or wasit mere “spinal reflex”?

Andare any of these categories mutually exclusive?
It is not too much tosay that a science of psychology might begin

here. If we only knew what that rat or that graduate student was doing
while he was “acting” as “subject” of our “experiment”! And whatare
those men with masks in New Guinea doing?Is it “dancing”? Is that actor
“pretending” to be Hamlet?

The exercise is nontrivial.
Note first of all that such exercises concern how we, the observers,

shall classify the items of behavior. How shall westructure our descrip
tion? And what, if you please, is an “item” of behavior?

But these primary questions turn on another moredifficult. Whatwe
are watching are not the impacts ofbilliard balls but of organisms, and
they in turn have their ownclassification and structuring of the eventsin
which they participate. The rat has surely a much more complex struc
ture than the earthworm,andthe structure is, surely, more complex
again for the graduate student, thoughhe, at least, will try to help the
observer by trying (and seeming) to do what is asked of him. Ourfirst
task is to learn how the subject structures his living. Only after that is
done can webuild a “psychology,”a science of biological categories.

This indeedis the trap of the laboratory in which the experimenter
is caught: that the units of behavior are defined by the structureoftht
experiment,which structure is unilaterally determined by only one ofthe.
participants . . . and that the wrong one. Undersuch circumstances, the
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only units that can be investigated must alwaysbe simpler, smaller, and
of lowerlogical type than the structure of the experiment.It is all very
well to perform an experimentwith a “naive” rat. When he becomes
“testwise,”the sophistication of the experimentwill have to transcend
that test wisdom.
This need to transcend, that is, to use in the explanations, proposi

tions of higher logical type than the descriptive proposition used in the
explanandum, has a logical corollary in the familiar rule that no scientif
ic hypothesis can ever be verified by inductive procedure. The proposi
tion of lower type can contradict but never verify that of high type. This
rule is especially cogent when the explanandum contains propositions
suchas ideas in the headsof rats and people.

_ Finally,what aboutcultural contrast? How,if at all, can the anthro
pologist recognize “play,”“manipulation,” and so on, among people of
another culture? And what about dolphins and octopuses?

All of these questions are embarrassing and all must be faced to
make sure that we do notclaim insight to which we are notentitled by
our experience, butI, personally, do not believe that the gross difficulty
of these questions makesinvalid all attempts to understand what goes on
in other cultures and among nonhumanorganisms.

As it seems to me, there are several components of our problem
which suggest that it may be not insoluble and which,conversely, suggest
that research which ignoresall these advantageous componentsis likely
to be a tilting at epistemologically monstrous windmills. First, “socializa
tion” (by definition) requires interaction,usually of two or more organ
isms. From this it follows that, whatever goes on below the surface,
inside the organisms where we cannotsee it, there must be a large part
of that “iceberg” showing abovesurface. We, biologists, are lucky in that
evolution is always a co-evolution and learning is always a co-learning.
Moreover, this visible part of the process is no mere by-product. It is pre
ciselythat production,that set of appearances, to produce whichis sup
posedly the “goal” of all that learning which wecall “socialization.”
Moreover, this aggregate of externally observable phenomena, always
involving two or more “persons,”” contains not only what has been
learned butalso all the imperfect attempts of both personstofit togeth
er in an ongoing process of interchange.

Aboveall, out there and imaginable for the scientist, are the contexts
ofall those failures and successes that mark the processof “socialization.”

2. The “person,” afterall, is the mask.It is what is perceivable of a human organism.It is a
unilateralviewofthe interface between one organism and another.

75
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In other words, the scientist who would investigate “socialization”jg
lucky in that nature displaysbefore him phenomenathat are already
orderedin two waysthat should be of interest to him. He can observe “out
there” both the actionsof the interacting persons and, by a sort of induc.
tive perception, the contextsof these actions.

Clearly a first step in defining units or parts of the process ofsocial
ization will be the explication of these two levels of order: the “actions”
andthe “contexts.”

Before illustrating this program, however, a word mustbe said about
those phenomenathat are only sudjectivelyobservable.

I can know something of the inner determinants of my own actions,
and something of what the contextsof my actions look like to me. But
how much egomorphism should I allow myself in interpreting the
actions and contexts of others? No final answer can be given,since both
internal and external sources of information are certainly valuable—
especially as corrective of each other. The excesses of “behaviorism” can
only be corrected by empathy, but the hypotheses that empathy proposes
must alwaysbe tested in the external world.

Withoutidentification of context, nothing can be understood. The
observed action is utterly meaningless until it is classified as “play,”
“manipulation,” or what not. But contexts are but categories of the
mind. If I receive a threat from him,I can never get empirical validation
of my interpretation of his action as “threat.” If his threat is successful
and deters me from someaction, I shall never be sure that he wasreally
threatening. Only bycalling his bluff (and was it “bluff’?) can I get an
indication of how he now,at this later momentand in this new context of
my “calling his bluff,” classifies his potential threat. Onlyby use ofintro
spection, empathy, and shared cultural premises—the products of social
ization—can anybody identify how context appears to another.

One form of habitual error can, however, be pilloried. This is the
trick of drawing a generalization from the world of external observation,
giving it a fancy name, and then asserting that this named abstraction
exists znsidethe organism as an explanatory principle. Instinct theory
commonly takes this monstrous form. To say that opium contains a dor
mitive principle is no explanation of how it puts people to sleep. Or do
the people contain a dormitive instinct that is “released” by the opium?

What is importantis that the conscious use of introspection and
empathy is alwaysto be preferred to their unconscious use. Whenall is
said and done, weare still humanand still organisms,andit is sillynot to
compare what we personally know about being human with what we can
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see of how other people live, and sillynot to use what we humans know
of livingas a backgroundfor thinking about the being of other species.
The differencebetween man and planarian must be enlightening because
these two creatures resemble each other more than either resembles a
stone.

What is disastrous is to claim an objectivity for which we are
untrained and then project upon an external world premises that are
either idiosyncratic or culturally limited. Biology, alas, is still riddled
withhypotheses that are unconscious projections upon the biosphere of
social philosophies generated by the Industrial Revolution. It was
right—and inevitable—for Darwin and the others to create hypotheses
out of the climate of their own culture and epoch,but disastrous to not
see what they were doing.

The danger inherent in the use of subjective insights is not that
these are necessarily wrong. The subjective view is, in 19’74,still the rich
est and most rewarding source of understanding in biology. (Solittle do
weknowofthe nature oflife!) The danger arises from what seemsto be
a fact of natural history: that the insights given by introspection and
empathy seem irresistibly true. Like the axiomsof Euclid, the premises
of subjective insight seem “self-evident.”

With this caveat regarding the subjective, I now return to the two
speciesof order—the actions and the contexts of action—which charac
terize the observable part of socialization, and I ask what clues to the
understanding of this external order can be derived from my owninter
nal experience ofliving. As I see it, the fundamental idea that there are
separate “things” in the universe is a creation of and projection from
our own psychology. From this creation, we go on to ascribe this same
separateness to ideas, sequences of events, systems, and even persons.? J
therefore ask whether this particular psychological habit can be trusted
as a clue to understanding the order or sorts of order that are (ex
pectably)4 immanentin the socialization process; and the answeris not
what naive positivism might lead us to suspect. The more complex
entities—ideas, sequences, persons, and so on—seem to be suspiciously

3. Opinionsdiffer as to which separating line wasprimary. Some supposethat the first dis
tinctionis that betweenself and notself.

4. Note that already the psychologicalhabit of isolating and naming processesas if they
werethings creeps in with this word “expectably”and with myreference to thesocialization pro
cess.But are there any total divisions between things?Is there a place or time where one thing
beginsand anotherends? If so, then clearly there could be no causal or logical interaction
between them!
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intangible and suspiciously devoid of limiting outlines, and we might
therefore be led to suppose them illusory, creations only of the ming
and, therefore, to be distrusted in scientific analysis.

But, precisely at this point, there is a paradoxical reversal: the social.
ization that we try to study is a mental process and therefore only the
productions and processes of mind are relevant. The dissection of expe.
rience into ideas, sequences, and events may be “really” invalid but cer.
tainly the occidental mindreally thinks in terms of such separations. If
therefore, we are to analyze processes of socialization we must examine
and map these separationsand, by this act of separating a groupof phe
nomena, I commit myself to natural history. Myaim is to study those sep
arations (valid or not) that characterize the thought of those whom |
study, of whom “I”am one.

This leaves conspicuously unanswered the analogous question about
the organization of mind in the Orient and elsewhere. From an external
viewof whatis reported, it seems that there are several arduous pathways
by which experience of other waysof knowing can be achieved. Someof
these other epistemologies are also accessible to Westerners by pathways
not less arduous. Whatis reported by East and Westalikeis that, in these
special states of mind, the way of knowing is precisely not organized in
separate or separable gestalten.

In the jargon ofthis essay,it seemsthat for these states there are no
separable components of socialization and possibly no meaningattach
able to “socialization.” Or perhaps such words could refer only to some
buzzingof irrelevant memory, recalling other moreprosaic states.

For the mystic shares with the pragmatist that fact of natural histo
ry—whereby the premises of mind, in whateverstate it be, seem self-evi
dent. His thoughts may be moreabstract and perhaps more beautiful.
From where the mystic sits, the premises of the pragmatic and the ego
centered will appear parochial and arbitrary, but his own premisesare,
for him, completely self-evident.

In sum, what can be said about the mysticsdefines our upperlimit,
an upperlevel of abstraction into which we need not pursuethe search
for data, since socialization is not there, but from which we can look out
at the data generated in other levels. The epistemology onto which we
mapthe facts of socializationmust be moreabstract than the facts to be
mapped.

Gradually the outlines of how to think about components ofsocial
ization or about any sort of mental change begin to appear. We are to
concern ourselves with the psychologically “self-evident” and with 4
premise that the psychologicallyself-evidentis divisible into components.
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This latter premise,is, itself, self-evident at the psychological level where
the components appear to be (and therefore are) separable. But at a
higher level of abstraction, where the mysticslive, it is claimed that such
separation is not only not self-evident, it is almost inconceivable. It is
some traveler’s tale from the world ofillusion or maya.The mystic may
laugh at us but still the task of the anthropologist is to explore the world
of illusion, perhaps with the eyes and ears of the mystic.

To be “self-evident,”a proposition or premise must be out of reach
and unexaminable: it must have defenses or roots at unconsciouslevels.
Similarly,to be “self-evident,”a proposition or premise must be eitherself
validatingor so generalas to be butrarely contradicted by experience.

Enough has now beensaid to be backgroundfor considering a clus
ter of cultural phenomenain an attempt to recognize components that
shallcomposethe socialization “behind”those cultural phenomena.

The most direct approach is that of looking at sequencesof inter
change between parents or other teachers and children in which the
former are “socializing” the latter. Margaret Mead and I have provideddataforsuchastudyona ratherlargescaleinBalineseCharacter,where
data in actual socialization are set side by side with other Balinese mate
rial. In this book, the plates, each with from five to nine pictures, were
built according to what we thoughtor felt were cultural and charactero
logicalthemes. These themes do not appear, however, in the naming of
the plates, which is done in terms that appear to be episodic or concrete:
“Cremation,” “Cock Fighting,” “Eating Snacks,” “A Bird on a String,”
“Fingersin Mouth,” and so on.But, in fact, every plate is a complex state
ment, illustrating either different facets of some quite abstract theme or
the interlocking of several themes.

Each picture is raw data except for the fact of selection—the aiming
of the camera andthe choice ofthe particular print for reproduction.
Beyondthat, of course, the juxtaposition of the various pictures on the
plate is, necessarily, ours. It is our first step toward computing somesort
of theory from the data. The method is comparative but notstatistical,
reticulaterather thanlineal.

Facedwith these data, I ask again whetherthere is a useful species of
componentof culture? Are the themesuseful in the formal sense that by
recognition of them we can describe the Balinese culture and socializa
tion in a more economical manner?

Consider plate 17, which is entitled “Balance.” The two preceding
plates? (15* and 16) are called “Visualand Kinaesthetic Learning I” andSS

5. [Editor’sNote:Items followed by an asterisk (*) are not reproducedhere.]
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“Visual and Kinaesthetic Learning II.” The three plates following
“Balance” are called “Trance and BeroekI,” “Trance and BeroekI,” ang
“Trance and BeroekIll.” The whole series of six plates from plate 15* to
plate 20 are interrelated. (In addition, plate 17 in my copy has onit a.
penciled note in my handwriting: “This plate should more appropriately
follow the series on ‘Elevation and Respect’ and point up the balance.
problemsof the elevated. Cf. also ‘Fear of Space’ (plate 67*) and ‘Fearof:
Loss of Support’ and ‘Child as (elevated) God’ (plate 45*).”

In a word,the bookis built in such a waythat the interlocking nature
of the themesis stressed and their separateness as “components”is made’
most difficult to disentangle. I have chosen the “Balance”plate for this”
essaybecauseit illustratesa point of meeting of manydifferent themes.

The context of plate 17 is described in the bookas follows:

Plates 14*, 15*, and 16 taken together give us indications
about the Balinese body image. We have, on the one hand, the
fantasy of the inverted body with its head on the pubes; and on
the other, the Balinese method of learning through their mus
cles, the discrepant muscular tensions which are characteristic of
their dancing, and the independent movementand posturing of
the separate fingers in dance. We have,in fact, a double series of
motifs—indications that the bodyis a single unit as perfectly inte
grated as any single organ, and contrasting indications that the
body is made up of separate parts, each of whichis as perfectly
integrated as the whole.

This plate illustrates the motif of the perfectly integrated
body image, while Plates 18, 19*, and 20 illustrate the fantasy that
the body is made up of separate parts and mayfall to pieces
( beroek) .

The ninepictures which make up “Plate 17, Balance,” are as follows: |
Two frames of a small boy learning to stand and walk while holding:

on to a horizontal bamboo.In the secondpicture he holds ontohis penis
in addition to the bar. (Other records not reproduced in this book sup-|
port the proposition that male toddlers hold onto their penes when bak-|
ance is precarious.)

Oneframe of a small girl, with hands holding each otherin front of,
herbelly. ;

Oneframe of a child nurse stooping to pick up a babyand oneof an
adolescentgirl stooping to pick up an offering. '

One frame shows a small boy scratching his knee. He simply stands}
on the otherleg andlifts the knee to within reach of his hand. (Againj
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Plate 17. Balance (Bateson and Mead, 1942)



Plate 18. Trance and Beroek I (Batesonand Mead, 1942)



Plate 20. Trance and Beroek III (Batesonand Mead, 1942)
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there is massivesupport in the data for saying that Balinese movementis
extremelyeconomical. They contract just those muscles needed for each
action.)

The three remaining framesare of worksof art representing witches
in different stages of transformation. It seems that to embark upon a
horrendous “trip” in the realms of altered consciousness a woman
should go out in the night with a small altar, a live chicken, and small
offerings (segehan) for the chthonic demons. All alone she will then
dancewith her left foot on the chicken andher right handon thealtar.
As she dances she will gradually assume the shape and appearance of
the witch (Rangda).

In other words, whether or not the Balinese “know”what they are
doing and intend this outcome, they somehowsense and recognize in
art that their kinesthetic socialization prepares the individual for altered
consciousness—fora temporary escape from the ego-organized world.

The use of dance as an entry into ecstasy and an ego-alien world is
ancient and perhaps worldwide, but the Balinese (and perhaps every
people) have their particular version of this pathway. Plates 15* and 16
together with 18, 19*, and 20 illustrate the matter.

Balanceis a partly involuntary and unconscious business, dependent
on “spinal reflexes.” When provided with appropriate context, these
reflexesgo into oscillation thatis called “clonus,”a phenomenon thatis
familiar to everybody and whichis easily produced. (While sitting, place
the leg with thigh horizontal and foot supported on the floor. Move the
foot inward toward you so that the heelis off the floor and the ball of
the foot supports the weight of the leg. When the weights and angles are
correctlyadjusted, an oscillation will start in the muscle of the calf with a
frequencyof about six to eight per second and an amplitude of about
half an inch at the knee. This oscillation is called clonusin neurophysiol
ogyandis a recurrentseries of patellar reflexes, generated in a feedback
circuit. The effect of each contraction is fed back as a modification of

tension to the calf muscle. This change of tension triggers the next
patellar reflex.)

The process of clonus involves three propositional or injunctional
components: two of these are the usual paired components of any cyber
neticoscillation which generate the sequential paradox in, for example,
a buzzer circuit. In words: “If the circuit is ‘on,’ then it shall become
‘off.’”And “if it is ‘off,’ then it shall become ‘on.’” But, in addition to
these two contradictory components, there is a process that sets values
for the parametersof the whole system.The thresholds or other compo
hents of the oscillation can be changed by “meta” injunctions that
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presumably come from the brain. The two contradictory components
are immanentin spinal cord and muscle.

The potentially ego-alien nature of such action is basic. Anybody, by
ignoring (repressing the perception of) the meta-injunctions that contro]
the parameters, can have the reflexive experience of seeing his or her leg
engagein involuntary movement; andthis oscillatory trembling can serve
the same function as that of involuntary hand movements in the induc.
tion of hypnotic trance. The involuntary movementis first a detached
object of perception: “I”see my leg move but“I” did not moveit.

This detachmentof the object proposes then two lines of develop
ment: (1) the possibility of “out-of-body experience,” and (2) the possi
bility of integrating to perceive the body as an autonomous, ego-alien
entity. Either the detached “I” or the detached “body”can becomethe
focus of elaboration. Of these paths,it is the second that Balinese follow
so that, by a curiousinversion, the word “raga,”which seemsto have the
primary meaning of “body,”comes to mean “self.”

Byextension from the experience of clonus, the various perceivable
parts of the body become, in fantasy or mystic experience, each sepa
rately animated. If the arm or the leg can act of its own accord—(and,
indeed, clonus is a completed self-corrective circuit; it is a true alive
ness)—then a similar separate aliveness can be expected and can be
foundin any limb.

The Balinese cemetery is haunted not by whole ghosts but by the
ghosts of separate limbs. Headless bodies, separate legs, and unattached
arms that jump around and sometimesa scrotum that crawlsslowlyover
the ground—these are the boggles of Balinese fantasy.

From this it is a small step to perceiving the body as a puppetor to
imagining such supernaturals as Bala Serijoet(plate 20, fig. 4), the
“Multiple Soldier” whose every joint—shoulders, elbows, knees, ankles,
and so on—is separately animated and providedwith an eye.

These fantasies generate or are generated by a paradox, a dialectic
between integration and disintegration. Is there a whole? Oris it only
parts? Or are the parts combinedinto a whole?Andthis paradox ofdisin
tegration-integration proposes a whole spectrum of entities, ranging from
separated animated limbs to such supernaturals as Sangiang Tjintjia or
Betara Tunggal (plate 20, fig. 6). This is the totally detached, totally inte
grated, “God of god,” (DewaningDewa). He 1scompletely integrated, sex
less, enclosed within his own effulgence andtotally withdrawn.

It is my impression, though I do notrecall any Balinese telling me
this, that as the womanby occult practices can cause her own transforma
tion into the form of the Witch of witches (RangdaningDurga), so also by
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occultpractices the adept becomestransformed into a supernatural of
the Sangiang Tjintjia genus.

Plates 16 and 18 illustrate anotheraspect of the character formation
that centers in balance. In both of these plates the kinesthetic integra
tion of the individual is invaded. His or her individuation is violently
destroyedto achieve a newintegration.

In plate 16, the famous dancer, Mario, teaches a preadolescent boy
to dance, forcibly guiding the pupil’s hands and body into the correct
ostures and almost throwing him across the dancing space.

In plate 18, twolittle girls are put into the trance state in which they
willdance. The procedureis a little complicated: two dolls, weightedwithbells,arethreadedona stringaboutfifteenfeetlongwhichis
strung between two vertical bamboosticks. The sticks are held by two
men in such a waythat clonusin their biceps will change the tension in
the string causing the dolls or dedan (angels) to dance up and down,
whilethe weighted dolls provide a feedback promoting the clonusin the
men’sarms. When the dedariare dancingfast, the girl whois to go into
trance takes hold of the shakingstick so that she is violently shaken by
the man’s clonus.

Meanwhile the crowd aroundis singing songs about dedan. The
girl’saction in holdingthe stick breaks the rhythm of the clonus and she
takes control of the stick beating with its end upon the wooden stand
that supports it. She beats out a few bars of the song that the crowdis
singing and then falls backward into trance. She is then dressed up by
the crowd and will dance as dedan.

Curiouslyenough, a conspicuous element of the danceis the balanc
ingfeat of dancing while standing on a man’s shoulders (plate 10%,fig. 3).

In sum, the business of explanation and the businessof socialization
turn out to be the same. To make a premise “self-evident”is the simplest
wayto make action based upon that premise seem “natural.” To illus
trate this, data from Bali have been adduced.

A large part of Balinese behavior is based upon paradigmsof experi
ence which are, for the Balinese, unquestionable. These are the
paradigmsof balance andof the interaction between the movinghuman
bodyand the gravitational field in which it must move. This interaction
is rooted in the unquestionable on both sides. On the oneside are the
reflexesof balance of which surely many components are genetically
determined and, on the other side, are the universal characteristics of
bodilymass and earth’s gravity. These are combined to makeit “self-evi
dent” that the cemeteries would be haunted by autonomousparts of
bodies,
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And yet there is no universal cross-cultural imperative that would
insist that everywherein the world these generalities of balance andgray.
ity shall become major cultural premises; or even that the synthesis of
gravity and spinal reflex shall take the particular shape that is character.
istic for Balinese culture.
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From Anthropology to Epistemology*

For many anthropologists, even today, the bare data are sufficient to jus
tifythe labor. Perhaps because the roots of our science are preponder
antly in literary and humanistic fields; perhaps because the early
theories were SOnaive and “explained”so little; perhaps because literary
people havedistaste for “materialism”;perhaps because the fashionable
biologicaltheories of the first quarter of the century denied the useful
nessof mindas an explanatoryprinciple. ...

For whatever reason, anthropologists are chary of theory.
I came into anthropology in 1925, bouncing out of the sterile aca

demiczoology of that date into British anthropology and the controver
siesbetween “evolution” and “diffusion.”

I wasnot much happierin anthropology than I had been in zoolo
gy,and I tried vaguely to apply in anthropology the sorts of thinking
that had seemed mostinteresting in biology—a combination of mor
phogenesisand genetics. (Of course, nobody knew then that these were
branches of informational science!)

On my second trip to New Guinea I met Margaret Mead and Reo
Fortune, as she has described in BlackberryWinter.She says I was “sophis
ticated”at that time—butnot so. I wasstill deeply puzzled about whatI
could do in anthropology.

Into this puzzlement came the manuscript of Ruth Benedict’s Patterns
ofCultureand thefirst suggestion of a field of theory where I might con
tribute. It took someyears to develop the linkage between character of
persons and configuration of cultures. Margaret’s first big contribution
in that area was Sexand Temperament;mine was Naven.

But in Naven, I was already moving away from typology to process.
“Schismogenesis”—theword itself—marked the idea of evolutionary
change. The idea was changewith direction,butit wasstill a long way from

*These remarks were delivered to a Symposium of the American Association for the
Advancementof Science entitled “FiftyYearsof Anthropology,” honoring Margaret Mead,held
February1976, in Boston. Previously unpublished.
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the coining of the wordto realizing in a deep sense that, of course, ay
directional change must depend uponinteraction between organisms,

“Orthogenesis,” as it had been called in biology—whetherof
ammonites, horses, Echinocardium, or culture—was the outward andvis.
ible sign of interactive process. The whole theory of Darwinian adapta.
tion wasshifting—asmanyof us knewit surely hadto shift.

From the 1940s to the present has been an exciting time. Let meligt
someof the high points:

1939 was the year of publication of Richardson’s equations for arma
ments races.

In the early years of the war, the basic cybernetic and systemsideas
were developed in half a dozen different electronic labs. I had early con
tact with that development through McCulloch and Bigelow.

By the end of the war, our heads werefull of “feedback” and “teleo-.
logical mechanisms.” The logjam of “purpose” wasbroken.

For me, an exciting move forward was the formulation of deutero
learning theory—in mydiscussion of a paper of Margaret’s.

Later, after the war, came the Macycybernetic meetings andthe link
ing of the levels of learning to Russell’s “logical types.”

After that, the next big shift for me was the rise of ecology. Thatsci
enceis still stuck in energy budgets and fear of mental explanation. Butin’
principle we knowwhereit has to go and anthropology has to go withit.

We (a thin line of thinkers, from Lamarck, to Fechner, to Samuel
Butler, to William Bateson) knew that mind must in somewayenter into.
the larger schemes of explanation. We knewthat ultimately the theoryof
evolution must become identical with a resolution of the body/mind:
problem.

Today both evolution and body/mind are linked in epistemology,and
this last is no longer a branch of philosophy. It has become,largely,
under McCulloch’s leadership, a branch of experimental and observa
tional science.
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Form and Pathology in Relationship
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TheNew ConceptualFramesfor Behavioral
Research*!

... May God us keep
From Single vision © Newton’s sleep!
—W. Blake, Letter to Thomas Butts.

To relieve your anxiety I want to make you a promisethat I will ultimate
lytalk about behavioral research, and even specifically,about psychiatric
research. But before I cometo this I shall have to go, the long way
around Robin Hood’s barn, and lay out for you something of the con
ceptual framework of the Theory of Games.I shall do this not as a math
ematician but as a biologist, and I shall find it necessary to modify the
conceptual framework which the mathematicians offer us, and to modi
fy the whole theory of biological evolution and natural selection. That
is, I shall try to achieve a synthesis between evolutionary theory and the
theory of games, modifying both these bodies of theory in order to
bring them into alignment. When that is accomplished, at least to my
temporary satisfaction, I will go on to apply the resulting theoretical sys
tem to the formal problems presented by schizophrenia and those fami
ly constellations in which schizophrenic behavior is an appropriate
strategyfor one or more of the family members.

The Theory of Gamesinitiated by Von Neumann and Morgenstern
(1944) and since elaborated by many others, is the most complex and
elegant—perhapsalso the mostsignificant—theoretical advance that has

*This paper is reprinted from Proceedingsof the Sixth Annual PsychiatricInstitute (held
September 17, 1958, at the NewJersey Neuro-Psychiatric Institute, Princeton, NewJersey).

1.The ideas in this paper represent the combined thinking ofthe staff of the Project for
the Study of Schizophrenic Communication. Thestaff consists of Gregory Bateson, Jay Haley,
John H. Weakland, Don D.Jackson, M.D., and William F. Fry,Jr., M.D. The project is financed
bythe Josiah Macy,Jr. Foundation, administered by the Department of Anthropologyat
Stanford University, and functions at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Palo Alto,
California
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yet been achieved in the whole field of behavioral science. In their great
book Von Neumann and Morgenstern observe that the social sciences
are in a stage of development equivalent to that of pre-Newtonian
physics. They asserted that what these sciences lack is some conceptually
simplified paradigm around which theory mightcrystallize. Newton’s
artificially simplified concept, the free-falling body, was such a seminal
idea in thefield of physics. It was a myth,a fictitious ideal around which
physical theory could take shape and, when the Theory of Games was
first initiated, it appeared that the social sciences had no suchartificial]
simplified concept.

Personally I believe that the very book in which this comment was
madewill be found to contain somethinglike this abstract and simplified
paradigm whichthe social sciencesneed.

The Theory of Games deals with a complex family of conceptual
models, and the achievement of the mathematicians has been to enu
merate, classify,and analyze these models. This achievement I do not
proposeto criticize. Indeed for a nonmathematician to do so would be
impertinent and, for me to do so, would be ungrateful. The Theory of
Games has given me pleasure whenever I have forced myself to follow
some ofits intricacies.

I observe, however, that current attempts to apply these models are
usually based on naive premises regarding the biological nature of man
and his place in the universe. These premises I propose to examine.

The models—theso-called games—are constructed accordingto cer
tain principles which have been chosen with great care and for profound
reasons. If we are to use these models as explanatory devicesin the busi
ness of describing any category of interactional phenomenon,it is neces
sary to understand these principles of simplification and the reasoning
upon which theprinciples are based.

Broadly, there are four groups of simplifying ideas:

(1) The premise that the rules of the given gameshall be stable
within the limits of any given theorem about that game. This
assumption prevents us from any loose use of the models which
would regard them as analogous to any of those “games”whose
character depends upon the emergence of new rules in the pro
cess of play. For example, such interactional processes or games
as courtship, politics, psychotherapy, differ profoundly from
Von Neumannian gamesin that an essential characteristic of the
interaction is a process in which new rules and patternsof inter
action are continually being evolved.
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(2) The premise that the problem-solvingequipmentof the play
ers shall be similarly stable. Von Neumann’s phrasing of the
matter is simply to posit that all players have from thestart all
the equipment necessary to solve all the problems which can
be presented by the rules. This premise excludes from loose
analogy all interactional phenomena which involve learning
how to play or learning the rules of the game. Incidentally, it
also excludes from the play of Von Neumannian gamesall
detectabletricks. No player can hope that his opponentwill
make an error resulting from failure to consider some possibil
ity of the situation.

(3) The premise that the players act as if motivated by constant,
monotone, andtransitive preferences. They attempt to maxi
mize some single quantity or variable, referred to as “utility.”
This premise and indeed the whole ofutility theory has been
subject to much argument, probably becausethis is the bridge
which connects the theory of games with the phenomena of
economics. While, however, the “utility”of games theory and of
theoretical economicshas close analogies with money—orwith
whateverit is that money can buy—itis still not.clear that utility
or any conceptlike utility is a fundamental determinantof the
behavior of any known organism. Rats may select an optimum
diet under experimental conditions, butit is not clear that they
are guided to this by any single transitive preference. And
human beings notoriously lack this basic wisdom whichrats
seem to possess. It is not impossible that the value system
derivative from the Occidental concept of money plays an
important part in diminishing our strategic skill when faced
with dietary and other basic problems.It is possible that “mon
ey” is an epiphenomenon imposed by cultural contexts upon
an organism ill equipped to operate in terms of such a notion,
foreign to the nature of the beast.

Be all that as it may, it is clear that the utility premise
excludes certain types of application of games theory to the
explanation of behavior. In the two-person zero-sum game,util
ity may be gained by one player, but his gains are only equal to
his opponent’s losses. There is no overall gain andtherefore,
within the theory, no explanation for the two players’ participa
tion in the game. Jf two players are engaged in a zero-sum two
person game, and these hypothetical players have the
characteristics enumerated above, thencertain theorems about
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their strategies follow. But the characteristics of the players
expressly exclude all explanation of why they would ever engage
in such a game. Thereis no “utility”to be gained from a lottery
in which the player stands an even chance of winning twice the
price of his ticket. And, conversely, if for one player theratio,
prize : ticket price, is greaterthan the probability of winning the
prize, this player will never find an opponentwilling to play with
him. Such an opponent could only be someentity ill equipped
to solvethe problemspresented by the game.

Similarlythe utility premise excludes from considerationall
appeals from one player to another which would attach value to
the continuance of the game. “The game cannot go on unless
you do such and such” or “I won’t play with you unless you do
such and such.” No move is madein a games-theoretical game
for the sake of keeping the game going; and by the sametoken,
no player can act upon a desire to stop the game. To do either
would beto act as if motivated by metautility,and it is precisely
this possibility that is excluded by the simplified utility premise.

Indeed, if we examine these three simplifyingpremises wefind that
each of them is carefully designed to exclude a familyof metapossibilities.
The whole edifice of games theory is constructed in such a way thatit
shall be investigable by mathematical tools. The mathematicians who
constructed it were wise enough to recognize the limitations of their
exploratory tools and therefore limited the structure within premises
which would permit the use of these tools.

This procedure is certainly tautological, and perhaps this has made
gamestheory difficult for scientists to accept. But all can agree thatit iselegant,andafterall,therewouldbenosenseininventinga fictitious
universe which could notbe investigated by the tools of the inventors.

Gamestheory, then, is characterized by these simplifying assump
tions which systematically exclude all possibilities which could only be
described in some language having a metarelationship to the language
of games theory. There shall be no talk about the evolution of the rules
of the game. There shall be no talk about acquisition or loss of skill in
play, and there shall be no metamotivation: neither value set upon the
experience of play as such, nor value set upon changes in motivational
structure. Thereshall, in fact, be no such changes.

(4) There is, however, a fourth simplifying assumption quite differ
ent in nature from the other three. These three already may
seem sufficiently unreal in that they totally depersonalize the
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players. The fourth assumption unexpectedly seemsto personify
the environment. In non-zero-sum games,the playersare pit
ted against nature, from whom they may gain or to whom they
may lose. And the fourth simplifying assumption is simply that
this overall antagonist—the environment—shall be considered
as another “player.”Indeed, what objection can there be to the
premise that the environmentis to be equated with the already
depersonified participants in the “game”?The poets andreli
gionists have often personified Nature more completely than
this.

However, if Nature—or the environment—is to be simply the nth

person in a non—zero-sum n~l person game, she must conform to the
rigor and symmetry of the theory as a whole. In a word, she must fit in
with the other three simplifying assumptions: no evolution of rules; no
learning to play; and complete determination of choices bya utility
premise.

Conversely,whatever meaning we attach to these simplifying assump
tions when we apply them to the environment must, in fact, be the
meaning attaching to them in ourdescriptions of the other players. We
can critically investigate what we meanby “rules,” “learning,” and “utili
ty”by asking what we would mean by these words in applying them to
Nature, the nth player.

It does not immediately shock us to say that Nature never “learns”
how to play and never changesthe rules by which she plays. Let us
therefore assume for the moment that we know roughly what these
statementsmight mean and proceedat once to the more puzzling state
ment that nature or the environment makes choices which are gov
erned by a simple utility premise.

What, if anything, does this mean?
Whatvariable does Nature seek to maximize?

This is a question which must be faced and, if we are to preserve
the elegance and symmetry of the whole theoretical system, we must
expectthat the answerwill suggest new and more generalized meanings
of the word “utility”when this word is applied to the other n-1 players
in the non—zero-sumgame.It would make nonsense of the wholesys
tem of models to suppose the nth player to be motivated by somesort
of “utility”different from that which motivates the others.

Butwe actually know something about Nature’s preferences:
She prefers the probable to the improbable, and if she were guided

onlybythis single preference,called the Second Lawof Thermodynamics,
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the universe would be simple—if rather dull. But she has clearly anothe;
preference: she prefers the stable to the unstable. This preference,also,
by itself would lead to a dull universe. It is the combination of—thecon.
flict between—these two preferences which leads to the highly complex
and strangely unexpectable universe in which welive. There would be no
surprises in a universe governedeither by probability aloneor bystability
alone. Indeed, there would be no evolution and no organismsto besur.
prised in either of these universes.

The whole fantastic, agitated “game” in which all the organisms and
indeed all the particles of the universe are engaged depends uponthis
dual preference systemwhich seems to be characteristic of Nature.

At this point it is necessary to examine rather closely what I have
called “probability” and what I have called “stability.” I invited you just
now to consider two imaginary worlds. One in which only probability
would obtain, and the other which would be governed only bystability,
The first would rapidly end in total entropy, the Warmetodt,while theoth
er would rapidly end up with all atoms combined into the moststable
possible molecular forms.

Both of these worlds are impossible fictions. In the world in which we
live, there is alwaysa combination between the trend toward probability
and the trend towardstability. In many cases, even, this combination can
be described in mathematical form and predictions can be based upon
the resulting equations. When, for example, we mix in solution two inor
ganic salts, AX and BY,we can predict the proportions of each of these
substances which will break down to its componentions, A and X, B and
Y.We can predict the encounters between these ions and the probability
of formation of new substances, AYand BX, by what used to becalled
“double decomposition.” If all four substances, AX, BY,AY,and BX,are
soluble, all will coexist in a dynamic equilibrium in solution. If, however,
one of the resultant substances happens to be insoluble—suppose,for
example, we had mixedsilver nitrate with calcium chloride, so that one
of the products would be the almost insoluble substance,silver chlo
ride—then theinsoluble substancewill be withdrawn from the systemby
precipitation, and will therefore be stable. A dynamic equilibrium will
not occur and the probabilities of impact between the remaining
moleculeswill result in dzrecttonalchange toward an endstate character
ized by silver chloride at the bottom ofthe test tube, and calcium nitrate
in solution.

There are many otherinstances in which the conceptual framework
used to predict events combinesin a single phrasing both the notions of
probability and the notionsof stability. The “half-life”of an atom of some
radioactive substance is a familiar instance of such a combination.
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All that I am saying is that there are two frames of reference within
whichwe may consider events. One of these frames allowsfor considera
tion of only the sequentialaspects of time. The other makes allowance
alsofor timein its durationalaspects. ‘he purely probabilistic statement
can tell us aboutdirection of change, e.g., toward entropy, butthe state
ment which makesallowancefor stability and duration willoften contra
dict the statement which ignoresthis aspect. Theclassic instance of such
a contradiction is in the field of evolution, and has fascinated men’s
minds for many thousandsof years. In terms of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics, we would expect the particles of matter to become
more and more homogenized—as the milkman would say.Andif this
wasso, pasteurization would never be necessary because nothing so
complex as a bacterium could ever be evolved. But throughoutbiologi
cal evolution we see the innovation of complexity and differentiation,
and this unexpected “progress” has, for the last hundred years, been
explained by the theory of “natural selection.” A theory which invokes
stabilityas an explanatory principle. Evolution,it is argued,is likely to
occur in the direction of those organic forms which are mostlikely to
endure or survive.

Be it noted in passing that it is we who invent the descriptive lan
guage. It is we who define classes of events and say that certain of these
classesshall be called “differentiation,” and others “homogenization.”
Whenwe shuffle a pack of cards, we expect the result to be a randomiza
tion of the pack, and would be surprised if on inspecting the pack after
shufflingwe foundit sorted for suits. But it waswe who inventedthe lim
ited category of arrangements of cards which wecall “sorted for suits,”
and actuallyno single memberof this category is more improbable than
any single member of the much larger category which we would call
“randomized.” It is only that the categories differ in size, and that we
arbitrarilyselected a category which wecalled “sorted” and which hap
pens to be much smaller than the other.

Similarlywith stability. That which is “stable” is our statement about a
system.If these continue to be true, we say that the system is “stable.”
And it is usually necessary to specify what descriptive statement we are
thinkingof when we makethis assertion.

To some of you what I am saying will seem irrelevant. To othersit
mayseem elementary. What I am trying to developis the notion thatsci
ence is a language and, becauseit is a language, it necessarily deals with
the universe as though that universe were composedof gestalten (which
mayindeed be the case, but about that we can have no knowledge). And
further,that in describing events we impose twotypes of framesof refer
€nceupon them. One frameof reference, the probabilistic, which
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ignores the durational aspects of time, and another frame which
includesthis aspect of the matter.

Now let me invite you to consider some organism, pitted in a sort of
game vis-a-visa larger environment called Nature and consisting ofal]
the other organismsand the physicalconditionsof existence. It does not
much matter for my purpose whetheryou think of whatis conventionally
called a single organism, or a species, or a whole ecological system,like 4
redwood forest or a human community. By stochastic processthis entity
will choose certain courses of behavioral, physiologic, or anatomica]
change which willadaptit to the status quo.

But our organism is faced with very difficult problemsof strategy.
The status quo has temporal characteristics that may be subject to

change of various kinds, and while we may presumethat any organism
which exists has already survived those changes which have occurred in
the status quoin the recentpast, it cannot, in the nature ofthe case, pre
dict other changes which may occur. Plants whose habitatis the talusof
rolling stones on a mountain slope may be expected to have the sort of
root system which can survive the frequent disturbances of thesoil in
which theylive. Indeed, without such adaptation they could notbethere.
But the status quo may change. Some invading organism may bind the
talus or some change in humidity mayalter its characteristics. (The actu
al variable which caused the plant to develop and enormously elongate
its root systemmay have beenthe aridity of the location. With increased
humidity, the plant might nothave this characteristic which happenedto
be adaptive also to the rolling environment.)

Moreover, there is a whole mass of changing characteristics of the
environment which are brought about by the organism itself or by the
total population of members ofits species. A predator may almost exter
minate its prey. Or there may be interactive changesso that as the prey
evolves new methods of escape, the predator-must evolve new methods
of attack. The systemin which prey and predator are combined may
undergo progressive change. Each step of this change may be adaptive so
far as the individual species is concerned, but the overall changein the
larger system may be an increasing mutual dependence from which net
ther can escape. WhatI am suggestingis that the strategy for survivalofa
species or an ecological community can only be immediately governedby
contingency, but is continually being testedin terms of longer time spans,
larger gestalten, and unpredictable changes which cannotbe foreseen.

Up to this point I have only been talking orthodox Darwinism.
There is however a point to be added. Evidently, from what I havesaid
already, the fight is not only to the strongor to the well adapted,it is also
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to the flexible.If we are to compute the probability of survival for a given
organism which at this momentis prospering in a given environment,
wemust include in our computation somefactor which shall represent
the ability of that organism to survive under change and possibly
adverse conditions. But we do not know what changes or what adverse
difficultiesthe organism should be preparedfor.

The creative, nonstatic characteristic of living things is precisely due
to the capricious natureof their environment. AndI use the word caprice
advisedly.

What seems to happenis that the longer an adaptive characteristic
continues to have positive survival value, the more this characteristic
becomesentrenchedin the organization of the creature. I am not
speaking of a crude inheritance of acquired characteristics, but of an
analogydeeper than this between evolutionary process and individual
learning. Perhaps I may make the matter clear by pointing outthat the
phenomenonof habit is economical.If repeated experienceof a certain
typeof context showsthat a certain type of response is regularly success
ful, this response becomes habitual, and there results an economy of
mental process whereby the habitual response can be immediately pro
ducedwithout expenditure of effort upon those internal or externaltri
alsand errors which would be necessary if the situation were treated as
unfamiliar.The phenomenon of habit is an economical shortcut to
adaptation.It sets free for the solution of other problems those parts of
the mind which are mostflexible and are, if you like, the organs of adap
tive behavior.

In the samesort of waythereis evidently in the evolutionary process
a progressive incorporation of adaptation. Experimentally,* it appears
that ifthe environment both causes the developmentof a given charac
teristicand is selective of those individuals which show this characteristic

in most pronounced form, then there willbe a tendency for this charac
teristic to appear in the genotype. We might say for example that the
environmentselects for the potentialityto produce this characteristic with
minimum disturbance of adaptive function. As it is more economicalto
hand over a behavior pattern to habit, so also it appears to be more eco
nomical to hand over an acquired anatomical peculiarity to the deep
seated corpus of embryological instructions contained in the
chromosomes.ee

2. C. H. Waddington, “Genetic Assimilation of an Acquired Character,” Evolution 7, no. 2
(June1953).C. H. Waddington, “The Integration of Gene-Controlled Processes and its Bearing
on Evolution.” Caryologia,vol. suppl., 1954.
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Whenthis has occurred the word capnciousbecomes appropriate to
describe the sort of dirty trick that Nature plays upon the well-adapteq
organism. For many generations she has let this organism act On the
assumption that some characteristic of hers could be relied upon. The
organism has been led up the garden path until it has incorporatedinto
its deeper structure those factors which produced the adaptation. Ang
now, the characteristic of the environment undergoes change. Thisis, in
a sense, most unfair. Nature encourages the organism to rely upon her
and then shifts her tactics and says, “Yousee. You relied on me. Now look
at you. You are a mess.” But in anothersense, or looked at in a wider per
spective, this unfairness is the recurrent condition for evolutionarycre
ativity.

This discussion of the evolutionary problem andthe relationship
between organism and environmentis offered here as an introduction to
a discussion of the problems of method in research in thefield of
schizophrenia.

It has been the hypothesis of our research at Palo Alto that schizophre
nia has a formal etiology, very closely comparable to the sort of double
bind which I have imagined as imposed upon the organism by thetotal
environmentin the long eons of the evolutionary process. We have pre
dominantly thought of the double bind as a destructive experience—a
trauma. But, if the analogy which I have been drawing is sound, thenit is
evident that while the experience of the double bind must alwaysbe part
ly unpleasant, it is also possible that this type of experienceis an integral.
part of what we may vaguely call characterological growth. Withoutit,.
the individual would be in somesense static; even though with too much.
of it, he may be driven to schizophrenia.It looks as if differentiation and.
creativity—whateverthese words mean—occur when the environmentis
neither too consistent nor too capricious.

Now,if the picture I have drawnis anythinglike right, the. theoryof,
games as it stands is only applicable to organisms of whatever kind at
those infinitesimal moments when conditionsare static and evolution is
stationary. Precisely because all organisms including manare in process
of evolution, and because this process is never completed, organisms can’
never have the simplicity or single-mindedness of the player in a Von’
Neumannian game. They are never equipped to solve all the problems’
which the rules can present andwill never, by learning, achieve this com-‘
plete equipment. They do notlive in a universe in which the rules ofthe‘
game are constant and above all they can never be motivated by simple’
“utility,”of whateversort. ‘

This last point requires some examination. If two organisms, A and:
B, are engaged in a gamefrom which neither can escape, thestrategy of
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each will initially be determinedby his “utility.”If both are motivated by
the same sort of utility, the position can be simple andstatic. If, however,
A and B are differently motivated, an unstable position must result
pecause the strategies which A will follow are of necessity contexts of
learning for B. And,vice versa, B’s strategies will provide learning con
texts for A. There will therefore be a tendency toward a sharing of “val
ues.” This process evidently may proceed toward an intermediate
uniformityor toward an endpoint in whicheither A’sor B’svalues dom
inate the interchange. Notoriously, it is difficult to fight the philosophy
ofanotherindividual without adoptingthe latter’s philosophyas a deter
minant of one’s ownstrategy. Proverbially, we are advised to fight fire
with fire, and anybody who has ever engaged in psychotherapy—that
battle of personal philosophies and “values”—willknow how difficult it
is for either of the two individuals to maintain the “game” without
adopting the value premises of the other.

Weare, I believe, very far from any mathematics which would be
applicable to these phenomena. But, the phenomena must be systemati
callyallowed for in our thinking about organisms in evolution, and in
our thinking about the psychodynamics of family systemsand the etiolo
gy of such conditions as schizophrenia.If the vis-a-visadopts strategies
whichare not determinedby any simple utility, but are in fact inconsis
tent in the sense that the frame within which the organism must choose
a strategyis being continually changed, then we must expect the organ
ismalso to acquire somethingof these inconsistent characteristics of the
vis-a-vis.Therefore, expectably, organisms, for systematic reasons,will be
governedby utility systemsmuch more complex than any which conven
tional games theory would posit. Specifically,we must expect the utility
systemsof real organismsto be labile or to have partially labile contextu
al frames.

If now we turn to what is known of the anatomy, physiology, and
behaviorof organisms, this is precisely what we find. Oura priori predic
tion is supported over and over again by the data. Over and over again
wefind organisms whoseentire strategy will change from one period of
time to another. In one phase the major preoccupation will be food, in
another phase the animal may even cease to eat during a season of
courtship or rutting. With the beginning of pregnancy the strategy may
changeagain toward setting maximum value upon the next generation.
Andso on. Even amongProtozoa there areshifts of this sort—periods of
growthandfission, periods of sexualactivity, periods of encystment, and
SOOn.

We know verylittle about what determines the sequence of these
periodsor their duration, or precipitates the change from oneperiod to
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another. Indeed, these phenomenaare difficult to investigateexceptin
those cases where some simple environmental variable precipitates
change. Evidently, however, this is not the whole story. There are many
cases in which the changeis a function of inner physiologic rhythms.

Again, if we look at the broader sweep of the evolutionaryseries, it
would appearthat, insofar as we can say that evolution is progressive from
the simple to the more complex, we can also say that there is a progres.
sive increase in the particularsort of flexibilitywhich I am discussing. The
astonishing phenomenon of telencephalization which has been charac.
teristic of the evolution of the brain, from such organisms as Amphioxus
through to Man,has consisted, at each step, in adding newcircuits on top
of those previously existing. Now what we know of servomechanisms and
control systems indicates that the addition of new circuits on top of old
ones must always (if adaptive) be an addition of metacontrols. The new
circuits are in a metarelationship to the old. The information which
enters the new circuit is information aboutwhat is happeningin theold,
and the output of the new circuits is either a modification of whatis
occurring in theold, or is a modification of the outputof the old circuits.

Again, the same pattern of increased complexity is recognizable in
the evolutionary sweep from unicellular organism throughcell colony,to
metazoan organism with differentiated organs, and on to the evolution
of highly complex and differentiated communities of metazoan individu
als. The highest products of such an evolution, the complex communi
ties, demand of their componentparts precisely the sort of flexibility
which I have discussed above, namely theability to compromise between
a utility based upon the smaller gestalt, the individual, and a utility sys
tem derived from the larger unit, the community.

In sum,the inner functional topology of the circuits which deter
mine behavior comesto be a reflexion of, or a microcosmic diagram of,
the total matrix, nature, in which the microcosm is embedded and of
which it is a part. It used to be said that the organism, Man, wascreated
in the image of God. And it was perhaps an error to reverse this state
ment and say that Man created God in his own image.It looksas if, in
truth, every organism is of necessity created in the image of nature, or
should we say creates itself in an image of nature underher strict juris
diction.

Some of you may think that this rather wide canvas of speculation
upon which I have been workingis irrelevant to the pragmatic and
immediate questions of research method. I do not think so. Research
plans and methodsare, of necessity, determined by the scientist’s opin
ions—andoften only half-conscious opinions—about what sort of thing
he is dealing with. And I have tried to answerfor youin thefirst half of
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my speech the question—“What seemsto be the epistemological struc
ture of the field in which we propose to do research?”If you think that
the field of communicational behavioris structured in lineal chains of
cause and effect, you will do certain sorts of research, and I believe that
your research will be stultified by the epistemological error in your

remise. I have tried to give you a moresophisticated premise, but we
shallhardly know for anotherfifty years whetherit will stand. If, howev
er, you adopt it as an epistemological hypothesis, it will determine the
questionsyou ask and the procedureswhich youfollow.

Let me nowtalk about the problem of how to study the communica
tional homeostasis of a family constellation. Grossly, it seems to us that
the familieswhich contain known schizophrenic members appear to be
narrowly homeostatic. Every living system undergoes changes from
moment to momentand from day to day, and these changes could con
ceivablybe represented by the wanderings of a curve in a multidimen
sionalgraph (or “phase space”), in which eachvariable necessary to the
description of the states of the system would be represented by one
dimension of the graph. And specifically,when I say that these families
are narrowlyhomeostatic, | mean that the roaming ofthis graph, or the
wandering of this point in phase space,will cover a comparatively limited
volume.The system is homeostatic in the sense that when it approaches
the limitsof its areas of freedom,the direction of its path will change so
that the wandering will never cross the limits. And for these families
these limits are narrow. As the small boysaid of his crib: “The sides are
too near the middle.”

But the task of the research man is not to make generalizations of
this sort, it is to demonstrate the actual processes by which this homeo
stasis1smaintained, and this is a formidable task for which he will need
to travel light. .

Let him first throw out the window as epistemologically inappropri
ate all the conventional ideas which derive from lineal chains of causa
tion. I mean, for example, any expectation that the etiology of
schizophrenia might be based upon someidentifiable characteristic
of some identifiable individual in the triad father-mother-—child.
Schizophrenia is not caused by “overprotective mothers,” or by overstrong
fathers, or by weak fathers, or by any psychological characteristic of any
given individual—if indeed individuals have psychological characteris
tics,which I rather doubt. My suspicion is that they have only patterns
whichdetermine how theywill learn in certain constellations of interac
tionwith otherindividuals.

Be that as it may, we assumethat we are looking for circuitsof causa
tionand interaction andthat all phrasings, as that schizophrenia is caused
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by overprotective mothers, refer at best only to segments of such Circuits
So that the overprotective mother can only be an effective cause of
schizophrenia if she happensto be a part of a larger constellation which
willdetermine the schizophrenic responseto this overprotectiveness,

Now, we haveshifted the gestalt of our thinking; we have discardeq
questionsaboutthe action of one part upon anotherand havesubstitute
questions about the system as a whole. And we find ourselves in a rather
unusualsituation because our point of observation is insidethe system
which we are seeking to study. Almost the whole of science has been
devoted to trying to explain the external characteristics of entities bycre.
ating hypotheses about whatis inside them and,historically, the progress
of this activity has been from the smaller to the larger. It was inevitable
that sooneror later we would face the problem of studying systemswhich
we would be unableto viewfrom the outside.?

We are in the position of certain electronic engineers during the war,
whosetask it was to dissect electronic “black boxes” which had been cap
tured from the enemy and to determine from theinternal circuit struc.
ture of these boxes what functions they were intended to perform and
with what degrees of accuracy they might perform these functions. We
are to determine, from what happens between the componentindividu
als—the parts of the family constellation—whatthe total characteristics
of the system may be. This involvesmethodological problems of no mean
order.

However, to help us think about these problems we havea good deal
that is already known about systems theory, and especially some of the
things which I said earlier when the systems which I was discussing were
organisms or communities of organismsvis-a-vis “nature.” We know for
example that any characteristic be it anatomical, physiological, or behav
ioral will, if it continue to be adaptive over considerable periodsof time,
be sunk deeper and deeperin the organizational structure of the system.
That is, the constellation of causes which bring about the adaptive char
acteristic will gradually change in such a waythat, when this process.
reachesits later stages, a gross disruption of the total system may be nec
essary to prevent the production of the previously adaptive characteris;
tic. Moreover, the dilemma in which the system thenfinds itself willbe
formally comparable with what wecall the double bind. It will appear to’

the system (again personifying) as if it can only achieve external adapta:
tion at the price of internal disruption. |

3. When systems become astronomically large, it is again easy for us to do a partial study
from what seemsto us to be an external position—we being so very small.
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But a similar dilemma seemsto beset the individuals of whom the
familyconstellation is composed. They, too, and especially the identified
schizophrenic patient, feel that external adaptation could only be
achievedat the price of internal disruption and,to this viewof the fami
ly environment, the patient adapisby forms of communicational behav
jor in which either the internal world, or the external, or both, is
implicitlyor even explicitly denied.

What we are studying is a whole (the family) made up of parts (the
‘ndividuals)such that both the whole andthe parts of which it is made
have similar formal characteristics, and ourtask is to test and substanti
ate this description. In the course of this process, as the description
gathers substance, it will undoubtedly undergo modification and correc
tion.

Let mefirst try to give substanceto the idea that familieswhich con
tain identifiable schizophrenics are narrowly homeostatic. It is charac
teristic of these families that they are unable to reach decisions. No
individual in the constellation will take responsibility for settling any
matter in a decisive manner. We might suppose from this that the family
would as a result lack rigidity and be free to undergo profound changes.
This, however, is not the case. We might almost say that the family as a
unitis rigidly indecisive.

In terms of what I have said earlier about the economicsof flexibili

ty, this makes a great deal of sense. As long as indecision is maintained
the familyunit can roam within a limitedlist of states, S) ... to S,, butis
limited to this list of states. If one of these states were decisivelyselected
and sunk to the level of a parameter of the system the available states
would then notinclude S$,to S,, (of which all but one are now exclud
ed), but would include a newset which can comeinto being the moment
a choice is made amongthe first set. The act of decision is, as it were, a
parametric change and from then on a newset of choices exist which
were not formerly accessible. Freedom to wander into new regions of
phase space follows only when some choice has been made amongthe
alternatives in the old region.

This is the converse of what I said above. I said that an organism
achievesan economyof its more flexible apparatus by “sinking”its adap
tive processes to deeper parts of its organization. Conversely, if it does
not sink its adaptive mechanisms, these must be continually occupied in
solvingandre-solving the old problems.

At the individual level, we already have somenatural history knowl
edge of the types of behavior in individual A which will prevent habit for
mation in individual B. These are in fact the patterns of double binding.
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WhatI have called habit formation or the sinking of adaptive mecha.
nisms into the deeper organization is synonymouswith the development
of self. But at the family level, we do not as yet havethis natural history
knowledge, and I must go out on a limb to predict the sort of phenome.
na which this approach leads me to expect.

We are concerned with a question which can be summarized ag
“What would be the dynamics of group indecision?,” and when putin
this waywe haveat least hints of an answer. Again, the most sophisticated
answeris the complex analysisin Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s book
on the theory of games and economic behavior, in which it is demon
strated that inall those games where coalition between playersis of the
essence of the game, the total group of players (if more than threein
number) will be unable to reach anystable pattern of coalition. A less
complex case will howeversuffice for the present discussion.

Let us consider the case of three voters, A, B, and C, who areto
choose between three alternatives, x, y,and z. Now let us supposethat A’s
preference orderis x, y, z; while B’s preference orderis y, z, x; and C’s
preference orderis Z,x,y.

Nowwe offer the three alternatives to the three voters. A willvote for
x. B will vote for y. But, what C does will depend upon whether he knows
what A and B have voted for. If he has no knowledge about A and B,he
will vote for z, which is his preferred alternative. The group as a whole
will then be unable to reach a decision since one vote each hasbeen cast
for each alternative.

If, on the other hand, C has information about how A andB voted,
then he will observe that he can get his second preference by voting the
wayB did. The system can then makea stable decision. We may makethe
general statement that where the three persons vote in a sequence, and
there is information about the previous voting, the third person in such
a system can alwaysobtain his second preference and the system will set
tle to this alternative.

Nowlet us consider the diagrammatic three-person family,father
mother-child. This unit is characterized by two different orders of com
munication. There is bi-polar communication between each pair of indt
viduals, father-mother, mother—child,and father-child. But thereis also
a more complex set of inputs for each individual because each receives
information about what goes on between the other two. Father observes
what happens between motherand child. Mother observeswhat happens
between father and child. Child observes what happens between father
and mother.
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, Everymessage, in this sense, exists in two contexts. If father is speak
jng to child, his message is not only part of the relationship
‘ather-child, but also has to be seen as part of the relationship
father-mother-child. And such a double contextual frameis ideal for

‘thecreation of double binds.
We are discussing the dynamics of group indecision, and I must

|nswer the question “indecision about what?” The two diagrammatic
examples which I briefly outlined—the case of the many-person game
‘nvolvingcoalition and the case of the population of three personsvot
ingfor one of three alternatives—these examples were both instances of
4ndecisionabout patterns of coalition. I submit that this is the essence
of the matter. For formal purposesit is irrelevant to ask about the con
tent of the matter to be decided.If, for example, the familyis undecided
as to where it will go for a vacation, this indecision must of necessity be
reducible to indecision aboutcoalitions. If some member of the family
proposesa holiday at the beach andthis suggestion can neither befol
lowedby the other membersnor can it be discarded, then this charac
teristic group behavior can alwaysbe described so as to be reducible to
statements about coalitions. No pair of individuals can maketheir coali
tion, as implied by their joint preference, stick against the criticisms of
the third person; and no single individual can make his opinion stick—
he cannot maintain his isolated stand against the othertwo.

If then the characteristic of these familieswhich wecall group inde
cisionis synonymouswith a statementabout the instability of their coali
tions, it should follow that any change in family communication which
willfavor the formation of coalitions or will hinder their breakup
shouldmakeit easier for the family as a whole to reach decisions.

Under experimental conditions, communication within the family
can be restricted in various ways,and at this point I would like to go out
on the limb which I mentionedearlier to make somepredictions about
experiments which we hope to perform in Palo Alto with the aid of
Dr.Alexander Bavelas,but which have not yet been performed.Beit
understoodthat these are of necessity highly abstract predictions and
must be hedged by some precautionary clause: “Jfwe can construct the
appropriate experimental conditions, we predict such and suchresults.”

It seems to me that an important condition of family life is the fact
that when the three persons are together, every interchange between
twopersonsis cross-monitoredby the third, and that this cross-monitor
ing could be rather easily restricted under experimental conditions.It
wouldtherefore be possible to find out which families are most able to
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function with cross-monitoring, and which families are mostable to fune.
tion when cross-monitoring is excluded. My prediction would bethat
appropriate experimental conditions can be devised in-which the
schizophrenic families will be able to perform better with exclusion of
cross-monitoring than they can with freedom of cross-monitoring. Ang
further, that under these conditions normal families will do better wiz,
cross-monitoring and worse with exclusion of cross-monitoring.

This prediction, however, is offered only as anillustration of
method andI wantto stress in conclusion that this method which I have
tentatively offered grows out of what I earlier called an epistemology—,
set of premises regarding whatsort of objects these are which we propose
to study. Or, if you wish meto translate the word epistemology morepre.
cisely,let me say that what I have offered you are premises regarding the
sort of knowledge which can be appropriately called an understandingof
these systems.
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Cultural ProblemsPosed bya Study of
Schizophrenic Process”!

TheSteady State in Anthropology and Psychiatry

In the years immediately followingWorld WarII, there occurreda signif
icant change in the whole structuring of theory in the behavioralsci
ences. These were the years during which cybernetics, information
theory, and the theory of games provided us with entirely new and
muchmore rigorous models for thinking aboutsocial and interpersonal
processes.The rather crude concepts of equilibriumwhich we had devel
opedbefore the war were replaced by the morerigorous and moreflexi
ble ideas associated with the words steady state, which will be used to
refer to those equilibria which are maintained by homeostatic mecha
nisms.

To illustrate this change: fieldwork in a New Guinea community had
shownus two processes at work. On the one hand,various sorts of sym
metricalrivalry amongindividuals and groups were observed and it was
evidentthat such rivalrous sequencesof interaction could be progressive
and therefore ultimately pathogenic. If A’s rivalrous behavior provokes
rivalryin B andvice versa, then unless some corrective phenomenon

*This lecture was delivered to the Symposium on Schizophrenia, American Psychiatric
Associationsymposium of the Hawaiian Divisional Meeting, 1958, in San Francisco. Reprinted
from Schizophrenia:An Integrated Approach,edited by Alfred Auerback, 1959. Discussion material
hasbeen deleted.

1.The ideasin this lecture represent the combined thinkingof the staff of the Project for
the Study of Schizophrenic Communication. The staff consists of Gregory Bateson, Jay D.
Haley,John H. Weakland, Donald D. Jackson, M.D., and William F. Fry, M.D. The projectis
financedby the Josiah Macy,Jr. Foundation, administered by the Department of Anthropology
at Stanford University, and functions at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Palo Alto,
California
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occurs, the system must go on to disruption. On the other hand,the
second process observed involved complementary themessuch ag
dominance-submission, exhibitionism-spectatorship, and succoring.
dependence, where the behaviorof B fit in with but was not the sameag
that of A.

It appeared, moreover, that these complementary themes Ofaction
were in some sense the psychological opposites of the symmetricg]
themes. In a symmetrical relationship, if A is ahead of B in some psycho.
logical direction, B will respond by trying to catch up, whereasin a com.
plementary relationship, B, if he is already behind, will lag further
behind. Or, we may putit this way: in a symmetrical relationship B’s
strength is a stimulus for A’s aggression; whereas in a complementary
relationship A’saggression will appear whenhe sees B’sweakness.

This psychological contrast between two themes of humanrelation
ship presented the beginnings of a hypothesis which would accountfor
the fact that in a culture where both themeswere highly developed,nei
ther theme could progress to such an intensity as to disrupt the system.
The hypothesis was that the culture maintained psychological equilibri
um by a balancing of these two contrary processes, either of which by
itself would lead to disruption. But there was no way of explaining why
these two trends should happento be of equal strength.

When the data were reexamined in termsof steady-state theory,it
became evident that the culture does not depend upon merecoinci
dence to balance the two contradictory trends, but that, in fact, an excess
of symmetrical behavior touches off rituals which emphasize comple
mentarity, and vice versa.

The details of this example have been published elsewhere (Bateson,
1936, 1958). Here it suffices to present two ideas connected with the con
cept steadystate: (a) that progressive change in whatever direction must
of necessity disrupt the status quo; and (b) that a system may contain
homeostatic or feedback loops which will limit or redirect these other
wise disruptive processes.

All steady states, of course, are not desirable noris all irreversible
change undesirable. And if the discussion so far has comeclose to sug
gesting this, it is because the presentation is deliberately oversimplified
by exclusion of the larger gestalten or contexts, and especially those
which involve long epochs of time. The homeostasis of the New Guinea
culture which has been briefly dissected here may well be such asto pre
vent that culture from undergoing adaptive change under the impact of
twentieth-century conditions, and the steady state which in onesense is
so beautifully balanced may in a wider context contribute to the death of
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the system.The norms of a culture may be such that in the long run
that culture cannot live with its neighbors or cannotlive within the
wider framework of an embracing industrialcivilization. In such a case
wewould have to say that the homeostasis is undesirable in termsof this
wider setting.

To illustrate more concretely: in New Guineathe actual rituals of
complementary behavior, which correct for excess of symmetricalrivalry,
‘avolvesexual transvestism.It is easilyconceivable that these rituals might
be prohibited by missionaries or the Occidental government. In such a
case,to obey the government would beto risk internal disruption.

This general theoretical approach seems immediately applicable to
the problemsof schizophrenia. What we have done above is to imagine
a culture placed in a double bind. From its own pointof view, the cul
ture faces either external extermination or internal disruption, and the
dilemma is so constructed as to be a dilemmaof self-preservation in the
most literal sense. Under no circumstances can the preexisting “self”
survive.Every move seemsto propose either extermination by the larger
environmentor the pains of inner disruption. Even if the culture elects
for external adaptation and by some feat achieves the necessary inner
metamorphosis, that which surviveswill be a different“self.”

This brief personification of the cultural system will indicate how it
happensthat the double-bind paradigmis specificallydestructive ofself
identification.

TheSteady State of the Schizophrenic Family

Followingis outlined in formal terms the sort of interaction which we
find to be characteristic of the natural history of families which contain
schizophrenic or near schizophrenic individuals. First and foremost,
that which is characteristic is a very tough stability which Jackson has
referred to as homeostasis(1957). We are not yet in a position to say
exactlywhat variables touch off the corrective processes of this homeo
Stasis,but still the behavior of the system as a wholejustifies the use of
the word. Whenthe identified patient begins to get well,we observeall
sortsof subtle pressure being exerted to perpetuate his illness. However,
as iswell known, there are manycases in which,as the patient gets well,
someother memberof the familystarts to show symptomsof psychiatric
Stress.It follows that these families are not simply homeostatic around
the invalid status of the particular identified patient. It would seem then
that the variables which mustat all costs be kept constant are somewhat
more abstract or more secret in nature. It is not that at all costs the
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identified patient must be kept confused; rather it seemsas if the patient
himself is an accessory—even a willing sacrifice—to the family homeosta.
sis. If he ceases to play this role, there is a likelihood that some other
memberof the family will assume it in his place. Like many complex

homeostatic systems, the pathogenic family seemsto be able, like a newt,
to regenerate a missing limb.

This type of phenomenonis of course very familiar in the widerfield
of group dynamics (Redl, 1959). But its nature and mechanismsare in
general obscure except in those caseswhere definite proceduresexist for
the regenerative process. We know something of how a committee regen
erates a new chairman in place of one who has been lost, but we know
virtually nothing of the process which occurs when the same committee
loses a member who had inconspicuously performedcertain catalytic
functions in its meetings. Sometimes “spontaneously” another member
whohad previouslybeen inactive takes over those functions.

Analogous phenomenaalso occur in many biological systems.If, for
example, the apical shoot of a Christmastree is cut off, oneof thefirst
whorl of branches below the cut will bend upward andreplace thelost
apex. This branch will then lose its former bilateral symmetry and
becomeradially symmetrical like any other apical shoot. Such systems
are perhaps best thoughtof as, in some sense, competitive. The various
individuals (in this case, branches) of which the system is composed
would seem to be so mutually related that, by their interactions, onewill
alwaysbe selected as the “winner”or as the “loser.”This individual then
becomesspecialized in the functions of this position and in performing
these functions actively prevents the other individuals from taking over
this specializedrole.

The “identified” patient has been mentioned andalso the replace
ment of this individual by another, but it is sometimes not as easy as we
politely assume to identify one memberof such a family as more speciti
cally sick than the others. If we define schizophrenia not in terms of the
ability to meet the outside world but more formally in termsof the dis
tortions of communication, then we get a picture of three or four indi
viduals, all with distorted habits of communication but all fitting as
differentiated members of a family subculture.* This pathogenic subcul
ture is no doubt idiosyncratic or deviant from the subculture of other
families in the community, but the problem of homeostasis in this partic
ular family is perhaps not fundamentally different from problemsof cul
tural homeostasis in general.

2. For a study of subcultural contrast between families in the normal rangesee the film
“Communication and Interaction in Three Families”by G. Bateson and W.Kees.
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The members of the pathogenic family are differentiated in their
roles and form an interacting andself-maintaining systemwithin which
itis scarcelypossible to point to one memberas causative for the charac
teristics of the system as a whole. Indeed, the assigning of cause or
plame to one or other memberof such a plexus presents problems
rather similar to those presented by the question: “Whois most sick?”
The identified patient is most overtly sick, but the family system itselfis
undoubtedly strange and the strangeness maybe specifically located not
in the individuals but in the premises governing the differentiation of
their roles.

Whatwe observe is homeostatic-limitation of change to a nar
rowlycircumscribed region. In fact, in manycases, it looks as if the
schizophrenogenic family can only be stable,1.e.,stay within its restricted
limitsof change, in the presence of a reductioad absurdumofthat philos
ophywhich underlies the role differentiation of the members, and asif
thisfunction is supplied by the identified patient.

A philosophy of humanrelationships which to be viable needs the
presence of its own confutation?

The idea is not exactly new. We know, for example, that the philos
ophy of the police state can be maintained only in the presence of
ostensiblecriminals and that sucha state, if it lacks or cannot detect the
real article, will focus attention upon innocent scapegoats. Sometimes
even the mythof subversive attack may contribute to stabilizing such a
philosophic system.

“Prisons are built with the stones of law and brothels with bricks of
religion’—and so on. Andit is significant that the sociological system—
the police state—chosen here to exemplify those philosophies which are
stable only in the presence of their own confutation, is in fact a system
whichpromotes paranoid and other schizophrenic symptoms amongits
members.

It is significant also that this philosophic system, in spite of its ruth
lessness,insists upon a superficial benevolence and mayevencall itself a
“Welfare State.”

These, however, are only analogies and poetic images. Whatis
needed first from the anthropologists is a general theory of family
homeostasis. This will be, no doubt, an abstract theoretical model,
deductive from someset of axioms. It will probably owe much to the
modern theory of games and perhaps as muchto recent developments
in the field of genetics and embryology. Already anthropologists and
others are beginning to work on this and related problems (Bavelas,
1959;Romney, 1956; Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1955; and
Waddington, 1957), butit will be several years before they give us much
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help. For the present we have to concentrate our thinking about family
subcultures within the more narrowfield of the pathogenic family.

The Family System as Seen by TwoIndividuals

A composite picture of the interactions in such families, derived from
our film recordings of their behavior and our attempts at familytherapy,
here follows. The schizophrenic communication of the identifieg
patient is appropriate to his perception of what goes on between hin
self and the other membersof the family. He “sees”himself as continu.
ally placed in contexts of a certain sort, andit is only fair to say that the
context at any given momentis in part determined by his own previous
behavior. The other members of the family act and communicateij
wayswhich reinforce the patient’s perception and behavior, but they,
too, like him, are acting appropriately in the contexts as they perceive
them and are themselves contributing by their own previousaction to
determine the context at any given moment. From the point of viewof
the patient, the contexts have the following formal structure: a parent
whom heintensely both lovesand hates emits signals of an incongruent
nature. This incongruence is perhaps most clear when one half of the
parent’s behavior precedes an act of the patient and the otherhalf fol
lows.The parent will, for example, invite the patient to express a coura
geous opinion, and when that opinion is expressed, will disparageit as
unloving, disloyal, disobedient, etc. Characteristically, the first half of
the parent’s behavior will appear to be set in a certain modeor philoso
phy of interpersonal relations, while the second half is a denial of this
mode andthe substitution of another. The first might, for example, be
joking (or serious). The patient gives an appropriate response to this
mood and finds that the moodhas been switched on him. Theprelimi
nary smile was only a trap, or the preliminary seriousness was only a
trap preceding mockery.

From the patient’s point of view his response, sandwiched between
these two modalities, can only be destructive of self. He is eliminated in
the samesense that the “self”is destroyed in the example given earlier of
a culture faced with a double bind. Theself which respondedseriously to
the parental signal must be revised in favor of another self when that
serious response is recéived by the parent as something other than what
it was.

If I say something which I intend to be serious and the audience
laughs, I may be tempted toward an image of myself as a humorous
speaker, but this self-image also may be later destroyed in the same sort
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of way:If the group here assembled is nonpathogenic, I shall have a
chance to settle down to a consistent image ofself. If this group is
| athogenic, it will never permit this settling down to occur—andI, in
turn, willnot allow the group to permitit to occur!

There are other features of the context which must also be men
tioned. From the point of view of the identified patient, there is, or
appears to be, an absolute prohibition upon calling attention to the par
ent’s incongruity in any overt way. It was said that the patient “sees”
himselfas in a bind, but this must now be qualified to say that the prohibi
tion upon comment may be so strong as to result in something like a
repression of his perception of the bind. Neither the parent nor the

atient is able to actas if fullyaware of the incongruities.
Thereis also a prohibition upon escapingfrom thefield, and,in addi

tion, an insistence on the part of the parent that the patient respond.
There shall be no nonresponding and no notcaring. Andall these prohi
bitions are linked together. After all, to leave the field or to express “not
caring”would be to pointa fingerat the incongruities.

TheTypical Schizophrenic Message

Under these circumstances, the human being will appropriately pro
tect himself by emitting messages which cannot be maltreated.
Characteristically,this is done by stripping the message of all explicit or
implicit metacommunicative material. For instance, if you look at a
Western Union telegraph blank, you will see that it has a space for the
textof the message and a numberof other spaces for material which will
label this text, classifyingthe message undersuch categories as to whom,
fromwhom,date, place, time, priority, codes used, andso forth. All this
latter material—the procedural part of his message—the schizophrenic
willomit or distort. In addition, hewill distort the text itself at precisely
those points where procedural or metacommunicative inferences might
be drawn. For example, pronounswill be avoided, and similarly he will
avoidall indications of what sort of relationship might obtain between
himselfand the person heis addressing. Hewill falsifythe priorities of
hisutterance, indicating a high importancefor a relatively trivial mes
Sageor denying the importance of a message whichhe feels to be vital.
In addition, he may code the message in a metaphoric form without
indicating that such a code is being used. Even a second metaphoric
codemaybe superposed uponthe first. Lastly,the message, so distorted,
maybe madeto simulate an objective message about some othersubject
in the real world. The schizophrenic may even make very small changes
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in a straightforward message, changes just sufficient to enable him tote]
himself secretly that this is not his message. He may, for example,ca}
himself W. EdwardJones, whenhis real nameis Edward W.Jones—like 4
child whocrosses his fingers behind his back whiletelling a fib.

But the identified schizophrenic may engage in attack as well as
defense. He may attempt to turn the tables upon the parent, either by
responding as though the parent’s initial message were of somesort dif.
ferent from what the parent intended, or he may seek to impose upon
the parentthose prohibitions which surround the double bind—thepro.
hibition on commenting upon incongruity or the prohibition on with.
drawing from the field—or he may attemptto insist upon response.

All of this, both attack and defense, is sane behavior in the sense of
being understandable under the circumstances as defined—bythe
schizophrenic subject. The boundaryof sanity is, however, crossed when
the subject uses these tricks of communication in situations which the
common man—onehesitates to saythe “normal”—wouldnotperceive as
the schizophrenic seems to perceive them.

This discussion is not meant to digress into an elaborate discussion
of learning theory (Bateson, 1942; Harlow, 1949; Ruesch and Bateson,
1951). It is limited to asserting that recurrent experience of reinforcing
contexts, which, though they may vary in content have again and again
the same formal pattern, will result in a learning to expect this formal
pattern. The individual with such experience will expect the repetition
of such patterns and will even act as though such patterns surrounded
him. And he will do this even when the indications for the existence of
these patterns are minimal or would be subliminal for other persons
with a different history. For example, the whole theoryof transferencein
Freudian psychoanalysisdepends uponthis or somesimilar assumption.
The patient is seen as respondingto the analyst as though the latter were
behaving in ways in which the patient perhaps unconsciously believes
that his parent behaved. In other words, he responds in the presence of
the analyst as if the latter’s communication provided patterned contexts
similar to those in which he learned his eating, walking, sphincter con
trol, and thelike.

In terms of this premise from learning theory, it becomes
expectable that the individual subjected to repeated double-bind trau
mata will act as though this traumatic context continually surrounds
him, even at times when more normalindividuals would regard such
behavior as “crazy.”

So muchfor the identified overtlyschizophrenic memberof the fam
ily whom I havepictured asvis-a-vis a “parent.” Actually, he must in gen
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eral deal with two parents, and I shall now describe the family system
from their points of view.

One of the patients with whom we have worked extensively sent to
hismother on Mother’s Day a commercially printed card which said “For
someone whohas been like a mother to me.” In so doing, he was of
courseputting her in a double bind. From herpoint of view,any future
spontaneous maternal behavior on her part was threatened with being
relabeled and perhaps mislabeled as somesort of theatrical display and
hypocrisynot coming from the heart. However much the son’sjibe may
havebeen deserved,it wasstill a threat to the mother’s “self.”She imme
diatelycame to the hospital with the card in her hand “to know what he
meant.” With extreme courage the son managed to say that he had
meant “to sting hera little,” but this reply she could not accept; she had
to force him to complete confusion and a verbal agreementthat it was
“alla mistake.”?

This incidentillustrates one of the most destructive forms of double
bind, namely the attack upon spontaneity orsincerity. This is overtly used
bythe parent when the identified patient does something which might
seem to be generous or kind. “Youonly did it to please me. You didn’t
reallymeanit” or even “you only did it because I asked you to.” And con
versely,every therapist who has dealt with the overtly psychotic personis
familiarwith the patient’s suspicious attack (often covert) upon his thera
pist’smotives and spontaneity. Characteristically this species of double
bind sets the inner process of the mind or heart against the outward
overtbehavior, and thevictim is placed in precisely the position which I
envisagedfor the New Guinea culture: either the inner man mustbe sac
rificedor the outer behavior willcourt destruction.

In fact, the double-bindinginteraction is a sort of battle around the
question of whoseself shall be destroyed. And a basic characteristic of
the family,which is shared by all the relevant members, is the premise
that the self is destroyed or can be destroyed in this battle—and therefore
the fight must go on.* “Tweedledum and Tweedledee agreedto have a
battle.”

But in the families which we have studied we find almost universally
implicitagreement on the part of the parents to deny that any such batee

3. Compare Jay D. Haley, “The Family of the Schizophrenic: A Model System.” Am.J. Nerv.
Ment.Dis. 129 (1959): 357~74.

4. For a mathematical analysis of the conditions for homeostatic balance in armaments
aces, see, for example, L. F. Richardson, “Generalized Foreign Politics,” BritishJournal of
PsychologyMonograph Supplement, no. 23 (1939).
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tle exists.And the identified patient, though he may know aboutthe bat.
tle, dares not remark uponit. The family,after all, is not an isolated ent.
ty. It is a part of the larger community and hasall sorts of contacts
outside, and the “sane” members ofthe family are alwaysanxious about
these. One patient neatly expressed the matter when I asked him what
he thought his mother was most afraid of. He replied “the aperientia]
securities,” neatly telescoping into a single neologism both her fear of
outwardloss of prestige vis-d-visthe neighbors should she cease to main
tain physiologic control, and her innerfear of what her bowelsmight do
if she should succeed in controlling them.

The role of the father seems in generalto be lessheroic than thatof
either the patient or the mother. And indeed one’s first impulse when
confronted with such a family is to try to give the father a shotin the arm
which will enable him to stand up and challenge the basic hypocrisy and
cruelty with which heis surrounded. Perhapsthis impulse is appropriate.
I do not knowas yet.

Be that as it may, the father, as he is, acts as another factor in main
taining the family homeostasis within its restricted range. His behavior
vis-a-visthe identified patient may range from giving his passive consent
to the operations of the mother—which operations she commonlyprac
tices also upon him—to anactive participation in constructing traumatic
contexts for the patient. He mayjoin in theinsistence that the patient
shall not escape from thefield andin theinsistence that the patientre
spond. He mayactively tease the patient, thereby further reducingthe
latter’s self-confidence; and it is probable (though here our data are
poor) that the father may contribute to the double binds by remarks
which are contrapuntal to the messages of the mother, so that the identi
fied patient is sometimes sandwiched not between two utterances ofthe
mother, but between an utterance of hers and another coming from the
father.

In one instance, the mother scolded her sixteen-year-old psychotic
son for calling his three-year-old youngersister a “boy.”The father joined
her in forbidding this, and she turned on him andtold him to shut up—
shewould handle it. If the boy obeyed his father even when the father
was only repeating what the mother hadsaid, he would be going against
his mother’s wishes. |

As regards the related matter of conflict between motherand father,
the findings are clear: covertconflict tends to increase the psychotic
symptomsof the identified patient, whereas the change from covert to
overt conflict tends to diminish these symptoms. And the same general
ization seemsto apply to authority figures in locoparentis, such as the doc
tor and the nurse (Stanton and Schwartz, 1954).
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No doubt the concealmentof the conflict constitutes a message to
the identified patient: probably a commandthat he shall not comment
upon the disagreement. This maybe sufficient to evoke from him that
behaviorwhich hehas learned to exhibit in those double-bind contexts.
Butthe matter is not clear and the concealmentof the parental conflict
might equally be, to that offspring, a destructive demandfor self
control. Interestingly enough in the Balinese ritual drama, trance behav
ior is evoked in the young menby overt conflict between Witch and
Dragon, the parental protagonists (Bateson and Mead, 1942).

The Cultural Problems

The following summary ofthe clinical picture of the family is an effort
to bring out someof the questions which anthropologists might answer.
Whathas here been sketched is unfortunately not a theory of schizophre
nia, nor even a theory of the communicational aspects of that pathology.
Rather, it is a familyof such theories. From whathas been said, one could
construct a vast range of different communicational models, any one of
which would be possibly schizophrenogenic. I have not attempted to
selectone of these alternatives, nor have I even attempted anyclassifica
tion within the family of possible explanatory models. For example, too
great a focus on the motherin the pathogenic family has been avoided
because there is no a priori reason within the theory which would lead
us to expectthis relative to have special significance.It is true, of course,
that she has special functionsin the prenatal and infantile period oflife.
But this circumstanceis, in a sense, irrelevant or accidental to the for
mal cybernetic model. The entities or individuals composing such a
model are not human, and schizophrenogenic models could therefore
be set up in whichthe role assigned to the mother could be assigned to
anyother memberof the intimate unit, or—andthis is the more inter
esting case—this role could be unlocalized. The family unit as a whole
could behave as if it contained a member whose role would be that
assignedhere to the pathogenic mother; but it conceivably might con
tain no such member. The pathogenic nature of the family unit might
result only from its characteristics as an organizational network. If we
seean engine behavingas if it contained a governor, we are not entitled
from this external characteristic of the engineto say that in fact there is
a localizedgovernor inside the system. Theself-corrective characteristic
of the systemmayresult from the total network structure.

To summarize, then, what can be said about the family of theories
offered here, what are the commoncharacteristics of all members of
this family of theories?

12]
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

The theories assumethree levelsor systemsof gestalten: A, B,andC,sorelatedthatAisapartofB,andBisa partofC.
In this system of wheels within wheels, the A’sare entities capa
ble of internal homeostasis, complex learning, and complex
external communication with each other. They are the ana
logues of humanindividuals.

The gestalt called B is composed of several A’s. It is the ana
logue of the family.This unit also is characterized by internal
homeostasis and probably certain sorts of primitive learning.

The largest gestalt, C, is the analogue of the community.It is
composed of many B’s. This, too, is a homeostatic unit, com
plexly organized, and susceptible of changes which are the
sociologicalanalogues oflearning.

The theories of pathogenic process suggest that these three
homeostatic gestalten may be interrelated in the following
way:The A’s, or individuals, contain processes of the “positive
feedback” or “regenerative” type, i.e., processes which,if
uncontrolled, would lead to unlimited directional change and
therefore to the destruction of the A system as such. These
regenerative processes are, however, limited by superposed
homeostatic controls. (It will be noted that these statements
about the internal functioning of the individuals are beyond
the scope of psychological or anthropological investigation.
Wecan only see and hear the external communication of the
individual. Inside the “black box”is physiology.)

The unit B is so constructed that its stability depends upon
some process in a direction which precludes or is precluded
by the homeostatic processes within the individuals. The fami
ly can be stable only if the individual relaxes that internal con
trol upon whichhis personalstability depends.

Similarly, the stability of B within the larger community unit C
depends upon homeostatic processes which preclude those
upon whichthe stability of B depends.

Our prediction amounts to this: in any such total system, the unitsat
the B level, the families, will have the characteristics which we have
called schizophrenogenic.Thatis, the identity of the componentindividu
als will be blurred in their communications with each other, and every
componentindividual will be under some pressure pushing him orher
toward that reductioad absurdumof the blurring of identity which wecall
schizophrenia.
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Lastly,the stability of the family unit will be enhanced if one mem
per of the family takes this path toward the reductioad absurdum.

With this generalized picture, let me now turn to my colleagues in
anthropology and present them with some questions:

(1) Anthropology has devoted a great deal of work since the publi
cation of Ruth Benedict’s Patterns of Culture to showing how
character formation operatesin different cultures. In the main,
they have shownthat the patterns of child raising and the fami
lyconfiguration within which the child is a memberare congru
ent with the patterns of adult life in the various areas of
religion, mythology, warfare, technology, art, etc. But the
accent has been put upon answering alwaysthe positive ques
tion: “How are the babies in the given culture madeinto char
acteristic members of that culture?” Now here is the converse
question: “Howare the babies prevented from becoming exag
gerated versions—caricatures—ofthe cultural norm?” We know
that in some cultures such exaggerations of particular cultural
patterns occur sporadically from time to time. Whatfailures of
what preventive process lead to these sporadic exaggerations?
Andhowis their more frequent occurrence prevented?

(2) The first question is really the paradigm for the others. What
we needin orderto construct a generalized theory of the fami
ly (within which the pathogenic family will be a special case) is
a mapping of the homeostatic mechanisms which determine
family organizations. How are the three homeostatic systems
listed above—the individual, the family, and the community—
interrelated so as to avoid the conflicts of homeostasis which
are here proposed as pathogenic? The anthropologists have giv
en one-half of an answer to questions about homeostasis. They
collect the data which will demonstrate that learning, or char
acter formation, or organizational differentiation proceed in
some given direction. But they do not also ask the converse
question: “Whatare the upperlimits of process in this direc
tion?” Is the process limited by some corrective feedback? And
whatvariables activate this feedback? What “symptoms”in indi
vidual behavior or subgroup characteristics serve to evoke the
corrective process?

(3) And apart from these general questions about homeostasis in
human communities, what has been said about schizophrenia
poses a numberof more specific questions. It is not much use
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to ask the anthropologist to bring usstatistics about the inci
dence of schizophrenia in different cultures, until the disease
has been defined in some way which will be cross-culturally
acceptable. We can, however, ask questions aboutthe sorts of
family pathology that occur in the particular cultures which
anthropologists study. I have mentioned earlier the very con
spicuous differences in family subculture which occur among
the middle-class families in urban northern California.° We
need similar studies of family subcultures in the supposedly
more homogenouspreliterate communities. Workofthis kindis

a necessary preliminary to a study of the pathologies of family
homeostasis in different cultural settings. Only after this can we
meaningfully ask about the specific roles of father, mother,
spouse, grandparents, and so forth, in the pathogenic families
in the particular culture.

To conclude on a more positive note, what has been said here has
exposed vast areas about which we know almost nothing. Butit is a great
advance that we can now ask questions of the sort which I havetried to
raise. We have in our handsthe conceptual tools which enable usto pose
the questions, and we have hadthese tools for less than twenty years.We
are onlyjust beginning the exciting task of exploring their potentialities,
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A Socal Scientist Viewsthe Emotions*

The central point which I want to makeis that we have at the present
‘time two scientific languages for the discussion of affect and, further,
that these two languages are mutually translatable. Thefirst is the begin
| nings of a scientific language for describing the psychology of an indi
vidual. The second is the beginnings of a language for describing
‘relationshipsbetweenindividuals.

Dr. Pribram has used the term “signalsof state” and this I believe is a
‘perfectly appropriate term in discussion of individual psychology, but
‘whenwe begin to talk about relationship between individuals the event
‘whichPribram calls a signal of state takes on a different aspect. The wag
‘ofthe dog’s tail which for individual psychology signifies an innerstate of
‘the dog becomes something more than this when weask about the func
‘tionsof this signal in the relationship between the dog andhis master. I
‘wantto suggest to you that it becomesanaffirmation or a proposal about
‘whatshall be the contingencies in that relationship.I think it wasWarren
‘McCullochwho pointed out that every message has a report aspect and a
-command aspect. The firing of neuron B in the chain A B C is, on the
.one hand, a report that A fired immediately previouslyand, on the other
,hand, it isa commandthat C shall fire immediately after. Matters become
,more complex when wedeal with circular relationships between learning
,organismsinstead of relationships between neurons, but what I am trying
_tosayis related to this paradigm of McCulloch’s.
_ Let me explain what I mean by the contingencies of relationship.
“Anycontext of learning can be defined in formal terms accordingto the
contingencies which govern (or make predictable) reinforcement. In a
‘Pavlovianexperiment the occurrence of the so-called unconditioned
&

*Thispaper was prepared for the Symposium on Expression of the Emotions in Man,held
“atthe meeting of the American Association for the Advancementof Science, December 29-30,
“1960,in New York. Reprinted from Expressionof theEmotionsin Man, edited by Peter H. Knapp,
sbypermission of International Universities Press, Inc. Copyright © 1963 by The International
Universities Press, Inc.
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stimulus—the meat powder—is contingent upon the conditioned stimy.
lus, and upon the lapse of time.It is not contingent upon the subject’s
behavior. In other types of learning context the reinforcement may be
variously contingent upon time, probability, the subject’s behavior, pecu
liar combinations and characteristics of the stimulus, and so on.It is in
this sense that I use the word “contingency.”

Let us suppose that the relationship between organisms A and B can
be represented by... ababababa. .. where the lower-caseletters standfor
behaviors or signals emitted by A and B. In such a sequence wecan see
every lower-case letter as having not two aspects as McCulloch proposed
but three. In anytriad of signals, aba or bab, the first item is a stimulus,
the second is a response,andthe third is a reinforcement. But everysin
gle item of the total sequence is a memberof three suchtriads. In oneit
is the stimulus, in anotherit is the response, andin a thirdit is the rein
forcement.!

If I do not respond as you expect to the stimulus which you give me,
J am punishingor frustrating you either for that behavior which you
thought would stimulate mein a certain way,or for your incorrectassess
mentof the rules of contingencyin ourrelationship.

Nowwe should notice that in any such sequencethe signals ofstate
stand out conspicuously as having preponderantly the reinforcing func
tion. Of course these signals are also stimuli for the other person and
responses to the other person, but they are outstandingly eitherrein
forcements of what the other has just done or are statements about how
future behaviorof the otherwill be received with reward or punishment.

Signals of state in the language of psychology thus becomeeither
reinforcements or signals about the contingencies of reinforcementin
the language which woulddescribe relationship.

Notice that the occurrence of an expected punishment maybe a pos
itive reinforcementof the subject’sviewof the contingenciesof the situa
tion and, conversely,an unexpected reward may be painfully confusing.

Next, I think I should underline the fact which is familiarto all ofus:
these signals of state which function to define the contingenciesof rela

1. I have here focused attention uponthe triad partly in order to simplifypresentation and
partly because this unit of interchange has figured so conspicuously in experimentalstudies of
learning. A more complete formal presentation would indicate that any item in the sequenceof
interchange may be a “response” or “reinforcement” for any earlier item and that it maybe
“stimulus”for anylater item.It is also possible for any group ofitems to function as a unitof this
sort. The problem of describing such series becomes methodologically similar to the problem of
describing orders of redundancy in such stochastic series as codes and ciphers.
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ionship are usually nonverbal, often unconsciously emitted, and often
unconsciously received. We do not stop to analyze the structure and
rammarofour relationships whilewe are participating in them. Indeed,

to do so would be to change this grammar. Instead, we trust to the fact
that we are all members of a culture and have therefore been trained in
expectationsregarding the contingencies of relationships. This training,
of course, involves a more abstract order of learning—learning of a
higher logical type—than that which I was talking aboutin discussing
the triads of stimulus, response, and reinforcement.I call it a “higher”
typeof learning becausethe gestalten with which it deals are larger, but
thislearning about the contingencies of relationship is in general more
archaicand more unconsciousthan the learning of the single adaptive
act.

Here again we encounteran importantparallel between the “signals
of state”and the signals which define the contingencies of relationship.
It is not too muchto say that the language of nonhuman mammalsis
limitedto signals of this higher order. It is a commonplaceto saythat cats
and dogs cannot talk about things or ideas, they can only express emo
tions.Clearly,however, they manageto get across, even to humanbeings,
a numberof ideas and even to communicate demandsfor things. Whatis
interesting in the present connection is that these relatively concretecommunicationsareachievedbysignalswhichhavea relativelyhigh
order of abstraction. These are the signals which a psychologist would
callsignalsof state, but which I am here calling definitions of the contin
genciesof relationship. When I openthe refrigerator door, the cat comes
and rubs against my leg stating some variant of the proposition “meow.”
To say that she is asking for milk may be correct, butit is not a literal
translationfrom her language into ours. I suggest that moreliterally we
shouldtranslate her message as “be mamma.”Sheis trying to define the
contingenciesof relationship. Sheis inviting me to accept those contin
genciesand to act in accordance with them. She may step down some
whatfrom this high abstract level by indicating urgency—“be mamma
now”;or she may achieve a certain concreteness by ostensive communi
cation—“bemammanowin regard to that jug”; but, in its primary struc
ture,her communicationis archaic and highly abstract in the sense that
itsprime subject matter is alwaysrelationship.

In passing, it is interesting to note that the metaphoric language of
dreamsis intermediate between the relational language of the cat and
theobjectivelanguage which humanbeings think they would be able to
Useif only it were possible to stop dreaming. In dream, we definerela
“onshipswith an utter disregardfor the relata. I perceive the contingen
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cies of relationship between myself and my mother as being comparable
to the contingencies which would obtain between a little man in a dese
and a spring on top of a granite mountain. The mountain appearsin 4
dream and the “interpretation” of the dream becomespossibie when we
see that the mountain is the analogue of one of the relata in the original
perception.

Let me now discuss very briefly what happens when communication.
al pathology is introduced at the level of those signals which define the
contingencies of relationship. Asyou might suppose,it 1sprecisely at this
level that “feelings” get hurt. |

Notice first of all that in the language describing relationship many
words which are commonly used to describe individuals now become
technical terms for systems of contingency in the interchange. Such
wordsas dependency,hostility,trust, and even the namesof feelings or emo
tions such as fear and anger,can betranslated by the formal characteris.
tics of the sequencesin which they occur.

It follows necessarily that misunderstandings and inconsistencies
(either deliberate or accidental) regarding the contingencies ofinter
changeare likely to be profoundly traumatic. These misunderstand
ings have been the subject of the research into the experiential base of
schizophrenia which we have been conducting at Palo Alto for the past
eight years. What has cometo be called a “double bind”is in fact a
sequence in which A and B punish each other for discrepancies in how
each sees and acts upon the contingenciesof the interchange. This alsohas
been the subject of extensive experimentation with mammalian subjects.

In the classical experiments, the animal is educated by the experi
menter to believe that reinforcement is contingent upon his (the sub
ject’s) discriminating between two stimuli, e.g., an ellipse anda circle.
Whenthis premise of the relationship between subject and experimenter
has been intensely communicated, the experimenterstarts to fatten the
ellipse andflatten the circle without warning the animalthat this process
will result in a formal change in the contingencies of the relationship.
Whenfinally the stimuli become indistinguishable, the animal gets pun
ished or finds himself put in the wrong when heacts according to the
contingency pattern which the experimenter had taught him. Thisis
grosslyunfair and the animalstarts to exhibit symptomsof profounddis
turbance. These phenomena are conventionally called experimental
neuroses, but since the procedures which induce these symptomsare
formally comparable with the sequences which seem to induce
schizophrenic behavior in man, the term psychosiswould perhaps be
more appropriate.
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At the humanlevel, let me very briefly illustrate what happens by an
extract from a work offiction by Travers (1934). Mary Poppins, the
Englishnanny, has taken the two Banks children to get gingerbread. In
the little old gingerbread shop, there are two large sad young women,
MissAnnie and Miss Fannie. Mrs. Corry, a tremulous, whispy little old
lady,the mother of Annie and Fannie, comes out from the back of the
shop:

“I suppose you’ve all come for some gingerbread?”
“That’s right, Mrs. Corry,” said Mary Poppinspolitely.
“Good. Have Fannie and Annie given you any?” She looked

atJane and Michaelas shesaid this.
Jane shook her head. ‘Twohushed voices came from behind

the counter.
“No, Mother,” said Miss Fannie meekly.
“Wewere just going to, Mother—” began Miss Annie in a

frightened whisper.
At that Mrs. Corry drew herself up to her full height and

regarded her gigantic daughters furiously. Then she said in a
soft, fierce, terrifying voice:

“Just going to? Oh, indeed!Thatis veryinteresting. And who,
may I ask, Annie, gave you permission to give away my ginger
bread—?”

“Nobody, Mother. And I didn’t give it away.I only thought—”
“Youonly thought! That is verykind of you. But I will thank

you not to think. / can do all the thinking that is necessary
here!” said Mrs. Corry in hersoft, terrible voice. Then she burst
into a harsh cackle of laughter.

“Look at her! Just look at her! Cowardy-custard! Cry-baby!”
she shrieked, pointing her knotty finger at her daughter.

Jane and Michael turned andsaw a large tear coursing down
Miss Annie’s huge, sad face, but they did not like to say any
thing, for, in spite of her tininess, Mrs. Corry made them feel
rather small and frightened.

In this sequence Mrs. Corrysets up the rules of contingency in such
a waythat Annie and Fannie would naturally suppose thatthis is a con
text in which to have given gingerbread would be approved. The two
youngwomen have been caughtin similar traps before, but even so they
get caught again.

Annie is even further penalized for the pain whichshe feels.
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The Message of Reinforcement’

Nature has no Outline, but Imagination has. Nature has no Tune, but
Imagination has. Nature has no Supernatural, & dissolves:Imagination

1sEternity.

—W. Blake, The Ghost ofAbel, 1822.

1. Information, Messages, and Redundancy

In this essay, these words will be used as follows: If from any PARTof a
sequence of events an ideal receiver can make better than random
guessesat Other parts of the sequence,I shall say that the part contains
“INFORMATION”or a message about the remainder, and that the sequence
as a whole contains REDUNDANCY.

If A says to B “it is raining,” this verbal event PLUsthe raindropsout
side the window together constitute a redundant sequencefor B. If B
looksoutside, he will get less information from the falling drops than he
would have got, had he not heard A’smessage. He could have guessed
withbetter than random successthat he would seerain.

The case of the receiver whois not “ideal”—i.e.,who does not already
knowaboutall the redundancy patterns of the observed system—ismore
complicated. Undercertain circumstances he may acquire information
about.sorts of redundancyof which he was previously unaware. I shall say
thatsuch information about patterns of redundancyis of higher order or
higher logical type than that which the ideal observer can acquire. The
latter,like the hypothetical player of a Von Neumannian game,is by defi
nition incapable of such learning.

*This essay was written in 1966, and is reprinted, by permission of Mouton de Gruyter,
from Language Behavior: A Book of Readings in Communication, edited by Johnnye Akin, Alvin
Goldberg,Gail Myers, and Joseph Stewart, 1970. This essay was prepared under N.I.H. Career
AwardNo. HEW 7K3-MH-21,931-02and U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station Contract No. N.123
(60530)53792A.
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2. Definition of Learning

Let us define LEARNINGas the receipt of INFORMATIONby an organism, a
computer, or any other data-processing entity. This definition is intendeq
to includeall sorts and orders of information, ranging from thesingle
bit which we supposeto bereceived in the singlefiring of a single neura]
end organ to the building up of complex chunks of information—i.e,,
constellations of neural structures and events—aboutrelationship, phi
losophy, religion, mechanical systems, etc. The definition also wil]
include internal learning—the building up of information regarding the
changing states and characteristics of the learning entity itself. After al],
there are many parts of any learning entity which are themselves con
cerned with the processing of information, so that what I am calling
“internal learning”is, in fact, the receiving of information by such parts,

The purpose of this definition will be to provide someclue to the
structure of contexts of “learning” (in the more conventional sense),
and in particular to consider what sorts of information are provided by
those events or experiences which are called REINFORCEMENT.

It is important to note that this definition says nothing about con
sciousness. If a man speaks correctly in a given language,weshall saythat
he “contains” information about the grammarof that language. If he
KNOWSthat he has that information, we shall say that he containsinfor
mation of a higher logical type.

3. Classification of Information

From this definition, the next step is to consider how informationshall
be classified, remembering that the purpose of the classification is to
understand the phenomenaof “learning”as above defined.

Two alternative methods present themselves: (a) classification based
upon Russell’s Logical Types; and (b) classification based upon the loca
tion and status of the information in the program andcircuitry of the
organism or computer.

Othersorts of classification could, of course, be examined. It would
be orthodox, for example, to classifyinformation accordingto its rele
vance and usefulness for the various “needs” of the organism. Theresult
would be a system of categories resembling “instinct” theory. A large
amountof speculation and pseudoexplanation is already associatedwith
this wayof thinking in economics, “functional” anthropology, and animal
ethology. Masses of data have been dissected into this procrustean bed
butit still seems to me that the explanatory principles, i.e., “instincts,”
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‘nvokedin these studies resemble the “dormitive principle” proposed by
Moliére’slearned doctors to explain the physiological effects of opium.

In this essay I shall therefore confine myself to the more tangible

typesof explanation—thelogical types of Russell and the status of infor
mation in programs. Thefirst, it will be noted, is a set of characteriza
tions inherent in the actual items of information, while the second is
descriptiveof methods of storage and use of that information. Neither
of these classificationscan be pushedvery far in the presentstate of our
knowledge,but it is instructive to examine the resemblance and contrast
between the two systems.

In regard to the logical types,it is sufficient here to call attention to
the fact that contrasts of logical typing, derived from the abstract world
of logic, have implications for the real world of learning and organiza
tion.But the logical model must be used with caution becausethere are
alsoimportant differences betweenthe real world and thatof logic.

In the world oflogic, the statement of a grammatical rule for a given
language tells the logician nothing about what a speaker of that lan
guage is saying at a given moment, but in the real world, knowledge
of the grammar may help a man to deciphera text in that language.
Moreover,in the real world, there may be somesort of conflict between
itemsof information of contrasting type. Teachers of language believe
todaythat the study of grammaractually interferes with learning to
speak a foreign language and do their best to prevent the would-be
learner from using his own language as a model when heattempts to
speak the new language; and yet nobody doubts that some (perhaps
unconscious) knowledge of grammaris useful to a writer or that a
knowledgeof Italian is useful to the learner of French. Aboveall, it is
evident that the (almost undescribable) experience of having learned
one foreign language will enable a man to learn another more quickly
and easily.

These considerations suggest that in the natural history of learning
the functional relationship between, e.g., grammar and speech is not
merelya matter of formal logic and the theoryof types butis also shaped
or colored by some otherfactor. It appears that information about gram
mar (1.e.,information of higher type) is under certain circumstances
mostuseful when least “conscious.” This suggests that not only the logical
typingof a piece of information butalso its location andstatus in the cir
cuitryof the organism mayaffect its usefulnessin learning.

This problem of natural history is not precisely the same as any that
the logician encounters. For him, there arestrict and definable limits to
whatpropositions can be arrived at by induction or deduction from a
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given set of propositions of given types. For an organism,the limits are
perhaps less sharply defined and, aboveall, are of a different kind. The
organism does not ask, “What conclusions are logically supported by
this given set of premises?” He asks, rather: “What in the light of these
premises is worth trying?” He operates by TRIALANDERROR,and the
information provided by past experience or by the genome determines
the sETof alternatives among which hewill make random trial. In many
cases, the organism will appear to be morerigid than the logician: The
set of alternatives available to the organism may seemingly contain only
one member, where the logician would have seen many. On the other
hand, sometimes the organism will arrive by trial and error at discover
ies which the ideal logician, who may not guess, could never have
allowed himself to make. “Life,” it has been said, “is the art of drawing
sufficient conclusions from insufficient evidence.”

In addition, the task of classifyingmessages and meaningfulactions
of the real world in terms of the theory of logical types is complicated by
another matter which,ideally, should not concern the logician. Atleast
in theory, a logician, after spending many years examining the ramifica
tions of a given tautology (say Euclidian geometry) based upon a given
set of axioms and definitions, should be able without perseveration to
turn around andstart to build another tautologybased upon anotherset
of premises. An organism cannotdo this, and of course, insofaras logi
cians are themselves organisms, they cannot achieve freedom from this
perseveration. The most abstract premises—andespecially those of
which the logician is least conscious—are likely to remain unchanged
evenwhenhe thinks he is makinga newstart.

In all real entities capable of processing information, somesorts of
information are necessarily more deeply andirreversibly built into the
computing system than are others. In the language of the computer
engineer, some parts of the program are “hard” while others are “soft.”
“Soft”items can easilybe changed whenthe program is to be adaptedfor
some other related use, but to change the “hard” items may involvean
almost total restructuring of the program.

The writer of a computer program has some choice as to how he
builds his program. He can,within limits, decide which itemshe willper
mit to be “hard” and which he will keep “soft.”He will be guided in this
choice by his expectations regarding future applications of the program.
If he foresees that certain components of the program will have to be’
altered in future applications he will be wise to represent these compo
nents in ways that can easily be changed. Other, expectably constant,
components hewill permit to be “hard.” |
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* Inevitably and ideally, there will be a correlation between degree of
enerality on the one hand and constancy on the other. General propo

sitionsand propositions about form will rarely need to be changed, but
gropositions regarding specific details or content will expectably vary
from one occasion of use to the next. From this it follows that there will
be a tendency for the programmer, guided only by pragmatic considera
ions, to classifyhis instructions anditems of information AsIFhe were
-uidedby the theory oflogical types. Items of higher, more abstract and

general type are likely to be programmed “hard”; while items of lower
and more specific type are likely to be programmed “soft.”

An analogous phenomenonis recognizable in the learning organ
ism.Indeed, the very human logician, mentioned above, who had diffi
cultyin changing his most basic premises, is an example. He permitted
thosepremises which had been true for him for a long time to become
hard.He then could not change his program withoutpain.

Another example is provided by the phenomenonof “transference”
in psychoanalysis.The patient attempts to structure his relationship to
the analyst on the modelof early relationships which he has experi
encedwith parents or other character-forming persons,1.e., the patient
will bring to the newsituation abstract premises about RELATIONSHIP
derivedfrom his past. These premises have commonly the characteristic
that they are self-validating (Ruesch and Bateson, 1951). In most trans
actions the holder of the premise can act in such a way as to make the
premiseappeartrue. It followsfrom this characteristic that the premise
willhave SEEMEDtrueto the patient throughout a long sequence of expe
riences, so that when hefinally comes to analysis, the premise will be

alreadyprogrammed“hard.”In the Pe languageof WilhelmReich the premise will be “armored,” i.e., it will now have, connected
withit, a whole network of interdependent premises from which,if the
primarypremise were somehow excised, it could easilybe regenerated.
. The learning organism, however, differs from the system composed

of programmer PLUScomputerin that while the programmeris influ
enced by his expectations, the organism is a product of its past. Habit
formation has sorted out the constant from the changeful so that that
whichfor a long time has seemed recurrently true has become deeply
embeddedin the circuitry of the organism while the changeful remains
underflexible control.

What mechanisms maylie behind habit formation we do not know,
but certainly this continual sorting and sifting of sorts of propositions
withinthe learning organism has manyparallels in other evolving
stochasticsystems. In the learning organism an essential function ofthis
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sorting process is economic: the moreflexible circuits must be reserveg
for dealing with the more changeable phenomena(cf. Bateson, 1969),
The decisions of the programmer are economic in the samesense.

All in all, it appears that, if we are to classify information in a way
that shall be appropriate in a study of learning processes, we must be
guided bythe followingconsiderations:

(a) that it is desirable to discriminate those items of information .
which are “hard” programmed in the organism from those
which are “soft”;

(b) that in the ongoinglife of the organism there is a process of
sorting, which in someof its formsis called “habit formation.”
In this process, certain items, which have been learnedat
“soft” levels, gradually become “hard”;

(c) that this process must in general be guidedby the constancyof
the apparent truth of the items to be learned—the morecon
stant being, in general, selected for hard programming;

(d) that constancy is likely to correlate with generality, so that
information about forms is morelikely to be hard pro
grammedthan information abouttheir contents. (In general,
items of higher logical type are likely to become hard pro
grammed.);

(e) that the converse of “habit formation,” i.e., the disruption of ,
hard programmeditems, is a form of learning whichis always
likely to be difficult and painful and which, whenit fails, may
be pathogenic (cf. Bateson et al., 1956).

4. The Distribution of Information

It is evident that information is “unevenly” distributed in the perceptual
universe of any organism. This unevennessof distribution is exemplifiedbythesubjectiveexperienceofanEnglishspeakerwhomustlearna lan
guage like German orLatin, in which the verbs are commonlyplaced at
the ends of the sentences. He must learn to wait for the information con
tained in the verb which, when thesentence finally reachesits end,will
tell him not onlywhatthe action wasbut howthe otheritems of the set
tence are interrelated. Certain sorts of information are aggregatedin the
verb, and the learner of Germanis consciousof lacking this information
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which he had expected to receive earlier. The verb whenit is finally
reached seems to illuminate (i.e., contains special information about)
the earlier parts of the sentence. (Native speakers of German are per
haps not conscious of this phenomenon.)

Amore formalillustration of unevennessin the distribution of infor
mation is provided by Attneave’s elegant experiments (Attneave, 1959)
on the outlines of visible forms. A picture in three colors is created by
coloring the squares of a grid. Such a picture will have areas of, say red,
white, and blue, each area containing many squares of the grid. A simi
lar but blank grid is given to a human subject who 1sasked to guess the
color of each square in turn. If he guesses wrong, he must guess again,
so that he finally knows the color of each square and can mark it appro
priately with a crayon on his blank grid. Rather rapidly the subject dis
coversthat the distribution of the colors contains redundancy—the
communication theorist’s word for regularity or pattern. Thereafter his
errors occur most frequently at the boundaries of the colored areas. A
map of these errors becomes, in fact, an outline drawing of the colored
picture.This experimentillustrates two important(if tautological) plati
tudes: that information about shape is aggregated at boundaries, and
that the inside of an homogeneousset contains no information except
for the repeated affirmation of homogeneity.

5. The Distribution of Classes of Information

Wenowask: Does the unevenness ofdistribution of information in the
experiential universe contain any regularities which mightrelate to that
classification of information whose outlines we considered above?
Specifically:If we classifywhat is to be learned accordingto eitherits
constancyor its logical typing, shall we find that the resulting classes of
information are differently located in the experiential universe?Is infor
mation about form distributed in the universe in a waywhichis different
fromthe distribution of information about content?

But, these questions are already partly answered by the examples of
uneven distribution given above. In Attneave’s experiments a certain
SORTof information was shown to be concentrated at those boundaries
or outlines which delimited areas of uniformity; and this information at
the boundaries is clearly more formal and more general than the infor
mation to be got from single colored squares within the uniform patches.

But these boundaries have, in a sense, noreal existence, being made
up only of squares of color exactly like the other squares which they sur
round. As Blake puts it, “Nature has no Outline.” In other words, among
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aggregates or sets of similar items, those particular items which happen
to be on a boundary cometo transcend their individuality as members
of the set and carry information aboutthe set as a whole.In natural his.
tory, certain members of a class, differing from their fellow members
only in being located in a “boundary,” cometo standas labels or names
for their class. (This contradiction of Russell’srule—that no memberof
a class can be the name ofthat class—isapparent rather than real. In
communication theory and in the theoryof logical types, there are, of
course, no things: only MESSAGEScarried by these objects or events. A
single object can carry many messages and these may be of various
types. Russell’s rule insists only that a name or message ofa given type
shall not be classified as a name or message ofa different type. The map
is not the territory, even when the physical territory is the only embodi
ment of the map.)

The same phenomena can be considered in terms of constancy of
informational content. While the perception of each item of an aggre
gate of red squares carries or proposesthe fact of that square’s redness,
the marginal squares when encountered by the experimental subject
propose a new constancy or “rule”: that now the subject will be well
advised to guess “red” for each succeeding square until he again encoun
ters a change at a new boundary.

It is at the point or momentof CHANGEthat new constancies are pro
posed.

6. Patterns of Search

Butall this is accessible and useful to the experimental subject ONLYif he
can acquire information ofa still higher order, namely the information
that the total system of colored squares contains redundancy, suchthat
squaresof similar color tend to be aggregated in patches. (Atthe start of
the experimenthe is given no reason to believe this. For all he knows,
the colors could be randomlydistributed or their distribution might be
governed by any kind of simple or complex patterning.)

We must ask then about the location of this still higher order of
information, though no complete answercan begiven.

If, however, we consider the Attneave experiments moreprecisely, a
part of the answerwill emerge. The subject was asked to guess the color
of each square andarrived at information about the rules for distribu
tion of these colors. But clearly how soonhe arrives at this abstract infor
mation will depend upon the ORDERin which his sample of data 1s
collected. In the actual experiments, he is asked to guess the color of suc
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cessivesquares in order, following their ranking in the grid. If, on the
other hand, he had been asked to guess squares in a random order, he
certainlywould not have achieved his inductive step so soon. He would
navehad to scatter errors randomly over the grid until the acquired

information rather clearly showed that similar squares were aggregated
in patches. In thefinal completed map of his errors, the boundaries of
the patchesof squares of uniform color wouldbe less clearlymarked.

In sum,the abilityof an organism to acquire information aboutpat
terning and redundancyin the world must alwaysdepend uponcertain
characteristics of habits of the organism itself. In the total system, organ
ism PLUSenvironment, there is a necessary interplay between the pat
terns of redundancyin the environment and the SEARCHPATTERNSof the
organism. Certain sorts and orders of redundancy will be more accessi
ble to certain search patterns but more inaccessible to others. Indeed,
thisgeneralization follows as a truism from the unevennessof distribu
tion of information in the phenomenal world. The organism must, IFIT
cAN,learn to look in the right places, in the right order, for the right
sorts of information. Consequently, it is caught in a limited view of the
universe by its search patterns, insofar as these are rigidly defined and
unchanging. No pattern of the universe which cannot be discovered by
thesepatterns can exist for that organism.

We noted above, however, that it is precisely the self-validating
premisesthat are likelyto become hard programmed,andit is clear that
search patterns because they cannot commonly be disturbed by that
whichthey cannot discoverare likelyto become hard programmed.

In spite of the tendency to become hard programmed, search
patterns can certainly be learned and possibly unlearned, and this
phenomenon has been variously named “set learning” (Harlow),
deutero-learning (Bateson), or more generally, “learning to learn.” The
precisesynonymyof these termsis still obscure butcertainly the learning
of patterns of search is an acquisition of information of a rather high
abstract order. This information is both subtly related to that informa
tionwhich is to be acquired by the search andsubtly related to the struc
turingand redundancy patternsof the universe in which thesearchis to
be conducted. The universe may contain manysorts of patterning other
than those sorts which interest the organism. These irrelevant patterns
may,however, complicate orrestrict the process of search.

It may well be that any particular pattern (or redundancy) in the
method of search will necessarily blind the searcher to certain possible
patterns in the universe; and that only RANDOMsearch can ultimately
catch all possible regularities. This ideal will be achieved, however, only
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by a searcher with infinite time and in a universe which makesavailab]e
infinite series of data.

Real organismsin real environmentswill necessarilyhave to resortto
particular patterns of search, and this restriction of search willbe accom.
panied by a correspondingrestriction in the patterns which can bedjs.
covered.

7. The Triad of Learning

We are now ready to think about the curious circumstancethat the study
of “learning” in the psychological laboratory is usually structured around
a triad of events: Stimulus—Response—Reinforcement. In the past, I have
often suspected that this triad is only an artifact of the laboratory, usefu)
because it provides a vocabulary for talking with psychologists, but harm
ful insofaras it restricts discourse to what can besaid in this vocabulary,
But the matteris not so simple.

After all, to say that the triad is an artifact of the laboratory, would
mean that it is derivative from the SEARCHPATTERNSof the psychologists,
Nowit is probably true that every search pattern restricts what can be
found and what can bediscussed in terms derivative from that pattern.
Butit is also true that certain obscure, but coercive, regularities must
govern the learning or evolution of such patterns. The psychological
experimenters are, themselves, organisms. They possess “Imagination”in
Blake’s sense and, therefore, they too seek for and recognize “Outlines.”
Their search patterns, BECAUSEtheyare self-validating, must be somehow
related to the structuresof the datafield.

I have implied abovethat all learning, above the very simplestlevel
(at which, for example, the colored square proposesonly the factof its
own color), is in truth acquisition of information about“outlines.”

The question of the “reality”of the stimulus-response-reinforcement
triad thus becomes a question about outlines of the second orderor
meta-outlines. The psychologist seeks to discover outlines among the
phenomena of animal learning—butthis learningis itself the discovery
by the animalof outlines in its experience.

8. The Sliding Triad

The triadic pattern CANbe imposed uponany three events in a human
interchange. If, for example, A and B interact to give the sequence ..
abababab..., whereaand bstand for interactivebehaviorsofAand
Brespectively,thenany...aba...or...bab...cCan be regardedas
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Sucha triad. There are no primary outlines which would tell us whether a
given..-a- “stimulus,”“response,”or “reinforcement.” But, at least
‘a secidental cultures, the individuals concerned do seem to have opin
ions which would classify interactive behaviors as parts of such triads.
Lackingprimary outlines, they are often in disagreement about how the
sequenceshould be punctuated. A willassert that a given ...a... was
onlya response to someprevious ...b...; but Bwillsaythat . . . Was
an example of A’sinitiative and spontaneous agegressivity.And so on.

, These disagreements clearly support the idea that the triadic struc
ture of the learning sequence can be “real” for organisms other than

psychologists. It would seem, however, that while some need or process
oflogicmay compelthe organismsto perceive their interaction as struc
tured in triadic sequences, there is no similar compulsion which will
determine precisely how this sequential structure is to be imposed on
the series of interactive behaviors.

_ The program is “hard” and,as we might expect, it determines form
but not content.

9. The Triad as a “Context”

The fact that the triadic pattern does not require particular contentis,
however,not a sufficient explanation of the curious floating or sliding
characteristic of the triad. It is characteristic of all patterns that they
defineform but not content. This particular pattern is unusual in being
both (presumably)valuable to the organism and indeterminateas to its
beginning and end. The wider notion of “context” has, however, this
same sliding characteristic. A “context” can be imagined around ANY
event by grouping neighboring or “related” events along with it within
an imaginary temporal boundary. And indeed the triad which we are
discussingwould seem to be a special case of “context.”

The notion of “context” is primary and fundamental for all commu
nication. No message or message element—no event or object—has
meaning or significance of any kind whentotally and inconceivably
stripped of context. Without context, an event or object is not even
“random.”

Whenthe notion of context is admitted it becomes evident that
everycontext has its metacontext, and so on ad infinitum. Insofar then
aSeveryevent carries information aboutits context, we must grant that
everyeventis relevant, i.e., carries information aboutevery step of that
infinite series which is the hierarchy of contexts. In this sense, every
event becomes INFORMATIONALLYrelevant to the whole universe (which is
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not the sameas causally relevant). Here weshall limit discussion to those
orders of information which occur within the learning triad and within,
the interactional sequences which immediatelysurround thattriad.

In the simple case of the Attneave experiments, the boundary
squares carry two sorts of information. Not only does each boundary
square propose its own color, it also proposes (when appropriate]
encountered) a CONTEXTwithin which the subject gathers that hewill do
well to guess that succeeding squaresare of that same color. The “set”for
which the boundary square is a “label” is not just an aggregateor list of
items; it is partially structured or ordered (relative to the search pattern)
in such a waythat the boundary squares become “context markers,”i.e,
signals which give information about samenessor change,1.€., RELATION.
SHIPamongother signals.

10. The Messagesof Reinforcement

In the more complex case of the triadic context of “learning,” we ask
therefore which components carry meaning or information aboutwhich
others.

In terms of the conceptual framework which I havebuilt upit is clear
that the event whichis called the “reinforcement” carries information of
at least five sorts:

(a) The event called reinforcement proposes the fact of its own
occurrence.It is perceptible.

(b) It proposes certain characteristics (“rightness” or “wrong
ness”) in the sequential relation between “stimulus” and
“response.” And, if reinforcement is metacommunicative to
the relationship between the other twocomponentsof the tri
ad, it followsthat “learning” will usually depend uponat least
a triad of events. Three events are necessary if one is to be a
message about a relationship between others. We maysay that
the triad is REAL,in the sense that it is, for certain sorts of
information transmission, a minimum.

(c) It proposes that a certain contingency pattern among the
three components in sequenceis or shall be characteristic of
the ongoing interchange.

(d) It proposes the even more abstract notion that the ongoing
flow of interactive behavior is, in general, divisible into seg
ments havingsomesort of contingencypattern.
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(e) It proposes that the SEARCHPATTERNof the learning subject is
“right” in the sense that this search pattern will discover this
particular triadic patterning.

Any eventcarrying these five types of information can, appropriate
ly,be called a reinforcement. |

But the matter does not end there. The normative information (<b>
above) about “rightness” and “wrongness” is such as would explain the
enhancementor extinction of the given “response”in presence of the
given stimulus, but the information (<c> and <d>) which proposes the
patterns of contingency is more profound and more necessary. WITHOUT
1t,the enhancementor extinction of response could not be expected.
For “learning” (as the wordis ordinarily used in psychological laborato
ries) to occurat all, the organism must, either by experience or phyloge
ny, have become capable of receiving information (<c> and <d> above)
of rather abstract types.

It is also important to note that both the information which rein
forcementcarries in regard to the contingency pattern within the triad,
and the information (<e>) about the search patterns of the learner are
non-normative. At these levels, even “negative” reinforcement may
become desirable and may be SOUGHTbythe learning organism.If the
organismis unsure about what contingency patterns are expectable in a
given interaction, he may be reassured when he encounters punish
ment.

As a schizophrenic patient once put the matter: “If it’s not the wayI
wantit, I'll proveit.”
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The Double-Bind Theory—Misunderstood 2*

As I read Dr. Stevens’s letter (Psychiatric News, Nov. 18, 1977), I am
forced to agree that double-bind “theory” has contributed its share to
the sufferings of those who are called (and sometimescall themselves)
“schizophrenics.” But suffering is the inevitable product of action com
bined with ignorance. Metrazol, insulin, lobotomy, EST, and the inhu
manity of gross contempt have contributed to the mass of human
suffering which radiates from “schizophrenia”; and the modern solu
tion—chronic intoxication by chemotherapy—is not the last word. The
matter is simple! Weare all deeply ignorant and there can be no compe
tition in ignorance.

However, there are a few small insights which I believe are available
to those whoare willing to look into the ideas which we generated about
twenty-twoyears ago:

(1) If the word “schizophrenia”is to be used at all—and I would
still use it—it should be used to refer to a recognizable and
definable aggregate of formal characteristics of personal
interaction.

(2) The definition of these sequences will require concepts
derived from Princpia, LawsofForm,and double-bind theory.

(3) The etiology of these sequences is expectably diverse. The
structure of all recursive systems is such that from the exami
nation of the “symptoms”only poor guesses at the roots or
history of the “pathology” can be offered. Try to etiologize
trouble in the cooling system of an automobile and you will
discover that the initial “push” might have come from any
pointin thecircuit of causesand effects.

———____
*This article was written ca. December 1977, and is reprinted from PsychiatricNews 13

(1978), by permission of PsychiatricNews.
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

It follows that the schizophrenic phenomena(1.e., appear
ances) could—and probably do—haveetiologic roots of very
various kinds. Double-bind theory certainly does not exclude
the possibility of schizophrenic appearances being favored
and even determined by genes, by invading organisms, by
dietary deficiency or excess, by autointoxication, by gross trau
matic experience, by family process, by psychotherapy, and
even by spite or despair. The latest explanatory trick is the
notion—tenable so far as double-bind theory is concerned—
that these appearances may have roots in some characteristics
of mutual function or dysfunction in the relations between
right and left hemispheres. No combination of these etiolo
gies can be excluded.

But, in addition to this expectable diversityof etiology,it is still
true that many characteristics of biological and humaninter
action are progressive andself-validating. Humanerror, folly,
and spite may have primary deep roots in genetic combina
tions or in diet or in intoxication, butstill error, folly,and the
like become by progressive self-validation a part of their own
etiology. If double bind enters into the definition of
schizophrenia, it will expectably becomepart of the self
promoting dance which contributes to maintaining and per
haps originating that condition.

There is no primary assumption in double-bind theory that
the appearances of schizophrenia are bad. The theoryis not
normative,still less “pragmatic.” It is not even a medicaltheory
(if there can be such a thing).

The theory concerns the role of logical typing and related
matters such as cybernetics and Laws of Form in the descrip
tion of human behavior. And by the word “role” I suggest that
these formal notions have explanatoryvalue, i.e., that descrip
tion of the appearances can be mappedonto relations which
obtain amongthe formal concepts.

The appearancesto which double-bind theoryis certainlyrele
vant include, besides schizophrenia, humor, poetry andart,
religion, hypnosis, altered consciousness, and dream. Among
these, the phenomena of schizophrenia are not in any sense
central. Historically,it happens that the pathwayof early formu
lation led through cultural anthropology to learning theory;
and thence to animalplay. I was struck by the fact of metacom
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munication at the prehuman level, and I received the first
grant from Chester Barnard’s office in the Rockefeller
Foundation to “investigatethe role of logical typing in human
and animal communication.” Among ourvarious insights in
this period was the discovery of the necessarily close overlap
between metaphor and metacommunication—a metacommu
nicative signal is often absent in schizophrenic utterance. Up
to this point our contribution was simply to begin to place
“schizophrenia” in relation to other aggregates of phenome
na of related logical type (humor,religion, play, etc.).

(9) It was possible to map the schizophrenic phenomenaonto a
classification of learning which I had proposed somefifteen
years previously. That theory had natural links with logical
typing theory andso fitted naturally with my formal classifica
tion of the modes of human interaction (humor,etc.).

(10) Dr. Stevensasserts that today “the entire mental health profes
sion including most (of psychoanalysis) has come to recog
nize what Freud and Kraepelin long ago predicted,1.e., that
schizophrenia is a disease of the brain, not the family.” She
also implies that this conclusion is supported by “controlled
research.” Wasit not Dr.Johnson whoasserted, “The Law,sir,
is an ass”?! ButI will agree with the entire profession and the
great names thusfar: that the appearances of schizophrenia
may be producedby parasitic invasionand/or by experience;
by genes and/orby training. I will even concede that
schizophrenia is as much a “disease” of the “brain”as it is a
“disease” of the “family,” if Dr. Stevens will concede that
humorand religion, art and poetry, are likewise“diseases”of
the brain or of the family or of both. I would only warn
Dr. Stevens that the words “as much”italicized in the previous
sentence should not be taken too literally. Comparisons
between epistemologic positions are, of course, nonquantita
tive. What I will not agree to is the maltreatment of language
which would separate psychosis from the remainder of the
vast spectrum of human antics—both greatness and misery.
Nor will I agree to that monstrous premise of medieval episte
mology which would separate “mind” from “body.”

1. [Editor’sNote:Alas, it was not. See Charles Dickens, OliverTwist,Chapter 51.]
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In regard to the usefulness of double-bind theoryin the psychotherg.
py of “schizophrenia,”not muchcan besaid:

(1) It may be true that understanding of the theoryis helpful to
some patients.

(2) It may be true that some therapists are helped by someintellec
tual understanding of double-bind theory. But, in this business
the understanding “heart” (perhaps the right hemisphere?)
can do more to heal than can the intellect. The intellect is
naive and, too often, vulgar.

(3) Thereis no hurry. Medical practitioners are, of course, in a hur
ry to apply the newest gadget, drug, or trick. Hurryis the
corollary in action of an empirical philosophy; and empiricism
is, by definition, lack of theory. There is nothing naughtyin all
that. It’s how things are. Hurryis, at that level, necessary, and
whateveris done to control charlatanism, patients will still suf
fer. Their suffering willbe part of the price of “progress.”

(4) But the introduction of theoryinto this scene is somethingelse
again. No doubt theory has a part of its roots in experience
but—to embroider the metaphor—theroot system of theoryis
very different from the root system of empiricism. I do not
need schizophrenic patients or unhappy families to give my
thinking empirical roots. I can use art, poetry, or porpoises, or
the cultures of New Guinea and Manhattan, or my own
dreams, or the comparative anatomy offlowering plants. After
all, Iam not limited to inductive processes of argument. I can
use deduction and, especially,abduction.It is abduction which
enables me to draw myinstances of a given regularity from a
vast range of different universes of experience. If I were better
trained as a mathematician, I would have additional powers of
judgment, power to choose between sense and nonsense.

(5) So today something new is happening—andnot only in the
field of mental health. Theory is becomingavailable to action
oriented people, whosefirst impulse is that which is primarily
in empiricism. “Take it on the wards andtry it. Don’t waste
years trying to understand the theory. Just use whatever hunch
es seem to follow from it.” Such people arelikely to be frustrat
ed and their patients hurt.

(6) Theoryis not just another gadget which can be used without
understanding.
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The Growth ofParadigmsfor Psychiatry*

Let me try to place historically where we were back in 1948, when I
joinedJurgen Ruesch at what was then called the Langley Porter Clinic.
The circumstances of my leaving Harvard to go West aptly characterize
the times. I had a difference with the faculty at Harvard. I was a visiting
professor,and they and | felt I would be reappointed. Just before the
committee that, presumably, was going to reappoint me was to meet, a
graduate student said he wanted to ask a question. About halfway
through lunch,he finally screwed up his courage to say, “Mr. Bateson,
doyou think anthropologists ought to be analyzed?”

Well, the answer to that was complex. I could say, “Please, notall of
them,”or “It doesn’t matter,” or “Ifyou’re going to work on family struc
ture, it might be useful.” I gave the third answer. The boy wasinterested
in querns (blocks made of stones and used to grind grain); he special
izedin whatis called “material culture.” He dashedto his preferred pro
fessor,Carl Coon, andsaid, “Bateson says anthropologists ought to be
analyzed.”And, because the preferred professor happenedto be chair
manof the committee that was to reappoint me,that was the end of my
connection with Harvard.

However, like many divorces, this obviously was mutual, for (though
I had not said what was reported) if they wanted to kick meout for that
opinion, I did not belong there anyway.I was an anachronism in that
epoch.

Meanwhile, I had been sharing an office with Alfred Kroeber of the
Universityof California, and he knew what had happened. Heinstantly
telegraphed to somebody, and within a week I was a memberof the team
ofJurgen Ruesch, in the new Departmentof Psychiatry at the University
ofCalifornia in San Francisco. We had not yet met each other.

*This article is based on an address delivered November 17, 1976, to the Langley Porter
Clinic,San Francisco, andis reprinted, by permission of Grune & Stratton, Inc., from
Communicationand Social Interaction: Clinical and Therapeutic Aspectsof Human Behavior, edited by
Peter F. Ostwald, 1977.
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That places it in time, in the days when psychoanalysis wasa battle.
front of a rather special kind. Today, I would say the other two answers
would be much morerelevant: “Please don’t psychoanalyze all anthyo.
pologists because they will share too much of epistemology,” ang
“Perhaps it doesn’t matter.”

So I came out to California, where I worked withJurgen Ruesch fy]}
time for two years, and then started to work part-time at Langley Porte;
and part-time with the Veterans Administration in Palo Alto. In those two
years, my beginningsas well as the premises of Stepsto an EcologyofMing
were established.

To place this in the long, unfinished history of serious psychiatry (by
which I mean the growth of a formal underpinningof all the behavioral]
sciences) is more difficult. Such underpinningis not yet completed. We
are still working on it, trying to do what, say,Newton did for physics.

J. Von Neumann (1944) tried it with the theory of games, and in the
beginning of his book he hopeswistfully that somebody would providea
fiction for the behavioral sciences that should serve as their Newtonian
particle—that elegant fiction upon which physics was built. Later, scien
tists corrected the Newtonian particle in all sorts of ways,but thatfirst,
essential step had been made.

I think the history of formal behavioral science begins with Fechner
and Weberin Leipzig, about 1840. Weber had madethe discovery that
ratio is what makes a difference, and Fechner saw that this was impor
tant. So Fechnergets the credit, though thefirst step was Weber’s.That
discovery,of course, puts the whole of the hard sciences out of the realm
of what we are interested in. In the hard sciences it has alwaysbeen
assumed that causes have real dimensions of Length, Mass, Time, or
some combination of these; e.g., Energy has dimension, ML?2/T2(Massx
Velocity squared). But the Weber-Fechner generalization implied that
stimulus as a “cause” of sensation or behavior was of zero dimensions—a
ratio between similar dimensions(or a difference between dimensionally
incomparable complexesor gestalten). This made the whole methodolo
gyof the hardsciences irrelevant to any consideration of behavioror psy
chic science—a clean sweep! After that there was no point in fussing with
quantitative experiments. Altogether, an extraordinaryfeat.

I do not know whether Fechner knew quite how important his law
was, but he did know that the discovery about ratios—which wasan
empirical and (surprisingly) an experimental discovery—wasoutstanding
ly important. He wenta little insane withit, I think, and wrote a verycurl
ous book aboutlife after death (Fechner, 1836/1943). He realized, of
course, that difference is not located in either space or time. Where1
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the difference between this paper and that desk top? Obviously not in
the paper; obviously not in the wood.It certainly is not in the space
between them,andit is a little hard to saythat it is in your senses and my
senses.

In fact, difference is dimensionless because it tends to be a ratio
between two similars of some kind; and ratios between similars have no
dimensions because the dimensional aspect “cancels out.” The differ
ence between these thingsis still the difference between these things
after I mail this thing to Alaska or to any other place. We deal with some
thing that is notlocalized andthat is, in a certain sense, not physical.On
the other hand,it can trigger a sense organ.

Whatyou do as a perceiver, always,is to compare. If you do not have
an external event to trigger you, you make an event by a scanning pro
cessso that the yellowof the paperagainst the brown of the table can be
perceivedby micronystagmus. The difference becomesan eventin time.

Perception of states 1salwaysvery poor, or zero (I am never quite
surewhich, but certainly very poor). It must be clear that you would not
knowwhen to respond, if you did not have an event structure. A state
givesyou no “when.” Put a frog in a saucepan of cold water and have
him settle down comfortably; then very slowlyraise the temperature.It
is said that if you raise the temperature slowlyenough,the frog will not
jump, and ends up boiled; there is no “when”for him to perceive.
Always,perception depends on changeor gradient! (a statement that
followsfrom Fechner’s contribution).

The next great contribution probably was that of Alfred Wallace,
who went to collect butterflies in the rain forests of Ternate, in
Indonesia. Following an attack of malaria, he had a psychedelic (or
delirious) trip, in which he discovered natural selection. He wrote a
long letter to Darwin about it—not the best person to have written the
letter to—andin thatletter stated, “The action ofthis principle” (which
he called the “struggle for existence”) “is exactly like that of the cen
trifugal governor of the steam engine, which checks and corrects any
irregularities almost before they becomeevident; and in like manner no
unbalanced deficiency in the animal kingdom can ever reach any con
spicuous magnitude, because it would makeitself felt at the very first
step, by rendering existence difficult, and extinction almost sure to fol
low” (Wallace, 1858).

1. It is probably not correct to say that perception depends upon “gradient,” which has
alwaysreal dimensions. Rather, it must depend upon difference so set in time or space as to be
perceptible.
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It is notable that he saw natural selection as chiefly a stabilizin
device rather than an evolutionary process. It is, of course, both. Wallace
created the first cybernetic model, but since he did not knowthat he haq
done anything of importance hegets little credit.

Wallace’s model is cybernetic inasmuch as he recognized the recur.
sive nature ofits self-corrective mechanism. Hefailed, however, to recog.
nize that both the steam engine and the evolutionary process depend
upon information. If he ever read Fechner (which is improbable), he
failed to see that perception as conceived by Fechner provided another
model—difference being “causal” in all three cases: evolution, percep
tion, and the enginewith a governor.

Wallace spoke asif only the scientist were controlled by information.
No deficiency can reach “conspicuous” magnitude, and the machinecor
rects irregularities “almost before they become evident”; and the words
“conspicuous” and “evident” refer only to senses of some human observer,
Wallacedid not say—perhapsdid not dare to say—thatthe engine andthe
ecology have lower thresholds for perception of changeor irregularity
than humanobservers can have.

Next came Whitehead and Russell with Principia (1910) andthe dis
covery of those hierarchies of message material called “logical types,”the
discovery of the “meta” relation, as we roughly call it. Again, the discov
erers only half knew the monstrous power, the wide significance, of their
discovery.It sometimes seemsas if every great breakthrough in scienceis
only the discovery of the wider relevance of something said manyyears
before. Whitehead and Russell seem to have seen their work concerning
the foundations of mathematics as an abstruse and abstract matter, not
as something fundamental to all humaninteraction and all evolutionary
process.

The credit for discovering the importance of Principiain engineering
and in humannatural history goes, surely, to Norbert Wiener (1948) and
Warren McCulloch. I learned this discovery from them and broughtthis
powerful insight with me to the Langley Porter Institute. Jurgen Ruesch
and I were indeed “standing on the shouldersof giants.”

So, in 1948 the problem was clear: The problem as set by context
(whether or not one knewthat this is what one was doing), was to build
the underpinnings for the behavioral sciences—their Newtonian parti
cle. Howto start?

Wedid all sorts of odd things. For me, the turning point was a con
versation withJurgen one morning, notin hislittle office but over on my
side. We were groping for whatare called “definitions” of communica
tion: What is a message?What do we mean whenwe say that those actions
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are a message? Can there be “private” actions? Ruesch started the con
yersation with: “Suppose a man is peeing in the woods and he thinks
nobody is looking at him, or maybe, in fact nobody is looking at him.Is
hisact of peeing againsta tree all by himself a message? Shall we call it a
message?”And we pushedthat one around. Either he or I then moved
on to the next question: “If there is in fact somebody watching, but the
man who is peeing does not know there is somebodythere, is he send
inga message?If the man whois peeing does knowthe watcheris there,
it definitely becomesa two-wayexchange.It is a one-waymessage for the
watcher,even if the first man does not know that the watcheris there.
But it definitely becomes a two-waymessage if, unbeknownst to the
watcher,the first man knowsthat the watcheris there. The action might
be purposive, to give certain indications to the watcher. One can imag
ineall sorts of indications he might want to give—forexample,that heis
not in a hurry, that he has time to stop, and so on.Finally, there is the
casein which they could both know;then it would be a statementof inti
macy,or all sorts of things. Does each knowthat the other knows?

Out of that conversation grew another question. We had been read
ing Lorenz’s King Solomon’sRing (1952) at the time, and about the jack
dawsthat say “kiaw”before they fly for home. Doesthe jackdaw whosays
“kiaw”and then flies for home knowthat his saying “kiaw”is, in fact, a
messageto another jackdaw, which will make the second jackdawfly for
home and say “kiaw”?(This, of course, is not a question you can answer
bylooking inside the Jackdaw.)

On the other hand, with a little care in defining the question, you
can start an answer. The question became: Does jackdaw number one
haveuse of the information, “Mysaying ‘kiaw’will affect jackdaw num
ber two”?Actually, there are various symptomsor indications that can
occuronly ifjackdaw numberone does have that piece of information.
This is, as you see, not a question about consciousness?; it is a question
aboutwhat information you can use.

Doesjackdaw number one know? Dojackdaws knowthat their mes
sagesare messages? This was a question heavy enough with theoretical
load to shake the San Andreas Fault. Though we did not know it, we
wereasking about the epistemology of jackdaws, and the word “episte
mology”had suddenlyjumpedout of philosophy to becomea cross-cul
turalword. You have an epistemology and I have one, but they are not

2.Wenever touchedthe field of consciousnessand I don’t intend to now,in spite of being
toldby my publisher on the back of my own bookthat this is “Adocumentof innerspace.” I
hatemetaphoric space almost as muchas I hate metaphoric energy.
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necessarily the same. Indeed, a study of the difference between them
moves up anotherlevel to the science of metaepistemology.

If jackdaw number one knowsthat his message is a message, then jt
should be possible to find him correcting his messages if he gets them
wrong. It might be possible to find him saying “kiaw”louderif the other;
jackdawis farther from him.It might be possible to find that heis ableto
deceive the other jackdaw.All these things becomepossible only withthe
next logical typing: One can deceive onlyif he knows his messagesare
indeed messages.

So, Weldon Kees and I went to the Fleishhacker Zoo andthere ran
into a seldom-remembered fact: Animals engage in something calleg
“play.”To engagein play, they must haveat least two logical typesin their
interaction. From there we went on to study the word “play” and the
interaction of the otters in the zoo. We photographed them and began
to get a set of concepts involving logical types. The occurrenceof play
meantthat there are actionsthat label other actions.

Whatconstitutes an “action”? An action is a piece cut out from the
flow of behavior, by the observer, a piece of the behavior of one “individ
ual” cut out from the flowof interaction of twoor moreindividuals.

Wherethe cut is madeis obscure; why there, and not elsewhere?Do
jackdawssee the flowas divided upinto “actions”?Wheredoesanactionbegin?WhenI cameintothisroomI satinthis
chair; where did that action begin? Is there an action of getting into a
chair that is separate from getting out of a chair? It would seem that
labels get stuck on chunks of behavior, but how do you delimit the
chunksfor the wordsto stick on? Do the jackdaws andthe otters dothis?
These questions, which appear to be very simple, were the beginningsof
a profound change in the paradigmsof psychiatric theory. Indeed,the
whole of our thinking—our ideas of how to think—about problemsof.
behavioral science has changed.

From now on the focus of theory in these sciences will inevitablybe’
upon form rather than content, and our perception of form thatstarts
from the forms defined in Principia will evolve along with (but lagging
behind) future advancesin the foundations of mathematics.

We were notalone in this change of focus from content and narra
tive to form. Warren McCulloch? was with us, and a few others. But weat:
Langley Porter had thethrill of being in the front line. Thus, do we now

3. See, for example, McCulloch’s collected essays, Embodimentsof Mind (Cambridge, Mass.
M.I.T. Press, 1965).
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have central paradigms for psychiatry and behavioral science? Do we
haveany fictions that will do for psychiatry what the Newtonian particle
did for physics?

It is too soon to answer that question, but parts of an answer can be
offered. First, it is now clear that the medieval view of mind/bodyrela
tions as a sort of demonic possession is obsolete. Second, although the
realm of ideas, information, mind—call it what you will—isimmanentin,
and inseparable from, the realm of physical appearances, it must be
approachedwith its own special preconceptions and premises. The physi
cal analogies will not do, and the analogies of method taken from
the hard scienceswill not do.

The newscience willform around profoundly nonphysical ideas: the
nature of the relation between name and that which is named, the
nature of recursive systems,andthe nature of difference.
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PART III

Epistemology and Ecology





Mind/Environment*

[suppose the question 1s,at any given moment in human life, and espe

formor other, the helping trades—the question is: “What’shappening?”
Well,you have certain data. But suppose you are from Mars and you're
lookinginto this room. YousawHarley [Shands] makea little talk at the

beginning; and then you sawthat probably the oldest, or nearly the old
est, man in the room got up. You may have seen that a chair was put
here, sort of ready for him, to make it informal. You will observe, of
course, first of all, that everybody is sitting on the floor, that is, that
they’reunder gravity determination, and that there are a number of
other physicochemical determinants of what’s happening. Andall of
thisis part of the answerto the question “What’shappening?”

And so you are concerned with acting upon human behavior in
someway,in terms of your knowledge of what’s going on. And this can
onlybe done with safety or wisdom if you have a pretty wide scope of
knowledge of all the possible factors and dimensions necessary to
understand what’s going on. Oneof these will be gravity, impact, the
ordinary physicochemical stuff, and I’m not going to talk about that
becauseI’m notthat sort of a scientist, and if I were engaged inmanipu
lationsof human behavior, I wouldn’t worry much aboutgravity—I’d
sortof take it as a given. Perhapsincorrectly.

So, all right, we’ve separated off one whole category of
determinants—those due to physical force and impact. Now, this leaves

asecond world of explanation with again many subdivisionsin it. This is
theworld of explanation in which a “cause”—Iuse the word in quotes—
is,in general, a difference. A simple sort of case is an amoeba. If you
don’tgive him any dinnerhe starts to get active. He starts to locomote—_

» *This lecture was delivered to the Departmentof Psychiatry Grand Rounds, Roosevelt
Hospital,New York, in 1969, andis reprinted, with editorial changes, from SocialChange,no. 1
(1973),bypermission of Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, Inc.
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more than he would have. That is, you get a situation which contrag
very deeply with the matter of forces and impacts, in that the ener,
expenditure of the amoebais, over a considerable range of circum.
stance, an inverse function of the energy input. If you don’t give hip
dinner, he starts to locomote. And if you look around the world, you’)
find that there are a great many cases in which things go backwards jpn
this sort of way.In plants, growth is an inverse function of photosynthe.
sis. So that if you’ve got a stem of a plant, a soft stem that is not too
woody—andthe light is falling on one side—it will grow more rapidly
along the other side, away from the light, and this will bend the whole
thing over towardthe light. It grows faster on the side away—theplant’s
equivalent of the amoeba’s movement—again depending on aninverse
function. |

In such a world, difference makes a difference, difference being
quite a different thing from force or impact. We are out of the worldof
the hard sciences into the world in which difference becomes determina
tive. Now difference is very interesting, because—if I ask you to locatea
difference, you will find that you cannot doso, because obviouslyit isnot:
in this, it is not zn that, it is not in the space between,and it’s not in the
time between. Differences can be spread over time, of course.

A difference is an elementary idea. It is of the stuff of which minds,
are made.It’s not something in the realm of the hard sciences. And the’
momentyouset up your hard science circuits in such a wayas that differ-,
ence will make a difference, then the thing you have created—it maybe:
out of hardware, it may be out of God knows what—thething whichyou,
have created begins to show characteristics of mind. It operates with’
ideas.

So, in addition to the world of the hard sciences, we have the world’
of mind. There are all sorts of more complicated things, you know.
There is the world of mind whichtries to deny the reality of mind.A’
large part of our scientific culture tries to do this. And when you wantto:
try to understand whyscientists do what they do, especially biologists,’
one of the things you haveto allow for is that they are trying to denythe«

reality of mind in a world which has mind. And this leads to certain maladaptationsin their functioning. ;
We’venow defined a world of mind. Thereare various directionsin;

which we can go from that point. One ofthe ratherinteresting directions:
is the point of overlap between these twosorts of explanation. Amongthe,
interesting onesis one theycall synapticsummation (Fig. 1), where typically
you have neuronsA andB, and they both impact upon neuron C.Thefir-,ingofA isinsufficienttotriggerC,BisinsufficienttotriggerC;thefiring’
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Synaptic summation Logical product
(hard-science language) (mind language)

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

ofA and B combined,if within a sufficiently small number of microsec
onds, triggers C. Andthis, interestingly enough, is called “summation”
bythe hard sciences. Andif you're talking hard science, perhapsthat’s
the right word forit. But if we are talking the language of mind, then we
are not dealing with a case of summation,we are dealing with a case of a
logicalproduct. Imagine a diagram (Fig. 2) in which we haveall the possi
ble firings of A, and all the possible firings of B. In this group, we havethecasewherebothAandB firedandinfactthefunctionsofthefirings
ofA are to break the functions of B into two classes—thosefirings of B
whichare accompanied by A and thosefirings of B which are not
accompanied by A, and vice versa for the other wayaround. Weare deal
inghere with a question of a logical product, not somethingin the hard
sciences. It’s something in the world of logic, in the world of mind.
Whenyou're talking about synaptic summation, you are in fact talking
abouta classical instance in which on the one handit is possible to use
hard-sciencelanguage and saysummation, and on the otherit’s possible
touse mentalist language and say logical product. And there are various
other sorts of classical meeting points where you can think one wayor
the other.

But which wayyou want to think matters. One of the main patholo
giesof psychological and psychiatric thinking is that these two ways of
explanationare continually being crisscrossed, mixed up, and confused.
Wethen get a whole economics of psychic energy in Freudian psycholo
gyand a whole mess of nonsense recurring over and over again in psy
chology,because people will think that the hard-science world should
somehowbe a part of the mental world, in which there are nothing but
mentalphenomena. There are no things, coconut palms, bits of chalk,
Orwhat have you in these circuits, you know. There are only complex
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Steam engine
governor

Fig. 3

transforms of differences which wepick out of the things or the coconut
palms or whatever.

All right. I don’t want to spend too much time onthat one. Butit has
to be said andit has to be said over and over again, because if people
don’t hearthat, then they don’t hear anythingelse.

RememberI mentioned that if you are going to operate bydiffer
ence, it becomes exceedingly easy to use the differencein ether direction.
All you have to do is to use the fact of difference to trigger an energy
generation, and which way the difference triggers the trigger is largely
an arbitrary matter. It therefore becomes quite easy to make the energy
expenditure the recipient of the difference, which is your input. Youcan
make a positive input inhibitory or excitatory. The steam engine witha
governor (Fig. 3) can be so connected that the closer the balls fall to the
shaft, which is rotating, the greater the fuel supply, in which case you'll
get a self-corrective system; or you can haveit the other wayaround—the
closer the balls fall, the less the fuel supply, and conversely the further
they fly apart, the greater the fuel supply. Your system will then havea
middle point, andif it’s on the upperside of that middle point, it will
run away in the direction of greater and greater activity,or below that
middle pointit will subside toward less and less and becomestationary. 

Now, this means that what we’re talking about is not merely differ
ence, but difference in circuit, the energy provision for the next step in
the circuit alwaysbeing provided by that next step. The difference itself
does notprovide the energy, it only inggersthe expenditure of the energy.
We talk then about differences and transforms of difference.Obviously2
neural impulse is a very different sort of a thing from a difference in
light or a difference in temperature, which is what triggers the end
organ. When such differences are transformed in successive ways
through the system, mind becomesa very complex network of pathways,
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some Ofthem neural, some of them hormonal, some of them of other
kinds,along which difference can be propagated and transformed.

When you’ve said that, you can thenstart asking, “Well, if you
couldn’t locate a difference, can you locate a mind?” This becomes a
rather peculiar operation, becauseif you are going to understand things
and build explanatory systems, especially mental explanatory systems,
youwillwant to have within the system you’re talking about pathways that
are relevant to that system.Thatis, if you want to accountfor the route
followedby a blind man,you willneed to include the blind man’sstick as
a part of the determinant of his locomotion. So, if mind is a system of
pathwaysalong which transformsof difference can be transmitted, mind
obviouslydoes notstop with the skin. It is also all the pathways outside
the skinrelevant to the phenomenonthat you want to accountfor.

Nor does the mindstop with those pathwayswhose events are some
how reported in consciousness, whatever that means. You mustalso
include the underpinnings of the conscious mind, the “unconscious,”
downto the hormonesas part of the network of pathwaysalong which
transforms of difference can be transmitted. |

Andclearly, action must be includedin this, too. If you consider a
man felling a tree with an ax, from‘onestroke of the ax to the next, the
behavior of the ax, looked at by our Martian,is self-corrective in regard
to the cut face of the tree trunk. The actual channels, which you would
haveto map out to understand a man cutting downa tree with an ax (it
doesn’t matter where you start—it can start with the face of the tree),
wouldinclude differences in the cut face ofthe tree, differencesin light
wavesreaching the eye, differences in the behavior of the end organ
and showers of impulse in the optic nerve, differences transmitted over
verycomplex networks, going out to differences transmitted to muscles,
to differences in the movementof the ax, to differences in the next cut
in the face of the tree. The “mental” system involvedin cutting a treeis
not a mind 7ma man whocuts a tree but a mind which includesdiffer
encesin other characteristics in the tree, the behavior of the ax, and so
on,all arounda circuit which in essenceis a completed circuit.

Now notice that most of the waywe usually talk is quite out of step
withthe way I have just been talking. We say, “I cut down the tree.” What
that meansis quite obscure in terms of the way I have beentalking, in
whichthe tree was part of the mind which cut it down. Not quite—
becauseas already mentioned, at the beginning, we distinguished be
tweenhard-science talk and communicational talk. The world of informa
tion and the world of hard science are different worlds, and as Kant
pointedout a very longtime ago,the “thingin itself,” the tree, the ax, can
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never enter into the communicational world of explanation. All that can
enter are differences in tree face, differences 1nax behavior,etc.

There are, of course, an infinite numberof differences contained jn
this very generouspiece of chalk here. If you want to makea total descrip.
tion of this piece of chalk, you would have to mention an infinite number
of circumstances, map it onto three dimensions under a microscope or
what have you. At a certain point you'll break down. Only selecteddiffer.
ences of this piece of chalk become whatwecall information, and enter
into the circuit under transformation, because the differences between
the chalk faces are not differences between chalk faces when they get
through myretinal end organor tactile information—they have become
differences in neural showers, etc., etc. The thing-in-itself never enters—
only selected differences within the system that we’re talking about do.

Now, not only do differences exist in circuits, they also exist in con
texts, for, in the whole communicational world, nothing meansanything
except in the presence of other things. That is, a given phoneme,the
sound of the letter “p,” is totally meaningless except as part of, say,the
word “perhaps”; but the word “perhaps”is totally meaningless except as
part of a sentence, such as, “Perhapsit’s a piece of soap.” But the sen
tence, “Perhapsit’s a piece of soap,” is totally meaningless unless one
knows the general setting in whichit’s said. In fact, it might be said ona
stage and would mean somethingtotally different from whenit’s said in
a bathroom;and it was here said, I may say,as an example of a sentence
which certainly meant nothing about soap. Perhaps. Its context was
framed in such a waythat you were notled to take a literal meaning out
of the sentence, “Perhapsit’s a piece of soap.”

Nowthis is exceedingly important, because the ability to do that, to
pull chunks of communicational material out of context into a frame of
play, imagination, example, illustration, what have you, is an incredibly
important part of human mentalactivity. It is the world of play, fantasy,
etc. And the ability to not quite know, or to pretend you don’t quite
know when you’ve donethis is, of course, one of the things we call
schizophrenia.

Now, context is a hierarchically structured business. Thatis, the
phoneme “p”is in the context of the word “perhaps,” “perhaps”is in the
context of the sentence, the sentence is in the context of the bathroom
or the lecture podium or something, and so on.

Weare endlessly dealing with this sort of a business. We have twoper
sons. In order for B to understand A and for A to understandB, it's
almost continuously necessary for them to put frames on this context
Take this behavorial chunk here (see Fig. 4)—Awill almost inevitablysee
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hisbehavior as something happening in a chunklike that. And he will
saythat he did this because B did this, or that he did this in order to
makeB do that, and so forth.

We frame up our behavior into various sorts of sequential chunks.
And we give various sorts of names to these chunks, usually giving the
names sort of crooked. That is, we may say that A is very “dependent.”
Whatwe mean by saying “A is dependent” is simply that there arechunksofinterchangebetweenAandBwhichhavea certainformal
characteristic (see Fig. 5). A is dependent on B—wherea, is an indica
tionof “weakness,”b is a “helping act,” and ag is an “acceptance”of that.
And if A is able to see this ongoing stream as rather often containing
patterns of that kind, he will think he is dependent on B. B may not
think so at all, because it’s up to the individual, after all—andculture,
conventions, etc., various sorts of overdetermination—to see things his
way.So B may very well say that a, was really a command,b was an act of
obedience, and a9 Wasa positive reinforcement. And B mayvery well say
that A is “dominant,” where A has been thinking that he was “depen
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dent.”
So the difference between “dependency” and “dominance”is how

you read structure into a sequence—whatsort of contextual frames yoy
slide over the sequences to make sense of them for yourself. What the
observer may think willbe somethingelse again.

Now I want you to notice these words like “dependency,
9? 66

9 és
domi

nance,” “spectatorship,” “suffering,” “passive-aggressive”—anda number
of other descriptive terms that you habitually use aboutindividuals. If yoy
really want to say what you mean by them—whichI think most psychia
trists don’t really want to do—youwill find you haveto spell out contextsof
interchangebetween persons in order to define their meaning. Thatis,
there is not something called dependency which is inside people and
which makes them dependent. There is a regularity in their externa]
behaviorvis-a-vis other persons, involving the behavior of other persons—
because if other persons don’tplay, it doesn’t work out right. This is actu
ally what we meanby these “psychological words.” For example, wesay,
“What do you mean by‘fatalism’?” Now the easy way to answerthat ques
tion is to say, “I mean the sort of thing that an organism would learn,
would acquire, if he were subjected to learning contexts of a certain
kind.” Thatis, if he were subjected, let us say,to Pavlovian contexts, where
we have a conditioned stimulus, a response, and an unconditioned stimu
lus—i.e., a buzzer, salivation, and meat powder. The twostimuli are firmly
connected by a time, whichis usuallyfixed in the experiments.

Nowif you learn that your universe is made up ofstrings of that kind,
so to speak, you would then become a Pavlovian dog, and you would
expect the universe to be made up ofstrings of that kind; and that uni
verse is one in which you can’t do anything to make things happen,but.
you can reasonably look at the stars in order to predict what’s going to
be happeningso that you can be ready with your salivawhen it happens.
Now,astrology would be a perfectly good sciencein such a universe. But
you might avoid engineering, and you mightavoid the whole philosophy.
of manipulation. In a certain sense, you would bea fatalist. (There are,
othersorts of fatalism, of course.) This givesyou a wayof makinga fairly’
precise form of words for what you mean by somethinglike “fatalism”;
equally, “dependency,” “dominance,” “suffering,” etc.

Nowthe very interesting thing is—and here we cometo the question.
about the unconscious—if you are subjected to contexts of learning (and:
we are all continually subjected to contexts of learning becauseall con
texts are contexts of learning, more orless), you will tend not to resolve:
those aspects of a problem which have been solved oncealready. This.
meansthat in any problem that you encounter in the world, there are,
going to be some items which are more orless unique: in this lecture’
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hall,the podium is so much abovethe audience and so far from them,
and that’s uniqueto this lecture hall, but in otherlecture hallsit’s a lit
de different. On the other hand,there are a great many things in com
monbetween this lecture room andother lecture rooms which I don't
have to make special allowance for when I lecture in this room as
opposed to the others.

Whatis unique from context to context is going to have to be dealt
with;what is general from context to context can be handed over to
whatfor a momentwewill call “habit.” Now it so happensthat it is the
moreabstract features of the situation which tend to be moregenerally
true; the morefinely detailed things vary from instanceto instance. We
thenget the rather curious phenomenonthat the reasonably lazymind
willeconomize by sinking the moreabstract characteristics of situations
to essentially lower levels which are in general less conscious. So that
whenyour patient comes into the therapy room with a moreor less
ready-builttransference, he repeats what he has in fact done in child
hood.He has sunk a numberof rules for handling personal relation
shipswhich he learned in dealing with his parents andsiblings, and
whenhe comesinto your consulting room, he operates in terms of that
sunkenmaterial. This is more abstract than whether the person heis
addressinghas a beard or hasn’t got a beard; he adjusts to all the fine
detail,and acts in an overall pattern derived from childhood. And what
weget is a complex system of rather highly abstract generality, which itis
exceedinglydifficult for usto alter.

The difficulty in altering these generalizations arises becauseit isn’t
at all easy to test them. The Pavlovian dog believes that the universe is
madeof sequences, and that the conditioned stimulus and the uncondi
tionedstimulusare fixed by a timeinterval. The only wayof testing that,
yousee, is to act as though he could influence theevents. Butthis is pre
ciselywhat he’s learned not to do. Andif he doesn’t interfere, then he
willin fact perceive a universe inwhich these regularities are reasonably
true,and the whole thing becomesa self-fulfilling proposition.

This goes for almost all generalizationsat the level that we’re talking
about—generalizationsabout dependencyand other moreabstract pat
ternsof humanrelationships. Andin a sense,the art of being a psycho
analystis to construct situations, which you could notdo in the outside
world,in which the patient will in fact discover that his generalizations
aboutrelationship are not true. The outside world in general does not
Providehim with such situations, which are crucial tests of his general
zations.He sees a world whichlooks as if it verified the wayhe “uncon
sciously”believes it to be.

At the moment,I’m specificallyinterested in social systemsthat have
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these characteristics, and how these conceivably can be corrected. The
moment you have these habit-forming characteristics, which are Not
confined to individual organisms—ecosystemsdo it, cities do it—yo,
have what the computer people call “hard programming”: a certajn
characteristic of the behavior of the system is so deeply built into the Sys
tem that it affects almost everything the system does, and nothing sho;
of very violent change will change that deep programming. Thisis the
problem of psychotherapy, after all—how are you going to changethe
deeply programmed material. This is one of the things I’m very interesteq
in at present.

I am also very much interested in the problem of how anentity of
this general kind can recognize anotherentity of this general kind. And]
strongly suspectthat this is where aesthetics is going to link up with sys.
tems theory. When yousee a primrose on the river’s brim, what do you
actually see? The quote is, “A primrose bya river’s brim, a yellow prim
rose was to him, andit was nothing more.” On the other hand,if yousee
a primrose andit 7ssomething more,aesthetically, then I suspect that the
primrose contains formal characteristics of symmetry, imperfect symme
try, complex interwoven patterning, and so forth, which indicate that the
primroseitself is a mentally governed piece of morphogenesis, and that
the aesthetic thing is a recognition of that, for better or worse, for beauty
or ugliness.This is one of the matters I’m nowrather interested in.

Question: It seems that you are applying science to psychoanalysis
rather than applying psychoanalysisto science... .

Bateson:In a sense, I’m seeking to apply systemstheory to the known
body of knowledge of which, for example, psychoanalysis is a piece, in
order to get a platform on which science can be built. I mean, we’vegot
an awfullot of pieces, you see, andvery little core knowledge.

There are also questions of method. Oneof the characteristic meth
ods which you have been taughtis that science consists in collecting
some facts, whatever they are, making a hypothesis, making then a pre
diction from the hypothesis, and taking that prediction back to thefacts.
I would maintain that this is mostly nonsense. Andit is nonsense ofa par
ticular kind, namely that kind which Moliére has stigmatized as thecre
ation of dormitiveprinciples.

Let’s say the problem is a Ph.D. examination in which the learned
doctors ask the candidate, “Why does opium put people to sleep?”And
the candidate, in dreadful Latin, replies, “Because, learned doctors, it
contains a dormitive principle,” whereuponthey all cheer and say,“How
right he is.”Now about three-quartersof all the hypotheses in the behav
ioral sciences are fundamentally dormitive principles. “Anxiety”is a dor
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mitiveprinciple. “Emotion”is a dormitive word.It’s just like “anxiety.”
We were talking about the “sinking” of generalizations about rela

tionships to rather lower levels of consciousness, and somewhere down
there meeting with genotypic determinations of propositions aboutrela
tionships. The computing of such matters—“Do you love me?,” “Am I
dependent on your,” and so forth—is in general an unconscious busi
ness, or partly unconsciousin the sense that when you are working in
accord with your computations and everything is working out nicely,you
have certain somatic, visceral “feelings”about it. And when frustrated in
these unconscious computations, you have othervisceral feelings about
it. Now these visceral feelings are, I think, what people mean by emo
tions. It’s fairly clear, as I’ve said, that most of psychiatry—interview psy
chiatry anyway—isconcerned with straightening people out at these
levels,which is only another wayof sayingstraightening them outat the
levelof their emotional computations, their computations aboutrela
tions, not about what Jdo, but about whatI do in a relationship.

Of course it’s very difficult to talk about this stuff in a civilization
which is, oh, at least seventy percent insane in its major premises about
the nature of man and the nature of relationships. One of the interest
ing insanities is the notion which really came to a head in the nine
teenth century during the Industrial Revolution, which was helped
along by Darwin and other persons, namely that the unit of survival is
either an individual or family line or a species or subspecies or some
thing of the kind. Now, in terms of that premise, we have been building
machines andfighting the environment. We have now achieved, I hope,
empirical proof that that premise won’t do any longer; in fact, the unit
of survival is organism in environment, and not organism versus environ
ment.

The question of whetherit’s you versus me, or you and meas part of
somethingwhichincludes us both,is, of course, right at the base of why
you might think I was out to do you in, and why you mightbe right,
because,after all, Iam a memberof this culture.

Question:How “dormitive”is the term “schizophrenia”?

Bateson:Well, a great many peopleuse that term dormitively.Thatis,
theytalk as though there were somethinginside my skin which made me
talkfunny,you know.On the other hand,talking about schizophrenia in
this way has sort of focused attention on somebehavioral characteristics
whichI’ve paid a good deal of attention to—not supposing that there is
a somethingcalled schizophrenia inside these patients which makes
them dothis. In fact, my main question has been, howis schizophrenia
related to such things as humor,religion, poetry—obviouslysomething

17]
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bigger, a genus or family of behaviors which are all somehowrelateg
formally. This seems to me a nondormitive way of approaching it. Does
that answer your question? I mean, obviously the word “schizophrenia,”
as used in law courts and such places, is being used mainly in a dormitive
sense. And then you get the use of the term by the geneticists, who
believe that the solution to all problemsis to find a gene which will serve
as a dormitive principle. Now geneticists are beginning to discover that
genetics isn’t quite like that. ...

Question:Could you compare your use of the word “unconscious”
with other abstractions you’ve talked about?

Bateson:Let us suppose I am under hypnosis, and a suggestion has
been given, of which I may or may notbe aware, that my handis to rise,
Myhandstarts to rise and I am not conscious of the complete context in
which that handis rising because I didn’t catch the stimulus (the sugges
tion) when it was given to me. And I’m not conscious of “raising my
hand.” From whereI sit, zéis rising. But I’m fully conscious of the hand
rising. I can see that, and the hypnotist knowsit. I know it and he knows
it. We can agree on that. Now, in my terms, I’m “unconscious” of those
pieces of information which I cannotput myfinger on, so to speak.

I cannot give any reasonable report of what Harley lookslike to me.
The amount of material in the visual images is so much greater andin
general not of a kind which translates easily into words. I cannot report
this, but I am pretty conscious of whathe lookslike to me. Whathe really
looks like—that may be different. Of course, I’m totally unconscious of
the process by which I make the image of Harley. That imageis there
and I can “look at it,” but how I made it and the whole business of
putting perspective into it—all that is a mental process to which I have
no access whatsoever, as far as I know, and no amountof talking on a
couch backwardsis going to help me to sayhow I makethese perspective
images.

Question:No matter how complicated is the process of arriving at an
image of me, you’re quite clear that it’snot the image of somebodyelse.

Bateson:Oh yes. That’s a very long wayfrom beingable to verbalize the
image. of you. I have been talking about using a word like “unconscious,”
which has nothing to do with the two-person system,at least as it wasbeing
used psychologically. Of course, originally the word is con-scious, meaning
knowledge which is shared. But I accepted the invitation to use the word
“unconscious”in a moreor less Freudian senseas precisely that knowledge
whichis not shared bythe self.And I have beentalking at the levelof dia
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grams of interpersonal relations. I’ve tried, I think, never to talk about
arcsof circuits which are incomplete. Now,in general, if you wantto talk
aboutarcs Ofcircuits which arecomplete, the best place to look for them
is in two-person systems, where you may look to see what happens
betweenthe two persons. But there aren’t manyarcs which are complete
within the individual.

Question:The whole conception of unconscious, or unconscious
mind, has relevance only in the social context of people who acceptthat
notion.

Bateson:I’m not content there, though. The problem isn’t where it
wasin, Say,1880, when the problem was the existence of unconscious
mental processes. In 1969, the problem is, what in heck is consciousness,
since unconscious mental process presents no new mystery as such. We
don’tknow much aboutit, but that it should be unconsciousis not mys
terious. The mysteryis whatwe call conscious.
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The Thing ofIt [s*

The thing ofit is that these are very difficult things to talk about because
there are three aspects of the matter which people think are different
problems, different concerns, which in fact boil down to being all one
matter. I put these three up on the board. One of them is evolutionary
theory,and that is a matter, you know, which is dealt with in one sort of
book. Another is mind/bodyproblems,and that is dealt with in another
sort of book. Andthe third is epistemology,and that is dealt with again in
another sort of book.

I want to get across to you that these three apparently different mat
ters are in fact all one subject of discourse and that you cannot handle
one without simultaneously handling the others. If we are going to talk
about “consciousness,” I would like to aim that word specificallyat an
awarenessof these three things andtheir interrelations.

Let us start from wherewewerelast night.Wehada lot of Cartesian
diagrams in which time was horizontal and responsibility or narcissism
or something or other was the vertical coordinate. These diagrams were
on the model of what Descartes thought was the wayto think—a model
whichhas been extraordinarily profitable in thinking about a lot of
things like planets and temperatures and even perhaps populations.
(I’mnot too sure about populations.) The modelis, at any rate, fashion
ablestill among those who study populations.

Now,it’s not an accident that the man who designed those graphs
wasthe man whoalso formalized the dualism between mind and matter.
Andit’s very curious that this should be so. I want to get across to you
that when you do this—when youstart arranging your words and expla
nations on that sort of a tautology, that set of basic notions about how
things are related—you will of necessity end up with the sort ofsplit

*Thistalk wasdelivered to a Summer1975 Lindisfarne Conference,and is reprinted from
Earth’sAnswer: Explorations of Planetary Culture at the Lindisfarne Conferences,edited by Michael
Katz,William P. Marsh, and Gail Gordon Thompson, 1977, by permission of Lindisfarne Press.
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between mind and body that Descartes ended up with. That split, yoy
know, has been the battlegroundof science, especially of biology, for a
very long time. And the problem is how to get awayfrom it.

Yousee, the momentyou goto the extreme materialistic end, which
has these dimensions and quantities in it, and the nice curves andall the
rest of it, the moment you specialize on that side, the thing bubbles up
on the mental side with all sorts of mental-spiritual notions which yoy
excluded from your materialism. You squeezed them out from onecon.
text and they bubbled up in another. The momentyou dothat, you’re
split wide open.

Now, it may be that there are total splits in the universe. I prefer to
believe that it is rather one universe than two, but the only real argu
mentfor that, you know,is Occam’s razor;it’s less trouble to believe in
one universe than to believe in two. It’s miraculous enoughthat there be
one. Believe me.

There is also, you see, a consciousness of howit is to think, howit is
to engagein trial and errorandso on,andthat consciousness,asfar as |
can makeout, is roughly called prajna in Tibetan Buddhism.It’s a useful
wordif that’s what it means. (It’s alwaysdifficult to be sure with Sanskrit.)
So what do we do?

There’s a very curious theorem called Euler’s theorem. You remem
ber at school you were taught you should not add apples and miles. And
that was a very useful thingto learn. It’s very useful in reading equations
to sort out the syntax of the dimensions. If you have E = mc, you haveto
rememberthat m is of the dimension of mass (not matter but mass);c is
of the dimension of length divided by time—it’s a velocity. So c? is length
squared divided by time squared. E therefore is of the dimension of mass
times the square of a length divided by the squareof a time, and that’s
all E is, you know. A quantity, of those dimensions.

Now, Euler’s theorem in topology saysthat in any polyhedron—that’s
a solid, three-dimensionalfigure with edges and faces and apices where
the edges meet—that the numberof faces plus the numberof apices
equals the numberof edges plus two.Let me do that on the blackboard.

Faces + apices = edges + 2

There’s a horrid question, you see: Whatis the dimension ofthe
number “2”?We have been grossly adding surfaces to meeting points
and then equating them with edges, and then there’s this “2.”We appear
to have mixed our dimensions hopelessly. Whatis the solution to this dif
ficulty?
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The theorem stands. It is probably the “fundamental” theorem of
topology.Howthen is it right that these quantities should be added in
this funny way?And whatis the dimension of “2”?I made a crack on the
side last night, askingJonas [Salk] whether he wassure that the subject
matter we are dealing with is a subject matter within which the concept
of dimensions, and therefore quantities and graphs andall the rest, is
appropriate.Is this an appropriate language for talking about such mat
ters at all? I sort of let that pass as a wisecrack last night, but now we have
to face it moreseriously.

You see, a fellow in a speedboat thinks he is going at a “speed.” He
thinks he can measure the speed with a speedometer. But that’s really
not true in psychology.The truth is that he’s having fun. And therela
tionship of the fun to the speed is very obscure. Perhaps what he’s
having fun with is (his opinion about) the probability of disaster.
Probabilities, you know, are of zero dimensions. I don’t know the dimen
sions of “opinion.”

You see, we’ve been pulling these analogies and metaphors out of
physicsand then trying to map human behavior, love, hate, beauty, ugli
nessonto those metaphors.

God, languageis a lousyinvention,isn’t it?

Question:Are you sureit’s a dimension?

Bateson:Language? I’m sure thatit is not a dimension. I am sure that
the epistemology for forms and patternsis different from the implicit
epistemology of hard science. We have names of faces, names of edges,
namesof apices, and that’s what we’re playing with. Not faces, edges,and
apices.And because the whole thing is removed to a higherlevel of
abstraction, in a curious wayit becomeslegitimate to add them together
and subtract them andall the rest of it. Euler’s theorem is in the
Platonic universe, in the universe of ideas, and not in the universe of
dimensions. In this Platonic universe, the analogues of dimensions are
names and classes and logical types. We are dealing not with “real”
dimensions but with descriptions of dimensions, and the big enlighten
ment comes when you suddenly realize that all this stuff 1s description.
Andwhenyou realize that, then you realize thatit’s possible to be wrong
in how you organize yourdescriptions, andit’s possible to be wrong for
this reason: the creatures we talk about—people, sea urchins,starfish,
beetles, plants, cabbages, whatnot—all these creatures themselves con
tain description. The DNAare descriptive prescriptions, injunctions, for
howto make a bird or a man or whatever. And these injunctions, there
fore, themselves contain epistemology. They contain an implicit theory
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of the nature of description. Youcan never get awayfrom theories ofthe
nature of description whenever, wherever you have descriptions, Aj
descriptions are based on theories of how to makedescriptions. Youcan.
not claim to have no epistemology. Those whoso claim have nothing byt
a bad epistemology. And every description is based upon, and contains
implicitly, a theory of how to describe. The Cartesian coordinates con.
tain a theory of how to describe, and for many purposes, I believe, it js
an inappropriate and dangerous theory—one whichin the end leads to
various sorts of quantification of “things” which probably should be
regarded as patterns, not quantities. It also leads to conceptual separa
tion of mind from matter. You see, you can be wrongin describing the
anatomy of a human being when yousay hehas five bananalike objects
on the end of each limb, because, you see, he might not have “fivefin
gers” on the end of each limb, but “four angles between fingers.” The
question is, what is there in the genetic injunctions, the prescriptive
descriptions, for how to make a hand? Is there a numberat all? “Five,”or
“four,” or whatever? Is there conceivably a rule of symmetrythere? Is
each limbitself primarily bilaterally symmetrical, like a feather? We have
here an almosttotal gap in our genetic knowledge.

There are a fewlittle spots in genetics where there are indicationsof
whatthe epistemology,what the theory of prescription, might be. Let me
give you a couple of cases because I want now tostart thinking in terms
of biological systems or universes which are organized by information,
i.e., by significant differencesrather than by forces or impacts.

Vertebrates and chordates are, on the whole,bilaterally symmetrical
in their ectoderm and mesoderm. The endoderm is alwaysprofoundly
asymmetrical. There are a few cases of asymmetry—andfairly superficial
asymmetry—in ectoderm and mesoderm (in owls and cetaceans). Why
the endoderm is more asymmetrical than the rest, Lord alone knows.So
we ask, where does the bilateral symmetry come from? Notthe genes.
Oh no.It’s doubtful whether the DNA and genes could ever be able to
tell the embryo howto orient itself. An unfertilized frog’s egg (and this
has been knownsince the 1920s and presumably this goesfor all verte
brates) is, so far as we know,radially symmetrical. It has a differentiated
north pole and a south pole butis the sameall around the equator.It’s
pigmented downto rather below the equator. This top (“animal”) endis
fairly clear of fat, while the other (“vegetal”) endis heavily fat. The egg 1s
sort of yellow down here and nearly black on the top. Butit’s the same
all the way around,so far as we know. The nucleus is located somewhere
near the top. Now, how will the egg decide on the line of bilateral sym
metry, the plane of bilateral symmetry?
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The answeris that a spermatozoon will enter somewhere below the
equator. That defines three points—twopoles and the point of entry—
and that line of longitude, that meridian, will be the middle line of the
embryo. You don’t have to have a spermatozoon; you can do it with a
fiber of a camel’s-hair brush. Just prick it and the egg will develop and
willmake a complete frog which will be haploid. It will only have half
the number of chromosomesit should have and willbe sterile, but it will
catch flies and hop like any properfrog. All the information for catch
ingfliesand hoppingis there.

This experimenttells us something of what the genetic code looks
like.The genetic code—the unfertilized egg—hassufficient information
to pose a question. It can set the egg to a readiness to receive a piece of
information. But the genetic code does not contain the answerto that
question. It must wait for something outside the egg, a spermatozoon or
a camel’s-hair fiber, to fix it. This, you see, sets a whole stage for asking,
whatis the unit of embryology?And the unit is not just that egg; the unit is
the egg plus the answer. And without the egg plus the answer, you can
not go on to the next phase. Andso on.

Let me now give you anotherpiece of experimental data about the
nature of this whole business. We take a newt embryo, and I will draw it
in profile, facing to the right. At a certain point a low mountainstarts to
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swell up, and that swelling is the limb bud ofthe right forelimb. Ang
rememberthat this limb is different from the left limb and that that dig
ference couldn’t be in the DNA, because the same DNAare in the cel]g
on the right side that are in the cells on the left. So where does the dif.
ference come from?

Anyway,that is the limb budfor the right forelimb. Nowwecut it out
and lift it and turn it through 180 degrees and put it back in. The former
front edge is now the back edge,and theold ventral edgeis now the dor.
sal edge. And the old posterior now points forward.It’ll grow in the new
position, and whenit growswhatdo youthink? It growsinto a leftleg!

Why?
It growsinto a left leg because it knows. It has received the informa

tion or injunction and is governed by the information. I’m not talking
about consciousness, I’m talking about being determined by informa
tion. I do not know whetherit’s conscious. I’m not a limb budof an
amphibian.

It seems that the body of the embryo has a fore and aft gradient
which was determined before it even developed a bulge which was the
bud. Such gradients are informational gradients. Lord knows whatthey
depend on—it could be clockwork forall I know. It doesn’t matter, you
see. Any difference could serve as information. It could be electrical,
chemical, what have you.

That fixes the fore and aft differentiation 1n the bud. But the dorsal
ventral information comes much later. We did our operation before the
bud knew the dorsal-ventral answers, which later it gets from its neigh
borhood. So nowthis edgeis told to be a “dorsal”by the neighboringtis
sues; and the old dorsal edge is told to be a “ventral” by the neighbors.
The ground plan for the limb is complete. It must come out this way.
The proximal-distal dimension is unchanged, so the groundplan is that
of a leftleg. We have inverted one dimension (the dorsal-ventral) but not
the other. If you invert one dimension of a three-dimensional object, as
in a mirror, you get the inverted mirror image.

This world of morphogenesis obeys a topological logic. One-dimen
sional inversion gives you the mirror image, two inverted dimensions
give you the ortho image again, and three dimensions give you the
inverted image again. What I’m saying is that the world into which we
are moving, the world in whose termswe haveto think,is a world ofpat
terns, and in that world there are tautologies and logics which we can
use for explaining, for building accurate language and for creating
somerigor. It’s not like the langage of quantities and such things.It’s a
language of patterns and, for most of us, an unfamiliar business.
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We have a major problem in front of us to create the language in
whichwe can talk about evolution, about morphogenesis, about episte
mology,and about mind/body.

We are going to deal with trial and error in these matters, and the
old lineal and transitive logic that we were brought up with was devoid
of time. There were somenice patterns in Euclid and elsewhere, but
timeless:“If straight lines are defined in this way and points are defined
in that wayand triangles are defined so andso, andif two triangles have
three sides of the one equalto three sides of the other, then the twotri
angles are equal, each to each.” That’s the way I learned it. But look at
the word “then.” There’s no timein that “then.” There is nothing but
logic in it. Now, consider the sequence: “If a frog’s egg receives a sper
matozoonon a given meridian, then that meridian will define the plane
of bilateral symmetry.” That “then” has time in it. Sequential time. An
effect follows always with a delay.

If Epimenideswas right in saying that Cretansalways lie, and he was
a Cretan, was he a liar or not a liar? If he was a liar, then he was not a
liar.If he was not a liar, then it was untrue that Cretans are alwaysliars,
andso on. Now,lookat the “then” in that paradox.If yes, then no.If no,
then yes. If the “then”is logical, there is paradox, butif the “then”is
causaland temporal, the contradiction disappears. The sequenceis like
thatof the electric bell on the front door. If the circuit is complete, then
a magnetis activated which willbreak thecircuit. If the circuit is broken,
then the magnetwill not be activated, and the circuit willbe restored.If
the circuit is restored, then the magnetwill be activated, andthe circuit
willbe broken, and so on. So weget an oscillation, and the paradox “if
yesthen no; if no then yes” contains a real temporal“then.”

Such oscillating systemsare operated by thresholds—notby states
but by differencesand changes and even differences between changes.
There is information not only in our words butalso in the processes
whichwe describe.It’s nice to have the explanation in step with the sys
temof ideas within the process which you are explaining.

This is what I keep saying. If we are going to say that the thing has
‘fivefingers,” we may be wrong becausereally it has four gaps between
fingers—fourrelationships between fingers—because growth is governed
byrelationships, not by the absolutes.

Now, if you are going to face oscillating systems, you meet a very
curiouscircumstance—thata certain degree of realityis imparted to the
“system,”the chunkof living matter. There is a justification of some sort
in drawinga line aroundit, perhaps giving it a name. Thatjustification
ls based on the fact of autonomy, of literal “autonomy,” in that the
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system namesitself. The injunctions which govern the system necessarily
are messages whichstand for or namethe system. The system is auto-sel¢.
nomic, self-namingor self-ruling. Andthat is the onlyautonomythere js
as far as I know.It’s recursiveness, and recursiveness is crucial to any Sys
tem containing ifthen links, where the “then”is not a logical but a tem.
poral “then.”

I’m nowstarting to build up, you see, slowly,to where we can begin
to think. By introducing timeinto the if-then relations, we have made
classical logic obsolete. But that doesn’t mean, you know,that it is now
impossible to think. It meansthat classical logic is a poor simulationof
cause. We used to ask, “Can computers simulate logic?” But computers
work on if-then relations that are causal: “/f this transistor tickles that
transistor, thensuch-and-such.” That’s a causal “if-then,”with timein it.

The truth of the matter is that logic is a very poor simulation of com
puters and other causal systems. But this does not mean that there are
not regularities, patterns, and epistemologies; there are other waysof
describing which are better representations of how to think. I keep com
ing back to the assertion that what we deal with are descriptions, second
order representationsof howit is. How it primarily is, we don’t know. We
can’t get there. The Ding ansich is alwaysandinevitably out of reach. You
have sense organsspecially designed to keep the world out.It is like the
lining of your gut, which is specially designed to keep out foreign pro
teins, to break down the foreign protein before it enters the bloodstream.
The protein must be broken down to aminoacids. Only the aminoacids
are allowed through. Your sense organssimilarly break downthe informa
tion or “news”to the firing of end organs, which is anotherpiece of this
whole business. The mystery of epistemology is still how anything knows
anything, how it is that an egg can be organized; and you’re only eggs,
and I’m only eggs, you know. We’re the phenotypic tryout of eggs. The
hen is the egg’swayof finding out whetherit wasa good egg.If the hen’s
no good, the egg was lousy. It had the wrong genes or something. The
system is all trial and error. That’s not quite what Samuel Butlersaid, but
pretty near it. He said the hen was the egg’s way of making anotheregg.
It’s really the egg’s way offinding outif it was any good in evolutionary
terms.

So we face twolevels of trial and error. There is the evolutionarytest
ing of the phenotype, but also there is the thinking which happens
inside the phenotype—anotherstochastic process with a shorter time’
span. The samesort of thinking has got to be used to analyze evolution'
as the thinking you use to analyze thought. Not that they’re the same:
process. I do not believe that what you think can alter your ova or spel’
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matozoa;I’m not preaching a Lamarckian messageat all. Indeed, quite
the contrary. I am saying that there is a nonquantitative and nonlineal
wayof thinking aboutthings which is commonto the evolutionary pro
cessand the process of thought. And therefore, epistemology and evolu
tion go hand in hand. The problems of mind/body obviouslyare the
samesort of business. And what you think aboutevolution is going to be
the reflection of what you think about mind/bodyrelations and what
youthink about thought.It’s all going to move along together.

But thought processes and evolutionary processes are of different
logical type. Never the twain shall meet. Let us examine for a moment
the nature of purposein individuals and in adaptive changesin phyloge
ny.Pragmatism. Wonderful.

But let us suppose that in biological evolution there were a direct
communicational bond between individual experience which will induce
somaticchange,as it’s called, and the DNAinjunctions to be passed on
to the next generation. Let us imagine for the moment a Lamarckian
universe, in which,if I tan myself in the sun, this will in some degree be
passedon as increased brownnessof the skin of my offspring. In such a
system,my offspring will have lost a flexibility. They will no longer have
myfreedom. By hypothesis, I am flexible. I go brown in the sun,or I
bleachwith no sun. But Lamarckian theory would presumea rigidity in
myoffspring, a reduction of their ability to bleach with no sun.
Obviouslya Lamarckian theory will in the end enforce an increasing
rigidity,a loss of the ability to adapt, and that won't do. Thingsare going
to get too tight. Our description of the body is made up of a very large
number of variables, which interlock in all sorts of rings and loops, so
that if you start tightening on any one of them, you will ipso facto tight
en others, ending up with no toleranceor flexibility anywhere. This hap
penswith disease or even with a cold in the head. We put people in bed
and keep them warm whenthey have a cold becausethey’ve lost a lot of
flexibilityby being stressed up to the maximum or minimum somewhere
in their organization. We therefore protect them duringthat period.

EvidentlyLamarckian inheritance would present severe problems for
biologicalevolution, and the barrier between somatic changeand genet
ic change seems to be quite important. I said earlier that this barrier or
contrast is really a contrast in logical typing, and this is important. The
troubleis that I don’t want myoffspring to be more brownthan I. I want
them to be more able to turn brown. This will pay evolutionary divi
dends. But this is a change of different logical type from what
Lamarckians envisage. In social evolution there is no barrier corre
spondingto that between phenotype and genotype. Considerthe inven
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tion of carbon paper. This prevented the slavery depicted in Dickeng’,
lawyers’offices where miserable people are copying documents. Thatwag
madelargely obsolete by the invention of carbon paper. Fine, but within
a fewyears of the invention of carbon paper, westarted to useit for per.
sonal letters, even for love letters, because, after all, posthumously we'd
like our biographers to have access to our most romantic thoughts.
Today ourfiling cabinets are overfull. The adoption of any invention
becomesirreversible very quickly. It becomes built deeply, irreversibly,
into the physiology of our society within very few years of invention.
There is no barrier between immediate adaptation and pickling the
changeinto society.

For this reason, more than for any other, I distrust consciousnessas a
gimmick added to the evolutionary scene. Conscious cerebration js
much too fast. It doesn’t give any time for growth into the newstate of
affairs. There is no trial and error or tentative assimilation which would
slowlyflow,hesitate and flow,hesitate and flow, into new patterns.

If I were to try to applymytheories to the changingsocial scene,|
think that that is where my pragmatic remarks would focus—noton the
question of immediate adaptations, but on long term changes. I would
want somesort of meta trial and error which would deal with the ques
tion, “Is the adaptation one which wecan really stand?” This would give
us some chance of adapting not just to the immediate problem of who
dies of what or the traffic accidents or the minor discomforts of the sub
urbs. We might have time to ask: “If we make this adaptation in law,in
technology, in whatever, to disease, to discomforts, to traffic accidents,
whatwill be the implications of that adaptation to the rest of the system,
whichis all interlinked?” In the end,it is the meta-adaptation, the adap
tation of the total adaptive system,that is going to kill us orlet us live.
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AFormal Approach toExplicit, Implicit, and
Embodied Jdeas and to TheirForms of

Interaction*

The differentiation of a new paradigm in biological thought does not
happen suddenly or at an identifiable moment.It is, therefore, difficult
to describe. It is even difficult to say that any given part of the unfolding
of the new vision was due to one rather than anotherof the workers in
thefield.

Both the beginning and the end of the process of growth of the new
paradigm are obscure. I can say today that in 1865 Mendel showed the
3:1ratio and the phenomenaof “dominance”and “recessivity”in biolog
icalheredity; and I can say that of course it was immediately evident that
the determinants of animal and vegetable form must be memories or
injunctions or mental “causes” very different from the physical “causes”
(impacts, forces, etc.) which at that time were fashionable in scientific
explanation. Of course, any Pythagorean or even Lewis Carroll would
haveseen this at once. But LewisCarroll never sawMendel’s papers, and
to my knowledge no Pythagorean commented upon them. Nobody saw
that Mendelian dominancefell underthe rubric of the Bellman’sinvert
edjoke about messages:“If I sayit three timesit is true.”

So when I grew up in a household devoted to genetics—indeed, my
father coined that word in 1908—it wasstill necessary to call the ele
ments of Mendelian heredity “factors.”Nobody could then see or would
risk the notion that these must be ideasor chunksof informationor com
mand.

Retrospectively wecan say that the course which biological theory
could follow wasalready set in 1865, but this was not evident to anybody
at that time, not even to Gregor Mendel.

*This essaywas written in 1976, and is reprinted, by permission of Grune & Stratton,Inc.,
from DoubleBind: TheFoundation of the CommunicationalApproachto theFamily, edited by CarlosE.
Sluzkiand Donald C. Ransom, 1976.
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Similarly, I can say today that what we were doing in 1955-1960 was
the beginning of a formal science which would study the formsof inter.
action amongexplicit, implicit, and embodied ideas. Butat that time oyr
work was called—seemed to us to be—thestudy of “familyorganization”
and of “double binds.”

It was from psychiatry that we got our money, andwe let ourselvesbe
strongly and disastrously influenced by the need to apply ourscience in
that field. However well-intentioned the urge to cure, the very idea of
“curing” must alwayspropose the idea of power. And we were influenced
also by the older, realistic or thingish epistemology from which we were
diverging. (“Real” is from Latin es, a thing.)

Wewere inevitably stupid—bound,like the protagonists in a Greek
tragedy, to the forms and shapes of processes which others, especially
our colleagues, thought they saw.And our successors will be bound by
the shapes of our thought.

This monstrouslag in scientific and philosophic thoughtis due pre
cisely to that circumstance which wewere so slow to recognize. Namely,
the circumstance that the process of our studying the formal shapes of
ideasis itself a thought process, pedestrian and tied by the leg to a mas
sive ball of habit.

Perhaps the most convincing evidencethat evolution is a mental pro
cess is in its slowness,its fits and starts, its errors and stupidity. In a word,
its conservatism. In a universe conceived by physics, there could be no
stupidity, no conservatism, no tragedy, and no humor.

Twenty years have gone by since we deduced!the necessity of
pathologies of logical typing and recognized that these could be some
thing like schizophrenia.

These twenty years have, for me, been rich. I withdrew from the study
of hospital psychiatry into wider fields of animal behavior, learning theo
ry, evolution, and ecology. This change of focus was, in part, dictated by
the state of the art. It seemed to me that the viewof the world, the episte
mology, which lay behind double-bind theory needed abductivesupport.
(“Abduction” was Peirce’s word for that part of the process of inquiry
which proposes that a given set of phenomenais a case under somepre
viouslyproposedrule.)

The very circumstance that the concept of “double bind”was a prod
uct of deduction, the resolution of a reductio ad absurdum in conven

1, See Haley’s article on the history of the ideas [in DoubleBind, edited by CarlosE. Sluzki
and Donald C. Ransom (New York: Grune & Stratton, 1976)] for the evidence that the turning
pointin the discoveryof the new paradigm wasa deduction.
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tional epistemology, indicated that the new epistemology must be sup
orted by extension into manyother fields. Other bodies of phenomena

mustbe broughtinto the domain of the new tautology.
I must also confess that I was bored and disgusted by the Augean

muddle of conventional psychiatric thinking, by my colleagues’ obses
sionwith power, by the dumbcruelty of the families which (as we used to
say)“contained”schizophrenia, and appalled by the richnessof the avail
able data. “Mussen wir alles ansehenr” “Must we look at everything?”said
theGermangirl as she climbed thesteps to enter the British Museum.

Formal recognition of mind as the central concept ofall biology
could be stated in many ways, forgetting often enough that “formal
recognition”is itself a mental process and that “mind”is the generator
of all form, but returning, again and again, to these two pervasive
truths: In the nonmental world—for example, in the epistemology of
nineteenth-century physics—there are no classes and no distinctions.
Atomshave no ideas, though, of course, “atoms” are the ideas of men.
The mental world,i.e., the epistemology which could contain such con
cepts as “double bind,” has its roots in the twin facts of distinction and
classification.

In other words, what we had done in our research project was to
transplantepistemological concepts from the shop ofthe philosophers—
Whitehead,Russell, and the others—into the hurlyburly world of natural
history.

The transition was the more difficult because in the 1950s there
were two mutually contradictory forms of conventional epistemology,
derivedfrom the ancient superstitious division between mind and body.

According to one view, the ecology of mind was that system ofrela
tionsbetween ideas which had been identified by scholars as “logic”plus
pathologiesof logic where the rules of argument had been “broken.”

Accordingto the otherview,all that stuff about “ideas”wasnonsense
andall relationships between events—whetherthe falling of stones or the
writingof poetry—should be explained underthe rubric of causality.

Tangled growthsof scholarship surrounded both of these epistemolo
gies.The behaviorists and the idealists had both created vast imaginary
domainsof explanation. On oneside there were the edifices of intellect
wherethe implicithad been elegantly unfolded from “self-evident”premis
esand postulates to build such great tautologies as arithmetic and
Euclideangeometry. But none of these could ever serve as the explana
toryframe for learning and adaptation because conventional logic
couldnever admit the oscillations and contradictions of recursive sys
tems.The “if... then...” of logicwastimeless.
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On the materialist and “behaviorist” side, “causality” had the advyap.

tage of assumingtemporal sequence. The “if... then...” of causality
provided a unidirectional flow.But the explanations were so reductionis.
tic that the (to me) evident phenomenonof classification was excluded.
There could beno classes in a world of pure causality. |

If “play”was a “class”of animal actions,if the animals themselves haq
a classification of behavior, then crude “behaviorism”wasa failure.

A class can neverbe a thing and can never have that peculiar “rea}j.
ty”of things that can be counted or weighed. Youcannot count the num
ber of double binds in a sample of behavior, Just as you could not count
the numberof jokes in a comedian’s spiel or the numberof bats in an
inkblot. There are no bats, but only “bats.”

But in the 1950s it was not possible to say much of whatI havewrit.
ten above. Most of it was, for me, only dimly apprehended. Thedisquali
fication of logic was already clear, but the categorical bankruptcy of
behaviorism was then a matter of taste or smell rather than cogentargu
ment. The behaviorists were even more obviouslypower hungrythan the
curers. One of them put the matter clearly: I had asked him whyhe, an
organism whose actions were supposedly to be explained by the invoca
tion of causes, was performing learning experiments on fishes. Hesaid,
“BecauseI wantto controla goldfish.”

So neither logic nor behaviorism would do.
For me the break came byluck. I was asked to give the Korzybski

Memorial Lecture in 1970, and in preparing what I would say I wasled
by the courtesies of the occasion to try to link my epistemological prob
lems to what Korzybski had fought for. I asked a crucial question: What
gets from the territory onto the map?

The answerto this question was obvious. Newsofdifferenceis whatgets
across, and nothingelse.

This very simple generalization resolves (at least for some time to
come) the ancient problems of mind and matter. Mind alwaysoperates at
one remove away from matter, always at one denvative (dx/dt) awayfrom
the “external” world. The primary data of experience are differences.From

these data we construct our hypothetical (alwayshypothetical) ideas and
pictures of that “external” world.

“Wise men see outlines and therefore they draw them,” as William
Blake said long ago, and, except for chiaroscuro—which,too, 1scoms
pound of differences—there is nothing inside the outlines except sam
ness, which differs from difference. |

A reportofdifferenceis the most elementary idea—theindivisible atom
of thought. Those differences which are somehow notreported are nat
ideas. Bishop Berkeley would have been pleased. *
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And the Weber-Fechner Law emerges as the cornerstone or funda
mental theorem of psychology.It seems that Weber madethe factual
discoveriesand that it was Fechner whosaw the vast philosophic impor
tance of what had been discovered. For him, in the 1840s, the law was
heavilyencrusted with mystical ideas about immortality, but he was sure
lyright in believing that the relation between percept and external cir
cumstance was the sameas the relation between differenceandstate.

Finally, let me relate back all this epistemology to that set of special
casesof epistemological error called “schizophrenia.”

It is not that these cases are more important or more fundamental
than othervarieties of creativitywhich spring from the tangles of episte
mological contradiction. Humor, art, poetry, religion, hypnosis, and so
on are equally rich, equally informative, and equally alien to the episte
mologies of both logic and direct causality.

He who would discover for himself what ideas are made of and how
ideas combine to make a mind must wander in one or more of these
transcontextual mazes.

This book [DoubleBind] happensto deal in part with schizophrenia,
so I will take that maze as our example.

Twinges of “schizophrenia” can be experienced in many ways, but
too often the inducing experience conceals the epistemological nature
of the induction. Indeed, the practitioners of such induction—priests,
artists, hypnotists, demagogues, showmen—commonly take care to con
cealthe nature of their operations.

Let us then embark upon the experience with all the cards face up
(and note, in passing (and notealso in passing that the words “in passing”
communicate precisely what the demagogue would wish to communicate;
he wants you to notlinger in critical analysis of the epistemological twists
whichheis offering you), the hypnotist’s and demagogue’strick of saying
“us”when he means“you,” and the trick of the same rascal who exposes
histrick for your distraction).

Consider a difference between two objects, say,a sheet of paper and
a desktop. Oneis white and the otheris brown;oneis thin and the oth
er is thick; oneis flexible and the otheris rigid; and so on.

But these “characteristics” are not really in the paper and the desk
top.They are embodiedin interactions between paper and desk top and in
interactionsbetween desk or paper and yoursense organs.

Consider now these embodiments of differences. Rub the paper on
the desk top; try to cut the wood with the edge of the paper, and so on.
Get a “feel” of the aggregate of differences between the paper and the
wood.Call this feeling “news”of the difference A/B (where A was paper
and B was wood).
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Nowtake two quite different objects, say plate and butter, and go
through the samedrill to get a feeling of the difference C/D (where C
wasplate and D wasbutter).

Nowmeditate to get a feeling of the difference betweenA/B and C/).
Finally return to the conventional world of “things” by touching ang

naming each object.
Conventional epistemology, which wecall “sanity,”boggles at the

realization that “properties” are only differences and exist only in con.
text, only in relationship. We abstract from relationship and from the
experiences of interaction to create “objects” and to endow them with
characteristics. We likewise boggle at the proposition that our own char
acter is only real in relationship. We abstract from the experiences of
interaction and difference to create a “self,”which shall continue (shall
be “real”or thingish) even withoutrelationship.

An epistemological crisis is provoked by enforcing the idea that even
thingshave characteronly by their differences and interactions.

If these feelings (which for meare like fear of loss of balance orsup
port) are indeed related to the schizophrenias, then it appears that
schizophrenia should be thoughtof as a response to epistemological tran
sition, or to threat of transition.

Whetherthe transition itself would be for better or for worseis an
other question.
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TheBirth of a Matnx, orDoubleBind and
Epistemology*

Thetitle of this presentation is, metaphorically, upside-down. A matrix,
tojudge from its etymology, is supposedto give birth, not receive it. And
yetwhat I wantto talk about is very definitely the birth of a matrix, the
storyof how a quite complicated network of ideas grew together in the
course of mylife.

This network of ideas or matrix has been fertile, not in the sense
that it has given birth to ideas separate from itselfbut in the sensethat it
has given birth to more parts ofitself, that the matrix has been a grow
ingthing, getting more and more complex,widerand widerin its scope,
and, I believe, more and morefertile as time has gone on. Double-bind
theory has been andis part of this general epistemology,not an induc
tion or deduction from it.

It’s difficult to saywhere thestory begins. The matrix, afterall, is an
epistemology, and, specifically, it is a recursive epistemology; at the same
time, it is an epistemology of recursiveness, an epistemology of how
thingslook, how weare to understand them if they are recursive, return
ingall the time to bite their own tails and control their own beginnings.
The old worm Ouroboros is an odd worm—as Cleopatra said of her
worm—andthat which is odd abouthim is that he conceals notonly his
recursivenature butalso all the implications of recursiveness. I am not
surethat he is inherently shy or self-concealing, but I am sure thatif you
grewup in a world where thought waspreponderantly lineal in structure
(and weall did) you would find it extraordinarily hard to see the cling
ingsof Ouroboros.

*This address was delivered to a conference entitled “Beyond the Double Bind,” held
March3-4, 1977, in New York. Reprinted from BeyondtheDoubleBind: Communication and Family
Systems,Theories, and Techniques with Schizophrenics,edited by Milton M. Berger, 1978, by permis

sionof the Estate of Gregory Bateson.
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There are certain things which are necessary to the method ofs¢j.
ence in a world in which thinking is preponderantlylineal: if A then B;if
B then C; andso on, never returningto its starting pointto say,for exam
ple, if D then A. The ordinary processes of scientific advancein a linea]
world, a world of lineal thought, are, after all, experiment, quantificg
tion, and, if you are anywhere within the realm of medicine, youwill be
expected to take a “clinical posture.” And I want to suggest to you right
at the beginning of this conference that experiment is sometimes q
method of torturing nature to give an answerin terms of yourepistemol
ogy, not in terms of some epistemology already immanentin nature
which the Ouroboros might conceal. Quantification will alwaysbe a
device for avoiding the perception of pattern. Andclinical posturewill
alwaysbe a meansof avoiding that openness of mind or perception
which would bring before you thetotality of the circumstances surround
ing that which youare interested in.

Of course, clinical people are interested in etiologyand thecauses of
howtheir patients got to be the waythey are. But I’m interested in some
thing much widerthan that. I’m interested inwhat is an idea?And what
ideas, what pattern ofideaswas fed in to makethe patients go as they have
gone and be as they now are? About mostof that, you see, I cannotclini
callydo anythingat all.

As regards psychotherapy, all I would claim as a contribution from
double-bind theoryis greater insight; and I do not meaninsight for the
patient, which somepractitioners think useless or harmful. I mean that
the theory gives the therapist who workswith schizophrenics or with fam
ilies more insight into his patients and perhaps more insightinto his own
actions—if that be desirable.

“Beyond the Double Bind”! I am not sure what that means, butit
seems to me that there are two components ofthe story which might be
“beyond.”!

The first of these is the general epistemology and the secondis the
extension of theory to illuminate the phenomena of adaptation, addic
tion, and the positive aspect of culture change. (We haveplenty of theo
ry and experience of how cultures go downhill and decay—nothing on
how either cultures or persons can ever climb to richer organization of
life.)

Let me dealfirst with the epistemology and howit grew.

1. I do notin general approve of the use of spatial and physical metaphors in the scientific
discussion of communicational and mental matters. These metaphors alwayspromotefalse
epistemology.
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part I: The Background

J plan to give you a rather longlist of the various insights and circum
stancesof my life which have brought me to where I am. Andnotice, in
passing,that I am notin the field of psychiatry anymore. That wasa trip
| took for ten years; I am still investigating the same problemsthat I was
investigatingthen, but the psychiatric data are no longerat the core of
myquesting.

The story starts almost in my childhood. My father was a sort of
geneticist even before the rediscovery of Mendel’s papers. He was a
geneticist of—what shall I say—of morphogenesis. He was especially
interested in the phenomena of symmetry, which is a segmentation of
an organism into two parts, one the mirror imageof the other, as well
as in segmentation of all kinds, whether it might be radial in the
starfishor linear in the earthworm, the lobster, and ourselves. Because
we,after all, are also segmented animals: our ribs repeat, our vertebrae
repeat, and so on.

This strange, very rigorous zoological father was deeply skeptical of
much that Darwin hadsaid. He knew,incidentally, that Samuel Butler’s
Lamarckismwas nonsense. Even so, Butler seemed to him a very impor
tant critic of Darwinian thinking, and, of course, a much more amusing
character.The carriers of an orthodoxycan rarely afford to laugh.

Looking back andtrying to see the scientificworld through the eyes
ofchildhood at the breakfast table, I see old Darwin as a rathertyranni
caland rather foolish old bore, a sort of King Lear, while Lamarck was a
much more feminine, much more charming figure, naughty perhaps.
Nobody told me that he spent the last twenty years of his life impover
ished, laughed at, and blind. It was not for nothing that Lamarck had
the name “le Chevalier.” Every child, you know, prefers the cavaliers to
the roundheads, and it was onto such an unending polarity that I saw
the ideas of Lamarck and Darwin dissected. Of course, Lamarck was
“wrong”and Darwin was “right.” But it was always nice to find weakness
esin the Darwinian position.

So I was named for Gregor Mendel. But by the time I was big
enough to know whatanyof it was about, there was already a good deal
oflatent disappointment in our house that Mendelism had not turned
out to be, not quite, the basis of evolution.

Andstill with it all, there was the pre-Darwinian discovery of homol
ogy,of formal comparability between parts, or rather between the rela
tionsof parts; this was the outstanding characteristic of the evolutionary
picture.But even though today I knowthat all immanentbiological for
Malismsare, in somesort, ideas,Darwinian theory prevented me from
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even the beginnings of such a heresy. (Had I seen this clearly, I woulg
never have left zoology for anthropology.)

Myfirst real research was a study of some mutant partridges ofthe
genus Alectoris.2Of course I scarcely knew whatI was doing, but I dig
happen on something whichI already then knew wasinteresting: namely,
that a mutation, or whatever, could carry the striping from onepart of
the body to another. Evidently the striping of the scapular feathers wag
due to the same circumstances, or causes, as the striping of the belly
feathers. It followed that, from the point of view of the message, “Be
striped,” the feathers of the back could, under certain circumstances
(what circumstances?) receive that message. There must, therefore, be 4
comparability between the feathers of the back and thefeathers ofthe
belly. I put the matter to you in very crude, groping terms.

I wantyou, if possible, to see it as I saw it then. Obviously this propos
es a sort of “comparability” different, perhaps, from the comparability
proposed by homology. Could we perhaps say that underthe circum
stances of genetic organization there was a comparability between the
dorsal feathers, the scapular feathers, and those of the belly? But, then,
wheredid this sort of comparabilitybegin and end?

A similar question which fascinated me for some time fell between
the tail and the lateral fins of a fish.> The question was this: Does the
gene, or whatever causes the double tail of a double-tailed goldfish,
extend its action to the lateral fins? Are they modified in a correspond
ing direction to that of the double tail? Doubling, perhaps, one could
hardly expect, since each lateral fin is already a componentof a doublet,
the right fin plus the left fin; and what the gene did to the doubling ofthetailwastomakea righthalfofthetailseparatefromthelefthalfof
the tail. But then there is the question of the drooping of thetail fins.
Does the same gene makethe lateral fins droop? I believe that the
answerto these questions is “No.”The gene which affects thetail is limit
ed by the obvious formal nonhomology betweentail andlateral fins.The
tail, after all, is a median organ, andthe fins are bilateral; it’s a very long:
step, in the world ofideas, from oneto the other.

So, I was already carrying a lot of questions in my head about the
problems which morphogenesis had to solve, and even then the solution
to those problems was trending away from a traditional zoological lan
guage (or epistemology) in which the determinants would be referred to

2. See W. Bateson and G. Bateson, “On Certain Aberrations of the Red-Legged Partridges’
Alectorisrufa and saxatilis,”Journal of Genetics16 (1926). é

3. See “Experiments in Thinking About Observed Ethnological Material,” reprinted in
Steps to an EcologyofMind. .
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as “factors”or “forces,” etc., to a very different way of talking in which the
formswould seem to be achieved by someuse of ideas or injunctions.

The outstanding problem was, of course, how these ideas or injunc
tions could be related to the interacting matter of which the bodyis
made. What of Descartes?

Even then, I think that for me the fact of communication and the
fact of regularity, symmetry, etc., in anatomy, were going hand in hand.
But it wasn’t till twenty years later when I was working at the Langley
Porter Clinic that I managedto saythat Goethe’s regularity in the anato
myof flowering plants was comparable to the regularity which linguists
find in language. I had alwaysregarded the teachers of grammar and
the teachers of comparative anatomy as pedantic old bores, but I was
utterlyfascinated, andstill am, with the discovery that when you use lan
guage rightly to describe a flowering plant you will say thata leafis a lat
eral organ on a stem which is characterized by having a bud, namely a
baby stem, in its axil. So the definitions became: a stem is that which
bears leaves, and a leaf is that which has a stem in its angle; that which is
in the angle of a leaf is a baby stem; and so on. Each componentof the
anatomy is defined by its relation to the others. The old grammatical
definitions—thata nounis the nameof a person,place, or thing; a verb
isthe name of an action, and so on—are simplywrong. A nounis a word
havinga certain relation to an object or predicate; a predicate is that
whichhas a certain relation to nouns and verbs and so forth; and each
part is definedby its relations.

So there is a formal resemblance between that anatomical base of
homology which Goethe discovered in the flowering plants and the
grammar which pedants have long knownin linguistics. Again, I sawfor
malmentalism underlying physical phenomena. ButI still had not been
able to say to myself, you see, what it was, about the partridge feathers
and about the double-tailed goldfish, that made mesure that those
points were a major breakthrough. A breakthrough into what? That’s
alwaysthe question. If somebody had told methat I was building a new
epistemology, I would have said, “Yes,of course.” But by myself I wasn’t
able to say, for example, that the credibility or even necessity of believ
ingthe new epistemology is enormously increased whenthe ideas in the
phenomena—notthe ideas in my head but the ideas in the organized
phenomena—occurin layers. Todayit’s impossible for me to see feath
rs or a crab’s claw without realizing that there are not only ideas in
form, but ideas about ideas, and even ideas about ideas about ideas. I
didn’t know that I was looking for Russellian types.

I am trying to build up for you, in your “minds,” as we say, ideas
about how I built up in my “mind”a system of ideas, an epistemology,
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about how ideas work in the outside world, in the world of fish and New
Guinea cultures. And notice that the accent is on the word “how.”

The next burst of ideas came—really took shape—in the writing of
Naven, a book about my New Guinea fieldwork. The beginningof this
burst of ideas I owed to Margaret Mead and, through her, to Ruth
Benedict. It was Ruth’s little book Patterns of Culturewhich started that
whole school of anthropology called “culture and personality.” It began
as a typology of cultures. Margaret set up a classification of three New
Guinea cultures with which she had worked. She published that in a
book called Sexand Temperament,and I had been in on the preliminary
thinking which lay behindthe classification in Sexand Temperament. _

In Navenyou'll find that there is again a typology. I used Kretschmer’s
typology of cyclothyme/schizothyme mentalities, as a tool, to describe the
difference between the sexesin Jatmul society.But this was notverysatis
factory. The way to phrase scientific questions is with the word “how”and
not with the word “why.”But typologies, you know, do not answereither
“how” questions or “why”questions. Therefore, a typology is only a way
station. It may be a necessary way station, but always the nextstep is
toward “how.” I searched in Naven for a set of process answersto the
typologicalphenomena.

These process answers centered aroundthe notion “schismogenesis.”
And this conceptis precisely halfway from Descartes and awayfrom sim
ple materialism to the new epistemology which could contain the double
bind theory.

Schismogenesis is a process of interaction wherebydirectional change
occurs in a learning system. If the steps of evolution and/or stochastic
learning are random, as has been maintained, why should they some
times, over long series, occur, recurrently, in the same direction? The
answer of course is alwaysin terms ofinteraction, but in those dayswe
knew approximately nothing of ecology.

I have talked in other places about the directional evolution of the
horse and howit is necessary, if we are to understand this directional
process, to talk not about the horse alone but aboutthe relation between
horse and grass in which the two interacting organisms must change and
fit and fit and changein a process whichis dialectic and relational.

Billiard balls do not respond to each other’s responses, whichis the
essential componentof schismogenesis, armamentsraces,* the creation
of tyrants andwilling slaves,performers andspectators, and so on.

4. See L. F. Richardson, “Generalized Foreign Politics,” BritishJournal ofPsychology,mon
graph no. 23 (1939).
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Sofroma StaticclassificationoftypesIwaspushedby(my)analysis
of New Guinea data to hypotheses of process. Competition, spectator
ship, domination, andthe like, were primarily words for potentially pro
ressivepatterns in relationship—not unipolar psychological words for

“roles.”(Schizophrenia too is a word for one endof a relationship!) But
from process the next step was obvious andwas already built into Naven.
Ofcourse, the nextstep is the typologyorclassification of process.

From classification to processto classification to process. That is how
the hierarchy of logical types got into the theory. First, there was the
classificationof persons (or cultures); then I looked for the processes of
interaction which generated and maintained the differences between
persons; then,I classified those processes (into “symmetrical” and “com
plementary”); last came the questions about processes of interaction
between symmetrical and complementary processes.
_ The methodology of theory has another name: “epistemology,”and
those who enjoy such matters may find pleasure in adding one more
step to the above ladder of alternations betweenstudies of typologyand
studies of process. I have discussed another such alternating ladder.°
This was the hierarchic alternation of “calibration” and “feedback”in
biological and social systems.The typology-processladder andthe cali
bration-feedback ladder are by abduction, surely, cases under the same
rule. Comparing the two ladders should lead to stating the rule.

The classification of schismogenic patterns of interrelating into
“symmetrical”and “complementary” was another giant stride toward
double-bind theory because it set the base for “learning-to-learn” (or
“LearningII,” as I later called it) and led to recognition by meof context,
L€.,recognition that the terms of schismogenic theoryare also terms for
contextual structure; and that “learning-to-learn”is, indeed, for the
learner a learning of context. .

Descriptions of “role” and character of individuals became simply
spin-offsfrom descriptions of particular learning-to-learn resulting from
identifiable contexts.

If you want to state the meaning of a description of character—
courageous, passive—aggressive,dominant, sly, enfant terrible,dependent,
bullying,impatient, etc., etc.—the correct way to do this is to describe a
formal context of learning (i.e., of Learning I) in which that particular
componentof character would be learned (in LearningII).

5. See “Formal Research in Family Structure,” published in Exploring the Basefor Family
Therapy,M. Robert Gomberg Memorial Conference, edited by Nathan Ackermanet al. (New
York:Family Service Association, 1961).
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Thatwasall clear in 1942° but it took fourteen years to ask the cop.
trary question:

What happens when learning-to-learn (Learning []) is disrupted?
The answer to that question, of course, would have been “double.

bind theory.” So, already in 1942, the epistemology was readyto receive
or generate the double-bind concept. But I knew solittle at that time:

I did not knowthat I had a new epistemology on my hands.
I had never heard of Russell’slogical types.
I did not see that this was all a new approach to anda partial evoly

tion of the body/mind problem.
I knew nothing of cybernetics beyond the positive feedbacksof schis

mogenesis. Negative feedback, information theory, and all that were to
me unknown.

I had never looked at “play”or considered the logical typing ofthis
context-defining concept.

I had never knowinglymet a schizophrenic.
But, as I said above, the epistemology (still unlabeled as such) was

ready for the “double bind.” And from mypoint of viewthe doublebind
and the data on schizophrenics and their families came, when they
came, as a very exciting addition to and validation of a complex network
of theoretical thought.

Neither billiard balls nor disembodiedspirits, I suppose, can get
themselves into the extraordinary traps and anguish that are generated
in a schizophrenogenic family.

Youwill excuse meif I digress to concludethis part of the story with
an excerpt from the writing of a notable schizophrenic. His biographyis
almost an ideal source book for data on doublebinds:

I would not alwaysovercome my exasperation. But even then
I wasfrequently influencedby a spirit of bravado and defiance of
the doctors, to whom I knew myletters were subjected for inspec
tion; I was determined,if they declared that my anger at being
confined, and at my treatment, was a proof of my madness, that
they should have evidence enough ofit.... Even a deeper
motive lay hid underall this violence of expression; and this may
perhaps by many be deemedan insane motive: I knew that, ofall
the torments to which the mindis subject, there is none so
shocking, so horrid to be endured as that of remorse for having
injured or neglected those who deserved our esteem and consid

6. G. Bateson, “Social Planning and the Concept of Deutero-Learning,” reprinted in Steps:
to an Ecologyof Mind.
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eration. I felt for my sisters, my brothers, and my mother: I knew
they could not endure to look upon whatthey had done towards
me, to whom they were onceso attached, if they rightly under
stood it; that they could know norelief from the agony of that
repentance which comestoo late, gnawingthe veryvitals, but in
believing me partly unworthy of their affection; and therefore I
often gave the reins to mypen, that they mighthereafter be able
to justify themselves, saying he has forfeited our respect, he has
thrown aside the regard due to his parentage andto his kin
dred—he has deserved our contempt, and merited our aban
donmentof him.’

PartIl: The Epistemology

Asit took shape, this epistemology came to have five principal compo
nents.

(1) It is suitable to use the words “mind” and “mental process” for
whathappensin systemswhich contain multiple parts, and what I shall
call “mental processes” are in fact events in the organization andrela
tionshipamongthose parts.

This means that notions which would attribute mentality to single
atomiesor parts of atomies—protons, electrons, and such—are, so far as
Iam concerned, unnecessary and irrelevant. This rubs out most of the
theology of Teilhard de Chardin and of Samuel Butler from whom I
havelearned a great deal.

(2) It is characteristic of mind and mental processthat, in many of
the steps which make upthe circuitry of the mind, events are triggered
not by force or impact, butby d2fference.

A difference is a phenomenon about which most people have thought
little.It is strange that we should be so unawareof the simplest processes
inwhichweparticipate thatit is necessary to talk about the nature of such
a pervasivenotion as difference! I became aware of this matter under
luckycircumstances.

I had the good fortune to be asked to give the KorzybskiMemorial
Lecture some years ago.®In preparing that lecture, I wanted to say

7. From: John Perceval’s Narrative of the Treatment Experienced by a Gentleman. . ., 1840.
Republished as Perceval’sNarrative, edited by G. Bateson (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press,
1961):211-12.

8. G. Bateson, “Form, Substance, and Difference,” Ninth Annual Korzybski Memorial
Lecture, reprinted in Stepsto an EcologyofMind.
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something generous about Korzybskiand re-examined his old aphorism
“The mapis notthe territory.” Coming backto that familiar phrase after
years of thinking about other aspects of epistemology and now knowin
that epistemology is a branch of natural history, I realized that whatgets
from the territory to the map—1.e., from the outside world to the
brain—is newsofdifference.If there is no difference in theterritory, there
will be nothing to say on the map, which will remain blank. And, further,
I sawthat any given map hasrules about whatdifferences in the territory
shall be reported on the map.

Whatgets to the map is news of difference and what remainsthere
are differences which,by stylizedcoding, becomereports of that news,

These traits happen to apply to sense organs—a fact which was dis.
covered in the 1830s and labeled the Weber-Fechner Law. It seemsthat
Weberobserved the facts and Fechner saw their enormous importance,
so epoch-makingat that time that nobody understood what he wasSayingandhehimselfwenta littleinsane.

That “law”says more about “difference” than I have said above.It
asserts, on the whole correctly, that the particular differences upon
which perception depends are not subtractive or additive differences,
but ratios. Another way of saying this was that the “sensation” is propor
tional to the logarithm of the intensity of the “stimulus”or input. To get
twice the sensation, e.g., weight, you must encounter four timesthe
smaller weight.

To this “law”Norbert Wiener added a second part which I think he
never published fully,though I considerit to be the most important item
in “psychology” after the original Weber-Fechner Law. Wienerwas work
ing on the formalstructure of that cybernetic oscillation of muscle called
clonus and found that the tension of an isometric muscle is proportional
to the logarithm of the frequency of neural impulses reaching the mus
cle. A most elegant finding, which shows that (expectably, though it took
one hundredyears to get there) the efferent side of the brain worksby
the same epistemological limits as the afferent. Or, we mightsay that the
muscle vis-a-visthe efferent nerve whichserves it is precisely comparable
to a sensevis-a-vis differencesarriving from outside.9

Notice that difference of the sort I am concerned with is dimension
less.It is a ratio between two things—temperatures, weights, brightness,
etc.—which have real dimensions in mass, length, and time, or combina
tions of these. But the ratio between anypair is a measure from which

9. This discovery is mentioned in the Introduction to Wiener’s Cybernetics:Or Controland
Communicationin theAnimal and theMachine (New York:John Wiley & Sons, 1949).
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the dimensionality is, so to speak, cancelled out to make a nondimen
nal concept. Thephysicists call it “zero dimensions.”
Since it has zero dimensions, difference, of course, carries no ener

-Itis of the realm of entropy and negentropy.
It is also true that difference is not located in space. I have here a

piece of yellow paper and a piece of white paper, but the difference
“hetween”them is not in the yellow paper, noris it in the white paper,
nor is it in the space between them.It is, we mightsay, in the teme
betweenthem. But that timeis not a time belonging to the pieces of
paper.It is our time—the time which we needto scan from onepiece of
paper to the other.

In general, sense organs, especially the retina, accommodate to
statesand achievetheir reports by scanningstatic differences. If I make a
thickdot with chalk upon the blackboard, I cannotfeel it if I merely
place my fingertip vertically down uponit. But if I scan it by sense of
touch,moving myfinger across it, I feel it at once and can evenjudgeits
thickness. The retina similarly scans the visual field with micronystag
mus.Without nystagmusit “sees”nothing.

(3) Along with the fact of a dimensionless variable being triggered
bydifference goes the fact that systems which achieve mental process
mustbe so constructed that energy is available ahead of the stimulus
eventat all those steps in the mental process where differenceis the trig
ger.

The muscle must have energy from its metabolism if it is to respond
to the neural impulse; the nerve must have energy available from
metabolismif it is to respond to the previous nerve or the end organ; and
the end organ must have available metabolic energy if it is to respond to,
say,a decreasein brightness.

In general, apart from extremes of physical starvation or physico
chemicalconditions which might prevent the degradation of potential
energyin thecell, there is enoughstored energy in thecell for it to doits
thing.We deal not with an energy budget but with budgets of entropy,
negentropy, available pathways and patterns.

The fact of availableenergy makespossible the perception ofnonex
istentevents and phenomena,wherethese differ from possible realities.
Wecan be aware of not receiving a letter, and the amoeba can become
moreactive and go hunting whenit is starving.

At the sametime, the isolation of the mind from “real” impacts and
forcesand its confinementin the more abstract, derivative world of dif
ferenceis, no doubt, one ofthe circumstances which lead mento imag
inea Separation between mind and body.

510
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Difference is tmmanentin matter andin events.

(4) The systems which are minds are characteristically circuits of
cause and effect. They may be regenerative, i.e., subject to runaway,or
they maybe self-correcting, or they mayoscillate. In all cases,we are cop.
cerned with cybernetic systems!

But note that the word “cybernetics”has becomeseriously corrupteq
since it was put into circulation by Norbert Wiener. And Wienerhimsels
is partly to blame for this corruption of the conceptionin that he assogj.
ated “cybernetics” with “control.” I prefer to use the term “cybernetic”to
describe complete circuiting systems. For me, the system is man-and-enyj.
ronment; to introduce the notion of “control” would draw a boundary
between these two, to give a picture of man versus environment.

We used to argue about whether a computer can think. The answer
is, “No.” What thinksis a total circuit, including perhaps a computer, a
man, and an environment. Similarly, we may ask whether a brain can
think, and again the answerwill be, “No.”Whatthinks is a brain insidea
man whois part of a system which includes an environment. To drawa
boundary line between a part which does mostof the computationfor a
larger system and the larger system of whichit is a part is to create a
mythological component, commonlycalled a “self.”In my epistemology,
the conceptof self, along with all arbitrary boundaries which delimitsys
temsor parts of systems, is to be regarded as a trait of the local culture—
not indeed to be disregarded, since suchlittle epistemological monsters
are always liable to become foci of pathology. The arbitrary boundaries
which were useful in the process of analyzing the data becomeall too
easily battlefronts, across which wetry to kill an enemyor exploit an
environment.

(5) Systems which achieve mental process are commonly, whensuffi
ciently complex, characterized by the hierarchies of logical types, which
have been discussed above to some extent.

In the formal construction of circuits, we shall expect that informa
tion (i.e., news of difference) about events in one circuit may be “fed
back” to change some parameterwithin thatcircuit. It is the use of infor
mation about information that is characteristic of multiple-step hierar
chies.

In a morelineal paradigm,the hierarchies of naming andclassifica
tion are similar. The ladders—name, nameof the name, nameof the
name of the name;anditem, class, classof classes,etc.—are familiar.

Less familiar are the errors which people continually and disastrously
make in failing to recognize the logical typing of their own ideas. The
concept “exploration” provides a typical paradigm. Psychologistsare sul
prised that “exploration”in rats is not extinguishedif the rat encounters
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danger or pain inside boxes which he explores. But “exploration”is not
a name of an action.It is the nameof a contextof action, or perhaps of a
classof actions which class is to be defined by the animal’s perception of
the context in which heis acting. The “purpose”of exploration is to find
out which boxes (for example) are safe, where “purpose”is a partial syn
onymfor “name of context.” Now if the rat finds an electric shock in the
box, his exploration has been a success. He now knowsthat that boxis
unsafe. He obviously will not give up exploring after that success.

Similarly “play” and “crime” are words of approximately the same
logicaltype as “exploration.” These are not namesof particular actions
but for classesof actions, to be classified together in accordance with the
organism’svision of the context in which he/sheis acting. In the case of
“play,”the players will not easilyunderstand that punishmentor prohibi
tion of the actions of play should extinguish “play.”Often children will
respond bytrying to throw the category of “play”aroundthe forbidding
actionof the adult, either inviting the adult into some game or mocking
him as he stands there outside the game.

The case of crime is more disastrous. “Crime” is not a name of an
action. Like “play,” it is a name for an aggregate of actionsclassified
together underthe aegis of similar viewof context in which the actions
are to be performed. In the case of crime, the actions are indeed partly
directed at the authorities who would forbid the crime.

Of course, the punishment of the particular actions which the
policeman catches will not extinguish the perception of context which
characterizes the criminal’s class of actions. You cannot stop a man from
being a criminal (whatever that is) by punishing something which he
does.Westill go on trying to do this, but five thousandyears of trying
showthat it doesn’t work.

The techniques of Delancey Street in San Francisco will perhaps be
more successful. 10

In sum, all behavioral science and all analysis of mental process are
liable to fall on their face when logical typing is ignored. The matteris,
ofcourse, speciallyimportant in regard to schizophrenia and the double
bind.

Finally there are two points which must be added to the above out
line of an epistemology. These do notrate as necessary specifications of
the proposed epistemology, but the reader mayfind that these points
clearthe wayfor an understanding of the systemproposed.

10. C. Hampden-Turner, SaneAsylum(San Francisco: San Francisco Book Company,Inc.,
1976).
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First, logic is a very poor modelof the world of mental process. We used to
ask whether computers could simulate all conceivable steps oflogic, by
it turns out that this was precisely a wrong question. The truth of the
matter is that logic cannotsimulate all the steps of causal systemsoperat.
ing in time.

Logic breaks down when confronted with the paradoxesof abstrac.
tion—the Cretan liar or Russell’smore sophisticated version ofthis, the
question whetherthe class of classeswhich are not members of them.
selves is a memberof itself. Logicians have been boggling at these para
doxes for three thousand years, but if such a paradox is proposed to a
computer, it will answer: “Yes,no, yes, no, yes, no... ” till it breaks or
runs outof ink.

The computer operates by cause and effect; it follows that when
events inside the computerare used to simulate the “if... then .. .”of
logic, the “then” becomes temporal. “If I close this switch, then (almost
immediately) the light will light.”

But the “if... then...” of logiccontainsno time.“If three sidesof
this triangle are equal to three sides of that triangle, then the triangles
are equal.” There is no timein that “then.”

So, when simulatedin the world of causality,the Russellian paradoxes
cometo worklike this:

“Ifat time, the Cretan’s statementis true; then at timeo,it is untrue;ifitisuntrueattimes;thenitistrueattimes;andsoon.... ”Thereis
no contradiction,and the old “if... then...” of logicisobsolete.

A second point which mayhelp the readerto putthis all togetheris
the fact that a great deal of personal epistemology is concealed from con
sciousness. It is, so far as I know, inaccessible to consciousness, buried
under the very process of conscious perception. When wesay that we
see, feel, taste, hear some external phenomenon or even someinternal
event—a pain or a muscular tension—ourordinary syntax for sayingthis
is epistemologically confusing.

WhatI see when I look at youis, in fact, my image of you; or you see
your image of me. These imagesare, seemingly to us, projected outinto
the external world, but they are very far from being that about whichwe
say “Wesee it.” To quote Korzybskiagain: “The mapis notthe territory,”
and what I see is my map of a (partly hypothetical) territory out there:
your face, your green shirt, etc.

Very few people seem to realize the enormoustheoretical “power”of
this distinction between what I “see” and whatis out there. Most assume

that, in fact, they see what they look at and they assumethis becausethere
is total unconsciousness of the processes of perception.
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J may be conscious of turning myeyes in a given direction, and I
maybe conscious of an image of things outin that direction. But
between those two moments or items of consciousness, I am conscious
ofnothing.

My mental machinery provides me not with news ofits processes,
put with newsof its products. Indeed, there is a certain commonsense
in a world so constructed that organisms shall not be bothered with
newsof processes andthey shall be given the productonly. But, in fact,
the processes of makingimagesare of very great complexity, and can be
experimentally investigated. A pioneerin this field was Adelbert Ames,
Jr., from whose experiments I received a most salutary series of episte
mological shocks.

Let me describe one of these experiments briefly so that you know
what I am talking about. Youwill then realize that a disruption (by dou
ble bind) of the premises underlying perception could become a very
serious matter. I hope that you will extrapolate from the sensory and
gestalt experiments of Ames to imagine the deeper pathologies which
aredisturbances of premises of former surenessof belief.

Ameshad mestand at the endof a table aboutfive feet long. Halfway
downthe length of the table was a package of cigarettes, supported away
fromthe surface of the table on a spike andstand. At the far end of the
tablethere wasa paper book of matchessimilarly supported.

Amessaid, “What do you see? Where and how big?” And, of course,
the objects were where they appeared to be and hadtheir familiarsize.
In all Ames’s experiments you were madeto state the objective “truth”
before being subjected to illusion.

Amesthen said, “Look. Standing up from the edge ofthe table at
yourendthere is a plank of wood with a hole in it. Look through that
hole and tell me what yousee.”

So I stooped down and looked through the hole downthe length of
the table. Again the objects were as I knew them to be, in spite of the
factthat I now had only monocularvision throughthe hole.

Amessaid, “Youcan slide the plank sideways to get parallax. Do
that.”

And as I moved the plank, Hey, Presto! the scene (my image)
changed.The Lucky Strike package wasat the far end and seemed to have
doubled its length and breadth. The book of matches had moved up to
halfwaydown the length ofthe table to the formerposition of the pack
age of cigarettes and was now only half its propersize. It looked like a
bookof matches from a doll’s house.

What had happened?
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WhenI slid the plank sideways,I operated levers of whose existence
underthe table top I wasunaware. These levers moved the two objectsto
reversethe effects of parallax. Normally, objects close to a moving obsery.
er seem to get left behind fast while distant objects seem to travel with
you—for example,in a railroad train. In this case, the distant object, the
matches, wasmade to appearto get left behind.

My unconscious and inaccessible image-making processes accepted
these data of pseudoparallax and made the image accordingly. But, of
course, the objects still subtended the same angle at my eye. So I saw
what looked like a double-sized pack of cigarettes at five feet away.The
premises of seeming parallax were stronger than my knowledgeof the
true size and position of the objects.

In other words, my processes of perception did a complex piece of
mathematics to ascribe to the objects that position which they would
have had if the artificial parallax had been real parallax. “I” had no con
scious control or awareness of this complex intellectualfeat; my percep
tive processes used premises which occidental man was notable to put
into words until the laws of perspective were studied by Renaissance
artists.

The unconscious epistemology—the howof using our senses—isa
deeply concealed body of knowledge; and the concealmentof that knowl
edge comes between the conscious understanding and the external world
to makeus sure of the reality of “self,”so that when unconscious premises
of epistemology are disrupted by double-bind experience, we feel that
oursafe illusions about “self”are shaken.

Howght the insight of the schizophrenic whowrites the first person
pronoun with a lowercase “i.”

PartIll: Beyond the Double Bind

Already in 1956, in the paper whichfirst, rather prematurely, announced
double-bind theory!! we knew that double binds were powerful, notonly
in a destructive or painful sense, but also in a “therapeutic” sense. We
used to talk at that time of the “therapeutic double bind,” and in that
paper, an instance of this was described, from a narrative of Frieda
Fromm-Reichmann’s therapy.

Fairly soon after that it was noted, I think by Haley, that the strate

11. [Editor’sNote: G. Bateson, D. D. Jackson, J. Haley, J. Weakland, “Toward a Theory of
Schizophrenia,” reprinted in Stepsto an Ecologyof Mind.]
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giesof Milton Erickson’s hypnotic induction and hypnotic therapy were
formsof double bind in which the hypnotist put the subject “in”a bind.

Indeed, without any theoretical knowledge of what I was doing, I
had been using double binds during World WarII as a device in propa
andizing the enemy. We had a small radio station in Chittagong which

broadcastto the Japanese-occupiedterritories of Southeast Asia.We pro
fessedto be a Japaneseofficial station and ourpolicy wasvery simply to
read the enemy propaganda every day and to rebroadcastit with thirty
percent exaggeration.

It is around the concept of “therapeutic double bind”that a lot of
thinking needs to be done;this thinking will, I hope, lead to a consider
ableadvance in human andethical understanding of adaptation and
addiction—viewingthe whole contemporary pathology of man’s inter
national, intranational, and ecological crisis as a network of neurotic
adaptation, i.e., a network of addictions.

At the sametime, I believe that these studies should lead to some
understanding of cultural advance. We know andsee so muchof cultur
aldecadence and decay that our ignorance of cultural advance becomes
conspicuous.

Let me begin by giving you the story of a double bind which we
inflictedupon a dolphin at the OceanicInstitute in Hawaii.!2

Consider a very simple paradigm: a female porpoise (Steno
bredanensis)1strained to accept the soundof the trainer’s whistle
as a “secondary reinforcement.” The whistle is expectably fol
lowed by food, andif she later repeats what she was doing when
the whistle blew, she will expectably again hear the whistle and
receive food.

This porpoise is now used by the trainers to demonstrate
“operant conditioning” to the public. Whenshe enters the exhi
bition tank, she raises her head above surface, hears the whistle
and is fed. She then raises her head again andis again rein
forced. Three repetitions of this sequence is enough for the
demonstration and the porpoise is then sent offstage to wait for
the next performance two hours later. She has learned some
simple rules which relate her actions, the whistle, the exhibition
tank, and the trainer into a pattern—a contextual structure, a
set of rules for how to put the information together.

—_—___
12. From “Double Bind, 1969,” in Stepsto an EcologyofMind by Gregory Bateson. Copyright

©1972,1987 byJason Aronson Inc. Reprinted with permission of the publisher.
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But this pattern is fitted only for a single episode in the exhi
bition tank. She must break that pattern to deal with the classof
such episodes. There is a larger contextof contextswhich will put
her in the wrong.

At the next performance, the trainer again wants to demon
strate “operant conditioning,” but to do this the trainer must
pick on a different piece of conspicuous behavior.

Whenthe porpoise comes on stage, she again raises her
head. But she gets no whistle. The trainer waits for the next
piece of conspicuous behavior—likely a tail flap, which is a com
mon expression of annoyance. This behavior is then reinforced
and repeated.

Butthe tail flap was,of course, not rewarded in the third per
formance.

Finally the porpoise learned to deal with the context of con
texts—by offering a different or newpiece of conspicuous behav
ior whenever she cameon Stage.

All this had happenedin the free natural history of therela
tionship between porpoise and trainer and audience. The
sequence was then repeated experimentally with a new porpoise
and carefully recorded.*

Two points from this experimental repeat of the sequence
must be added:

First, that it was necessary (in the trainer’s judgment) to break
the rules of the experiment many times. The experience of being
in the wrongwas so disturbing to the porpoise that in orderto pre
serve the relationship between porpoise andtrainer (i.e., the
context of context of context) it was necessary to give manyrein
forcements to which the porpoise wasnotentitled.

Second, that each of thefirst fourteen sessionswascharacter
ized by many futile repetitions of whatever behavior had been
reinforced in the immediately previous session. Seemingly only
by “accident” did the animal provide a piece of different behav
ior. In the time-out between the fourteenth and fifteenth ses
sions, the porpoise appeared to be much excited, and when she
came on stage for the fifteenth session she put on an elaborate
performanceincluding eight conspicuous pieces of behavior of

*K. Pryor, R. Haag, and J. O’Rielly, “Deutero-Learning in a Roughtooth
Porpoise (Steno bredanensis),”U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, NOTS
TP 4270.
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which four were entirely new—never before observed in this
species of animal.

The storyillustrates, I believe, two aspects of the genesis of a
transcontextual syndrome:

First, that severe pain and maladjustment can be induced by
putting a mammalin the wrongregarding its rules for making
sense of an importantrelationship with another mammal.

And second,that if this pathology can be warded off or
resisted, the total experience may promotecreativity.

It was necessary to give the dolphin unearned fish (of course, with
out whistle) in order to maintain the relationship between trainer and
porpoise. Thatis, we hadto tell the animal that in spite of her failure to
solvethe problem,shewas still “loved.”

Considerthis as a special case, and askwhether there could be other
caseswhich would differ from this in that the learning organism—beit
dolphin, be it human—would not need the reassurance of “unearned
fish.”

If such cases could be foundand if, indeed, it appeared that such
caseswere common in human oranimal life, then we would have before
us a type of sequence which would explain “progress” in spite of the
simultaneous and familiar processes of decay and degradation of mental
and culturallife.

Under what circumstances will an organism putitself into a position
of painful double bind, gratuitously? Could such a creature be urged on
bysome dim conceptionthat at the far end of such a disciplinary adven
ture—such a sequence of deutero-learning sequences—there might be
some “spiritual” or even “hedonic” reward?

The question becomes more profound and even urgent when we
consider the whole nature of adaptation in the wide context ofbiologi
cal evolution. (Note that the vast network of processes called “biological
evolution” constitutes a “mind” and achieves mental process as defined
above in my outline of an epistemology.)

In biological evolution, adaptive changes occur during the lifetime
of an individual, adjusting him or herto various forms ofstress, effort,
demands placed uponskill, and the like. (These somatic, “acquired”
changesare, of course, not passed on by Lamarckian heredity.) They are
achieved, however, at a certain cost. What is consumedis entropy, i.e.,
uncommitted possibilities for change in many different physiological and
neural variables and parameters. The uncommitted alternatives
(entropy) are lost, eaten up by commitmentand by becoming unchange
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able parts of patterns (negentropy). Adaptive changeslimit the possibilj
ties for future adaptation in otherdirections.

For example, the man whois sick has set many of his physiological
variables at special and even extreme (maximal and minimal) values in
order to resist the effect of his illness. As a result he is under “stress.”We
shall be wise to keep him indoors and warm so as notto subject him to fur
ther “stress.”The logic of thus protecting him depends uponthe idea that
there is a finite amount of potentialchange which the body is capable of
achieving, and that whenit is achieving some one adaptive changeits abili
ty to achieve any other changeis thereby reduced.Its flexibilityis reduced.

Thereis, if you please, an economics offlexibility.}5
Whatwill happen if anotherstress is added is that at somepoint in

the total physiologythere willbe contradictory demands upon somevari
able. This contradiction—the demand that the variable be increased to
meetstress A and simultaneously decreasedso that stress B may be met—
will constitute a deep-seated double bind.

Such double binds will characteristically be met by responsesat a
higher logical type level. If, for example, the bodyis stressed by highalti
tude, it will first ward off death by emergency measures such as panting
and speeding up ofthe pulse. If the organism stays at these highalti
tudes, there will be acclimation, i.e., physiological changes will occur to
make the panting and tachycardia unnecessary. The organism will “climb”
to a higher logical type of adaptation which will provide an economy—a
saving—offlexibility. The panting and racing of the heart will now be
saved and be available for some further stress. Without acclimation, this
new stress could not be met, except perhaps by death.

There is, however, a gimmick in the story: While acclimation is an
economy of flexibility as long as the animal remainsat high altitude,
should he come downto sea level his acclimation will now be a disadvan
tage. He willfind that the acclimation has now becomea source of stress.

Emergency measures like panting or tachycardia could be relaxed
immediately on leaving the situation of stress, but he will not be able to
relax his acclimation for days or weeks.

In a word, our organism has becomeaddicted to the high altitude by
the deep adaptations which he has achieved underthat stress.

It appears then, that adaptation and.addiction arevery closelyrelated
phenomena.In passing, we will note that in this postwar period every
nation that individuallyadapteditself to waris still addicted to the adap

13. G. Bateson, “The Role of Somatic Change in Evolution,” reprinted in Stepsto an Ecology
ofMind.
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tive responses which it then achieved, and that that higher entity, the
international system,is still addicted in the same way.

How manynations are doing research on the formal aspects of addic
tion? It should be worth a few billions, quite apart from applications to
the drug field and the phenomenaof ecological pollution,etc., etc.

Beall that as it may,westill have time to considera fictitious animal
which has long fascinated me andis relevant to this whole business of
adaptation, addiction, and double binds as a possible source of positive
advance. I refer to Lewis Carroll’s Bread-and-butter-fly.

“Crawling at your feet,” said the Gnat (Alice drew herfeet
back in some alarm), “you may observe a Bread-and-butter-fly.
Its wings are thin slices of bread-and-butter, its bodyis a crust,
and its head is a lump of sugar.”

“And whatdoes ztlive on?”
“Weaktea with cream init.”

A new difficulty came into Alice’shead. “Supposing it couldn’t
find any?” she suggested.

“Then it would die, of course.”
“But that must happen very often,” Alice remarked thought

fully.
“It alwayshappens,” said the Gnat.
After this, Alice wassilent for a minute or two, pondering.!4

If we ask of what did the Bread-and-butter-fly die, we have to answer
that he died of a double bind. Not of the peculiar traumata of a head
dissolvedin weaktea, noryet of simple starvation, but of an impossibility
of contradictory adaptation.

The dinosaurs probably got caught in some evolutionary cul-de-sac
of similar form. And weourselves are all too likelyto perish of an impos
sibilityof adaptation to peace and a frugal technology.

Let me now consider another organism similarly beset with contra
dictory demands of environment. I amstill searching for contexts in
which organisms will make adaptations of high logical type, transcend
ing their double binds without “unearnedfish.” The organism which I
askyou to observe is a mountain climber.

He starts at dawn—unrewarded and unbribed in any simple way—
and hestarts to climb. After a few hours, his legs start to hurt; his lungs
Startto hurt; his headstarts to hurt; his backpack beginsto get subjective
lyheavy;and his blisters grow. Heis in a progressively miserablestate.

14. Lewis Carroll, Through theLooking-Glass,Chapter3.
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At this point, the commonsense thing for him to dois to sit down,
thusrelieving his legs; eat the lunchin his pack, thus reducingits weight,
and, after lunch, he should start downhill, for home.

Similarly, the drug addict, suffering the first pangs of withdrawal,
will, commonsensically, give himself anotherfix.

The nation addicted to warfare similarlywill speed upits end of the
armaments race and then step firmly on the toes of any available riva]
nation.

But our mountain climber has no commonsense. He goes on climb
ing, and that with no unearnedfish except such reinforcementas he can
reflexivelygeneratefor himself. He goes on, into more pain and moresuf
fering, until he reaches the top of the mountain.At this point, he has as
heseesit completed a sequence. He then can turn aroundor perhaps he
may eat his lunch there at the mountaintop. After that he can go down
hill toward home.

Why do mountain climbers do this? It should be impossible. But
drug addicts sometimesalso unaided break their addiction “cold turkey,”
Could an addict ever become addicted to “cold turkey”?

Aboutnations, I do not know. (The Germans have a cry “Siegzum
Todt,”“Conquer unto death,” which ironically describes the time struc
ture of their wars,winningall the preliminarybattles and losing the war,
but this is no answerto the present problem.)

I have known two great mountain climbers, George Leigh Mallory,
whose bones are somewhere on Everest, and Geoffrey Young, who was
the first one-legged man to climb the North Face of the Matterhorn.
Mallory did not answer our question. Heis said to havesaid that he
climbed Everest “becauseit is there.” He died on his second attempt.

Young usedto talk of the disciplineof not listening to the body when
it screamsfor relief.

Whatis discipline?
Wetalk of “taking pains,” and the French, more aware than we of

recursive and reflexive trains of phenomena,say, “... se donnerla peine
de ...,”“...to giveoneselfthe painor troubleto... .”

Whydoes the Zen monksit through hoursof agonyin thelotus posi
tion, his legs getting more and more paralyzed and his head getting
more and more addled? And while he does this, why does he contem
plate or wrestle with a koan, a traditional paradox, a sort of conceptual
double bind?

In this region there are answerswhichare certainly “beyond the dou
ble bind,” and yet equally certainly the answers will be related to double
bind theory. We can only speculate about components of these answers:
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(1) They will surely include reference to ideas of completionof
tasks.

(2) They will include reference to “self’—that half mythological
entity whose apparent subjective reality somehow increases in
situationsof reflexive awareness.

(3) We shall be talking about addictions to the feat of “cold
turkey” defeat of all addictions of lower logical type.

(4) We shall face somesort of positive addiction to the pains of
facing double binds and conquering them.

(5) We shall need a formal definition of practice.What is the musi
cal performer doing between his public appearances? He,
too, is engaging in behavior which (even if rewarded in the
concert hall) is fundamentally related to double binds.It is a
part of the long grind from quick superficial adaptation
through automatism to the final skillful control of automa
tism.

At the presenttime, all this is speculation. But there are already
someguidelines and the matteris nottrivial.
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This Normative Natural History Called
Epistemology"

Let me tell you where I stand today and what, for me, came outof all
that work in New Guinea and Bali and, later, with schizophrenics and
dolphins.

Asyou know,the difficulty was alwaysto get people to approach the
formal analysis of mind with a similar or even an open epistemology.
Manypeople claim to have no epistemology and must just overcome
thisoptimism. Only then can they approachthe particular epistemology
here proposed. In other words, twojumps are required of the reader,
and of these thefirst is the more difficult. Weall cling fast to the illusion
that we are capable of direct perception, uncoded and not mediated by
epistemology. The double-bind hypothesis—i.e., the mentaldescription
of schizophrenia—wasitself a contribution to epistemology, and to eval
uate it was an exercise, if you please, in a sort of metaepistemology.
Epistemology itself is becoming a recursive subject, a recursive study of
recursiveness.So that anybody encountering the double-bind hypothesis
has the problem that epistemology was already changed by the double
bind hypothesis, and the hypothesis itself therefore has to be approached
withthe modified wayof thinking which the hypothesis had proposed.

Iam sure that none of us in the 1950srealized how difficult this was.

Indeed, westill did not realize that, if our hypothesis was even partly
correct, it must also be important as a contribution to what I have some
timescalled the “fundamentals”—ourstock of “necessary”truths.

So what I have to do nowis to tell you how, for me, an epistemology
grewout of ethnographic observation and cybernetic theory, and how

*“Afterword” by Gregory Bateson, copyright © 1977 by Gregory Bateson, from About
Bateson:Essays on GregoryBateson, edited by John Brockman. Used by permission of the pub
lisher, Dutton, an imprint of New American Library, a division of Penguin Books USA Inc.
Written in 1977, this article is here reprinted, edited, and has been given a newtitle taken
fromthe bodyof the text.
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this epistemology determines not only double-bind theory and all the
thinking that has followed in the field of psychiatry but also affects eyo.
lutionary thinking and the whole body/mind problem.

I have to present here a description of an epistemology, and then |
have to fit the double-bind hypothesis and thoughts aboutevolution
into that epistemology. In a word, I have to invite the reader to comejn
backwardupon the whole business.

From time to time I get complaints that my writing is dense and hard
to understand. It may comfort those whofind the matter hard to under.
stand if I tell them that I have driven myself, over the years,into
a “place” where conventional dualistic statements of mind/body
relations—the conventional dualisms of Darwinism, psychoanalysis,and
theology—are absolutely unintelligible to me. It is becoming asdifficult
for me to understand dualists as it is for them to understand me. And |]
fear that it’s not going to becomeeasier, except by those others being
slowly exercised in the art of thinking along those pathways that seem
to me to be “straight.” My friends in New Guinea, the Iatmul, whoselan
guage and culture I studied, used to say, “But our languageis so easy.We
just talk.”

So let me start by trying to characterize my epistemology asit has
grown under myhands, with some notable influence from other people.

First, it is a branch of natural history. It was McCulloch who,for me,
pulled epistemologydownout of the realmsof abstract philosophyinto
the much more simple realm of natural history. This was dramatically
done in the paper by McCulloch andhis friends entitled “Whatthe
Frog’s Eye Tells the Frog’s Brain.” In that paper he showedthat any an
swer to the question “Howcan a frog know anything?” would be delimited
by the sensory machineryof the frog, and that the sensory machineryof
the frog could, indeed, be investigated by experimental and other means.
It turned out that the frog could only receive news of such moving objects
as subtended less than ten degrees at the eye. All else wasinvisible and
produced no impulses on the optic nerve. From this paperit followed
that, to understand human beings, even at a very elementarylevel, you
had to knowthe limitations of their sensory input.

And that matter becamepart of my experience when I wentthrough
the experiments of Adelbert Ames,Jr. I discovered that when I see some
thing, or hear a sound,or taste, it is my brain, or perhaps I should better
say “mind”—it is I who create an image in the modality of the appropri
ate sense organ. My image is my aggregation and organization ofinfor
mation about the perceived object, aggregated and integrated by me
according to rules of which I am totally unconscious. I can, thanks to
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Ames,know about these rules; but I cannot be conscious of the process
of their working.

Amesshowed methat I (and you), looking through our eyes,create,
out of showers of impulses on the optic nerve, images of the perceived
that appear to be three-dimensional images. I “see” an image in depth.
Butthe wayin whichthat imageis given depth depends uponessentially
Euclidian arguments within the brain and of which the perceiver is un
conscious.It is as if the perceiver knew the premises of parallax and cre
ated his image in accordance with those rules, never letting himself
know at any conscious level that he has applied the rules of parallax
to the shower of impulses. Indeed, the whole process, including the
showerof impulsesitself, is a totally unconscious business.

It seems to be a universal feature of human perception, a feature of
the underpinning of human epistemology, that the perceiver shall per
ceiveonly the product of his perceiving act. He shall not perceive the
means by which that product was created. The productitself is a sort of
workofart.

But along with this detached natural history, in which I, as an epis
temology, describe the frog or myself—along with that natural history
goesa curious and unexpected addition. Now that we have pulled episte
mologydown from philosophy and madeit a branch of natural history,it
becomesnecessarily a normativebranch of natural history. This study is
normativein the sense that it will chide us when weignore its strictures
and regularities. One had not expected that natural history could be
normative, but indeed, the epistemology which I am building for you is
normative in two almost synonymousways. It can be wrong, or I can be
wrongaboutit. And either of those twosorts of error becomesitself part
of any epistemology in which it occurs. Any error will propose pathol
ogy.(But I am the epistemology.)

Take the statement in a previous paragraph: The organism builds
imagesin depth outof the shower of impulses broughtto the brain by
the optic nerve.It is possible that this statementis incorrect, that future
scientificstudy of the act of perception may show thatthis is not so, or
that its syntax is inappropriate. That is what I mean by beingin error in
the first way.And the second way of possible error would be to believe
that the images that I see are in fact that which I am lookingat, that my
mentalmap is the external territory. (But we wanderoff into philosophy
ifwe ask, “Is there reallya territory?”)

And thenthere is the fact that the epistemologyI am building is
monistic.Applying Occam’s razor, I decline to pay attention to notions—
which others assert to be subjectivelysupported—that mind or soulis
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somehowseparable from body and from matter. On the other hand,it jg
absolutely necessary, of course, that my epistemology shall allow forthe
natural history fact that, indeed, many human beings of manydifferent
cultures have the belief that the mind is indeed separable from the
body. Their epistemology is either dualistic or pluralistic. In other
words, in this normative natural history called epistemology there mygt
be a study oferrors, and evidently certain sorts of error are predictably
common.If you look over the whole span of my work,starting with the
notion of schismogenesis, or starting even with the patternsin partridge
feathers, and going from that to schismogenesis in New Guinea, to end
linkage in national character, to the double bind, and to the material we
got from the porpoises, you will see that up to a certain date mylan
guage of report 1sdualistic.

The double-bind work was for me a documentation of the idea that
mind is a necessary explanatory principle. Simple nineteenth-century
materialism will not accept any hierarchy of ideas or differences. The
world of mindlessness, the Pleroma, contains no names,no classes.

It is here that I have always in my thinking followed Samuel Butler
in his criticisms of Darwinian evolution. It alwaysseems to me that the
Darwinian phrasings were an effort to exclude mind. Andindeed that
materialism in general was an effort to exclude mind. Andtherefore,
since materialism is rather barren, it was hardly surprising to meas an
epistemological naturalist to note that physicists, from William Crookes
onward, have been prone to go to mediumsand othertricksters. They
neededsolace in their materialism.

But the matter was alwaysdifficult. I could not tolerate the dualism
seriously, and yet I knew that the narrow materialistic statement wasa
gross oversimplification of the biological world. The solution came
when I was preparing the Korzybski Lecture, when I suddenly realized
that of course the bridge between map andterritory is difference.It is
only newsofdifferencethat can get from theterritory to the map,andthis
fact is the basic epistemological statement aboutthe relationship between
all reality out there andall perception in here:that the bridge mustalways
be in the form of difference. Difference, out there, precipitates coded or
correspondingdifference in the aggregate of differentiation whichwecall
the organism’s mind. And that mind is immanentin matter, whichis
partly inside the body—butalso partly “outside,” e.g., in the form of
records, traces, and perceptibles.

Difference, you see,is just sufficiently awayfrom the grossly material
istic and quantitative world so that mind, dealing in difference, willal
ways be intangible, will always deal in intangibles, and will always have
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certain limitations because it can never encounter what Immanuel Kant
called the Ding an sich,the thingin itself. It can only encounter news of
boundaries—newsof the contexts of difference.

It is worthwhile to list several points about “difference” here.

(1) A difference is not material and cannot be localized. If this
apple is different from that egg, the difference doesnot lie in
the appleor in the egg, or in the space between them.To lo
cate difference, i.e., to delimit the context or interface, would
be to posit a world incapable of change. Zeno’s famous arrow
could never move from a position “here” in this context to a
position “there” in the next context.

(2) Difference cannot be placed in time. The egg can be sentto
Alaska or can be destroyed, andstill the difference remains.
Oris it only the newsof the difference that remains? Oris the
difference ever anything but news?With a million differences
between the egg and the apple, only those become informa
tion that make a difference.

(3) Difference is not a quantity. It is dimensionless and, for sense
organs, digital. It is delimited by threshold.

(4) Those differences, or news of differences, which are informa
tion, must not be confused with “energy.”The latter is a quan
tity with physical dimensions (Mass x the square of a Velocity).
It is perfectly clear that information does not have dimensions
of this kind,! and that information travels, usually, where en
ergy already is. That is, the recipient, the organism receiving
information—or the end organ or the neuron—is already en
ergized from its metabolism,so that, for example, the impulse
can travel along the nerve, not driven by the energy, but find
ing energy ready to undergo degradation at everypoint of the
travel. The energy is there in advance of the information or
the response. This distinction between information and en
ergy becomes conspicuous wheneverthat which does not hap
pen triggers response in an organism. I commonly tell my
classes that if they don’t fill in their income tax forms the
Internal Revenue people will respond to the difference be
tween the forms which they don’t fill in and the forms which
they mighthave filled in. Or your aunt, if you don’t write her

1, But, of course, a differencein energy (notitself of the dimensions of energy) can gener
ate news of difference.
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a letter, will respond to the difference between theletter you
do not write and the letter you might have written. A tick on
the twig of a tree waits for the smell of butyric acid that would
mean “mammal in the neighborhood.” When he smells the
butyric acid, he will fall from the tree. But if he stays long
enough on the tree and there is no butyric acid, he will fall
from the tree anywayand goto climb up anotherone. He can
respondto the “fact”that something does not happen.

(5) Last, in regard to information and the identity between infor
mation and newsof difference, I wantto give a sort of special
honor toGustav Fechner, who in the 1840sgot a whiff of this
enormously powerful idea. It drove him almost mad,but heis
still remembered and his nameis still carried in the Weber
Fechner Law. He must have been an extraordinarily gifted
man, and a very strange one.

To continue mysketch of the epistemology that grew out of mywork,
the next point is recursiveness. Here there seem to be twospecies of re
cursiveness, of somewhatdifferent nature, of which thefirst goes back
to Norbert Wiener andis well known:the “feedback”that is perhaps the
best-known feature of the whole cybernetic syndrome. The pointis that
self-corrective and quasi-purposive systems necessarily and always have
the characteristic that causal trains within the system are themselvescir
cular. Such causal trains, when independently energized,are eitherself
corrective or runaway systems. In the wider epistemology, it seems that,
necessarily, a causal train either in some sense dies out as it spreads
through the universe, or returns to the point from which it started. In
the first case there is no question ofits survival. In the secondcase, by
returning to the place from whichit started, a subsystem is established
which,for greateror less length of time,will necessarilysurvive.

The second type of recursiveness has been proposed by Varela and
Maturana. These theoreticians discuss the case in which some property
of a wholeis fed back into the system, producing a somewhatdifferent
type of recursiveness, for which Varela has worked out the formalisms.
Welive in a universe in which causal trains endure, survive through
time, only if they are recursive. They “survive”—i.e., literally live upon
themselves—andsomesurvive longer than others.

If our explanations or our understanding of the universeis in some
sense to match that universe, or model it, and if the universe is recur
sive, then our explanations and our logics must also be fundamentally
recursive.
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And finally there is the somewhat disputed area of “levels.”For me
the double bind, among otherthings, as a phenomenonof natural his
tory,is strong evidencethat, at least in the natural history aspects of epis
temology,we encounter phenomenathat are generated by organisms
whose epistemology is, for better or for worse, structured in hierarchic
form. It seems to mevery clear and even expectable that end organs can
receiveonly newsof difference. Each receives difference and creates news
of difference; and, of course, this proposes the possibility of differences
between differences, and differences that are differently effective or dif
ferently meaningful according to the network within which they exist.
This is the path toward an epistemology of gestalt psychology, and this
clumpingof newsof difference becomesespecially true of the mind when
it, in its characteristic natural history, evolveslanguage and facesthe cir
cumstance that the nameis not the thing named, and the name of the
name is not the name.This is the area in which I’veworked very consider
ablyin constructing a hypothetical hierarchyof species of learning.

These four components, then, give you the beginnings of a sketch
of an epistemology:

(1) That message events are activated by difference.

(2) That informationtravels in pathwaysand systemsthat are collat
erally energized (with a few exceptions where the energy itself
in some form, perhaps a light, a temperature, or a motion, zs
the traveling information). The separation of energy is made
clear in a very large numberof cases in whichthe difference is
fundamentally a difference between zero and one. In such
cases, “zero-not-one” can be the message, which differs from
“one-not-zero.”

(3) That a special sort of holism is generated by feedback and re
cursiveness.

(4) That mind operates with hierarchies and networks of difference
to create gestalten.

I want to make clear that there are a number of very important
statements that are not madein this sketch of an epistemology and
whoseabsence is an importantcharacteristic. I said above that, as I seeit
and believe it, the universe and any description ofit is monistic; and this
wouldimply a certain continuity of the entire world of information. But
there is a very strong tendency in Western thinking (perhapsin all
humanthinking) to think andtalk as if the world were made up ofsepa
rable parts.
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All peoples of the world, I believe, certainly all existing peoples, have
something like language, and, so far as I can understand thetalk ofJin.
guists, it seems that all languages depend upona particulate representa.
tion of the universe. All languages have something like nounsand verbs,
isolating objects, entities, events, and abstractions. In whatever way you
phrase it, “difference” will alwayspropose delimitations and boundaries.
If our meansof describingthe world arises out of notionsof difference (oy
what G. Spencer Brown’s Laws ofForm calls “distinction” and “indica
tion”), then our picture of the universe will necessarily be particulate. [t
becomesan act of faith to distrust language and to believe in monism.
Of necessity we shall still split our descriptions when wetalk about the
universe. But there may be better and worse waysof doingthis Splitting
of the universe into nameable parts.

Finally, let me try to give you an idea of whatit felt like, or whatsort
of difference it made, for me to view the world in termsof the episte
mology that I have described to you, instead of viewing it as I used to
and as I believe most people alwaysdo.

First of all, let me stresswhat happens when one becomesawarethat
there is much that is our own contribution to our own perception. Of
course I am no more aware of the processes of my own perception than
anybodyelse is. But I am aware that there are such processes, andthis
awarenessmeans that when I look out through myeyes andsee the red
woodsor the yellowflowering acacia of California roadsides, I know that
I am doing all sorts of things to my percept in order to makesense of
that percept. Of course I alwaysdid this, and everybody doesit. Wework
hard to make sense, according to our epistemology, of the world which
we think wesee.

Whoevercreates an image of an object doesso in depth,usingvari
ous cues for that creation, as I have alreadysaid in discussing the Ames
experiments. But most people are not aware that they do this, and as you
become aware that you are doing it, you becomein a curious waymuch
closer to the world around you. The word “objective”becomes, of course,
quite quietly obsolete; and at the sametime the word “subjective,”which
normally confines “you”within your skin, disappearsas well. It is, I think,
the debunkingof the objective that is the important change. The worldis
no longer “out there” in quite the same waythat it used to seem to be.
Withoutbeing fully conscious or thinking aboutit all the time,I still,
know all the time that my images—especially the visual, but also audi
tory, gustatory, pain, and fatigue—I know the images are “mine” and
that I am responsible for these images in a quite peculiar way.It is as if
they are all in some degreehallucinated, as indeed they partly are. The
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shower of impulses coming in over the optic nerve surely contains no
icture. The picture is to be developed, to be created, by the intertwin

ing of all these neural messages.And the brain that can do this must be
pretty smart. It’s my brain. But everybody’s brain—any mammalian
brain—can doit, I guess.

I have the use of the information that that which I see, the images,
or that which I feel as pain, the prick of a pin, or the ache ofa tired
muscle—for these, too, are images created in their respective modes—
that all this is neither objective truth noris it all hallucination. There is
a combining or marriage between an objectivity that is passive to the
outside world and a creative subjectivity,neither pure solipsism norits
opposite.

Consider for a momentthe phrase, the oppositeof solipsism.In solip
sism,you are ultimately isolated and alone, isolated by the premise “I
makeit all up.” But at the other extreme, the opposite of solipsism,you
wouldcease to exist, becoming nothing but a metaphoric feather blown
by the winds of external “reality.” (But in that region there are no
metaphors!) Somewhere between these two is a region where you are
partlyblown by the windsof reality and partly an artist creating a com
positeout of the innerandouter events.

A smokering is, literally and etymologically, introverted. It is end
lesslyturning uponitself, a torus, a doughnut, spinning on the axis of
the circular cylinder that is the doughnut. And this turning uponits
own in-turned axis is what gives separable existence to the smokering.Itis,afterall,madeofnothingbutairmarkedwitha littlesmoke.Itisof
the same substanceas its “environment.” But it has duration and location

and a certain degree of separation by virtue of its inturned motion. In a
sense, the smokering standsas a very primitive, oversimplified paradigm
for all recursive systemsthat contain the beginningsof self-reference, or,
shall we say, selfhood.

But if you ask me, “Do you feel like a smoke ringall the time?” of
course my answeris no. Only at very brief moments,in flashes of aware
ness,am I that realistic. Most of the time I still see the world, feel it, the
wayI alwaysdid. Only at certain moments am I aware of my ownintro
version. But these are enlightening moments that demonstrate the ir
relevanceof interveningstates.

Andas I try to tell you about this, lines from Robert Browning’s
“Grammarian’sFuneral” keep coming to mind.

Yea,this in him wasthe peculiar grace...
That before livinghe’d learn howto live. ...
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Or again,

Hesettled Hoti’sbusiness—let it be!—
Properly based Oun—

Gave us the doctrine of the enclitic De,
Dead from the waist down.

Andagain, there is the misquotationthat isgoing the roundstoday,

A man’s reach should exceedhis grasp,
Or what’sa metafor?

I’m afraid this American generation has mostly forgotten “A
Grammarian’s Funeral” with its strange combination of awe and con
tempt.

Imagine, for a moment, that the grammarian was neither an adven
turous explorer, breaking through into realms previouslyunexplored, nor
an intellectual, withdrawn from warm humanity into a cold butsafe
realm. Imagine that he was neither of these, but merely a human being
rediscovering what every other human being and perhaps every dog—al
ways instinctively and unconsciously—knew: that the dualisms of mind
and body, of mind and matter, and of God and world are all somehow
faked up. He would beterribly alone. He might invent somethinglike
the epistemology I have been trying to describe, emerging from there
pressed state, which Freudcalled “latency,”into a more-or-less distorted
rediscovery of that which had been hidden. Perhapsall exploration of
the world of ideas is only a searching for a rediscovery, and perhapsit is
such rediscovery of the latent that defines us as “human,” “conscious,”
and “twiceborn.” Butif this be so, then we all must sometimes hearSt.
Paul’s “voice”echoing downthe ages: “It is hard for thee to kick against
the pricks.”

I am suggesting to you that all the multiple insults, the double
binds and invasions that we all experience in life, the impact (to use
an inappropriate physicalword) whereby experience corrupts ourepiste
mology, challenging the core of our existence, and thereby seducing us
into a false cult of the ego—what I am suggesting is that the process
whereby double binds and other traumasteach usa false epistemologyis
already well advanced in most occidentals and perhaps mostorientals,
and that those whom wecall “schizophrenics” are those in whom the
endless kicking against the pricks has becomeintolerable.
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Our Own Metaphor: Nine YearsAfter’

Dear [Cap],

J said I would reread “Metaphor”andtell you how that conference
looksas I look back onit, nine yearsafter.

First of all, it looks like it did at the time, and this is a great tribute
toyour achievementas a reporter. Rereading, I again experienced the
passionatefrustration and murk of the middle days of the confer
ence.Again I paced aroundthe castle like a zombie between the sessions,
andagain I was the battleground on which Tolly and Gordon and Barry!
andthe rest deployed theirintellectual gambits—andtheir passion.

I get a very different sense of Warren McCulloch’s part in all ofit.
Ofcourse he was our leader andit was his life’s work which, acting
through me, had brought us together. But he was, like Moses, a leader
whocould and did bring us to the edge of the promised land, where he
himselfcould never enter.

His last speech makesa special sort of sense if you read it as spoken
inthat context. ...

So what of the “promised land”? Did any of us enter it? And were
thegrapes any bigger?

Are we any nearer to diverting the human species away from its
compulsivehobbyof raping the environment? And eachother.

Are there ever any new ideas? And can they be “right”—or even a
little less wrong?

*This letter to daughter Mary Catherine Bateson waswritten June 26, 1977, as a potential
afterword for a new edition of her Our Own Metaphor: A Personal Account of a Conferenceon the
Effectsof ConsciousPurpose on Human Adaptation (New York: Knopf, 1972), the report of the
Wenner-GrenConference on the Effects of Conscious Purpose on Human Adaptation, held
July17-24, 1968, at Burg Wartenstein, Austria, and chaired by Gregory Bateson. Thisletter is
Previouslyunpublished.

1. [Editor’sNote:Anatol W. Holt, Gordon Pask, and Barry Commoner.]
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Following the rereading—three or four days later—I begin to se,
the whole dramain whatis, for me, a new way.

I found that I had to face a dividing of the ways,and surely the Same
decision point must have been faced by many before I ever got there
Plato, surely. T. S. Ehot, perhaps. McCulloche

Anyhow.It was clear to me, coming outof the re-experienced agony,
that either we know nothing,or most strangely we knowit all.

If epistemology must alwayscome between me and myorganic per.
ception of the world, and similarly must alwayscome between me anq
any understanding of myself; if my epistemology is the organizing prin.
ciple of all my understanding; then I can never know anything. Myma
chinery and processes of knowing simply constitute one enormoys
blind spot. A spot through which I cannotevensee that it is blind. Not
even any darkness.

By epistemology I mean the processes of knowing and. (if we know
anything) it is pretty clear that these processes shape and limit what can
get from the “outside” through our sense organsto inclusion in image
or understanding.

The visual epistemology of the frog will only permit him to perceive
objects which move and subtend less than ten degreesat his eye. And
our visual epistemology will only let us receive news of those differences
whicheither already exist as events in time (i.e., what we call “changes”)
or which we can convert into events by moving ourretina in micronys
tagmus.

There is no “direct experience”; and Kant’s “Ding an sich” is always
necessarilyfiltered out by the very nature of our processes of knowing.
And, it appears, the “Dzng”must be filtered out by all processes of know
ing whatsoever.

I used to teach a class of young would-be psychiatrists and alwaysde
voted onesession to the question: If there be organisms with high intel
ligence (high enough to makeflying saucers) on some otherplanet,
what can wesurely predict about their nature? One of my predictions
was that those organisms must surely be subject to the pathologies and
paradoxes of logical typing. Either schizophrenia must be there or it
must be somehow prevented. In the same sense, I would predict that
those spacemen can haveonly indirect experience.

So—all experience is subjective? And since the subject is systemat
callyfallible we can be sure of nothing. That’s one pathway.

The other path is more interesting and perhaps does even more
than malt can—“Tojustify God’s ways to man.’ ‘

Thereis the interesting possibility that we might attach meaning[0
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the word “systematically.” If the “self” as a perceiver were randomly falli
ple,then there would be no hopeof any knowledge or understanding.
put I am (personally) sure that neither perception nor even dream or
hallucination contains more than a very small random element—and
thatrandom componentalways only indeterminate within a limited sub
setof alternative possibilities.

Whatif:

(A) What we can perceive ofself is our own metaphor; and

(B) We are our epistemology; and

(C) Our inner world ts that epistemology, our microcosm; and

(D) Our microcosm is an appropriate metaphor of the macro
cosm?

What if “Truth” in some very large and, for us, overriding sense is
information not about what we perceive (the green leaves, the stones,
thatvoice, that face) but about the processof perception?

I am alwaysmumbling about whatI call “natural history” and that
without natural history all knowledge is dead or dull or pious. And
now,it begins to lookas if the natural history of that oak tree is the nat
ural history of me (and you). Orat least as if there is a macrocosmic
natural history with which all the little natural histories are so con
formablethat understandinga little one givesa hint for understanding
the big one.

Wecould then imaginea theoryalternative to Darwin’s “natural se
lection”or “survival of the fittest.” Our theory would move Darwin’s old
notion over into the realm of epistemological reality. We would say that
death—i.e., loss of internal organization—is the end of all microcosms
whichbecome nonconformable with larger macrocosms. (My old
friend, the Bread-and-butter-fly died of a double bind, a disharmony.
Alicesays, “That must happen very often,” and the Gnat can onlysay, “It
alwayshappens.”)

These thoughts will carry us back into a sort of totemism. We begin
to see ourselves as metaphors for the oak and the beetle, and our
thought processes (which are necessarily interaction) become the
metaphorfor evolution.

So man (and the beetles and spiders and oaks and protozoa) evolved
in the image of their own evolution? Because evolution is a mental pro
cess,with the therefore necessary limitationsof all epistemology.

And the ancientreligious form called “totemism”is indeed the
crudeforerunnerof the only monism.
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(Am I right, that there canbe only one monism?)

Andthe “eternal verities” of McCulloch and St.Augustine (“7 +5 = 12”)
are indeed facets of the very nature of the twin processes of “thought”ang
“evolution.”

So what about “conscious purpose”?
I think that the idea of conscious purposeis a sort of a fake, an art.

fact or epiphenomenon,a biproduct of a disastrous process in the his.
tory of occidental thought.

The Christian church in the eighteenth century was alreadyafraiq
that its dualisms (God/his creatures; soul/body; Church/ congregation;
etc.) would collapse underscientific insight. So, fifty years before
Lamarck and one hundred years before The Origin of Species,William
Paley was defendingthe dualism of Genesis from the expected attack,

How did he know theattack was coming? From the encyclopedists?
Possibly.

Anyhow,his defense of the dualism wasin terms of “purpose.” Hear
gues that if you look at your watch, you will see that it is designedtotell
time. His explanation of this is that it was designed by a humandesigner.
Similarly,the clawof a crab or the hand of a manis evidently designedto
hold things. His explanation—and the onlyexplanation—ofthis is that
the crab and the man were designed by a heavenly Designer.

Paley thus fell into setting the stage of scientific thought in such a
context that the scientists felt constrained to explain “design”in nature.

Perhaps we should not entirely blame Paley and his “Evidences.”
After all, not only Darwin but the whole Industrial Revolution wasthe
climax of occidental man’s increasing obsession with design.

I suppose “design” to be the physical realization, first on the draw
ing board and then in metal, of conscious purpose.

I think we can goa little further. When we recognizethat thereis no
design in “Nature,” this perception will set us free from the old contro
versy, so that we can go on to recognize that indeed the phenomena
called “adaptation,” “acclimation,” “addiction,” and so on arealways
brought about by the dualism of interactiveprocess.It takes two or more or
ganisms and an environment, all interacting, to generate and regulate
any evolutionary process. And the resulting process may be beneficial
(to whom?)or stabilizing or lethal.

Of course, the lethal processes are the least visible because they
don’t last long, but they are probably the most frequent. So—afig for
“design.”

So we comeback to the figment of conscious purpose.
Samuel Butler in Festing Jones’s version of the “Notebooks” specu

lates about the ladywhowas in search of “The Lost Chord.” Hesays,
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Her family had alwaysbeen unsympathetic about her
music. They said it was like a loose bundle of fire-wood
which you never can get across the room without dropping
sticks; they said she would have been so much better em
ployed doing anythingelse.

Fancy being in the room with her while she was strum
ming about and hunting after her chord! Fancy being in
heaven with her whenshe had foundit!

Fancy being on earth with the humanspecies while it strums about
hunting its conscious purposes.

Withlove,

Gregory
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The Science of Knowing”

Ifyou want to know—to understand—what’s the matter with contempo
rary education, established medicine, holistic medicine, parent-child
relations, conservatism, radicalism, government, religion, and the inter
national scene, you will do well to study biology, and especially that
branch of biology which is called epistemology.

Eventhis scientific discipline willnot help you much becauseall the
sciencestogether contain rather little knowledge of education and therest,butitwillhelpa little.

Epistemology is that science whose subject matteris itself. It is the
name of a species of scientific study and talk. We set out to study the na
ture of study itself, the process of the aquisition of information andits
storage.

The conventional definitions of epistemology would placeit in phi
losophyand regardit as beyond empirical research—the discussion only
ofhow we can know anything.

But how we acquire knowledge or information is a matter of obser
vationand even experiment: How do the monarch butterflies find their
wayto the butterfly tree in the Esalen canyon? Not one of them has ever
been here before.

The study of physics and how physics is done and the study of the
language of physics in which. the resulting knowledge is ordered and
stored—all that can be a matter of empirical knowledge.It is a science
asmuch as it is a branch of philosophy. It is not physics; it is a realm of
knowledgewhere mathematics and logic and linguistics should meetto
workon a common massof data.

The study of art and poetry and of how these things are done and
how history is done—all these are epistemology, along with the study of
how epistemology is done.

*This essay, written in 1979, is reprinted from TheEsalen Catalog17, no. 2 (1979), by per
Missionof Esalen Programs. Somerepetitious material has been deleted.
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It follows that epistemology is the great bridge between all branches
of the world of experience—intellectual, emotional, observational, the.
oretical, verbal, and wordless. Knowledge, wisdom,art, religion, sport,
and science are bridged from the stance of epistemology. We stand of¢
from all these disciplines to study them andyet stand in the verycenter
of each.

Epistemology is inductive and experimental and, like anytrue gcj
ence, it is deductive and, aboveall, abductive,seeking to putside byside
similar chunks of phenomena. It notes that the structure of the mam
malian face with a so-called “nose” between two so-called “eyes”is for
mally to be compared with the structure of a sentence whose so-called
“subject” has a certain positional relation to so-called “verb” and so0
called “object.” We know that the thing in the middle of an elephant’s
face is its “nose” becauseit is located between two eyes.

Of course, there are no thingsfor the science of epistemologyto
study—we study only ideas—only the ideas of things. No nosesbut only
“noses.”

Whenthe elephantwasstill a fetus, long before its nose wasuseful
for smelling or for lifting heavy logs, that incipient organ was somehow
a “nose”—arelational, positional nose—in the organizational systemof
information upon which the embryology hinges.

“What the Frog’s Eye Tells the Frog’s Brain” and “What Is a Number,
that a Man May Know It, and a Man, that He May Know a Number?”
These are titles of essays from Warren McCulloch’s wonderful book:
EmbodimentsofMind. These are essays fundamental to epistemology asa.
science. In the living ofthe frog, the only input that can reach the frog’s.
mind (its total organization) throughthe frog’s eye is input about mov
ing objects. It cannot see the stationary. The experiments are simple at
least in principle. When an electrode attached to a galvanometeris’
placed on thefrog’s optic nerve, it becomes at once evident that motion:
in front of the eye is necessary in order to create an impulse in the.
nerve.

By the same token, our human machinery for perceiving—our
sense organs—canreceive newsonlyof difference. And within the wide
category of difference, we can perceive only those differences which are’
either already events in time or which can be converted into events in:
time. We can doa little better than the frog. She sees only the moving,
fly, but we can see the fly which is not moving. We do this by converting,
the external static difference between fly and backgroundinto an event
on our retina. The eye vibrates in its socket to create a scanning. The’
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;mage of the fly moves relative to the rods and cones andthereby trig
gers their action.

So, epistemology insists that the stuff of knowledge is alwaysmade of
the newsof difference. But what’swrong with contemporary education?
Andthe international scene?Andall that?.

Well, the next step from newsof single differences is to the building
up of patternsor configurations. Quite a step! And one which cannot be
filled in here. Suffice it to say that notions like “aggression,” “crime,”
“wealth”—andeven “god”—are highly abstract patterns which continu
allyprovide the tramlines upon which ourthought travels forward to
decisionsof all kinds.

If we have wrong ideas of how our abstractions are built—if, in a
word,we have poor epistemological habits—weshall be in trouble—and
we are.
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Men Are Grass: Metaphor and the World of
Mental Process*

This is a tape of a lecture intended to be given at the Lindisfarne
Fellows’Meeting at Green Gulch in June 1980. I wish I were there with
you,but whenit appeared that I very likelywould not be able to get to
Green Gulch for this meeting, I talked to Bill Thompson and suggested
that I dictate a tape to be played if he should so desire—failing which,I
am sure that somebodyelse in this room is very capable of taking the
firstpitch in talking to you at this meeting. Bill advised me that I should
talk about what has most been exercising my mindin the last two or
three months, andoffer that to you as a basis for your discussions. I have
had two things on my mind. Oneis very general, perhaps too general,
and the otherrather specific. If I were there among you, I wouldprefer
to speak mostly on the specific matter, hoping for discussion which I
could use, but since that is apparently not to be, let me offer you the
general matter, which, in effect, becomes a survey of almost everything
I’vedone in mylife. A survey of a direction in which I have tried always
to be moving, thoughthat direction, of course, gets redefined and rede
fined from project to project.

I grew up in the middle of Mendelian genetics. And the vocabulary
that we used then was a curious one. We used to speak of Mendelian fac
tors. Now the word “factor” was a word coined to avoid saying “cause,”
and at the same timeto avoid saying “idea” or “command.” You will re
memberthat in the nineteenth century there had been deep and blood
thirstybattles around the Lamarckian concept of the inheritance of
acquired characteristics. And this concept was tabooed becauseit was be
lieved, I think incorrectly, that it necessarily introduced a supernatural

*This address was delivered by tape recording to the annual meeting of the Lindisfarne
Fellows,June 9, 1980. Edited by Mary Catherine Bateson,it is reprinted from LindisfarneLetter,
no. 11 (1980), by permission of Lindisfarne Press.
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componentinto biological explanation. This component was variously
called “memory,” “mind,” and so forth, but I don’t believe it was a super.
natural component. It would seem to meto fit with verylittle modifica.
tion into the general scene of biological explanation, though its fitting
would indeed alter the basis of biology from the very ground up ang
would alter our ideas about our relationship to mind, our relationship
to each other, our relationship to free will, and so on. In a word, oy;
complete epistemology. Here in whatI havejust said you will notice the
assumption that epistemologyand theories of mind andtheories of eyo
lution are very close to being the same thing, and epistemologyis g
somewhat more general term which will cover both the theories of evyo
lution and the theories of mind.

The battles over this battleground had been fierce and bloody, and,
with a few exceptions, nobody wanted to go through thosebattles again,
So weare still going through them.In any case, it seemedsafer at that
time to refer to the causal agencies, or the explanatory components of
genetics, as factors rather than commands or memories. Darwin,as you
may know,had funkedthe issue of mind and matter in thelast pagesof
The Ongin ofSpecies.There he suggests that while his evolutionary theory
accounted for what had happenedto living things once biological evolu
tion had started on the face of the earth, it is possible that that vast in
heritance did not start on earth, but reached earth in the form of
bacteria, perhaps riding on light waves or whatever, a theory which I’ve
always felt was a little childish. I’ve been told by a memberof the
Darwin family that it was probably put in because he wasafraid ofhis
wife, who was an ardent Christian. Beall that as it may, the mind/body
problem or the mind/matter problem wasavoided in those early daysof
the twentieth century.It is still largely avoided in zoological schools, and
the terms “Mendelian factor,” “allele,” etc., were all rather convenient
euphemisms to avoid acknowledging that the field of inquiry wassplit
wide open.

Myfather, in the 1890s,had set out to do approximately (andthis is
really very strange) what I have beentrying to do in the last fewmonths.
Namely, to ask, if we separate off, for the sake of inquiry, the world of
mental process from the world of cause and matter, what will that world
of mental process look like? And he would have called it, I think, the
lawsof biological variation, and I would bewilling to acceptthat title for
whatI am doing, including, perhaps, both biological and mentalvaria
tion, lest we ever forget that thinking is mental variation.

And,of course, I walk into this field with a lot of tools that myfather
never had.It perhaps is worth listing these quickly: there’s the whole of
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cybernetics, there’s the whole of information theory, and that related
geld which I suppose we might call communication theory, though as
ou will see I don’t much like the word. Organization theory would be a

little better, resonance theory perhapsa little better still. In addition,
and very importantly, I have a rather different attitude toward Lamarck,
and toward the supernatural, and toward “God.”A hundred years ago
these things were dangerousto think about, and there wasa feeling that
howoneclassified them could be wrong. Personally, I feel that how one
classifiesthe inheritance of acquired characteristics (is it a case of ESP?)
is largely a matter of taste, but has tied into its tail, like all matters of
taste, the threat that there are many waysof performingthis classifica
tion which will in fact lead to disaster. If you wantto call these ways of
classifyingwrong,it’s all right by me, but personally I want to know
more about the total mental web we’re talking about, so that the word
“wrong”or the words “badtaste” or whatevershall take on a naturalhis
tory meaning. Andthat’s whatI’m really trying to do, to discover, to ex
plore. And I start from a position whichis a little more free to take an
overallviewthan wasthe position of the previous generation.

Then too,I start from the position in which I have someidea of the
nature of what I wantto call “information.” Namely, that this “stuff” is
preciselynot that, a thing, and that the entire language of materialism,
good as it may be for the description of relations between material
things, reflecting back upon the things, is lousy as a way of describing
therelations between things to reflect forward upon their organization.
In other words, the entire materialistic or mechanistic language is inap
propriate for my use, and I simplyhave to have the courage to discardit.
This means, of course, that in my mental world or universe I acknowl
edge no things, and, obviously, of course, there are no things in
thought. The neurons may be channels for something, but they are not
themselvesthings within the domain of thought, unless you think about
them, which is another thing again. In thought what we have are ideas.
There are no pigs, no coconut palms, no people, no books, no pins, no
... you know? Nothing. There are only ideas of pigs and coconut palms
and people and whatever. Only ideas, names, and things like that. This
lands you in a world whichis totally strange. I find myself running
screaming from its contemplation, and essentially running back to a
world of materialism, which seems to be what everybody else does, lim
ited only by the amountof their discipline. WhatI feel driven to askis,
giveme a pound,alittle mass, a little time,a little length, some combi
nation of these called energy. Give me power, give meall therest ofit.
Giveme location, for in the mental world there is no location. Thereis
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only yes and no,only ideas of ideas, only news of messages; and the news
is news, essentially, of differences, or difference between differences,
and so on. Whatis perpetually happening in the works of the mogt
learned philosophers, as well as of people like myself, is a quick dash
back into the idiomsand styles and concepts of mechanical materialism,
to escape from the incredible bareness—at first appearance—ofthe
mental world.

Now, notice that in this throwing out of ourfavorite devicesfor ex.
planation, a lot of very familiar stuff upon which we are deeply depen
dent has gone out with the bathwater, and I think good riddance.
Notablythe separation between Godand His creation: that sortof thing
doesn’t exist anymore. Notably the separation between mind and mat
ter: we won't be bothered by that anymore exceptto look at it with cu
riosity as a monstrousidea that nearly killed us. And so on.IthinkitistimethatIprovidedmymentalworldwitha littlefurnj
ture. So far all you've had is the ideathat it is full of ideas and messages
and news, and that the intangible filter which is between the material
and mechanical world and the world of mental process is simply thisfil
ter of difference. That while ten pounds ofoats is in the sense of materi
alism real, the ratio (and I repeat the word ratio: I don’t mean the
subtractive difference—the contrast, if you like, yes) between five
pounds and ten poundsis not a part of the material world. It does not
have mass, it does not have any other physical characteristics—it is an
idea. And thereis always this shift to a first derivative between the me
chanical world and the world of mental process. I derived this point in
about 1970 from Alfred Korzybski.Those of you who are here mayre
member the Lindisfarne meeting where A. M. Young and I had a con
frontation, I think a rather unfortunate one perhaps. He wassaying very
much the same thing as this and extendingit in certain wayswhich
meant that he was going to, as I saw it, forget the rule of dimensions,
and indeed the whole of logical typing, in his understanding of mental
life. I thought that was a very severe mistake; I don’t know who was
right. In any case, that’s the first positive characteristic that I have given
you about the mental world.

Let me now bring in another: a whole family of descriptive proposi
tions, descriptive of epistemology, about whichit’s not quite clear
whether they belong on the mechanical side or on the side of mental
process. I favor the latter, but let’s consider it. These are the proposi
tions which St. Augustine, a very long time ago, called Eternal Verities,
of which Warren McCulloch, a dear friend of mine, was alwaysfond,if
you can be fond of anything quite so impersonal. The Eternal Veritiesof
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st, Augustine were such propositions as “three and seven are ten.” And
he averred that they had alwaysbeen ten and alwayswould be ten. He
wasnot interested, of course, in this division between the mental and
the mechanical or physical that I am talking about, so he didn’t touch
that as far as I know. But we are interested in that. Myfeeling is that
there is a contrast between whatI call quantity and whatI call pattern,
and in this contrast I see number, at least in its simplest forms, smaller
forms,as inevitablyof the category and nature of pattern rather than of
the nature of quantity. So numberis perhaps the simplest ofall patterns.
In any case, St. Augustine was a mathematician, and in particular an
arithmetician, and he seemsto have had a feeling that the numbers
werevery special things, a feeling, of course, which is not unfamiliar to
most of you who have thoughta little about Pythagorean numerology
and otherrelated things. Then,after all, the contrasts between numbers
are very much more complex than the mereratios. We could say,I sup
pose, that the contrasts—pattern differences—between numbersfall off
as the numbers get bigger and bigger, but I’m not sure the numerolo
gistswill permit us to say that. What seemsto beclear is that at least in
smallernumbers the pattern differences, between saythree andfive, are
drastic indeed, and form in fact major taxonomic criteria in biological
fields. I am after all interested in this realm of pattern or numberor
mental process as a biological realm, and the biological creatures, plants
and animals, certainly seem to think that their concern is much more
with number than with quantity, though above a certain quantitative
level, a certain size of number, as I pointed out in Mind and Nature,
numbers become quantities, so that a rose has five sepals, five petals,
many stamens, and then a gynoecium ofa pistil system based onfive.
The contrast between four sides of a square andthree sidesof a triangle
is not four minus three, being one;it is not even the ratio between four
and three. It is very elaborate differences of pattern and symmetry
whichobtain between the two numbersas patterns.

So it would seem that this pattern aspect of numbersat least belongs
in the mental world of organisms. Now I want to introduce into that
worldanother component, which I confessis rather surprising. It’s been
clear for a long time that logic was a most elegant tool for the descrip
tion of lineal systems of causation—if A, then B, or if A and B,then C,
and so on. That logic could be used for the description of biological pat
tern and biological event has never beenat all clear. Indeed,it is rather
sharply clear that it is unsuitable, at least in the description of such cir
cular causal systems and recursive systems as will generate the para
doxes. Now, for those you can muddle along, maybe completely, I don’t
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know, with a correction of the lineal system by appeal to time. You can
conclude your Epimenides paradox with the statement: yes at time A,
andif yes at time A, then no at timeB; if no at time B,then yesat time
C; and so on. But I do not believe that this is really how it’s donein na.
ture. I mean you can doit on any page of your book, butit’s another
thing to say that these are the logical causal trains, or whatever, which jn
fact occur in organisms andtheir relationships and their tautologies of
embryology and so on. Youwill see thatthis is a very unlikely solution,

On the other hand there is another solution which I would like to
present to you. Would somebodyplease place on the blackboard these
two syllogismsside byside. Thefirst is a syllogismin the moodtradition
ally called Barbara:

Mendie.
Socrates is a man.
Socrates will die.

And the othersyllogism has, I believe, a rather disreputable name,
whichI willdiscuss in a minute, andit goes hikethis:

Grass dies.
Mendie.
Menare grass.

Thank you. Now, these two syllogisms coexist in an uncomfortable
world, and a reviewer the other day in England pointed out to methat
most of my thinking takes the form of the second kind of sequence and
that this would beall very well if I were a poet, but is inelegantin a biol
ogist. Now,it is true that the schoolmen or somebodytook a look at vari
oussorts of syllogisms,whose namesare now, thank God,forgotten, and
they pointed to the “syllogismin grass,” as I will call this mood, andsaid,
“That’s bad, that does not hold water. It’s not sound for use in proofs.It
isn’t soundlogic.” And myreviewer said thatthis is the waythat Gregory
Batesonlikes to think and we are unconvinced.Well, I had to agree that.
this is the way I think, and I wasn’t quite sure what he meantby the
word “convinced.” That, perhaps, is a characteristic of logic, but not of.
all forms of thought. So I took a very good look at this second type of
syllogism,whichis called, incidentally, “Affirming the Consequent.” And,
it seemed to me that indeed this was the way I did much of my think
ing, and it also seemed to meto be the way the poets did their think
ing. It also seemed to me to have another name, and its name was
metaphor. Meta-phor. And it seemed that perhaps, while not alwayslog
icallysound,it might be a very useful contribution to the principles of
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life. Life, perhaps, doesn’t alwaysask whatis logically sound. I’d be very
surprisedif it did.

Now, with these questions in mind, I began to just sort of look
around. Let mesay that the syllogismin grass has a quite interesting his
tory. It was really picked up by a man namedE. von Domarus, a Dutch

psychiatrist in the first half of this century who wrote an essay in a very
interesting little book, which has more or less disappeared, called
Language and Thought in Schizophrenia. And what he pointed out was
that schizophrenics tend, indeed, to talk, perhapsalso to think,in syllo
gismshaving the generalstructure of thesyllogism in grass.And he took
a good lookat the structure of this syllogism,and he foundthat it dif
fers from the Socrates syllogism, in that the Socrates syllogism identifies
Socrates as a memberof a class, and neatly places him in theclass of
those who will die, whereas the grass syllogism is not really concerned
with classification in the same way.Thegrass syllogism is concerned with
the equation of predicates, not of classesand subjects of sentences, but
with the identification of predicates. Dies—dies, that which dies is equal
to that other thing which dies. And von Domarus, being a nice, you
know,honest man,said this is very bad, andit is the waypoets think,it’s
the wayschizophrenics think, and we should avoid it. Perhaps.

You see, if it be so that the grass syllogism does not require subjects
as the stuff of its building, and if it be so that the Barbarasyllogism (the
Socrates syllogism) does require subjects, then it will also be so that the
Barbara syllogism could never be much use in a biological world until
the invention of language and the separation of subjects from predi
cates. In other words,it looks as though until 100,000years ago, perhaps
at most one million years ago, there were no Barbara syllogisms in the
world, and there were only Bateson’s kind, and still the organisms got
along all right. They managed to organize themselves in their embryol
ogyto have two eyes, one on each side of a nose. They managedto orga
nize themselves in their evolution. So there were shared predicates
between the horse and the man, which zoologists today call homology.
And it became evident that metaphor was not just pretty poetry, it was
not either good or bad logic, but wasin fact the logic upon which thebi
ological world had been built, the main characteristic and organizing
glue of this world of mental process which I have been trying to sketch
for you in somewayor another.

1. E. von Domarus. “The Specific Laws of Logic in Schizophrenia,” in Language and
Thoughtin Schizophrenia,ed. Jacob Kasanin (Los Angeles and Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1944).
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Well, I hope that may have given you some entertainment, some.
thing to think about, and I hopeit may have done somethingto set yoy
free from thinking in material and logical terms, in the syntax and ter.
minology of mechanics, when you are in fact trying to think about living
things.

That’sall.
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Language and Psychotherapy—fnedaFromm
Reichmann’s Last Project’

In the fields of psychiatry and psychoanalysis—and even anthropology—
one thing more than any other makes progressdifficult. It is this: that to
embark upon a newarea of investigation is not merely to begin looking
at a new partof the universe external to the self.The universe of human
itydoes not have that objective character which has been a sourceof re
assurance to the natural scientists since the days of Locke and Newton.
Rather, for those who study human behavior and human mentality, the
world takes on a Berkeleyan character. The trees in our wood are in
some sense functions of our perception. The old Berkeleyan motto,esse
estpercipi—to be is to be perceived—leads on the one hand to such
philosophical toys as the question: Is the tree there in the wood whenI
amnotthere to see it? But on the other handit leads to a very profound
and irresistible discovery that the lawsand processes of our perception
are a bridge which joins us inseparably to that which we perceive—a
bridge which unites subject and object.

This means that, for everybody who would work in the sciences of
man, every new discovery and every new advance is an exploration of
the self.When the investigator starts to probe unknownareas of the uni
verse,the back end of the probeis alwaysdriven into his ownvital parts.

Of coursethis is really no less true of the natural sciences and math
ematics. Indeed, the great changes which have occurred in physics and
mathematics in thelast thirty years have had this character—especially
the discovery ofrelativity and the discovery that even Euclidean geome
try deals not with the objective natural history of external space, but

*This is the text of the Frieda Fromm-Reichmann Memorial Lecture, read by Gregory
Bateson at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Palo Alto, California, June 3, 1957. It is
reprinted, with several minor editorial changes, from Psychiatry21, no. 1 (1958), by permission
of Psychiatryand the William Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation.
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with what I maycall “space” in quotation marks. I mean space notas jt
exists, but as it is defined by the perceiver—orthe imaginer.

Be that as it may, the retreat into a perhaps spurious objectivityhas
been a reassurance and a defense for natural scientists for nearly two
hundred years, and this defense has really never been available to the
students of man. Here and there in certain branchesof psychology,soci.
ology,and economics, the attempt has been madeto create or apethis
spurious objectivity,but I believe that the results have alwaysbeenster:
ile. The imitative attempt is obviously out of place in anyscience con
cerned with men’s mental processes or communicative behavior. Here,
to increase awarenessof one’s scientific universe is to face unpredictable
increases in one’s awareness of the self. And I wish to stress the fact that

such increasesare alwaysin the very nature of the case unpredictableirinnature.
It was, however, to this double task that Frieda Fromm-Reichmann

dedicated her life, and I should like to relate an adventure in explo
ration upon which she embarkedin herlast year. In one sense, to em
bark upon such an adventureat the age ofsixty-seven took extraordinary
courage, but in another sense you cansay, if you will, that she was dedi
cated to this species of double task and therefore could not not embark
upon it.

When Frieda came to the Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences, she came with the definite intention of adding to
the tools of her insight. She hopedto synthesize into her psychoanalytic
background whateverskills and insights she might be able to glean from
semantics, linguistics, and the theories of communication—no small
ambition. She already had extraordinary sensitivityto the overtones and
nuances of human behavior, but shesaid that she felt insufficientlycon
scious of the actual nonverbal cues from which shearrived at her con
clusions. It was her hope to achieve a greater consciousnessin this
sphere for herself. She was also concerned for psychiatrists in general,
and especiallyfor psychiatric students. She hopedthat if it were possible
to transcribe and point to the nonverbal transactions, this would pro
vide an enormously valuable tool for the teaching of psychiatry. :

Thefirst barrier she encountered wasthat the experts in these other
fields knew less about psychiatry than she did about semantics andlin
guistics. Herfirst task was therefore to get them to analyze somepsycht
atric data in termsof their special techniques. The result wasthat one of
the linguists at the Center laid aside the dictionary of an Americat:
Indian language upon which he was working, and started to transcribe,
with the finest phonetic discriminations then available, a psychiatric
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interview of which a tape recording had been especially prepared at
Chestnut Lodge. This work by Norman McQuownwas published in
Psychiatry. 1

As usually happens when one science meets another, inadequacies
of existing knowledge were disclosed. Linguistics had carefully turned
its back upon what were loosely called paralinguistic phenomena—the
overbreathings, grunts, sighs, laughter, sobbing, and the like, which
form an important part of everyone’scomment upon whatis transpir
ing between himself and the other. As the focus upon transcribing the
psychiatric interview became more intense, it became obvious that what
was required was a more nearly total study of these paralinguistic phe
nomena.

Next it appeared that there was nosatisfactory line to be drawn
between the paralinguistic phenomena which could be recorded on a
tape and thevastly greater range of phenomenawhich were perceptible
only to the eye. I mean the stream of significant movement, posture,
gesture, and the like. The concept languagewas enlarged to includeall
communicational events originating in a human body.

It wastherefore necessary for Frieda Fromm-Reichmann to add
anotherskill to her project. She not only had to pushthe linguists into
an area which they had postponedinvestigating, but also to add a kinesi
cist to the team. She therefore prevailed upon the authorities to invite
RayBirdwhistell to the Center for three days, and having verified the
richness of the kinesic field, arranged that he be at the Center during
the remaining monthsof her stay there.

So her team now consisted of five persons. Somewhere along the
line she had added anotherpsychiatrist, Henry Brosin, and anotherlin
guist, Charles Hockett. At this point, I began to be lucky. The team
neededfilms of psychiatric material upon which they could immediately
start work. I was present at their planning session on thefirst day of
Birdwhistell’s time at the Center, and found them dismayed at the
prospect of losing precious weekswhile appropriate film wasprepared.I
wasable to say that I had suchfilm ready for their examination. This was
film of family interaction in several households in which psychiatric
problems were known to exist, in the sense that one or more. of the
members of each of these families was in psychotherapy. And I sug
gested that while they were doing a kinesic andlinguistic analysis of the
interaction within one of these families, it would certainly be possible to

1. Norman A. McQuown, “Linguistic Transcription and Specification of Psychiatric
Interview Materials,” Psychiatry20 (1957): 79-86.
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secure film of the therapist at work with whatever members of the family
might be receiving psychiatric aid. This was afterwards done.

But a very important change was introduced into the project by the
circumstance that the family films wereavailable beforethe film of thera.
peutic process. This accidentshifted the project from a study oflinguis.
tics and kinesics in psychotherapy to a study of the natural history of
these phenomenain the familyconstellation.

Let metalk for a minute about the part which Frieda played in the
coordination of this team. Anthropologists and linguists and suchare by
way of being a basket of crabs. Some of us are rigid, some of us wantto
be prima donnas, someof us rigidlywant to be prima donnas. For most
of us it was a new experience to deal with material so intimate that we
were deeply affected through our empathy and identification with the
mothers and fathers and children on the screen. Youmay imaginethat
such a group, stimulated by such material, would present something of
a problem in grouptherapy if the project wasto succeed.

Frieda, I need hardly say,was a great therapist and a great lady,and |
think that one of her great contributionsto this team wasthat we fought
very little about matters which were not worth fighting about. One did
not in Frieda’s presence say things which one could recognize as second
rate. Perhaps even one’s power to recognize the second-rate was in some
wayenhanced whenshe was around.It was not that she behaved didacti
cally,but rather that her very presence insisted upon simplicity.I cannot
tell you what paralinguistic or kinesic cues she emitted which hadthis
effect; I can only saythat it wasnot done byverbal or lexical signals.

Indeed, recalling the sessions when she worked with us,first at the
Center and later in the Department of Anthropology and Linguisticsat
Buffalo, I don’t think shesaid very much atall. She was enthusiastic, she
wascritical, and she was a touchstone. We would offer her ourinterpre
tation of this or that group of data, and she would comment,usually
adding herinterpretation to ours rather than pushingours aside.

One episodeis interesting. Those of you who have ever worked in
the field of systematic botany will know that the experts who lookafter
the vast collections of dried and pressed plants in herbaria commonly
have a difficulty in identifying a living growing plant. If you bringit to
the herbarium foridentification they will say,“Let us pressit for a couple
of days and we will be able to tell you what itis.” Frieda had a converse
difficulty in looking at the soundfilms of human behavior—asalso did
HenryBrosin.

I had the feeling from thefilms and from the experience of partici
pating in the making ofthe film that one of the families upon whichwe
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were working showedsigns of grave distortion of communication but,
while it was possible to discuss these signs, they did not seem so serious
to the two psychiatrists. Later, they went together and visited the family
and sawits membersnot flattened on the movie screen, but in the flesh.
They then very quickly perceived that there was something seriously
wrong,and both agreed aboutthis.

I think the point is not merely that they now sawthe living people,
but that they had direct experience of how it felt to interact with these
people. They had seen them onthe screen, interacting with each other
and with me, but from this it was not possible to be sure how it would
fee] to interact in person with them.

So far as I can see, this difficulty is real and inevitable, and the
dream that it might be possible to train psychiatric students in diagnosis
and perception by the use offilm material must alwaysface this limita
tion, that human diagnosis depends upon human interaction, not as
observed through a one-wayscreen or the lens of a camera, butas felt in
the actual participating experience.It is only possible to tell what sort of
person the other is from a combination of observation of his commu
nicative habits and an introspective observation of what sort of person
one is oneself when dealing with him. Thegeneral point which I made
earlier about discoveries in the science of man—that every discovery
concerning human behavior in the external universe is also a discovery
about the self, and often an unwelcomediscovery in that inner field—
applies also in the field of observation and diagnosis. It may well be that
diagnosis cannot really be based upon purely objective data such as
films and tape recordings, but must alwayshave the additional data of
personal experience.

J am not, of course, deprecating the near miracles which can be
achieved by highly trained and perceptive people, looking at a Rorschach
protocol or a specimen of handwriting. All I am sayingis that this is some
thing different, and that the final judgment regarding the gravityof psy
chiatric signs can perhaps be madeonly from livingexperience.

The film material has, however, one special advantage which I think
isworth mentioning, and which has colored my personal experience in
working with the project which I am trying to describe: The film con
tains an objective external representation of the interviewer. It does not,
of course, satisfy the dream of Robert Burns, who wished that some
power would give us humansthe gift to see ourselves as others see us,
because as I have said, what the others see is amplified by their subjec
tiveexperience of interacting with us. However, the interviewer doesget
an external viewof his own behavior—a sort of data not otherwise acces
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sible at all. And if the interviewer works on the film material, as I dig
with other members of a team, he will discover that their perception of
his behavioris often quite different from whathe himself had hopedor
consciouslyintended.

In a word, there were for me moments of considerable pain when
the others were interpreting my actions, and I was forced to see those
actions on the screen. At such times, Frieda extended a basic wide
friendliness which madeit easier for me to evaluate what wasbeing said
without those feelings of rejection which would otherwise make the
comments unacceptable. It was not that she reassured by diminishing
the force of the critical comment. What she did was to lend that
strength which enabled one to receive the comment.

Similarly, in dealing with data on family interaction, there was always
a tendency among membersof the project to identifywith that member
of the family who was suffering trauma at a given moment, andto
express this identification in the form of either kinesic or linguistic
mimicking—caricature—of the person who unwittingly inflicted the
trauma. Frieda was always conscious—or perhapsI should say deeply
aware and governed by her awareness—that both the hurt person and
the person whoinflicted the hurt were equally parts of a larger disor
dered processwhich neither could understandor control.

There seems to be a sort of progress in awareness, through the
stages of which every man—andespecially every psychiatrist and every
patient—must move, some persons progressing further through these
stages than others. Onestarts by blamingthe identified patient for his
idiosyncrasies and symptoms. Then one discovers that these symptoms
are a response to—or an effect of—what others have done; and the
blameshifts from the identified patient to the etiological figure. Then,
one discovers perhaps that these figures feel a guilt for the pain which
they have caused, and onerealizes that when theyclaim this guilt they
are identifying themselves with God. After all, they did not, in general,
know whatthey were doing, and to claim guilt for their acts would be to
claim omniscience.At this point one reaches a more general anger, that
what happens to people should not happen to dogs, and that what
people do to each other the lower animals could never devise. Beyond
this, thereis, I think, a stage which I can only dimly envisage, where pes
simism and anger are replaced by something else—perhaps humility.
Andfrom this stage onward to whateverother stages there maybe, there
is loneliness.

That is as far as I can go in recounting the stages through which
man progresses toward an image of God. WhatI am trying to expressis
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the idea that Frieda Fromm-Reichmannwas a stage or two ahead of the
rest of us in this progress. And naturally I do not have the powerto
express that which is beyond me.

No one knowsthe end of that progresswhichstarts from uniting the
perceiver and the perceived—the subject and the object—into a single
universe.

Reference
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TheMoral and AestheticStructure ofHuman
Adaptation"

By the word “moral” and the words “human adaptation,” I intend to
indicate that this conference is a continuation oflast year’s conference
on the “Effects of Conscious Purpose on Human Adaptation.” At that
meeting we reached consensus that certain sorts of shortsightedness
which ignore the systemic characteristics of man, human society, and
the surrounding ecosystems are bad when implemented by a powerful
technology. The word “immoral” was not used for these deluded
attempts to achieve human purposes but, at least where the shortsight
ednessis almost willful, I see no reason to avoid the word.

It also became clear at the last conference that these immoralities
form a classof cases such that practice in analyzing one case will facili
tate the understandingof others. It is not just a matter of learning to an
alyzeall the relevant relationships and variables whenever weset out to
tamperwith organisms: we can learn something about the characteristic
interlocking of these relationships—whether we describe the interlock
ing in cybernetic terms or by meansof occurrence graphs.

In fact, hand in hand with the repetitiveness of relations in the
undisturbed systems, there is a repetitiveness of the sorts of immorality
whereby these systemsbecome corrupted and pathological. Thereis a
general structure of immorality, and, similarly, a general structure of
those mental processes which would avoid such shortsightedness.

Ourfirst conference dealt at considerable length with these matters
but wesaid verylittle about what adaptive actions can be undertaken by
man andstill be moral,in the sense of not deteriorating the larger sys
tems of which manis a part.

*Written November 5, 1968, this essay was the invitational paper for the Wenner-Gren
Symposium on the Moral and Aesthetic Structure of Human Adaptation, held July 19-28,
1969,at Burg Wartenstcin, Austria, chaired by Gregory Bateson.This essayis previously unpub
lished. Some closing material has been deleted.
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I hope that in the coming conference we may work toward a consen
sus regarding the structure of such moral planning andaction, includ.
ing also some planning toward the correction of those popular false
premises which lead to harmfulaction.

Whatis lacking is a Theoryof Action within large complex systems,
where the active agentis himself a part of and a product of the system,
Kant’s “Categorical Imperative” might provide a first step in this direc.
tion. It seems also that great teachers and therapists avoid all direct at
tempts to influence the action of others and, instead,try to provide the
settings or contexts in which some (usually imperfectly specified)
change may occur.

I think, however, that we are notyet surely ready to tackle this gigan
tic problem of planned intervention.

At the first conference I held the group back from problemsof
action for several reasons:

I believed that we had what the Bible calls “beams” in our own
eyes—distortions of perception so gross that to attempt to remove
“motes” from the eyes of our fellow men would be both presumptuous
and dangerous. After all, we, too, are creatures of a civilization which
certainly since the Renaissance and possiblyfor a much longertime has
cherished such irrational principles as reductionism, the conceptual
division between mind and body, and the belief that ends justify means.
It was therefore probable that any plan of action which we might devise
would itself be based upon these erroneous premises.

Indeed, the very errors that we would set out to correct, e.g., the
cultural errors of reductionism and mind/body separation, are them
selves buttressed by homoestatic mechanisms. We were in agreement
that to try to alter any variable in a homoestatic system without aware
ness of the supporting homoestasis mustalways be shortsighted and per
haps immoral; and yet, we would boldly go out to attack epistemological
errors which are deeply rooted in our culture and supported by com
plex vested interest in all branches of that culture—in art, education,re
ligion, commerce, science, and even in sport and international
relations.

Moreover, there may be a whole orderof explanation and determin
ism that is still unexplored. It is surely not an accident that the alpha
animal of the group is commonly the most beautiful, even to human
eyes, and thatit is this animal that is the most decorated with hair and
feathers and—among humans—with fancy costumes. To what extent1s
the “dominance”of the alpha animal determined and/or supported by

aesthetic determinants? For lack of a better term I am calling this aes
theticdeterminism.
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It seems to methat, quite without an exhaustive analysisof the rele
vant cybernetic factors, some people are guided awayfrom the courses
of action which would generate ugliness—that there are people who
have “green thumbs”in their dealing with other living systems. I am
inclined to associate this phenomenon with some sort of aesthetic judg
ment, an awareness ofcriteria of elegance and of the combinations of
processthat will lead to elegance rather than ugliness.

In our previous conference we were concerned with the moral as
pect more than with the aesthetic. It may be that the latteris a totally
separate order of explanation, but I suspect that the two are closely
related and that the difference between them is only.a difference of log
ical type. As I see it, moral judgment is concerned with discriminating
and identifying classesof cases; and this is especially true when the moral
systemis condensedinto a legal code. The aesthetic, on the other hand,
seems to be more intimately concerned with the relationships which
obtain within each particular case. In spite of many attempts, the rules
of aestheticjudgmenthave never been satisfactorilycondensed.

It may be, however, that the dichotomy between moral andaesthetic
is a by-product of the premise of mind/bodydivision or of the similar
division between consciousness and the remainder of mind. Certainly
occidental people expect to be more awareof and morearticulate about
moral judgments than aboutaesthetic. We say, “degustibusnon disputan
dum”as thoughthe aesthetic were nosuitable subject for doubt orscien
tific analysis. And yet we agree that some people, moreskilled in these
matters than others, are able to contrive objects or sounds which those
others can agree are beautiful.

We knowlittle of what makes some teachers, some political leaders,
some gardeners, some psychotherapists, some animal trainers, and some
aquarium keepers great. We say vaguely that these skills depend upon
art rather than science. Perhaps thereis scientific truth behind this
metaphor.

We knowvirtually nothing about the processes whereby a baseball
pitcher computes his action or whereby a cat estimates her jump to
catch a mouse.But it is certain that these computationsare notdone the
wayan engineer would do them: the cat and the pitcher do not use the
differential calculus.

Even, it would seem from Gertrude Hendrix’s paper last year that
there is some sort of oppositionbetween verbal understanding and that
more total and nonverbal understanding which is necessary for transfer
of learning.

We also touchedbriefly last year on the notion that the conference
group was, in somesense, its own “central metaphor.” That in our delib
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erations we were using the groupitself as a sort of analogic computer
from whichinsights into systemicprocess could be derived.

These considerations suggest that the cat and the baseball pitcher
might achieve their miracles of precision by some similar procedure—
using themselves as “central metaphors.” (What happens whenthe cat
andthe pitcher practicetheirskill?)

In sum, whatis here suggested is that systemic shortsightedness,
reductionism, the grosser forms of body/mind dichotomy,etc., maybe
mitigated or avoided by mental processes in which the total organism
(or much of it) is used as a metaphor. Such mental processes will not
probably followthe long and tedious path of computingall the relations
between relevant variables but will use various sorts of short cuts and
best guesses. But they will still reckon with the fact that the ecosystem or
society is altve.

As I remarkedlast year, the ancients who endowedforests and lakes
with personality were not without wisdom. Such mythology surely made
it easier for men to use themselves as analoguesin the attempt to under
stand nature.

Weface perhaps whatSir Geoffrey Vickers has called an “ecologyof
ideas.”

If it be true that certain people are speciallygifted in the art ofact
ing upon complex systems with homoestatic or ecological characteris
tics, and that these people do not operateby spelling out the interaction
of all relevant variables, then these people must use some innerecology
of ideas as an analogic model. (By “ideas” I mean thoughts, premises,
affects, perceptionsof self, etc.)

Butif this skill is, in some sense, really an “art,” then it is possible
that the inner “ecology of ideas” is a close synonym of what mightalso
be called aesthetic sensibility.

These notions suggest, finally, that there may be another approach
to the problems of a Theoryof Action.

As I write this, on November5, 1968, the nation is voting to choose
a President and thevoters are faced by alternative candidates—noneof
whom even claims to have either aesthetic or biological insight into the
affairs of a large nation.

Be that as it may, I suggest that before we proceed to a consideration
of theories of action, we should devote sometime to the question of aes
thetic determinism for the following reasons:

1. See Vickers, ValueSystemsand SocialProcess(Tavistock Publications, 1968).
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(a) It is conceivable that there is a whole other order of determi
native factors, to ignore which would beas fatal as to ignore
the homoeostatic aspect of biological systems.

(b) It is possible that the aesthetic approach, with its special em
phasis upon patterns and the modulation of patterns, may be
a natural development out of mem-theory and o-graphs.

(c) Itis possible that the aesthetic is in somewayclosely related to
or derivative from the cybernetic.

(d) It is possible that the aesthetic approach may provide short
cuts to the evaluation andcriticism of plans for action.

(e) Itis possible that aesthetic perception may be characteristic of
human beings, so that action plans which ignore this charac
teristic of human perception are unlikely to be adopted, and
even unlikely to be practicable.

(f) Itis possible that aesthetic computation and aesthetic creativ
ity are subject to pathological disturbance. Certainly creative
and artistic processes are in part determined by epoch and
cultural milieu. It is likely therefore that pathologies of cul
ture will produce pathologies of aesthetic perception and
monsters of aesthetic creation.

(g) But, conversely, if the aesthetically monstrous be symptomatic
of cultural pathology, then we have to rememberthat in all
such cases, the symptom is the system’sattemptto cureitself.
The creation of the appropriate monstrosities might there
fore be a componentin corrective action. It is possible that
some contemporaryartists are actually doing things which we
in our conference hopeto plan to do.

For these and related reasons, I think that we should take a good
look at the problemsof aesthetics beforewe go on to the problems of
action.
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A SystemsApproach*

The increase in family therapy over the last twenty years denotes more
than the introduction of a new method and more than a mereshift in
the size of the social unit with which the therapist feels that he must
deal. Indeed, the very change in thesize of the unit brings with it a new
epistemology and ontology, i.e., a new way of thinking about what a
mindis and a new conceptof man’s place in the world.

In the early days of family therapy, those of us who dealt with institu
tionalized schizophrenics felt driven to do family therapy becauseit
made nosense to send the remitted patient home from the hospital into
a homesetting which would promote the symptoms which the patient
had only recently given up. Family therapy in those early days therefore
took the shape of defendingthe patient against what the familymight do
to him. In early phrasings of double-bind theory the patient was labeled
as the “victim”of parental binding, and the “schizophrenogenic” mother
wasa target of psychiatric attack. We thoughtin termsof patient versus
family,and the key word was “versus.”

But rather soon, it became clear that all members of a family con
taining schizophrenia were equally victims and that the family as a
whole—including the patient—required to be changed. The word “ver
sus”was no longer appropriate in describing relationships within the
family,and the key word became “part of.” It was necessary to see each
individual as part of a system which as a whole was functioning badly.

Systems Theory

This emphasis upon the whole system denoted a change from the con
ventional concepts of individual psychology to some form of systems
theory or cybernetics.

*Written in 1971 as an evaluation of “FamilyTherapy,” byJay Haley, this essay is reprinted
from the InternationalJournalof Psychiatry9 (1971), by permission ofJason Aronson, Inc. Some
introductory material has been deleted.
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But, whatis a system?
A system, after all, is any unit containing feedback structure ang

therefore competent to process information. There are ecological sys.
tems, social systems, and the individual organism plus the environment
with which it interacts is itself a system in this technical sense. Thecir.
cumstance that the family as a unit came to be thought of as a system
must lead back inevitably, I believe, to considering the individual as a
system.

It follows that the ways of thinking evolved by psychiatrists in order
to understand the family as a system will come to be applied in under
standing the individual as a system. This will be a fundamental change
within the hometerritory of psychology,1.e., in the study of the individ
ual, and a corresponding change in the philosophy and practice of
individual psychotherapy. The polarization of opinion then will not be
simply between practitioners of individual therapy and practitioners of
family therapy but between those who think in terms of systems and
those whothink in termsof lineal sequences of cause andeffect.

Individual Psychology and Systems Theory

This is not the place, and the time is not ripe, for detailed prediction
about whatwill happen to individual psychology and the techniques of
treating. the individual when systems theory becomesassimilated into
this field. It is worth noting, however, that many parts of conventional
individual psychology have long been ready for framing within systems
theory, notably the Freudian concept of psychological conflict where
the contrasting poles of thought or motivation are conventionally as
sumedto beinteractive, each promoting the other.

In other areas the assimilation will not be so easy. Many of the com
mon concepts of individual psychology,which are handled as nounsin
the language of psychologists and even to some extentreified, will,no
doubt, be translated into a language of process. Such concepts as ego,
anxiety, hostility, psychic energy, need, etc., will have a new appearance
and a very different status in the total system of explanation. These
changeswill be difficult to assimilate.

Perhaps even moredifficult willbe the shift in the boundaries of the
individual mind. The basic rule of systems theoryis that, if you wantto
understand some phenomenonor appearance, you must considerthat
phenomenonwithin the context ofall completedcircuits which are rele
vant to it. The emphasis is on the concept of the completed communica
tional circuit and implicit in the theoryis the expectation that all units
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containing completed circuits will show mental characteristics. The
mind, in other words, is immanent in the circuitry. We are accustomed
to thinking of the mind as somehow contained within the skin of an
organism, but the circuitry is notcontained within the skin.

Consider the case of a man felling a tree with an ax. Each stroke of
the ax must be corrected for the state of the cut face of the tree after
each chip flies. In other words, the system which shows mental charac
teristics is the whole circuit from the tree to the man’s sense organs,
through his brain to his muscles andthe ax, and backto the tree. This is
not the unit which psychologistsare accustomedto considering butit is
the unit which systemstheorywill force them to consider.

Very little thought will show that this change in relevance from
thinking of man versustree to thinking of man as part of a circuit which
includesthe tree will change our ideas of the nature ofself, the nature
of power, responsibility, and so on.

It might even lead the humanrace to a sort of wisdom that would
preclude the wanton destruction of our biological environment and
preclude someof the very peculiar attitudes we exhibit toward patients,
foreigners, minorities, our spouses, and our children—and even each
other.
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The Creature and Its Creations®

In the present chapter we shall follow Paley’s argument backwards: we
shall accept Paley’spremise that the symptomsand evidences of mental
creation are alwaysto be found in the products of that creating.
Moreover, I have already asserted that the evolutionary process is in a
formal sense analogousto (or simply a special case of) mental creativity,
and this assertion is attested by the characteristics of its created prod
ucts, the living creatures.

Now, taking another step down the ladder whose eachstep is the
relation between a creator and a creature, we shall see that the created
products, the poemsandthe worksof art, produced bythose living crea
tures are in turn markedby the evidences of that mental creativity.

The “Criteria of Mind” discussed in [Chapter 4 of Mind and Nature]
are nowto be searched for among the products of mind.

Finally I shall argue that the very nature and purpose of art and
poetry is to exemplify the creativityof mind andthat this is the appro
priate fundamental theorem for a science of aesthetics. In creativity,
mind is brought together, and this integration is a close synonym of
“beauty.”

Wordsworth mocksthat, to “Peter Bell,”

A primroseby a river’sbrim
A yellowprimrose wasto him,
Andit wasnothing more.

To the poet, the primrose can be something more. I suggest that
this something moreis, in fact, a self-reflexiverecognition. The prim
rose resembles a poem and both poem andprimrose resemble the poet.

*Written ca. 1974 as a chapter opening for TheEvolutionaryIdea (which eventually be
came Mind and Nature), this essayhas been re-edited with the aid of a later manuscriptversion.
It is reprinted by permission of the Point Foundation from CoEvolutionQuarterly,no. 4 (1974).
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Helearns about himself as a creator when helooks at the primrose. His
pride is enhanced to see himself as a contributor to the vast processes
which the primrose exemplifies.

Andhis humility is exercised and made valid by recognizing himself
as a tiny product of those processes. Even within his ownliving, his con
scious self is little more than a middleman, a publisher andretailer of
the poems.

Be all that as it may, we return to consider data. For this purpose,“Maryhada littlelamb”wouldperhapsserveaswellas“Tobeornotto
be ...,” but for the sake of keeping overt the reflexive mode, I shal]
begin with the easier task of examining an overtly reflexive poem:
Wallace Stevens’s “The Man with the Blue Guitar.”

Here the poet baldly asserts two-thirds of the way through the
longish poem:

Poetry is the subject of the poem,
From this the poem issues and
Tothisreturns....

So let us take him at his word and consider first this poem as an
overt statement of the poet’s viewof his own creativity and considerthis
statementas a source of evidences of mind at work.

The poet sees himself as divided from “Thingsas they are.” Indeed,
there is a matter about which the organism (the poet, in this case) can
saynothing, andthis matteris, in this poem,called “Thingsas theyare.”
Perhaps it—this ineffable matter—is only a fiction. But “they” (the
world of audiences—of people “as they are”) criticize the singer (the
poet):

Theysaid, “Youhave a blue guitar,
Youdo notplay thingsas they are.”

Butthis, after all, is the circumstancefor all organisms. Between us
and “Things as they are” there is always a creative filter. Our organs of
sense will admit no thing and report only what makessense. “We,”like
the general of a modern army, read only intelligence reports already
doctored by agents who partly know what we wantto read. And our out
puts are similarly doctored—the outputs must, forsooth, be harmo
nious. The “Blue Guitar,” the creative filter between us and the world,1s
always and inevitably there. This it is to be both creature and creator.
This the poet knowsmuchbetter than the biologist.
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Ecology of Mind: The Sacred”

In the last few days, people have asked me, “What do you mean, ecology
of mind?” Approximately what I mean is the various kinds of stuff that
goes on in one’s head andin one’s behavior and in dealing with other
people, and walking up and down mountains, and getting sick, and get
ting well. All that stuff interlocks, and, in fact, constitutes a network
which, in the local language, is called mandala. ’'m more comfortable
with the word “ecology,” but they’re very closely overlapping ideas. At
the root, it is the notion that ideas are interdependent, interacting, that
ideas live and die. The ideas that die do so because they don’t fit with
the others. You’vegot the sort of complicated,living, struggling, cooper
ating tangle like what you’ll find on any mountainside with thetrees,
various plants and animals that live there—in fact, an ecology. Within
that ecology, there are all sorts of main themes that one can dissect out
and think about separately. There is always,of course, violence to the
whole system if you think about the parts separately; but we’re going to
do that if we wantto thinkat all, because it’s too difficult to think about
everything at once. So I thought I would try to unravel for you some of
the ecology, something of the position and nature of the sacredin the
ecological system.

It’s very difficult, as you probably know, to talk about thoseliving
systemsthat are healthy and doing well; it’s mucheasier to talk aboutliv
ing matters when theyare sick,when they’re disturbed, when things are
going wrong.Pathology is a relatively easy thing to discuss, health is very
difficult.This, of course, is one of the reasons whythere is such a thing
as the sacred, and whythe sacred is difficult to talk about, because the

*This lecture was delivered at Naropa Institute, Boulder, Colorado, in the summerof
1974. Excerpt from Loka: AJournal from Naropa Institute, edited by Rick Fields. Copyright ©
1975by Nalanda Foundation/NaropaInstitute. Reprinted by permission of Doubleday, a divi
sionof Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group,Inc.
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sacred is peculiarly related to the healthy. One does notlike to distur
the sacred, for in general, to talk about something changesit, and per.
haps will turn it into a pathology. So rather than talking aboutthe
healthy ecology of the sacred, let me try to get over to you what I am
talking about with a couple of examples where the ecology seems to
have goneoff the tracks.

In the fifteenth century in Europe, many Catholics and Protestants
were burning each other at the stake, or were willing to be burned at
the stake, rather than compromise about questions of the nature of the
bread and the wine used in the Mass.Thetraditional position, which at
the time was the Roman Catholic, was that the bread is the body of
Christ and the wineis the blood. What does that mean? TheProtestants
said, we know what that means—the bread standsfor the body, and the
wine standsfor the blood. The proposition for which they were burning
each other was, on one hand, “the bread zsthe body,”and onthe other,
“the bread standsfor the body.” I do not wantto suggest to you that one
of these sides is perhaps better than the other, but I do intendthat this
whole argumentis one of fundamental importance whenrelated to the
whole of the nature of the sacred and to humannature.

The pointis this—that in the various layeringsof your mind,or at
least in the computerpart of your mind(the part in your head), there are
variouslayers of operation. There is ordinary “prose” consciousness—pre
sent indicative—typeconsciousness. ‘That is what you perceive to be truein
the sense that you perceiveit, i.e., the cat 7son the matif you see thecat
on the mat. That’s the sort of normal waking state that mostof us have.In
that normal wakingstate, you are quite able to saythat this thing that you
perceive can also be a symbol—for example,a stop sign does notactu
ally stop an automobile, butit is a symbol or messagethat tells people to ,
stop the automobile. You can drawall sorts of distinctions in that nor
mal everyday “prose” space in your mind.

On the other hand, in that part of your mind that dreams, you can
not draw these distinctions. The dream comesto you with no label
which says that it’s a symbol, a metaphor, a parable. It is an experience
that you really have as you dream it; and exceptin those funny marginal
half-asleep states, it’s not even something labeled as a dream. Thatsort
of a label is not something which that part of the mind can deal with,or
accept.

So nowif we go back to the proposition about the bread and wine,
we find that to the left hemisphereof the brain,it is perfectly sensible
to say that the bread “stands for” the body or is a symbol for the body.
To the right hemisphere, the side that dreams, this means nothing at *
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all. To the right hemisphere, the bread 7sthe body, or it’s irrelevant. In
the right side of the brain, there are no “as if’s,” metaphors are not
Jabeled “metaphors.” They’re not turned into similes. This is a good
part of the problem with schizophrenic people, with whom I dealt for a
long time. They are more Catholic than the Catholics, so to speak. They
feel rather strongly that the metaphoricis the absolute. All right, so
there was a religious war—a struggle—between these twosides in thefif
teenth century, about the interrelationship ofideas.

Now, it is my suspicion that the richest use of the word “sacred”is
that use which will say that what matters is the combinationof the two,
getting the two together. Andthat any fracturing of the twois, shall we
say,anti-sacred. In which case, the Roman Catholics and the Protestants
of the fifteenth century were equally anti-sacred in their battles. The
bread both zsand standsfor the body.

Now, one of the very curious things aboutthe sacred is that it usu
allydoes not makesense to the left-hemisphere, prose type of thinking.
This then can be disastrously exploited in two different ways.It’s a dou
ble exploitation problem. Because it doesn’t make any prose sense, the
material of dream and poetry has to be moreor less secret from the
prose part of the mind.It’s this secrecy, this obscuration, that the
Protestant thinks is wrong, and a psychoanalyst, I suppose, wouldn’t
approve ofit either. But that secrecy,you see, is a protecting of parts of
the whole process or mechanism, to see that the parts don’t neutralize
each other. But because there is this partial screen between the two
parts—the prose, and the poetical or dream—becausethere is this bar
rier, it is possible to use oneside to play with people’s emotions,to influ
ence them—forpolitical purposes, for commercial purposes, and so on.

What are you going to do about the use of the sacred? There is a
very strong tendency in occidental cultures, and increasingly in oriental
cultures, to misuse the sacred. You see, you’ve got something nice, cen
tral to your civilization, which bonds togetherall sorts of values con
nected with love, hate, pain, joy, and the rest, a fantastic bridging
synthesis, a way to makelife makea certain sort of sense. And the next
thing is that people use that sacred bridge in orderto sell things. Now at
the simplest level this is funny, but at anotherlevel, it begins to be a very
serious sort of business. We can be influenced, it seems, by any confi
dence trickster, who by his appeals makes cheap that which should not
be made cheap.

And there’s this other strange business with the sacred, andthat is
thatit’s alwaysa coin with twosides. Theoriginal Latin word “sacer,”from
which we get our word, means both “so holy and pure”as to be sacred,
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and “so unholy and impure”as to besacred. It’s as if there’s a scale—opn
the extreme pure end we have sacredness, then it swings downin the
middle to the secular, the normal, the everyday, and then at the other
end we again find the word “sacer”applied to the most impure, the most
horrible. So you get a notion of magicalpowerimplied at either end of
the scale, while the middle is prose, the normal, the uninteresting, and
the secular. Now there is the question of what happens in social pro
cesses, in humanrelations, in internal psychology, in gettingit al]
together in one’s mind. What happens whenthe pureend is violatedby
sacrilege? Of course at once you get varioussorts of disaster, so that the
pure end confers not only blessing, but also, when it is violated, be
comesa curse. As all the Polynesian cultures know very well—every
promisecarries a curse onits tail. So in a sense the double-endednessof
the sacredis logicallyexpectable.

There’s a whole lot which is not understood about this whole
species of damage that goes with attack on the sacred. Andi still lessis
known about how to repair such damage. This is roughly what we were
working on back in the 1950sand 1960swith schizophrenia—the notion
of the relation between the right side, the more abstract, more uncon
scious parts of the mind, and theleft side, the more proseparts of the
mind. We foundthat the relationwas the vulnerable spot. And that the
relation, when damaged, requiredinsight into the nature of the damage
on the part of the therapist. So if the therapist is trying to take a patient,
give him exercises, play various propagandas on him,try to make him
come over to our world for the wrong reasons, to manipulate him—
then there arises a problem, a temptation to confuse the idea of manip
ulation with the idea of a cure. Now, I can’t tell you the right
answers—in fact, I’m not sure I would if I could, because yousee, totell
you the real answers, to know the real answers, is always to switch them
over to that left brain, to the manipulative side. And once they’re
switched over, no matter how right they were poetically and aestheti
cally,they go dead, and become manipulative techniques.

This is, I think, really what all these disciplines of meditation are
about. They’re about the problem of how to get there withoutgetting
there by the manipulative path, because the manipulative path can never
get there. So, in a wayone can never know quite what oneis doing.

Nowthis is a very Taoist sort of statement that I’ve been givingyou
all the way through. Thatis, while it may be fairly easy to recognize mo
ments at which everything goes wrong,it is a great deal moredifficult to
recognize the magic of the moments that comeright; and to contrive
those moments is alwaysmoreor less impossible. Youcan contrive a situ
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ation in which the moment mighthappen,or rig the situation so thatit
cannothappen. Youcan seeto it that the telephone won’t interrupt, or
that humanrelations won’tprosper—but to makehumanrelations pros
per is exceedinglydifficult.

There are typological questions here, both in Jungian typology,and
in Buddhist typology. There are people for whom a Taoist view of the
world is more congenial, others for whom an action-oriented view of
the world is more congenial. And perhaps the action-oriented people
can do a little more toward contriving what is to happen to others. I
don’t know.I alwaysfind thatif I try to contriveit, it alwaysgoes wrong.

There are things, you know, that give people like me the shivers.
Some people willput potted plants on the radiator—andthis is Just bad
biology.And I guess that, in the end, bad biology is bad Buddhism, bad
Zen, and an assault on the sacred. What we are trying to do is to defend
the sacred from being put on the radiator, misused in this sort of way.I
think this can be done withoutviolence. For example, I rememberas a
small boy of eight or nine in Englandthe first occasion I had to tie a
bow tie. For some reason I couldn’t get any help, and so I tied a bow,
and it stood up vertically.I don’t know how manyof you haveever tried
to te a bow tie. I tried again, and it stood up on end.I then did a piece
of thinking whichI still think of as one of the great intellectual feats of
mylife. I decided to putthis little twist in it in the first bow, so it would
not stand up vertical,but would stand up horizontal—andI didit, andit
did! I’ve never quite been able to think it through since, but I canstill
producethe little monstrosity when I have to wear one! Now,what have
I learned? I learned howto tie a bowtie, yes,but I also learnedthat it is
possibleto think through such problemsas howto tie a tie, makea pret
zel, and other such things. Also, I learned that, having discovered how
to do it, I can now doit withoutall the rigmarole in my head—I’ve got a
trick for doing it. But spiritually, aesthetically, it will never be the same
again as that first time, when my whole mind and soul wasin the busi
ness of thinking howto do it. There wasa moment ofintegration when
I achievedit.

All these different sorts of learning, these multiple mandalas, are
what we are talking about. It’s a matter of how to keep those different
levels, rings, whatever, not separate, because they can never be separate,
and not confused, because if they get confused, then you begin to take
the metaphoric as absolute, as the schizophrenic does. For example, say
I’m learning somethingless solitary than how to tie a bow tie, say I’m
learning to act as a host or a guest, in an interpersonal relationship.
Now, the host-guest relationship is more or less sacred all over the
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world. And, of course, one of the reasons why, to go back to where we
started, is that bread and wine avesacred objects. Now bread and wine
are sacred, not because they represent the body and blood of Christ, byt
because theyare thestaff oflife, the staff of hospitality, so we secondarily
relate them with Christ, with sacrifice, and the rest of it. The sacredness
is real, whatever the mythology. The mythology is only the poetical way
of asserting the sacredness, and a very good way,maybe, but breadis sa
cred, whether or not you accept the Christian myth. Andso is wine.
These levels, these modesof learning, and their going along together,
are the keysto certain sorts of mental health, andjoy.

And before I close, I should say a word about beinga scientist. You
see, I’vebeen talking to you, notas a priest, or a memberof the congre
gation, but as an anthropologist. And we anthropologists have our
values rather differently constructed from those of nonscientists. If
you're seriously dedicated to anything, be it art, science, or whatever,
that which you are dedicated to is goingto be a pretty big componentin
whatis sacred to you. But we scientists are, or should be, pretty humble
about what we know. We don’t think we really know any of the answers.
Andthis has some very curiouseffects. On the whole, most people feel
that a great deal is known, and whatis not immediately knowable they
throw into the supernatural, into guesswork, or into folklore. But the
scientist won't allow himself to do that. Wereally believe that someday
we shall know what these things are all about, and that they can be
known. This is our sacred. We are all sort of Don Quixote characters
whoare willing to believe that it is worthwhile to go out andtilt at the
windmills of the nature of beauty, and the nature of the sacred, andall
the rest of it. We are arrogant about what we might know tomorrow,but
humble because we knowso little today.
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Intelligence, Experience, and Evolution"

What I wantto say,quite simply, is that what goes on inside is much the
same as what goes on outside. And I say this not from anything like a
Buddhist position, but just from the position of an ordinary working
stiff engaged in occidental sciences.

Norbert Wiener, the inventor of the word cybernetics and many
other things, had a habit, when he was puzzled about some theoretical
problem,of sitting in front of a curtain on which the wind wasblowing,
so that there were movementsin the curtain which wouldfill his eye, so
to speak. This would keep his brain in a similar sort of movement, and
on top of that movementhe liked to do his thinking. His feeling was
that if the brain was in itself still, the mere addition of problems and
data and so forth to it wasn’t much use. What was useful was to pour
data, ideas, problems, etc., onto a brain which was already, in some
sense, in motion. And I wouldlike to make this a sort of central keynote
for the things I want to say, both about what’s in here and what’s out
there.

Job had a rather similar problem. But he got stuck; that’s what went
wrong with Job. William Blake looked at the Job story and did a defini
tiveseries ofillustrations for what happened.In thefirst illustration youseeJobandhisfamilysittingundera tree,andallthemusicalinstru
ments are hanging on thetree; and theyall look all right, except they
are reading books, and in front of them are all the sheep—because he
wasa great owner of sheep, a wealthy man. Andthere is a dog looking
after the sheep, except that the sheep areall asleep, and the dogis
asleep with his head on the sheep.All the musical instruments, as I say,
are hung upin thetree, and everybodyis being veryvirtuous.

*This essay is adapted from a lecture delivered March 24, 1975, at Naropa Institute,
Boulder, Colorado. Copyright © 1976 by NaropaInstitute. All rights reserved. Appearingorigi
nally in Re-Vision1, no. 2 (1978), this article has, with the permission of Re-VisionJournal, been
readapted from the tape recording ofthe original lecture.
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Satan, you remember, then goes to God, and Godsays, “Look at my
servant, Job.” (God, in the illustrations, looks exactly like Job andis in
fact his self-portrait, so to speak, his mirror image.) And God Says,
“What a virtuous man Job is.” And Satan says, “Ha! Let me get at him,”
And Satan performs a very useful function (which I gather that gurus
and teachers perform in Buddhism) of just giving hell to the person
whothinks he knowsthe answers. And Satan kills all the crops, and he
kills all the children, and he destroys all the property. YetJob continues
to be proudof his piety.

Andlater, Satan, after going up and down onthe face of the earth
and walking to and fro in it, again sees God, and Godsays, “Wellhowis
it?” And Satan says, “Let me touch fim, his skin.” And he throwssore
boils on Job.

Andthen there are about twenty-fivechapters of very tedious discus
sion of the nature of suffering, and whyit exists in the universe, and
whetherit is connected with sin or not, and so on and so on,until]
finally the solution to the problem of piety is provided: “Then the Lord
answeredJob out of the whirlwind, and said, Whois this that darkeneth
counsel by words without knowledge? Gird up nowthy loins like a man;
for I will demand of thee, and answer thou me. Where wast thou when I
laid the foundations of the earth? Declare, if thou hast understanding.”Andsoon.Thisgoesonforthreechaptersandis,fundamentally,a les
son in natural history: “Knowest thou the time when the wild goats of
the rock bring forth? Or canst thou mark when the hinds docalve?
Canst thou number the monthsthat they fulfill? Or knowest thou the
time whenthey bring forth?”And so on.

Now, the question is: Why is a lesson in natural history—ranging
through meteorology, astronomy and the Pleiades, the nature of the
ocean and whyit stops at the place it does, the various animals, etc.—
somehow a remedyfor a certain sort of piety from which Job suffered?
That is, what is it in what’s out there which is somehowa reflection of
what’s in here, such that if you get stuck on what’s in here, you can in
some degree correct it by dedicating yourself to looking at what’s out
there—amongthe animals and the plants andthe stars and the
weather? Yousee, there are other remedies besides meditating, and one
of them is to look at the living world—a thing which very few people do.
And whenthey do doit, they have very fewwordsto saywhytheydid it.
There are a lot of people whofind that a walk in the woods is somehow
goodfor their livers or their spiritual livers—and don’t quite knowwhy,
I suppose.
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Andthat’s the problem I want to suggest to you is worth thinking
about, and to suggest to you that thinking aboutit is related to thinking
about why Norbert Wienerwas able to think better about theoretical
problems when lookingat curtains which were being blownin the wind.

Worlds of Interaction

Roughly, it looks as though welive in three interlocking, interwoven
worlds. One of those isn’t of very much use to us but needs to be de
fined for purposes of beingclear. It is the world which the Gnostics and
Jung called the Pleroma,which we might think of approximately as the
world of billiard-ball physics. This is a world in which things are not
alive. They’re billiard balls, they’re stones, they’re astronomical objects,
and so forth, and they respond to forces and energy exercised upon
them. Onebilliard ball hits another, and the second one responds with
energy derived from thefirst. Or theylive in fields of “force” and move
subject to gravity and such things. That’s why it’s a world. And if you
want to know what happens, you examine the quantity of how hard a
ball is pushed orhit, and its responseis a simple function of how hardit
washit or pulled or pushed.

But the world of living thingsis different. Living things respond to
the fact of being hit. There are facts as distinct from forces. There are
ideas. Andthese facts are essentiallynonphysical. What you respondto,
what you can see,is difference. You can see thatthis is different from
that. We saythe difference is that oneis black and the otheris white. We
might ask where the differencelies. It obviouslydoes notlie in the
white. It does notlie in the black. It does not lie in the space between
them. It possibly lies in the time between them, because really the way
you see this is by rubbing the whole thing with your retina and detecting
a bump, a difference—the difference becoming a bump, and a bump
being an event in time. By converting differences which may bestatic
into a bumpin time, you know there’s a difference. Or you do this by
their being already moving out there, which is what a frog sees, or a
lizard sees. The little lizards in Hawaii sit on the mosquito screens at
night, and when the moth comes, whoop!, the lizard focuses on the
moth which has landed there. He nowstands still. He can’t see the
moth anymore because the moth is not moving; he can only receive in
formation about movement. He can’t do what you and I would do—
move his eye to scan (your eye is vibrating all the time, you
know)—because he doesn’t have the corrective mechanisms to discount
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the movementof his eye and knowthat the thing hesees isn’t moving
whenit appears to be moving. So he’s gotto stay still and wait. Then the
moth makes one more move and, whack!, he gets him.

This is the other side of the same story from whichwe started. Just
as Norbert Wienerliked to have his mindstirred by a curtain in order
that he could think about something, so the lizard and the mothare jn
an impossible static freeze until the system starts to move. It’s the same
business.And this general statementis true for the two other worldsthat
I wantto talk about.

Let’s put aside for the momentthe first world, the world of physical
forces, and deal with the other two worlds: one, the world of thought
and learning, and the other, the world of evolution. Andthe first thing
to sayabout these two is that they are very muchalike. Theyare so alike
that people keep wanting to play the one on the other. Even before
Darwin, Paley was defending the world from the theory of evolution by
saying: Look at your watch.If you look at your watch you will see at once
that it wasmadeto tell the time. It has somesort of “purpose”built into
its nature, into its structure. And you know howthat happened.A watch
maker, being a thinking creature, built the purposeinto it. So now look
at the dragonflies, coconut palms, and what have you, aroundin nature.
Observethat they, too, have purpose. And if watchmakers made watches
to have purpose, and if pigs and coconut palms have purpose built into
them, then there must be an external supernatural that built purpose
into the pigs and coconut palms. This was the argument. And notice
that this argument is an argument from one world of mental
activity—the human thing “up here” (well, more than just up here, be
causeit’s in here, too, andit’s out there whereI can see you, andso on).
The outside things, the horses and the goats and the hinds on the hill
side, are, as I say,in their relations very mucha reflection of the waythis
thing up here works.

For example, Scott’s expedition to the Antarctic was set up like a
watch with a whole set of purposes, and a whole set of technologyto
meet the purposes. Scott had some rather fancy notions, that it was
wrong to use dogsto pull sleds and that you shouldn’t eat the dogsafter
they’d pulled the sleds. So he used ponies instead, which worked very
poorly, because they were notreally fitted for Antarctic life. A series of
things went wrong. Not onething, you see. It wasn’tjust that the ponies
didn’t do it quite right. It was a hundred small things—till the expedi
tion got behind schedule; the weather went on, on schedule; winter
tightened up; windsincreased; they got further off schedule. They did
actually reach the Pole, found Amundsen’s mark there, realized they'd
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Jost the race, and this wasn’t good for their morale. And not only did
they now of course not have any ponies, they were pulling their sleds by
manpower. One of them broke a leg—Oates—and walked outinto the
snow because he decided he was a nuisance. Heroic—but didn’t save
the other men’slives. Theyall froze.

Now, they didn’t freeze because of onething; they froze because of a
whole massiveadaptation, on probably twenty different fronts, that went
wrong. This is important.

Wetend, in our technology, to limit as closelyas we can the adapta
tion of our machinesto the world and of ourselves to the machines; and
we sort of focus in like mongooses on single-purpose activityand think,
quite wrongly, that that is whatit is to be alive—to be able to pursue a
single identified purpose. Oh no. Whatit is to be alive is to be able to
handle highly multiple purposes and to be able to handle them by
virtue of highly complex movementin the receiving end, in the head
maybe, or whereverit is. In order to solve complex problems of mathe
matics or engineering, Wiener fed himself with waves on a curtain, or
movementin water, or various things—to keep his brain unspecified,
unspecialized, into which new information could comeand evokeprevi
ouslyunknownanswers.

Nowthis whole business outside—the evolutionary business—is a busi
nessoftrial and error,just like anyotherpart of life, really.And in thattrial
and error you've got not just horses, pigs, goats, hinds, insects, beetles,
trees, etc., but the interrelations between those outside thingsas well.

Evolution: The Interlocking of Species

For example, we know quite a lot in biology now aboutthe “evolution of
the horse.” And the American Museum of Natural History has hundreds
of fossil horse skeletons to show the path by which evolution went from
Eohippus, a five-fingered, five-toed, presumably soft-footed creature
about as big as a medium-sized dog, up to the present horse with one
toe on each foot, four toes gone, one left, with a great big toe nail on
the end whichis the hoof. The teeth very highly changed, with a gap in
the middle so you can put your pen into a horse’s mouth and he can’t
bite you in the middle. He’s got the cutting teeth in front and grinding
teeth behind and nothing in the middle, and an elongated face—like a
horse. So, we know quite a bit about whathe looks like, and the steps by
whichhe gotthere, judging from the skeletonsof all the horses.

Nowthe truth of the matteris that this is not, you know,thestory of
the evolution of the horse; and the horse isn’t the thing that evolved.
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Whatevolvedactually was a relationshipbetween horseand grass. This jg
ecology. If you want a lawn, which is the equivalent in the suburbsof a
grassy plain, there are certain steps you haveto take. First of all you go
and buy a lawn mower. This 1sthe equivalent of those front teeth of the
horse. And you have to have this in order to prevent the grass from
going to seed. If the grass goes to seed,it dies. It’s doneits thing, jt
thinks, and it dies. So you keep it from going to seed with a mower.
Secondly, if you want to makea tight turf, you have to squash it down,so
you buya roller—at best one of those rollers with sort of fists on it all
over that’ll knock it down. This is a substitute for horses’ hoofs. And
finally, if you really want to have a good lawn, you go and buya sack of
manure and substitute for the back endof the horse. So that one wayor
another you are in fact pretendingto be a horse in orderto deceivethe
grass into doing ecologically what it would do if it had hoofed animals
living on it.

Thus the unit of what’s called evolution out there, is really not this
species or that species. It is an entire interlocking business ofspecies.
Andcuriously enough the whole progress, so-called, of evolutionis stim
ulated by the need to stay put. The grass changes and the horse
changes, and the grass changes and the horse changes, and they change
in such a waythat the relationship between them maystay constant. And
evolution essentially is a vast operation of interlocking changes, every
particular change being an effort to make change unnecessary, to keep
something constant. One of the big mistakes made in mid—nineteenth
century biology was the notion that natural selection is a force for
change.It’s not. Natural selection is a force for staying put, for going on
with the same dance that you were in before, not for inventing new
dances. Notfor staying sill, you know; nobody can dothat. If you want
to stay still, you get caught like Job, as you may say with your pants
down, and everything goes wrong. What you've gotto do is to changein
such a waythat the system of changing has a certain steadiness, a certain
balance, equilibrium . .. maybe a very complicated one. Thereis no rea
son whya dance shouldbe limited. It can be enormously complex.

Andthat’s the dance outside.
The danceinside is very much the same. The danceinside has an

other characteristic which is interesting. First ofall, it’s not a dance of
pigs and coconut palms. Youdon’t have any pigs and coconutpalms in
side your heads. Or machines or moneyor whateverit is you are inter
ested in. All those are not in your heads. There are only ideas of those
things in your heads. And ideas, as we already noted, are fundamentally
of the nature of difference and are mythical. They are not located in
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space or time. ImmanuelKant got that onestraight. Ideas are notlike
sticks and stones. They have a curiousrelationship to each other. You
can have ideas about ideas. Youcannot have stones aboutstones. In fact
the word “about” has no meaningat all in the physical universe. “About”
isa word which only can mean somethingin the world ofideas. It’s a re
Jationship that doesn’t exist in the Pleroma,in the physical universe. And
because you have ideas about ideas in your head, you can get into an
awful mess. I think this is one of the reasons why people meditate, is
somehow to let settle or let unravel the incredible tangles which arise
out of the fact that you can have ideas aboutideas.

Yousee, it’s all nonsense. There are no pigs and coconut palms “in
here.” The only pigs and coconut palmsthat you have any contact with
are ideas in your head about pigs and coconut palms. You “invent” the
pigs and coconut palms. Well, this isn’t quite true. The problemreally,
you see, is if you can detect difference, then you can, of course, see or
receive news of outlines. And really, conceptually and philosophically
speaking, youlive in a world of outline drawings, and youcreate the cor
poreal world, as Blake called it, to fill in between the outlines. You can
detect difference. I see that here’s a man with blue pants. No, no, wait a
minute; I don’t see a man with blue pants. You see, I invented the fact
he is a man. But he will support mein that. I see his blue against the
red-orange of the mat under him.I see he’s gota striped shirt. And I
think the pants are blueall over. I’m not really very good at seeing the
blue in the middle of the area that’s covered by pants. I see the outline,
the information of blue. If there were a break in the blue, that would
make anotheroutline. So I feel pretty safe really in saying that the blue
pants are blue all over. But I’m not very good at seeing that. You see,
I’ve got the same problem,really, that the lizard had on the screens at
night trying to get the moth. Where he could only see movement, I’m
almost totally restricted to seeing outline. It is similar with hearing,al
though with hearing I doa little better. But a steady tone will taper off,
and in about half a minute I won’t hearit unless it’s pretty loud, or un
less there are some sort of changes in me which enable meto hearit.
One, as they say, accommodates. All right. So with all this, we receive
news of differences, we build up partly byfilling in the outlines, partly
by differences between differences, and we build up this great complex
of thinking about an organized universe out there with the aid of a
rather similar thing in here,inside.

The business of thinking, the business of learning, becomes very
muchlike the business of evolution when you realize that it is all the
time partly experimental—feeling, grasping, exploring (exploring is
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perhaps the word). It’s called trial and error (it should be called success
and error, shouldn’t it?) among which you then find your way.Whatis
difficult is for you to stand where I am, and for meto stand where yoy
are, and to look at Gregory Bateson here, Gregory Bateson vis-a-visa lot
of organisms outthere listening, feeling their waybytrial anderror in
the things that I’m saying,while I’m feeling mywayby trial anderror in
the saying of those things. Lookingat it from this crow’s-eyeperspective,
I can now see a dance,so to speak, of ideas progressing, feeling their
way,weaving, involving both you people and mein a sort of ongoing
process comparable, if you like, with the problem of the horse and the
grass, in which both horse and grass are evolving along togethertomakeaconstancy,tomakea sortofabalance,asortofasteadystate
(the technical term) in which we can operate.

Now,with that much picture available in your minds at the moment,
I want to look at anotheraspect. If I have a surface of waterin a basin,
and I apply a tuning fork or vibrator of some kindto thebasin, I willget
a set of what are called “stationary waves”on the surface of that water.
These appear to be stationary, but their stationariness, of course,is
partly a fiction because every wave only has its existence because of
forces (I use the word physically) between it and the next wave,etc., etc.
The whole thing is a dynamic structure, not a static structure. Now let
me putinto that surface an external object, let me pokeit with a pin or
a rod. Now that whole phantom onthat surface is going to be changed
by the presence of that rod invading it. Say that around backwards and
you've gotthe statementthat all over the pattern of that surface is infor
mation about the invading rod. There is a change everywhere in that
surface which could conceivably be used as information about the
invader. It appears on the whole—thisis what the neurophysiologists are
now getting—that the way information is stored in the brain is very
much like that. It’s not like a photographic negative with everything
spot for spot in the negative corresponding to spot for spot out in the
world. The information on whatis called the hologramis spread, andit
is spread in that wave surface.

NowI want you to think back to Scott and his Antarctic expedition
where adaptation is not particular adaptation: adaptation is the adapta
tion of all the relations between all his characteristics and all the other
characteristics. And when it starts to go wrong, it goes wronghere, it
goes wrong there, it goes wrong there. And whenthe pathologies meet,
so to speak, you’vegot real trouble and people getkilled. Nowif that is
the way it works, then we’ve got to be awfully careful about how weplay
at being mongooses, saying, “This is important, that is important,”
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breaking things down into particulars. And really what’s been happen
ing in science is an enormousbuildup ofa philosophywhichis throwing
awaythe outlines andretaining therelationships, so that if A has an ef
fect on B, the words “has an effect on” are represented as something be
tween them, and the things themselves we don’t think about anymore.
Wethink only about what happens betweenthem, and aboutthe relations
betweenthe relations.

World as Dilemma

This, you know, leads us into a world which begins to be quite odd. We
askwhy did the dinosaurs becomeextinct? It’s a lousy question. Now the
probable reason whythe dinosaurs becameextinct, if you wantto spell
this out, is worked out in Through the Looking-Glass.Alice is shown the
insects of Through-the-Looking-Glass-Land, and there is the Bread-and
butter-fly.Weon this side have butterflies; they have Bread-and-butter-flies.
The Bread-and-butter-flyhas wings madeof thin slicesof bread and but
ter. It’s an English Bread-and-butter-fly, you see. And its head is made of
a lump of sugar. And Alice says, “What does it live on?” And the Gnat
who is acting as guide says, “Weak tea with cream in it.” At this point
Alice saw a difficulty in the Darwinian adaptation of this animal. You
see, Lewis Carroll never loved Darwinian evolution, I’m sure. So Alice
says (because Alice is always optimistic—she wants the animals to live),
“Supposing it couldn’t find any?” (Because obviously if it did find any, its
head would dissolve in its food.) The Gnat says, “Then it would die, of
course.” Alice says, “But that must happen very often.” ‘TheGnatsays, “It
alwayshappens.”

Now,all right, let us say we are now paleontologists and we are
studying fossil Bread-and-butter-flies and we wonder why they became
extinct. The answeris not that they became extinct because their heads
were made of sugar. The answeris not that they became extinct because
they couldn't find their food. The answeris that they becameextinct be
cause they were caught in a dilemma; and the world is made that way,
and is not madethe linear single-purposeway.Andso on,ad infinitum.

This is a funny business, because the whole of language, as we are
accustomedto using it, assumes that you can talk about “this,”and the
uses of “this,”and the single purposes, and given the effect of “this,”and
so forth and so forth. And right at the center of saying things of that
kind is our use ofthe first-person pronoun, “I.”If the Bread-and-butter
fly used the word “I,” what would it mean? It would mean a walking
dilemma, due to my sugar on my head and mystupid habit of drinking
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tea with cream in it. When you use the word “I,” what really do yoy
mean in terms of a language which would be acceptable, not so much to
Buddhism, but just to ordinary natural science? Whatis this entity, “{,”
“you,” “me”? Well, we mean one end of an interaction, yes? One end of
a lot of interactions. “I,”at the moment, “am.” If you make a diagram of
the room,I’m that which you can’t see inside of, and this differentiates
me. In a sense, my existence is demonstrated by my opacity.

If you could see whatis happeningin all my nervefibers and all my
inputs and all my outputs, then it wouldn’t be very sensible to draw a
line around meand say he is limited there. There is a mass of pathways
for messages and information to travel on in this room. If you want to
make a diagram of the room,that’s what it would look like. And here’s a
chip ofit: this piece is Gregory Bateson. And the pathways cross some
thing which is my skin maybe, but the skin is notitself a pathway. They
go through the skin. Theskin is a pickupaffair. It’s not the blind man’s
stick. It’s the end of the blind man’s stick, not the stick. Thestick is the
pathway it goes along. Where does the blind man begin? Can wecut
him off halfwayup thestick? But you’re cutting the line of communica
tion when you cut there. The rule for any sort of systems theoryis to
draw around the lines of communication, so far as you can. Of course,
there aren’t any isolated systems, really.

So that we arrive, as we pushthis, at a world whichis very unlike the
world represented by ordinary language, at a world whichis essentially
double in its structure. There is something called learning, at a rather
small level of organization. (I don’t say simple, but small.) There is
something called evolution, at a much larger gestalt level. There is a
funny sort of imperfect coupling between these two levels. We are
mainly at the small learning level, but still creatures of the muchlarger
level. This is a curious sort of paradoxical world to live in, in which we
do ourbest. It’s sometimes, you know, a joke—because jokes essentially
are between two gestalt levels, two levels of configuration, and when
they twiston each other we laugh,or cry, or makeart or religion, or go
schizophrenic. Now what are we going to do? There isn’t, of course, a
question of doing,really.

There are sorts of movement, I suppose, and one of the mostinter
esting sorts is that movement which you achieve through the discovery
that you are torn between these two levels of worlds. This is grotesquely
confusing, grotesquely unfair. (I think the sensation is of unfairness.)
And out of that unfairness comes, I believe, some sort of a wisdom on
the other side. This is the thing that R. D. Laing has been saying. I’ve
said it from time to time. And various sorts of people in various religions
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have said it. That through that double, twisted . . . what we called a dou
ble bind some years ago, there is (if you can keep the things con
fronting each other somehow,without backing out or getting caught by
the state mental hospital system) another stage of wisdom (I don’t know
abouta final one—that wouldbe another question) on the otherside. I
can’t talk about that because I don’t know aboutit. But I think that
there is now beginningto be,in fairly hard-science terms, a base for be
ginning to think about someof those problems.

Andthat’s about what I wanted to try and sayto you.
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Orders of Change"

Anybodywhotries to talk about changeis in trouble from the word go.So,beforewebegin,I’mgoingtocomplaina littleaboutthenatureof
that trouble.

The monstrous thing about language is that it contains words like
“it.” The difficulty with change is that you never know what7 is. You
remember Alice going through the woods and finding a mushroom, I
suppose an amanita. On top of the mushroomis a caterpillar, who is
sort of a prototype of all psychiatrists. The caterpillar, when he finally
notices Alice (like a good guru,he pretends not to notice), turns to her
and says, “Who are you?” Alice says, “I don’t know because yousee I’ve
been changing so much.” The caterpillar says, “Explain yourself.” And
Alice says, “I cannot explain myself.” That is z¢for. Alice, but the that
which has been changing is not something that you can pointto. Is
Alice, at the moment whenshe’s talking to the caterpillar, the same
Alice with a difference, oris she a totally different Alice? Now that diffi
culty of being unable to identify the zt runs through all discussions of
change.

Alternatively, if you avoid talking about some substantive, some zt
which undergoes the change, and use the word zt to describe the
change, to refer to the changeitself, “it’s”what I am studying, then you
have condensed into that single word a whole mass of sentences, and
everything is as ambiguous as before. So it occurred to me that one
should take a good look at a word like “stable.” Surely one should be
able to use the word “stable”without getting into these troubles.

I wanted a way of dissecting the word “stable”with regard to whatI
was trying to describe, and suddenly I saw that what I was engaged in

*This lecture was delivered August 10, 1975, at Naropa Institute, Boulder, Colorado.
Excerpt from Loka II: AJournal from Naropa Institute, edited by Rick Fields. Copyright © 1976 by
Nalanda Foundation/NaropaInstitute. Used by permission of Doubleday, a division of
Bantam, Doubleday, Dell Publishing Group,Inc.
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wasa false natural history of my own procedure. The truth of the matte;
is that the word “stable” is not applicable to any part of the cat, or the
chair. It is applicable only to propositions in my description. Thecat js
blackis a proposition which is stable. I discovered that I wasn’t talkin
about the cat, but that I was talking about my descriptionof the cat, ang

that that was all I ever had to talk about anyway. You know, inside my
head I have no direct experience of a cat. I only have the reports from
my eyes, my fingers, my ears, my sense of smell, and with all that I can
build up quite a good picture of a cat, but all I’ve got is a picture of a
cat. Maybeit’s endowed with smell, feel, weight, movement, sound, but
it’s still only a picture of a cat, so when I say somethingis stable, the
word stabilityrefers to a componentin that picture, that description ofthecat.Thisrealizationwassucha relief.Butcarriedalongwiththat,
there is a problem: that a description of a complicated animalor a per
son or a humanrelationship or a ritual in New Guinea or whatever,con
tains itemsof very different degrees of particularity, of concreteness. For
instance,I saya cat hasclaws. If I begin distributing the clawsamongthe
toes, this begins to get complicated. A one-toed cat wouldstill have a
claw on each toe;a five-toed cat has five claws. I obviously don’t have to
enumerate the number of toes in order to say it has claws. The state
ment about the clawsis independent of the numberof toes andvice
versa. Yet in the organization ofthe cat, those things must somehow be
connected. All these connections inside a description are difficult to
deal with, and they have to be unraveled if you talk aboutstability or if
you talk about change.

So you see, it’s an awful mess. When you havethis sort of a mess,
which obviously is an artifact to some degree of your use of language,
what are you going to do? You cannot throw awaylanguage, which hap
pens to be the most beautiful and elegant tool that we are provided
with. So, let’s see what you can do to make someorder out of language
withouttrusting all the habits that you had before. Throw them away.
Just be naked in front of a lot of descriptive chips and bits of informa
tion. Are you going to find enough order not to have to handleall the
little bits separately?

Let’s look at change. Bychange I mean a ceasing to be true of some
little chip or big chunk of descriptive material. When I look at some
thing, the lens in my eye throws an image on myretina. That’s a real
image, just as real or unreal, as samsaric or unsamsaric, as the imagein a
photographic camera. If I move myeye, this rather static image is trans
lated into events in time, into changes. I can only pick up change, news
of static differences which I, one way or another, have converted into
changes, states oneto states two.
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I started to study change on the assumption that there was some
thing called “not change,” and I arrived in a world in which the only
thing that is ever reported to me is change, which either goes on inde
pendent of meor is created by my movement—change in relationship
to me. Either it moves or I move. Whichever way, the relationship has
got to change andthis is all that I can get data on. So thestatic physical
world is at best a guess.

How are we going tostart classifyingchanges to introduce order?
Oneof the bestclassifications, I think, is in terms of reversibility.If I go
out in the sun, I’ll go brown, and if I stay indoors at my desk I go paleagain.WhenIgooutagain,I'llgobrown.Nowit takesa littlewhile,
obviously. It may take some days before I reach a new equilibrium. The
amount of my brownnessshall probably be a fairly simple mathematical
function of the amount of sunshine. Now that goes both ways.Reduce
the sun, the brownnessis reduced; increase the sun, the brownnessis in
creased. So I can make statements about the changes in brownness, and
nowI can also make anotherstatement lying behindthat aboutthe rela
tionship of brownnessto sun.

In addition, I can ask a more abstract question. If I’m interested in,
say, evolution or learning, one of the things I will ask is the old, old
question: can I pass on the brownnessto myoffspring? You'll notice that
that question is already bankrupt as a result of what we’vebeen saying.
That question should be phrased, “Can I throw awaythe self-corrective
ness and fix the brownness on one end of the scale?”The Lamarckian
theory alwaysassumesthat you’re going to throw awayyourflexibility in
favor of rigidity in the next generation. Butit’s not whetherI’m passing
on the brownness, it’s whether I’m passing on the fixedness of the
brownness—a fixedness which I never had and therefore wasn’t in a po
sition to pass on.

In order to maintain that freedom of whether to turn brown, or of
whether to increase my blood pressure when I get excited, whether to
remind myselfthat I need food when I get hungry, myentire self-correc
tivemechanismsneed all sorts of much deeper backgroundstuff. If you
really think aboutthis, you’ll find that you’venow got anotherlayer of
waysto classifychange.First we said that changeis either reversible, part
of a self-corrective circuitry, like tanning, or it’s not self-corrective—if I
cut off my little finger, it doesn’t grow again. The questionis: Is the
change reversible and self-corrective, and is it fast or slow? If I don’t
have the power to go brownin the sun, the power to change my blood
pressure to fit my excitement, the power to know when to put more
food in me to replace low blood sugar, the power to warm myselfwhen
my body temperature falls and cool it when it rises, I’m in for trouble.
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The deeperthings in us get disturbed to the point, possibly,of death. 4
major descriptive proposition—Gregory 1salive—may bedisturbed in jts
truth by an inability to control my temperature whenI get a bit of
malaria. So that the top balancing changesare in fact the safeguard for
much deeperthings which preferably should not change. I mean,I pre.
fer to be alive.

We now have deep changes, or deep propositions, whose change
when it occurs becomesvery serious. It’s like an acrobat. He’s walking
on a high wire, and he’s got a balancing stick. Now wheneverhe feels
himself fall over that way,he tilts his balancing stick, pushingthis side
down,raising this side, and therebygets a little bit of torsion in hisown
body to balance himself, to not go overthat side. If he overdoesit, he’)]
have to do the reverse to not go overthat side. He may wobble, he mayos
cillate like any other self-corrective system with a governor. What he’s
essentially doing is using the changeability of his relationship to thebal
ancing pole to preserve a basic proposition: [ am on the high wire.When
you’re riding a bicycle, you’ve got the samething, or you steer with the
front wheel in order to maintain your approximate verticality. If the
front wheel is clamped, you will fall off.

Nowwhat I’ve doneis to begin to place us in a rather strange world
which doesn’t contain anything except news, reports of difference,
reports of change, preferences for change, preferencesfor stability, etc.
Thereis really no high wire, no balancing pole, only states of a balanc
ing pole, states of youon a high wire. From the momentI saw that the
word “stable” refers only to states, not to the cat, not to me, and not to
the object—from the momentwhenI discoveredthat “it”wasan error,I
was living in a world ofideas, very importantideas and elegantideas. To
live in a world ofideas is to be alive. I don’t really think a waterjug lives
in a world of ideas; it doesn’t have the necessarycircuits. It doesn’t have
experience, it doesn’t have information.

So here we are floating in a world which consists of nothing but
change, even though wetalk as if there was a static element in the
world, as thoughit waspossible to saythis shirt is green, that onestriped
or blue. But all I can really say,as I explore the world in front of me by
rubbing myretina against it, is that all I get is reports on wherethings
feel different. And so we live. And within that we say that things are
beautiful, things are ugly, we have pain, some food tastes better than
others, we’re tired, we’re bored, we get angry—all sorts of shenanigans.
And I think probably the next thing to suggest to you is that that world
of news can in a very curiouswayeither destroy or enrich you.

The difference between thisand that is not, of course, in this, it’s not
in that, it’s not in the space between them.I can’t pinch it. Whereis it?
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We can say the jug is on the table. Now that is to say that there is an
aggregate, a tangle of differences which I call a jug: this is narrow,that’s
fatter, that’s open, that’s closed and that’s brown andthis is yellow. But
the tangle seems to be here andthe table there, and I cannotlocate any
of the details of this tangle where the carriers of those details live, so to
speak. You only deal with the relationship between the thing and some
other thing, or between the thing andyou, or part of you, never the thing
itself.You live in a world that’s only madeof relationships. When you say
that the table is hard,all you’re sayingis that in a conflict, in a confronta
tion between the table and your hand, your hand hadto stop moving at a
certain point. The table won.If the table had been soft, your hand would
havewon. You're talking about something between the two things.

If you didn’t haveall the disadvantages of being human, especially
the disadvantage of language, you would not communicate except in
terms of relationship. There is no reason to believe, as far as I know,
that any characteristic like hardnessis attributed to something byprelin
guistic mammals, It’s pretty obvious that porpoises with their sonar can
tell the difference between one sort of ping and anothersort of ping,
and I think they probably refer the ping to the object that they’re send
ing out their sonar beam against. It takes a beam and an object to make
a ping, andthe ping is really only a statementof relationship. Asfar as I
know, all prelinguistic animals only know aboutrelationships. Thatis,
when they talk, the cat’s meow when you come home from workis not
‘I’m hungry.” It is “Mama.”It’s a statement of the relationship between
cats and you. The sound which the cat makesis in generala filial
sound—the sound of a child to a parent. It identifies the relationship
between you and the cat, and uponthe identification of that relation
ship, you are supposed to go to the icebox and get out whatever you
generally get for your child, the cat. And this goes for almostall of ani
mal communication.It’s noises or gestures or bodily movement which
suggests a certain sort of relationship, and upon that suggestion of the
relationship, the other organism is supposed to act.

Now you are notso very far from the cats and dogs. You are near
enough to them so you care more aboutyour relationships than about
any other single thing in the world. You may have putvarious sorts of
Shieldsand protection on them. Weall do. Butstill under all that pro
tection that’s where youlive, that’s where love and hate andself-respect
and pride and shameand a thousand things of that nature all are—in
what is between you and other people, and yourclues to all this all the
time are the sort of thing I’m talking about.

So I’m interviewing a thirty-five-year-old mother of a “problem”
child, a little boy offive. I should say that I’m on one endof the couch,
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average length, and the motheris sitting on the other end, andthe little
five-year-old is on the floor. Across the room twenty feet away is a young
man with a movie camera recordingit all. (It’s wonderful what people
will do to each other.) The motherstarts to say, “Mr.Bateson, you know,
bedtime in this household, in this house,it’s awful. It’s hell. We Sayto
him fifty times ‘go to bed, stay there,’ but he always gets up, he won’t
stay, and then he goes, he gets this little puppet. He calls it Tucky,”
Tuckyis a little finger puppet, you know,little dog-shaped finger pup
pet. “Can’t think why hecalls it Tucky. I’ve looked in all the children’s
books, there’s nothing, no little dogs called Tucky.”I say, “Yes,he gets
the puppet.” “Yes,”she says, “he gets that puppet and then he comes
and hesays, ‘Mummy, Mummy, Tucky wants to kiss you.’ Gee! He knows
all the tricks for getting through, doesn’t he?”

Nowwhat is the sequence? Thesigh in the mother’s voice between
the quote “Tucky wants to kiss you,” and “Gee, he knowsall thetricks
for getting through”—in the middle of that pause thereis a sigh which
is Clearlyaudible on the tape, a deep, almost heartbroken sigh. Thatis,
Mama knewthat “Tucky wants to kiss you” is a heartbreak statement,
and that already the child is substituting Tucky for self because it’s safer.
But in substituting Tuckyforself, the child has made a commentonthis
thing between himself and Mama, and heis now to be putin the wrong
about this thing between himself and Mamawith the statement, “Gee,
he knowsall the tricks for getting through.”It’s near enough to being a
true statement, so she can makeit and not see exactlywhat she’s doing,
but at the sametime, whatat one level was a statement of tragedy be
comes at the next level a statement of wicked manipulation, worldly
tricks. “He knowsall the tricks for getting through.” And, you see, he
mustn’t hear that sigh. Or he mustn’t signal that he heardit. So, what
we have is a buildup. Youcan build upthis tangle to a pointof no exit,andthisiswhat,onthewhole,mypatientsalwaysdo.WhenI saythey
build it up, of course, this is only one-half of the truth; the otherhalf of
the truth is that their parents, the authorities around them,their sib
lings, and I too, help them doit.

Nowwe get to the next question of change: When you build upby a
succession of changes whichare in the endall changes about proposi
tions about where you are, and which are mostlyunconsciousones, what
are the moments by whichsuch tangles get dissolved?I can giveyou one
example: I’m filming a six-year-old boy in his own home, with Mama
and a stuffed animal. He’s on a couch, the stuffed animal is on the cof
fee tablein front of the couch, the camera is over on the other side of
the coffee table. Mama goesand sits with him on the couch;he picksup
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the stuffed animal, and the battle starts between him and Mama. Hehits
Mommyover the head with the stuffed animal. Now she freezes because
she is in front of the camera too, so she gets out from in front ofit as
quickly as possible. I go over and sit on the couch, and ask young Mark
what the nameof the stuffed animal is. Mark says,“He does not have a
name, nobody has a name.” You know, one of the terrible things about
psychosisis that the psychotic is accurate on the natureof the self, the
nature of names, the nature of all the things that I started talking to you
aboutat the beginning ofthis talk. I say,“I thoughtthere wasa little boy
here named Mark.” Marksays, “Stop talking. Shut your mouth.” And I
say, “I can’t talk with my mouth shut.” Marksays, “Don’t be funny.” He
then picks up the stuffed animal and hits me over the head with it. Now
we have a battle with a stuffed animal which I quite enjoy, and at the
endof the battle he looksat the stuffed animal and the silkscarf around
its neck has come undone.“It’s come undone.”Tears. And I say,“Don’t
you know howto tie it?” “I can’t tie it.” “I'll show you. You put this piece
of the silk across that piece, like that. You do that. Right, now giveit to
me. Now you putthis one under. Youdo that.” And in about three min
utes he has made a bow aroundthe animal’s neck, and he then says,
“And his nameis Bimbo.”

Let me conclude by coming back to the change whichI referred to
earlier whenI said that the first piece that came loose was the word “sta
ble.” When the word “stable” came loose, this was a great opening up
for me of a whole realm of thinking and re-examination of otheraspects
and waysof weaving life together. I think these moments are the things
they call satori, mindless satori of one kind or another, the moment of
resolution of a koan,that sort of thing. And I think that the place to put
these moments, as a sortof final level to ourclassification of change,is
on top of the ladder of the whole scale of changes, the whole structure
of organization into which one puts one’s ideas, sense data andall the
rest of it—one’s experiences of dealing with one’s friends, as well as
whatthe sunsets look like in the trees. There is a possibilityof change in
the system of all these built-up structures. This is not something we
know much about, but the existence of a place like Naropa Institute is
obviouslysomehowrelated to those possibilities.
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The CaseAgainst the Casefor Mind/Body
Dualism

Myfirst response to Charles Tart’s defense of Mind/Body Dualism was,
“O God, do we have to go back, again, to the late Paleolithic?”

And then: “But, after all, the cave paintings are still among the
world’s great works of art, and the empathic totemism which surely ac
companied them must have been one of the world’s most loving and
most ennoblingreligions.”

But was thatreligion a bunch of dualisms of Mind/Body, God/Man,
and therestr

And obviously, the cloven hoof was already there. Think of the
“Sorcerer” of the Trois Freres cave. If ever religion graphically proposed
dualism, it was by the sanctification of masked figures. It is a slippery
sequence of dualisms from “man inside mask” to “possessing demon
inside lunatic” to “mind inside body” to “Out of Body Experience” and
the doctrine of “Trans-Substantiation.”

Whocan claim to be quite free from that schizophrenia—that habit
of false concreteness—whichidentifies the metaphorwith its referent?

But we make progress. Weare still far from identifying the logical
typesand modesof the messagematerial generated in the right andleft
hemispheres respectively, but it seems that, with exceptions of various
kinds, the right hemisphereis the source of what used to becalled “pri
mary process” thinking—sequences other than the indicative, the logi
cal, and the “true-or-false.”The left brain material can be qualified by
“perhaps,” “it’s as if... ,” “I guess,” “I wish,” “I see,” “I heard that,” and

*This article is a reply to “The Case FOR Mind/Body Dualism,” by Charles T. Tart, in
CoEvolution Quarterly, no. 11 (1976). Reprinted from CoEvolution Quarterly, no. 12 (1976), by
permission of the Point Foundation. (Excerpt from “Burnt Norton” and “The Dry Salvages”in
Four Quartets,copyright 1943 by T. S. Eliot and renewed 1971 by EsmeValerie Eliot, reprinted
bypermission of Harcourt BraceJovanovich,Inc., and Faber and FaberLtd.)
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so on. And such qualification saves the material from the false concrete.
ness which indicative messageswill alwayspropose, and which the undis
ciplined left hemisphere commonly prefers. “It’ssix o’clock” seemsless
ambiguous than “Time and the bell have buried the day.”But do not be
deceived into thinking that T. S. Eliot’s line means “the pubs are now
opening.”

The metaphorsof the right brain are not and cannot be qualified—
do not need qualification. Tryit: “It is as if the day were buried by time
and the bell,” or “I guess time and the bell somehowtogether buried
the day,”or “Which day did they bury?”

Try doing this sort of thing to the whole passage.

Timeand the bell have buried the day,
The black cloud carries the sun away.
Will the sunflower turn to us, will the clematis
Stray down, bendto us; tendril and spray
Clutch andcling?

Chill

Fingers of yewbe curled
Down on us? After the kingfisher’s wing
Has answeredlight to light, andis silent, the lightis still
At thestill point of the turning world.
—T. S. Eliot, in “Burnt Norton,”

from Four Quartets

But what doesit mean?

That, you see, is the thaumaturgist’s question, which invites the vul
garity of the fundamentalist. If you spell the question out, it means:
“Howshall we say thesamething in the languageof the left brain?” And
the correct answeris simply, “Don’t try. It cannot be done.” Theleft
brain cannot achieve that particular qualification of its own utterance
which is inherent, and therefore not further needed, in all right-brain
productions. It is the folly of the deaf linguist to believe that translation
is commonlypossible.

And when attempted, translation from the right to theleft is terato
genic, a creating of monsters. Myanthropological colleagues have done
their share of this. They assert, against all aesthetic sense, that the pale
olithic frescoes were magical devices to enable the hunters to kill the
beasts.

Perhaps the people wholeave their bodies could staywith their bod
ies if they once could grasp the fundamentaltruth thatreligion is unify
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ing and ancient, where magicis divisive,degenerate, and late. Rituals
first affirmed man’s unity with weather, landscape, beast and fellow
man. Only later did the rituals come to mean appetitive control of this
and that. The Body/Mind dualism is appetitive.

Were those beautiful reindeer and bison—soalive, so precise in pos
ture and movement—were they perhaps some atonement(at-ONE
ment) for the killing?

Be all that as it may,it is still so that to be fully present in the pre
sent, here and now, and of the Body, is strangely difficult. Sometimes, I
am told, a koanwill help us in this “occupation for the saint.”

To explore the womb,or tomb, or dreams; all these are
usual

Pastimesand drugs, andfeatures of the press:
Andalways willbe, someof them especially
Whenthere is distressof nations and perplexity
Whetheron theshores of Asia,or in the EdgwareRoad.
Men’scuriosity searches past and future
Andclings to that dimension. But to apprehend
The pointof intersection of the timeless
With time, is an occupation for the saint—
No occupation either, but something given
Andtaken, in a lifetime’sdeath in love,
Ardourand selflessness and self-surrender.
For most ofus, there is only the unattended
Moment, the momentin and outof time,
Thedistraction fit, lost in a shaft of sunlight,
The wild thyme unseen,or the winter lightning
Orthe waterfall, or music heard so deeply
Thatit is not heard atall, but you are the music
While the music lasts. These are only hints and guesses,
Hints followed by guesses; and therest
Is prayer, observance,discipline, thoughtand action.

—T. S. Eliot, in “The Dry Salvages,”
from Four Quartets
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Symptoms, Syndromes, and Systems"

There is a proverb that those wholive in glass houses—andespecially
those who share glass houses—should hesitate to throw stones at each
other; and I think it is appropriate to remind every occidental reader of
this essay that he lives in the same glass house with the medical profes
sion, along with the Christian religion, the Industrial Revolution, and
the educational systemof which the others are products.

In other words, we all share in a tangle of presuppositions many of
which have ancient origins. As I see it, our troubles have their roots in
this tangle of presuppositions many of which are nonsense. Rather than
point the finger of blame at one or another of the parts of our whole
system—the wicked doctors, the wicked industrialists, the wicked profes
sors—weshould take a look at the foundations and nature of the system
itself.

It makes butlittle sense to accuse the doctors of not using holistic
spectacles when they look at their patients, if we shirk the holistic vision
at the verymomentof our accusation.

Underthe holistic lens, our criticism of the doctors becomesclearly
an ignoring of the total system within which we and the doctors have
our existence, and that systemincludes the whole of our contemporary
civilization. It would not be “holistic” to concentrate all our attention
upon the symptomsof something wrongand, at the sametime, to accuse
the doctors of seeing only symptoms.

I ask then whatis it—whatsort of habit of mind is it—that leads to
paying too much attention to symptomsand too little to system?AndI
ask this question knowing surely that I have two places in which to look
for an answer. Oneof these is in the natural history of medical institu
tions, doctors and patients, and the other is in the remainder of the

*This article was written May 30, 1978, and is reprinted from TheEsalen Catalog.16, no. 4
(1978), by permission of Esalen Programs.
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civilization. Can we recognize “symptomophohia”in our universities, our
churches, our economicinstitutions, and our familyrelations?

Let me examinefirst a social symptom where we can see what’s hap
pening. After that we can look at a physiological symptom where whatis
happening is hidden inside the body. Think of traffic. There are too
manycars on the roads and too manyrestless people; and too muchpol
lution of the atmosphereby the cars. Altogether that makes up what the
doctorscall a “syndrome,”a nest of symptoms.

Of course this syndromereally has its roots in overpopulation and
unwisely applied engineering skill, and in medical victories over epi
demics. Public health, just like individual medicine, is symptom-acti
vated. We all share in the pathology which we would blame on the
doctors.

At the social level, what happensis simple: Somebodygetspaid to make
the pathological trend more comfortable.We treat the symptoms—we make
more roads for the more cars, and we make more andfaster cars for the
restless people; and when people (very properly) die of overeating or
pollution, we try to strengthen their stomachsor their lungs. (Insurance
companieshate death.) For overpopulation, we build more houses. And
so on.

That is the paradigm: Treat the symptom to make the worldsafe for
the pathology. But, it’s a little worse than that: We even look into the
future and try to see the symptoms and discomforts coming. We predict
the jamming oftraffic on the highwaysand invite bids for government
contracts to enlarge the roads for cars that do notyet exist. In this way,
millions of dollars get committed to the hypothesesof future increase in
pathology.

So, the doctor who concentrates upon the symptomsruns the risk of
protecting or fostering the pathology of which the symptomsare parts.

So—what about pain? There are several answers to the problem of
pain, several strategies for dealing with it: (1) Get a local anaesthetic
and get rid of it; or, more radically, cut the sensory nerve serving the
painful part. But these methods of symptomatic treatment make sense—
if at all—only if the messageof the pain is being heard andattended to.
(2) Grin and bearit. Again, this course only makes sense after the mes
sage has been assimilated. (3) Attend to—and perhaps treat—the sys
temic context in which the pain wasgenerated,i.e., act upon the message
of the pain.

I have often wondered why pain is so persistent—why doesit go on
after its existence has been noted? I think the answeris that the message
of pain changesas the pain persists. A new pain simply calls attention to
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the part which hurts, and if this were the only message of pain, the
owner of the pain would simplybe influenced bythe pain in the direc
tion of curing only the symptom. But pain can go on and on—and then
the message changes. The owneris forced (or should be forced) to
examine and perhapstreat larger areas of relevance. He should be
driven from symptom consciousness to attend to the larger system.

But the problem is still how tojump from thinking aboutthe part to
thinking aboutthe whole.

In biology there are no values which have the characteristic that if
something is good, then more of that something will be better.
Economists seem to think that this is true of money but, if they are
right, money is thereby shown to becertainly unbiological and perhaps
antibiological. For the rest, good things come in optima, not maxima.
For every desirable substance or experience there is an optimum
amountsuch that more than the optimum is toxic. This is obviouslytrue
of such good things as oxygen, calcium, food, entertainment, clothes,
psychotherapy, rage, and perhaps even love. All become toxic when con
sumedin excessivequantities.

Anypart of any biologicalwhole muststay in proportionatesize; if it
becomesbigger, the part must alwaysbecomea threat or a dangerto the
whole. So it begins to look as if the difficulty may be related to the
almost unimaginable changeof sign.

It is easy to see that if there are too many automobiles, a lot more
roads will make matters worse. It is not so easy to see that moreautomo
blesmight make people see the larger gestalt more clearly.

During World WarII, I was able to do oneinteresting thing—TIwas
able to establish in Chittagong a small radio station aimed at the enemy
occupied areas of Burma, Thailand, and Malaya. The station was
planned to neutralize enemy propaganda. So the propagandic policy
was simple: Welistened to the enemy’s nonsense and we professed to be
a Japanese official station. Every day we simply exaggeratedwhat the
enemy wastelling people. We argued that the enemy would probably
tell lies as big as he dared and therefore that it would be a good idea
(from our point of view) to have him appearto tell still bigger lies.
Exaggeratingthe symptom....

I alwayssuspect that patients in psychotherapy exaggeratetheir trau
matic histories and their symptomsbya factor of about three—and that
this is good for them.

Andthen there is the very interesting theory which lies behind
homeopathic medicine. If you suffer from a syndrome of symptoms—x,
y, and z—you should find a poison which would in normal doses cause
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the same set of symptoms. This drug you should take in microscopic
doses to get a reversedeffect.

I am suggesting, you see, that we and the doctors are not merely
hooked on the habit of overattention to symptoms, we are also hooked
on the habit of thinking in material terms. Weall think that pharmacol
ogy and the science of traffic limitation are quantitativesciences; thatif
muchis bad, then a little more will be worse. But, in truth, this is often
not so. Welive, rather, in a world of pattern and communication, a
world of ideas, and in that world all theories of dosage are partly upside
down. In the purely material world there could be noirony, and a mon
strous lack of humorof all kinds. But in the world of patterns and ideas,
irony is everywhere; and by irony you may (perhaps) reach that small
enlightenment which is a momentof seeing thelarger gestalt.
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Seekthe Sacred: Dartington Seminar*

Question:Whatis aesthetic? What is the sacred? What is conscious
ness? Whatis the relationship between them? You seem to suggestthat
consciousness is very important but at the same timerather treacherous
because it undermines our better attempts at the aesthetic and the
sacred.

GregoryBateson:Youjust quoted meas saying that consciousness be
comes destructive. I certainly didn’t say that. WhatI did say is that con
scious-purpose very rapidly becomes destructive. “Purpose” is a very
dangerous concept. Consciousness, I don’t know. I have been very care
ful to say as little as possible about consciousness. The trouble with con
sciousness is that in the nature of the case it focuses in. There is
something that they call the “screen of consciousness,” and this to meis
almost a mechanical analogy. We receive the products of our mental
activities,the images, but the creation of those imagesis beyondus. It is
an extraordinary and miraculous process. It is a beautiful process. But
whatin the end I am consciousof is a subtraction from the totality and
the totality cannot be reported to consciousness. The more you have to
report to consciousness the more machineryit requires to operate the
whole thing, and soon the head gets bigger than the body and then the
head has the problem of reporting onitself and it has to get bigger than
itself. Consciousness is always going to be selective. When you get the
other two, the sacred and the aesthetic, which are very closely related,
you are partly standing off to see a whole. Consciousness is tending to
focus in, whereas notions like the sacred and the beautiful tend to be
alwayslooking for the larger, the whole. That is why I distrust conscious
ness as a prime guide.

*The following is an extract from a discussion with Henryk Skolimowskiand othersat
Dartington Hall, England, in October 1979. Reprinted, edited, from Resurgence10, no. 6
(1980), by permission of Resurgence.
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Q:Whatis this something that the aesthetic embraces and the con
sciousness cannot?

GB: Let us start with the very elemental. If you say, “How do you
know that an elephant’s trunk is its nose?,” the answeris that it is be
tween two eyesand north of a mouth. Anda thingthat sticks out andis
between two eyes and north of a mouthis a nose. How do you knowthis
is a leaf? Whatis a leaf? A leaf is a thing which grows on a stem. Whatis
a stem? A stem is a thing which hasleaves andlittle stems in the angles
of the leaves.

If you wantto define the parts, you define them byrelations, as you
define the nose of the elephant.

When you wentto school you defined a sentence, analyzing a sen
tence, to put it more correctly. “Anoun is the name of a person, place
or thing.” In more modernlinguistics, we gave that up and wethink of a
noun as a word which can be a subject of a sentence. Whatis a sen
tence? It is that which has a nounfor a subject. The parts of speech get
defined in all their relations, just as you define the parts of theele
phant’s face or you define the parts of a plant. The comparative
anatomy of the parts of a sentence all depends upon the samesort of
mental function in you the analyst.As that came into focus in your head
and I gave you that bridge,a little “spark” flew, and that spark is some
thing very close to what we are talking about. That is an elementary
example of something which is at the roots of beauty and something
which is at the roots of the sacred. It is at the roots of how the world
tends to be a unified world and not a dualistic world.

Q: Would it be correct to suggest that the aesthetic is this unifying
glimpse that makes us aware of the unity of things which is not con
sciousness?

GB:Thatis right; that is what I am getting at. That flash which ap
pears in consciousness as a disturbance of consciousnessis the thing
that I am talking about.

Q:Whatis the function of the aesthetic in human life and doesit
function in the livesof animals?

GB:In the lives of animals, yes, it is fairly evident. I was very much
struck in the Chicago zoo where they have a pack of wolves.There was a
pack of eleven wolvesliving on three or four acres of open land, fenced
in, but the wolveshad that much freedom anyway.They have dug a hole
in the middle where they have their babies, their den. They are doing
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quite nicely there. They have a pack organization with a lead animal and
it is perfectly obvious. It is also very evident that the alpha animalis
much the mostbeautiful animal in the pack, in terms of sheer physique,
in terms of condition, in terms of how he handles himself and how he
looks out at the world. It would seem that his status as alpha animalis
somehowrelated to that, and I think you find a good deal of that in
other animals.

Weshould look at those animals which are able to play and consider
whetherthere isn’t aesthetic in the play-courtship combination. I don’t
think you are goingto findit in creatures like oysters,whose senseor
gans are rather limited and whose sexual activitiesare conducted by ova
and spermatazoa free swimming in the water. They don’t get together.
But I think you will find there is a fairly large span of creatures that use
somethinglike an aesthetic to get the sexes together.

Q:Whatis the sacred?

GB:Welive in a very peculiar Protestant universe. I myself am a fifth
generation unbaptized atheist. We are sort of ultra-Protestant. We
protested against even protest. Therefore the thing to dois obviouslyto go
back to the fourteenth or fifteenth century when they were burning each
otherat the stake for what today looks a quite crazysort of proposition.

The Catholics were saying that the bread zsthe body and the wine 7s
the blood, and the Protestants wanted to say, the bread standsfor the
body and the winestands for the blood. This difference seemed to them
one for which it was reasonable to burn people and reasonable to be
burned. What onearth is this point? The pointis this. That, to a part of
the mindthere is no distinction between the two. “Stands for” and “is”
are the same thing. But the Protestant, logical, straightforward part of
the brain cannot accept this. The part of the brain that dreams, which
on the wholeis the part that the artist uses most, is perfectly willing to
accept the statement that “the bread is the body,”and that of courseis
the part of the mind thatreally belongs in church. What Protestantism
did, in a sense, was to exclude from the church the very part of the
mind which belongsin the church,in favorof a commonsense logic and
a passionate desire that everything should make logicalsense.

Q: Are youtelling us that in making everything clear, logical, and
connected in a linear waywe havelost a part of our being whichis the
sacramental?

GB: Not quite. We have lost a wholeness of being which would in
clude “that” and the “other” side together. I don’t want to say that the
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fantasy brain, the primary processbrain, is the sacramental. I think the
sacramental is being damagedall the time.

The damage is the taking apart. The sacredness is the coming to
gether. .

The sacred is the hook up,the total hook up and not the productof
the split.

Q: You said that in the Chicago wolf pack it was the most beautifu]
wolf physicallythat seemed to be the natural leader. That does not seem
to be true with our own society. Do you think that when we overcome
some of the wrongness and when we have come back to “unity,” if we
ever do, that someone morephysically beautiful willbe our leader?

GB:Well, one thinks of various images of Christ, of Jehovah, and so
forth. One thinks, for example, of the whole body cult in California,
looking for beautiful people and making people as beautiful as possible
with exercises, going along with a psychic cult to try to make them live
fullerlives.

You becomea head manin a Balinese village by a very specific pro
cess, which involves marriage, having at least one child of each sex, not
having lost any body part, and so on. ‘Theyare extraordinarily interested
in large wholesof whichthe village is one, and of which the human fam
ily is one, so that the unit has to be complete. Completeness is one of
their points of beauty. Their aim is toward a very abstract sort of com
pleteness whichis not far from an aesthetic point.

Q:Wouldyou like to reflect on the capacity to symbolize?

GB:I never use that word. I don’t like using it because the word
tends to cut things up and then people talk of symbols as if they were
parts of a dictionary and you could have a dictionary of flowers, like
Ophelia: a rue means this and a rose means somethingelse.
Dictionaries of symbolism always seem to me to be cheap representa
tions of what really happens. I don’t like dictionaries of words. I think
they mostly tell lies. Words are notreally like that. Do not think as you
have been taught to think especially by language, in terms of those
items which are related, but alwaysthink in terms of the relationship
between them. Language always says, “The lemonis yellow,” and ob
scures the relationship between the yellowand the lemon,or it saysyou
have “five fingers.” The correct answer to “How many fingers do you
have?” is not “Five.”The correct answeris that what I have is fourrela
tionships between fingers. I think that it is clear enough to be able to
bet a thousandto onethat “I havefive fingers on this hand”is a wrong
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statement. What the right statementis, I don’t know. If you begin to
look at your hand, or indeed any organic object, in termsof its relations
and not in termsof its things, you will suddenly find that that object is
about four times as beautiful as you thoughtit was.

Takeyour hand homeand take a good lookat it sometime.
This is sort of a noisy place to do that. It is alwayssurprising whenyouwanttodoa littlemeditatingtodiscoverthedifferencebetween

thinking of the things and thinking of the relationship between the
things. This has to do with the sacred very much.

Q:When you describe the “spark,”you are talking about more than
the state of the relationships betweenrelationships.

GB:It is like trying to track an afterimage. Youstare at the light and
you look away and you see an afterimage and you follow it and it keeps
running awayfrom you andyou try to catchit. I experience something—
for lack of a word, I call it a spark. There is a whole series of things which
will give you a flash. We could do a comparative study of a dozen differ
ent sorts of flash to make a languagefor describing flashes,which would
be a very useful language. Thereare a lot of them.

I don’t know whatsort of a child I was. Now I am in myseventies
and a lot of thingsin thelast five or ten years have been happening—
not changes but sudden discoveries.

Youknow,one wentoff into the hills to find a donkey andat the age
of seventyone discovered one had been riding on onefor sixty years.

I think what one did was in some wayto give oneself permission to
discover that one is riding on the donkey. That giving oneself permis
sion is very close to the sort of things we are talking about. That things
like art and things like poetry and rhythmic prayer or whatever are not
in a way discoveries, or rather, they are discoveries in the literal etymo
logical sense of the word. They are uncoveries of that which one knew
before. Then sacredness has something to do with this covering and un
covering deeper components.

Q: Could you answer the meaning of the sacred and the meaning
of consciousness in terms of the function of the sacred and the func
tion of consciousness?

GB:I have avoided the word “function” three times this evening very
carefully. I have no idea what the word means. Do you mean usefulness?
The function of a handis to fit on the end of an arm.Is that a correct
use of the word “function”? No. I thoughtit wasn’t.There is a miserable
thing here, that keeps coming up, that a phrase like “the purpose of,”
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“the function of,” is inherent in the next substantive that you mention
after the words “function of.” The function of the aesthetic, the func.
tion of the hand, etc. Whereas function is inherent in relations and not
in things. An ax does not have a use. The use of an axis related toitspositionbetweenapersonanda tree.Nowifyouwanttoaskaboutthe
function of aesthetics I will say, well, between what and what, within
what whole are you attributing function to what parts? “Function”is a
part word and not a whole word. Aesthetics and sacred tend to be whole
words, words about wholes, and you can’t talk about the function of a
whole.It is no good saying, “Whatis the meaningof the universe?”

Q:But whynot?

GB:Because to say, “What is the meaning of the universe?” assumes
there is another entity for whom the universe has meaning. Meaningis
not internal. It is between parts.

Q: You do not have to assume that there is something beyond in
orderto ask the question, “Whatis the meaningof the universe?”

GB:To whom?

Q:To you or me.

GB:You arepart of the universe.

Q:Whatwill you say about the mechanistic view?

GB:There are several things which are called mechanistic points
of view.The thing which is preponderantly called a mechanistic point of
viewis a point of viewderived from the science which grew out of Newton
and Locke and becamethe Industrial Revolution and becamethe science.
Essentially, how to get across those arcs and how to ignore the circuit
structure. In a sense, in introducing the circuit structure in the bottom
half of that iceberg, I am blowingall hell out of the Newtonian and
Lockean materialistic point of view. The Newton-Locke mechanism is
related, in fact, to the separation of mind and body, mind and matter.

Q:How do you think we can become morein tune?

GB:Takeyour hand homeand take a goodlook at it as an aggregate
of relationships and not as an aggregate of objects. On the whole, an
artist or many artists doing a representational job on a landscape,say,
see that landscape partly not as a tree, a house, a hill, but as this shape
with that shape. And the shapesare to be related and theartist forgets
while he is drawing the picture that he is drawing a hill, a house,a tree.
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This is the same thing that I am talking about when I sayyou might look
at your hand andsee that it is a bunchof relationships. It has a very cu
rious sort of effect on one to meditate oneself into that view.

Q: I have been getting very lost in a lot of the words that have been
going around. To me almostit seemed we were losing what we were talk
ing about.

GB:You have to talk about it with a good deal of care. I'am sure you
can lose everything by talking aboutit badly.To talk about things wellis
not easy. We have on the whole been taughtto talk very badly. The
schooling which weall come out of is quite monstrous. It goes back in
fact to Locke and Newton and to Descartes and dualism. It is not an
accident and it is a very curious juxtaposition that this same man
around 1700,Descartes, created three of the major tools of our contem
porary thinking. One: the split between mind and matter. Two: the
Cartesian coordinates, the graph—you put time on the bottom and you
makea variable. And, three: the cogito—‘Ithink, therefore I am.” Those
three things go together and have simply torn the concept of the uni
verse in whichwe live into rags.
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“Last Lecture’*

Returning to theplacefrom which I started, and knowing theplace
for thefirst time.

T. S. Eliot gives the recipefor a last lecture.
I started in the biologytaught in Cambridge in the 1920s, corrected

somewhat by boyish collecting of various invertebrates: lepidoptera,
coleoptera, mollusca, odonata, etc.

Looking at all that with eyeschanged by anthropology and dolphins
and schizophrenia, I seethat I never traveledfar from whereI started.

Whatis form, pattern, purpose,organization,and soon...?
Those weremy questions when I started and are still my questions.
There have been advances: Cybernetics has helped, and Whitehead

Russell have helped, and “Laws ofForm” and Information Theory and
Ross Ashby.

But mysteriesremain.
The world looksmoreelegant than it did... .

In T. S. Eliot’s words, “The endof all our exploring will be to arrive
where westarted and knowthe place for the first time.”So, here I am
in Britain where I started and from which I have been awayalmost con
tinuously since 1927 whenI was twenty-three. It was then that I started
to go to New Guinea. I returned in 1929 from a study of head-hunting
people to the high table of St. John’s College, Cambridge, and found
myselfvery unhappy there. It seemed to me that the undoubtedly ele
gant exchange of intellectual embroidery which occurred at the high
table was somehow emotionally dishonest, so I fled down into
Somerset, where I wrote up my New Guinea material, submitted it for a
Fellowship, got my Fellowship, and returned to New Guinea.

*Asked to deliver what he would bewilling to call his “last lecture,” Bateson responded
with this draft, written September 29, 1979, for distribution to the press, of a lecture delivered
October 28, 1979,at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, London.Previously unpublished.
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On mysecond trip I learned a good deal about how NewGuineaetj
quette works, how beautifully it dovetails together. And when I returned
again—returning again to the place from which I started—to the high
table of St.John’s College, Cambridge, I was fascinated and enchanted
by the elegance of that systemwhere again parts function together,fit
ting together with every detail “at home taking its place to support the
others.” And so on. “The easy commerce of the old and new.” And so
on. I turned to my neighborat high table and remarked on this beauty
of functioning—andit was, I assure you, not a critical but a loving com
ment, a delighted comment. He turned immediately to his neighbor on
the otherside and started a conversation about the weather.

That was one ofthe details, one of the small experiences which con
tributed to my actually leaving the country and going to America. My
trade and my bent was to be conscious of the social system of which|
was part, and in Englandit was almost a premise of the British social sys
tem that you shall not be too conscious of how it works.

But I am speaking ofthirty-five years ago, and since then someheavy
years have gone by—WorldWarII andthe vast disruptions that followed
World WarII. Today we are in an epoch in whichthe very deep things
of which we were happily unconscious are now rumbling with change.I
think it is time for you Britons, and for myfriends in America—for the
whole Western world and perhaps for the Oriental world—to pay atten
tion to that rumbling. We have to becomeconscious ofthose things of
which we were previously happily and for our owngoodunconscious.

So I return today to the place from whichI started with a determin
ation to knowthe place for the first time or to help you knowit.
Especially I want to offer you the thinking which I’ve donesince 1927.

There are two piecesof this thinking which I wantto offer you. Both
of them have to do with the problems of educationin the widersense of
that word. So it’s appropriate that this lecture has been sponsored by
Dartington Hall, where advanced thinking on the subject of.education
has been doneover the last fifty years.

The first concerns the relation between what used to be called a
“body” and what used to be called a “mind.” These wordsstill persist,
but I will use them both as if they were already obsolete, where I hope
theywill arrive fairly soon. For the formal separation we could perhaps
blame Descartes in the seventeenth century, but of course we can glance
back to the Paleolithic and, alas, a contemporary look will reveal all
sorts of modern cults and semilunacies where it is believed that mind
and bodyare separate. (I understand that there is quite a cult of O.B.E.
these days—Out-of-BodyExperience—the notion that a something
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which is not a something may hop outof your body and sit on the win
dowsill, look back at the body for a minute, and then go wandering and
return with a narrative of its adventures.) I regard all that as lunatic ex
trapolation from a Cartesian position in which I simplydo notbelieve.

It seems to me importantfor our notions of responsibilityand our
notions of what a human beingis, that we accept very firmly that body
and mind are one. The bridge which makesthese two onewas, I believe,
discovered about 130 years ago by Gustav Fechner. Psychologists will re
call that in Leipzig in 1834 Weber discovered that perception was re
lated to ratios of intensity in the “stimulus.”Weber himself doesn’t seem
to have made muchof this, but he was the actual discoverer. He discov
ered, for example, that the ability to perceive the difference between
two weights is based on the ratio between them and not upon the sub
tractive difference. So if you can discriminate between two ounces and
three ounces, you will also discriminate six ounces from four, and in
deed three pounds from two pounds. Now that discovery, that the first
and most fundamental step of mental life—the receipt of newsfrom the
outside—depends upon difference, and that the differences are in fact
ratios, is basic for epistemology, the science of howit is that we can
know anything. Fechner contributed to the natural history of howit is
that we can know anything. We can only knowby virtue of difference.
This means that our entire mentallife is one degree more abstract than
the physical world around us. We deal in what mathematicianscall
derivatives, and not in quantities—in ratios between quantities but not
in quantities. This, you see, is a bridge between mind and body, or be
tween mind and matter, but, at the same time, it differentiates mind
from matter. Incidentally, Fechner’s contribution supports Immanuel
Kant, who alreadyin the eighteenth century sawthat there are a million
facts (Tatsache)in a piece of chalk, but a very few of these becomeeffec
tive. Most of them do not make a difference. In the more modernlan
guage of information theory, we may say that information is difference
whichmakesa differenceand that of the infinite numberof differences im
manent in this chalk very few become information. There is the fact
that this chalk is here in London anddiffers therefore from some other
piece of chalk in New York. But that is not an effective difference that
makesa difference. It doesn’t enter into an information processing sys
tem. This is basic to our notion of what is life, our notion of what is
death.It is basic for religion.

I want to put a second point before you now, another epistemologi
cal point. First of all I assert that, if you are going to talk aboutliving
things, not only as an academic biologist but as yourself a living thing
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amongliving things, it would be nice if you could talk a language which
would be somehow isomorphic with—would be in step with—thelan
guage in terms of which living things themselves are organized. For ex
ample, you have two eyes, one on each side of your nose, and you can
point to that and use everyday language to say so. But everyday lan
guage hides the truth that the developmentof those eyes in that loca
tion—or that nose located between them—is a relational matter. It is
brought about by internal exchange of newsaboutthe organization asit
develops and news of the relationsbetween the parts of that organiza
tion. That’s how you come to get two eyes, one on eachside of your
nose. We don’t know howto say that. We knowvery little about the real
underlying organization of the shapes and formsof living things. We do
not knowhowthe zebra makeshis stripes or the tabbycator the tiger.
We do not know howthe repetitious series of ribs is formed. We know a
little bit about those processes and there is some experimental work on
such things. But we don’t know much.

Let me putit this way.If I ask you how manyfingers you have, you
will probably answer, “Five.”That I believe to be an incorrect answer,
The correct answer, I believe, is, “Gregory you are asking a question
wrongly.” In the processes of human growth, there is surely noword
which meansfinger, and no word which meansfive. There might be a
word for “branching,” a command of somesort identifying the contin
gencies of branching. If that is so, then the right question would be:
How manyrelations between pairs of fingers do you have?Andthe cor
rect answer, of course, is four. The relation between one and two, the
relation between two and three, between three and four, four andfive.
(It is unlikely, I think, that the relation between numberfour and five
acted back uponthe relation between one and two—butconceivable.)

Youshould be counting notthe things whichare related, butthe re
lationships; not the relata, but the relationships. How many branchings
did it take to make a hand? Not how manyfingers were a result of those
branchings.

Look at your hand now. I don’t know whetheryou can doit in such
a public place as this, in such an unquietplaceas this. I recommend you
take your hand homeand take a look at it when you get there—very
quietly, almost as part of meditation. And try to catch the difference be
tween seeing it as a base for five parts and seeing it as constructed of a
tangle of relationships. Not a tangle, a pattern of the interlockingof re
lationships which were the determinants of its growth. And if you can
really manage to see the hand in terms of the epistemology that I am
offering you, I think you will find that your hand is suddenly much
more recognizably beautiful as a product of relationship than as a
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composition of countable parts. In other words, I am suggesting to you,
first, that language is very deceiving, and, second, that if you begin even
without much knowledge to adventure into whatit would be like to look
at the world with a biological epistemology, you will come into contact
with concepts which the biologists don’t look at at all. You will meet
with beautyand ugliness. ‘These may be real components in the world
that you as a living creaturelive in.

It’s not a newidea that living things have immanentbeauty, butit is
revolutionary to assert, as a scientist,that matters of beauty are really
highly formal, very real, and crucial to the entire political and ethical
system in whichwe live.

Very well. I have offered you two central points in what I mightcall
biological epistemology. First, that all mentallife is related to the physi
cal body as difference or contrast is related to the static and the uni
form. And second, I have offered you the idea that the viewing of the
world in terms of thingsis a distortion supported by language, and that
the correct viewof the world is in terms of the dynamic relations which
are the governors of growth.

In passing, note that the whole of possessivenesswould come out
very differently if we viewed our possessivenessnot numerically in terms
of poundsor dollars but relationally.Whatis it to possessfive fingers ver
sus what is it to possess four relationships between fingers? Is the word
“possession”applicableat all to relations?

Perhapsthat will suffice to show that what I am saying, if taken seri
ously—andI say it in all seriousness—would make an almosttotal
change in the waywelive, the waywe think aboutour lives, and about
each other and ourselves.

Perhaps a curriculum is like a hand in that every piece and compo
nent of what they would call a curriculum is really related ideally to the
other componentsas fingers are related to each other and to the whole
hand.In other words, it is nonsense exceptas sort of a Faustian shortcut
to learn large quantities of listed material unless the learning of those
lists can be developed into somesort of organic whole. I am not against
the learning oflists. I am against the failure to assimilate the compo
nents oflists togetherinto a total vision, a total hearing,a total kinesics,
perhaps, of the wholes with which we deal. We are all familiar with the
difficulties that Anglo-Saxons face when they learn languages.
Englishmen and Americans are notoriously stupid and awkward when
they cometo a foreign country andtry to talk the native language. This
is a sharp and clear example of exactly the point that I am trying to
make, that we Anglo-Saxons do not learn to live in a language because
webelieve that it is made of separate parts. We call these “words”and we
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make them into dictionaries. But that is not how the natives of the place
learn to speak as children nor howthey speak today. It is not even how
we speak our own English—a language notorious for the numberof
poets it has produced. We havelost by the time weare twelvetheidea of
language as a livingorganized pattern.

So whatis a livingorganized pattern and howis it carried andtrans
mitted in an educating system? Let us look at that aspect of psychology
which on the whole psychologists most hate to consider. We put an
organism—a rat or a dog, or a graduate student—in a context of learn
ing, and in that context he learns certain linkages between outside
“stimulus” and “response” and “reinforcement.” But that is not the end
of the story. In my family, we had for a long time a female Keeshond
dog. She becamefinally the mother of some pups, and I wasprivileged
to watch the weaning of one of these pups. It was done, as weaning is
done in all Canidae, by pressing the puppy down. The motherpresses
the puppy down with her mouth open on the back of his neck. If after
that the puppy again asks for milk, he is again pressed down.So far the
story is quite simply a story of operant conditioning with negative rein
forcement. And it would fit any textbook of psychology. But the next
step was a quasi-battle which became an affectionate play between
mother and puppy. The puppy attacked mother’s mouth with his
mouth, and she and puppythen had a mutual mouthing game. In other
words, the learning context is woven into a total relationship and does
not stand outas a single incident. It’s not just “learn not to ask fortit”
but a much more complicated business in a total woven fabric of rela
tionship andlove.

Andif dogs achieve that order of complexity,you maybe pretty sure
that human beings could and should achieve two or three orders of
greater complexity.

The matter becomesa little more complex already among the
wolves. In the Chicago zoo they have a pack of wolves living on three or
four acres of rough ground. They have a den in the center which they
dug and where they have their pups. Theylive a fairly civilized life.
Every now and then, an ambulance goes down the road outside the zoo,
its siren screaming. When the wolves hear the sound they all howl in a
most beautiful sound and after they have howled theyall come together
and—what do you think—everybody mouths everybody else’s mouth.
They go into what the anthropologist would call an aggregation rite (ie
d’aggregation)which has its roots way back in the weaning procedure
whichI described.

And now, perhaps because you are Anglo-Saxons and I am an Anglo
Saxon, you will want to ask me, “But how are we to achieve such a holistic
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education?” And that question is already a confession that we are in gen
eral not doing it. The question springs from an already dissected uni
verse and not from an organized universe, and therefore asks for an
answer which cannotbe the answer. It asks for an answer in terms of a
dissected universe, and that answerI will not give you. It would not be
an answer.

We face a paradox in that I cannot tell you how to educate the
young, or yourselves, in terms of the epistemology which I have offered
you except you first embrace that epistemology. The. answers must al
ready be in your head and in your rules of perception. You must know
the answer to your question before I can give it to you. I wish that every
teacher, schoolmaster, parent, and oldersibling could hear the thunder
ous voice out of the whirlwind: “Whois this that darkeneth counsel by
wordswithout understanding? ... Dost thou knowwhenthe hindsbring
forthe .. . Where wast thou whenI set up the pillars of the earth?” I
mean the thirty-eighth, thirty-ninth, and fortieth chapters of the Book
of Job. The pietistic silly old man thought he was pretty good and
thought God wasjust like him, butfinally he was enlightened by an
enormouslesson, a thunderouslesson in natural history and in the
beauty of the natural world.

Of course natural history can be taught as a dead subject. I know
that, but I believe also that perhaps the monstrous atomistic pathology
at the individual level, at the family level, at the national level and the
international level—the pathology of wrong thinking in which weall
live—can only in the end be corrected by an enormousdiscovery of
those relations in nature which make upthe beautyof nature.
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